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PREFACE TO THE SERIES

I
NDIAN TEMPLE-ARCHITECTURE HAS ENGAGED THE ATTENTION OF COMPETENT PERSONS FOR

more than a century, from the days of the pioneering work ofJames Fergusson. Much
valuable work has already been done, as a result of which the lines of evolution and

regional characterizations have been established in broad outlines. But the finer lines

have still to be drawn, and this can be done by a more extensive fieldwork and intensive

examination of the data collected therefrom. It is for this dual purpose—survey and study

of temple-architecture—that the Archaeological Survey of India set up, in 1955, an

organization with two of its senior officers, one for the north and the other for the south,

and the necessary staff. Both the officers have already covered much ground, though,

due to the enormity of the work, much more remains to be covered. To the original scope

of the project has now been added the study of iconography, for it would indeed have been

an avoidable duplication of work were a separate organization for iconographic survey to

be created.

It may be made clear that any attempt at co-ordination between the silpa-sdstras

and the monuments has been kept out of the purview of the project, for that would have

entailed an unnecessary widening of its scope, besides being fraught with the risk of the

introduction of subjective and uncertain elements into a factual survey and study. A great

deal of vagueness prevails at present about the interpretations of many basic terms of the

silpa-sdstras. Thus, there is no concensus on the meanings of the terms JVdgara, Vesara and

Drdvida—the three primary Orders of architecture according to the texts. fVffiile some

persons have regarded the Orissan temples as the purest examples of the Ndgara Order,

others have seen in them the illustration of the Vesara. Again, \vhile the Drdvida Order, by its

name, does seem to have a geographical connotation, such a connotation, as a corollary,

has been extended to the other two, perhaps on inadequate grounds. The term Vesara,

for instance, would lose all regional significance and assume a purely architectural aspect

if it is, as seems very likely, a corrupt form of Sanskrit dvy-aha, ‘ two-angled ’ (which is

indeed implied in its definition by the Mdna-sdra as vrittasy-dgre dvy-ahakam, ‘ ha\'ing two

angles in front of a round part, ’ and would very appropriately describe an apsidal

structure)

.

Instances like this can be multiplied. It is clear that the pitfalls in the ^vay of

interpretations of the silpa-sdstras are many and much laborious work is necessary to level

the ground and put the interpretations on an unassailable basis. But to say this is not to

mean that no help need be derived out of the texts even at this stage. Where the meanings

of the textual terms are certain, as the names ofmany architectural components indeed are.
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there is no reason why they should not be freely used in preference to the often inapt

terms of European architecture.

The planning of the survey has necessarily been on a regional and chronological

basis ; it is only on this basis that the spatial and temporal developments of architectural

elements can be brought out. This basis, it is admitted, may tend largely to coincide with a

dynastic grouping—a tendency to avoid which precautions have to be taken, for art and

architecture should reflect something less ephemeral than dynastic vagaries. At the same

time, in cases where all or most of the monuments in a group are the direct outcome of the

initiative and patronage of the rulers of a particular dynasty, a dynastic appellation of that

group would doubtless be justified.

The first Number of the Architectural Survey of Temples Series embodies the

results of the survey and study of the cave-temples executed by and under the auspices of

the Pallavas. The future Numbers will be published as and when they are ready.

Circumstances do not favour the publication of the Numbers in any definite order.

A. GHOSH
Director General of Archaeology in India
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

OF THE NUMEROUS TEMPLES OF SOUTH InDIA, THE EARLIEST EXTANT GROUP BELONGS TO
the Pallavas and the Chalukyas, while the subsequent groups fall into more or less

unbroken lines, with Pallava or Chalukyan characteristics as their basis. The
Gahgas, the Muttaraiyars, the earlier Cholas, the later Cholas and the Pandyas, the

Vijayanagara rulers and the provincial Nayakas continued the Pallava tradition in their

respective zones, while the Rashtrakutas, the Telugu Chodas, the later- Chalukyas, the

Kakatiyas and the Hoysalas continued the early Chalukyan tradition in the rest of south

India. Each of them would thus form a separate group with individual characters.

While the contemporary Chalukyas, drawing largely from the experience of the rock-

architecture that had prevailed for nearly a millennium, deliberately chose the softer

rocks for their excavations and constructions, the Pallavas struck out a new mode of working
on hard rocks, after a break of nearly a millennium from the time of Asoka and his grand-

son Dasaratha, who had excavated into such hard rocks in the Barabar and NagarjunI
hills. The nature of the material and the technique involved in its working obviously

resulted in the special characters of Pallava rock-architecture, which have been
noticed in detail in Chapter III of this work.

Since a chronological study of Pallava architecture would be incomplete without

a knowledge of the dynastic history and the exact limits of the Pallava territory at different

times, an outline of their political history has been given in Chapter II, in the light of the

latest epigraphical researches.

The rock-architecture of the Pallavas would start with their cut-in temples, fami-

liarly called the rock-cut cave-temples. These are essentially reproductions of rnandapas,

which, as excavations, repeat the interior aspects of such pillared halls with one or more
distal or lateral shrines with shrine-cells. While the disposition of these shrines is largely

determined by the orientation of the main fa§ade of the mandapa, the frontages of the

shrines reproduce in their architectural details the front elevations of the lower parts

of a vimdna up to the prastara. There are also a few examples where the excavation re-

presents a vimdna without the mandapa in front. More than thirty excavations are

concentrated in the Pallava territory of Tondai-mandalam, many of them authenticated

by inscriptions of the respective excavator and therefore precisely datable. The dating

of the rest in comparison with the dated ones would be the next step.

A simultaneous survey of the cave-temples in the peripheral area in the north, west

and south of the Pallava territory would make the identification and isolation of cave-

temples of a purely Pallava authorship possible. Thus, the cave-temples in Bhairava-

konda (Nellore District), Vijayavada (Krishna District) and Undavalli (Guntur District),

all hitherto included under the Pallava group, would fall out of the group because of their

1
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non-Pallava origin, style and epigraphical contents. The same conclusion would become

obvious in the case of the cave-temples in Salem District on the west and Tiruchirappalli

and other Districts on the south. A close study of the Pallava excavations, thus isolated,

has revealed two groups of such Pallava cave-temples, viz. one of the type initiated by
Mahendra and another of the type modified by Mamalla who succeeded him. The
general characters of these two groups and their relation with each other are described

in Chapter IV. The cave-temple of the Mahendra type is simpler with short, massive,

square pillars on the fa§ade with a heavy corbel or potika. This was due to the inherent

nature of the new rock-material of a yet-unknown mass and tensile strength. The inter-

columniation also, therefore, was very short and equal. The cornice or forming a part of

theprastara, is undifferentiated except in a single instance. This typeis distributed throughout

the Pallava territory. The shrine-fronts inside have a moulded adhishthdna with pilasters

often having capital-members of the ‘ order ’ and a clear-cut kapdta with Aw^M-arches. The
Mamalla type, confined to Mahabalipuram, includes a more ornate series. Pillars

are slender and tend to become circular or polygonal, more elegant and proportionate

and provided with capitals of the ‘ order ’. The intercolumniation has also increased.

The kapdta over the fa§ade becomes distinct with kudu-divchts and over the prastara is a
string of miniature shrines. The pillars are usually lion- or ^fl/a-based. This type of cave-

temples, which made its appearance in the time of Mamalla, persisted for two generations

after him, while the Mahendra type continued much later till the close of the Pallava

period and set the norm which the contemporary dynasties, such as the Pandyas,
Muttaraiyars, Adigaimans, Cheras and Eastern Chalukyas, emulated with distinct variations

or modifications in their respective areas outside the Pallava country.

Owing to the hardness arid texture of the rock, the ornamental and sculptural decora-
tions of the interiors and exteriors of these cave-temples could only be limited, thus
presenting a contrast with the richness of ornamentation and lavishness of sculpture in

the sandstone and other material of the cave-temples of contemporary and earlier

dynasties. The sculptures are therefore bas-reliefs of large size, often fine group-composi-
tions, judiciously distributed and not cut more or less in the round or cut out as in
contemporary Chalukya and Rashtrakuta examples; whatever further embellishments
the monuments needed were supplied by a thin coat of painted plaster or stucco over the
smoothened stone surface. As between the Mahendra and Mamalla cave-temples, the
latter have more of sculpture and other decorative carvings. The most frequent and
often the only sculpture is the dvara-pala or dvdra-pdlikd as the case may be. The other
sculptures, where present, are to be found on the walls of the mandapa and in a few cases
as small vignettes on the top squares of the pillars. The shrine-cells of the earlier
Mahendra type cave-temples and the earlier ones of the Mamalla series are now empty
and contain neither a rock-cut linga (as is common in the Chalukya, Pandya, Muttaraiyar
and Telugu-Choda cave-temples) nor any rock-carving of an appropriate deity. But
there are enough indications to show that the object of worship was a painting or stucco
relief on the plastered hind wall, if not a carved and painted wooden plaque. It is only
in the later examples of the Mahendra and Mamalla types, and starting from about the
time of Paramesvara I that bas-reliefs of Somaskanda or forms of other deities, as the case
may be, are found carved on the hind walls of the shrines. The absence of any original
stone linga inside the Saivite shrines is demonstrated by the absence of the prandla or
water-spout or any other arrangement to take off the abhisheka-^dAer. Another notable
feature is the absence of Ganesa, Jyeshtha and sapta-mdtrikd icons, usually associated with
Pandya, Muttaraiyar and Chalukyan cave-temples outside Tondai-mandalam.

The Mahendra type cave-temples fall into three periods, the first contemporary
with Mahendra, the second subsequent to Mahendra and up to the time of Rajasirhha

2



IXTRODUCTIOX

and the last after Rajasimha. Likewise, the Mamalla type cave-temples contempora-
neous with those of Mamalla or with those of his successors till the time of Rajasimha form
a separate group confined to Mahabalipuram. The cave-temples under these groups
are described in detail in Chapter V.

Since a volume of fi7/(a-literature grew side by side with the growth of the temples
and many contemporary^ inscriptions employ architectural terms, they have been appro-
priately used in the description of the architecture. The study has also made it possible
to understand the derivation and functional aspects of many of the architectural motifs,

particularly in the earlier series, which more or less get lost by transformation into mere
decorative details and conventional patterns in the later examples.

3



CHAPTER II

THE PALLAVAS OF THE SIJtoAVISHIW LINE

The period covered by the latter hale of the sixth to the first half of the
tenth century a.d. forms an important landmark in the political and cultural history

of south India. It marks the rise to power and the decline of three great dynasties,

viz. the Chalukyas with their capital at Badami, the Pallavas at Kahchi and the Pandyas
at Madurai. The Chalukyas became divided during the first half of the eighth century into
two independent groups, i.e. the Eastern Chalukyas of Vehgi and the Western Chalukyas
of Kalyani. The Badami Chalukyas were, however, ably succeeded by the powerful
Rashtrakutas of Manyakheta in the north, while the Pallavas of the Sirhhavishnu line

and the Pandyas from the time of Kaduhgon continued to rule in their respective areas
in the south.

Politically, this period of four centuries is a story of conflicts among the three
powers for the extension of their influences and empires. It is mostly from the names
of the contending parties occurring in inscriptions that the history of their kingdoms can be
sketched. The Gahgas of Mysore, occupying the area to the west of the Pallava dominions
and to the south of the Chalukyan territories, the Telugu-Chbdas, who occupied the
region to the north of the Pallava area and south-east of the Chalukyan area, the
Muttaraiyars, who held a similar place between the Pallavas and the Pandyas in the
south (fig. 1, p. 23), had a large share in the political conflicts of the period. Such
conflicts, however, were no obstacle to the growth of art, religion and culture in these areas,
influenced by a vast and many-sided religious revival that checked the growth of Jainism
and Buddhism and resulted in a volume of soul-stirring devotional literature and
advanced philosophical speculation. In fact, the contending parties seem to have vied
with one another in their architectural and artistic creations and definite and crystallized
styles of architecture and sculpture in their respective areas.

'

SIMHAVISHNU [circa 550-80)

The founder of the Pallava dynasty of KaHchl was Sirhhavishnu or Avanisirhha,
son of Sirhhavarman,'' who is known only from the records of his successors and the con-
temporary Gahga and Chalukya grants. He was the first Pallava sovereign, who extended
his influence beyond Kanchipuram as far as Tiruchirappalli in the south, as is evidenced by
subsequent inscriptions.

The Hosakote plates of the Gahga ruler Avanita,® dated in his twelfth year, establish
the contemporaneity of Sirhhavishnu and Avanita. Avanita is known to have ruled during
circa 555 to 605, and it may be taken that Sirhhavishnu ruled from circa 550 to 580.

'K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, A History of South India (Madras, 1958), pp. 141-42.
“ Regarding the position of Sirhhavarman see Transactions of the Archaeological Society of South

India (Madras,), 1958-59, pp. 44-45.

^Mysore Archaeological Reports, 1938, p. 88.
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Mahendra, his son, has eulogized Siriihavishnu in his Mattavildsa-prahasana.'

Sirhhavishnu is stated in the Kasakkudi plates" to have vanquished the Kalabhras, Malavas,
Cholas, Pandyas and Sirhhalas in the course of his extension of the Pallava territory as far

as the Kaveri river. The possibility of the southern boundary of the Pallava kingdom
reaching as far as the Kaveri is supported by a late ninth century record, which names
Kahjanur in Kumbakonam Taluk as Siihhavishnu-chaturvedi-mahgalam.^ His devotion to

Vishnu is testified to by the Udayendiram plates of Nandivarman.'^ It is interesting to

note that Siihhavishnu’s mother [janani) consecrated a Jaina temple, to which a grant
was given by the Gahga king Avanita,® though her relation with Avanita is not given in

the grant.

MAHENDRAVARMAN I {circa 580-630)

Mahendravarman I, who succeeded Sirhhavishnu, inherited the vast kingdom extend-
ing south up to the Kaveri. He must have had a fairly long reign of fifty years to account
for all his achievements in the novel method of excavating rock-cut shrines. From his

reign onwards, stone inscriptions begin to appear. Although Mahendravarman and
his successors did not date their records according to any era, their chronology can be
fixed with the help of the information regarding their relation with Chalukyan kings

of known dates. He was the originator of rock-architecture in south India, as his

Mandagappattu inscription,® in Sanskrit verse, testifies. All his known inscriptions either

consist of labels denoting his various titles like Sankirnajati, Mattavilasa, Gunabhara,
Lalitahkura, Satrumalla, Chettakari, etc., which reveal the king’s many-sided charac-
ter, or record the excavation of cave-temples named after one or other of his birudas.

The other titles—Pasarambu, Bujjanakanthu, Pisugu, Ventulavittu and Nilvuleneyambu
—that he assumed, were obviously due to his connexion with the Telugu country, while
those like Kurrambu, Chitrakarapuli, Vancha-valava {valava=Ch.b\di)

,

etc., denote his

adoption of Tamil titles as well.

Mahendra initiated the Pallava-Chalukya and Pallava-Panclya feuds, which were
continued by his successors for one and half centuries, though the real reasons for these pro-

longed conflicts are yet to be determined. The Aihole inscription of Pulakesin H’ refers

to the defeat of the lord of the Pallavas, whom Pulakesin forced to take shelter at Kanchi,
though only the northernmost portions of the Pallava territories seem to have been lost in

this encounter. It is known from the Kasakkudi plates® that Mahendra won a victory

at Pulfalur in Kanchipuram Taluk, most probably over the Chalukyas, although the record

does not mention the name of the enemy of the Pallavas. Mahendra’s cave-inscription

at Tiruchirappalli® shows that his kingdom extended in the south up to the river Kaveri,

even late in his reign.

Mahendra’s rule was eventful in the realm of religious and literary activities. He
was himself the author of the burlesque Mattavildsa-prahasana, the opening portion of which

^ Mattavildsa-prahasa?ia, Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, no. LV (Trivandrum, 1917), p. 3.

“ South Indian Inscriptions, II, no. 73, v. 20. ‘Malava’ is Sanskritized as ‘Malava’ in the plates.
® Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1907, no. 265.
South Indian Inscriptions, II, no. 74, 11. 11—12.

^Mysore Archaeological Reports, 1938, p. 90.
^ Epigraphia Indica, XVII, p. 17.

’ Ibid., VI, p. 11.
^ South Indian Inscriptions, II, no. 73, v. 21.

^ Ibid., I, nos. 33 and 34.
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eulogizes the virtues of the king. The work gives interesting information pertaining

to the vices of the Sakya-bhikshus and the views of the Kapalikas about Buddha’s teachings.

Along with Jainism, Buddhism flourished at Kailchi in his time; this is supported by the

statement of Hiuen Tsang about the existence of vihdras around Karlchi. The two Saiva

saints, Appar and Sambandar, supposed to have been contemporaries of Mahendra
appear to be of a slightly later date.

NARASIMHAVARMAN I MAMALLA {circa 630-68)

Narasiihhavarman I, the most memorable sovereign of the line, succeeded

Mahendra in about 630. He was engrossed in wars with the Chalukyas, leading to the

capture ofthe Chalukyan capital Vatapi and sent a naval expedition to Ceylon. He was able

to defeat Pulakesin at three places, with the help, as it is generally supposed of his general

Siruttonda, who, according to tradition, is the canonized Saiva saint Siruttondar eulogized

by the hymnist Sambandar. From the Kuram plates of Paramesvaravarman,' it is known
that Narasirhha won a memorable victory over Pulakesin 1 1 in the battles of Pariyala,

Manimahgala and Suramara. The rock-inscription behind the Mallikarjuna temple at

Badami,“ dated in his thirteenth year, helps us to date the event in or about 642 (more
precisely between 639 and 643). The Pallavas seem to have held sway in the southern
part of the Chalukyan dominions, during the confusion for thirteen years following

Pulakesin’s death. The Ceylonese invasion was necessitated by the reinstatement of the
Ceylonese prince Manavamma, who, as a refugee in the Pallava court, had earlier helped
Narasirhha in his war with the Chalukyas.® With the evidence of the Gadval granf^ of
Vikramaditya and the date of accession of Manavamma, w'hich cannot be pushed back to

earlier than 668,® the reign-period of Narasirhhavarman may be placed in circa

630-68.

Narasirhhavarman is stated to have defeated the Cholas, Cheras, Kalabhras and the
Paiidyas, but no details of these wars are known. No inscription of his has been found
south of Toridai-mandalam. The Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang visited Kanchr in about
640 and his accounts of Tondai-marrdalam, particularly of Kanchr,® are valuable.
Narasirhhavarman Mamalla made great contributions to the rock-architecture and
sculpture of south India initiated by his predecessor. The variety of rock-cut monu-
ments at Mahabalipuram attests to the greatness of his reign.

MAHENDRAVARMAN H [circa 668-72)

In about 668, Mamalla was succeeded by his son Mahendravarman H, who, in
his short reign of about five years continued not only the artistic traditions of his predeces-
sors but also the hostile policy with the Chalukyas, thus coming into clash with Vikrama-
ditya I. There is probably a reference to the struggle between Mahendravarman 1

1

’ South Indian Inscriptions, I, no. 151.
^ Ibid., XI, pt. i, no. 1; Indian Antiquary, IX, p. 199.

®For details of the invasion, see G. Geiger, Mahdvathsa, chapter 47 and Ka^akkudi plates in
South Indian Inscriptions, II, no. 73.

* Epigraphia Indica, X, p. 101.

^Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1913, p. 528.
®S. Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western World, II (London, 1910), pp. 228 ff.
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and iSiladitya, son of Jayasirhha and nephew of Vikramaditya in the Gaddemane inscrip-

tion.' A portrait of this king with his queens and another of Narasimhavarman I with
his queens are found in the Adi-Varaha temple at Mahabalipuram.

PARAMESYARAVARMAN I {circa 672-700)

Paramesvaravarman I, son of Mahendravarman II, began his rule in circa 672.
A few inscriptions of this king have come down to us. They are—the Kuram plates,

“

the Yunna Guruvayapalem (Podili) plates® and stone inscriptions from Mahabalipuram and
Sirrambakkam.^ The inscription at Sirrambakkam is inscribed on a slab used as a step

to the entrance to the Selliyammau temple. It is dated in the first year of the king’s

reign and records the construction of a temple by Somasiyar and others. The Podili

plates, dated in his nineteenth year, Pausha, su. 13, Sunday, record the gift of the village

Kandukuru, made free of all taxes, to a Brahmin, Devasarman, on the occasion of an
Uttardyana-samkranti for the longevity of the king.

Paramesvaravarman continued the strained relations with the Chalukyas. It is

known that Chalukya Yikramaditya I (655-81) had to encounter, before 674, no less than
three Pallava kings, viz. Narasirhha I, Mahendra II and Paramesvara I, to recover his

lost territories. According to the Honnur grant, Yikramaditya encamped at Malliyur-
grama lying to the west of Kanchipuram.® The Gadval plates and other Chalukyan
grants reveal that Yikramaditya conquered Kahchi, destroyed Mamalla’s family and
camped near Uragapura on the Kaveri on the 25th April, 674. The Kuram plates

of Paramesvara® and the Udayendiram plates^ make us understand that Paramesvara
defeated the army of the Yallabha ( i.e. Yikramaditya) in the battle of Peruvalanallur
(Tiruchirappalli District) in the heart of the Chola country and put to flight the
Chalukyan king, in spite of the fact that the latter had a very powerful army. A
picturesque description of this battle is given in the Kuram plates, from which we also

learn the names of Paramesvara’s elephant and horse, Arivarana and Atisaya. This battle

must have taken place after 674. Another event was the Pallava-Gahga feud which seems
to be indicated by the battle of V ilandai, wherein Bhuvikrama, the Gahga king, claims to

have defeated the Pallava king, who was probably Paramesvaravarman.®

Paramesvara was a staunch Saiva. The paucity of a large number of edifices in his

reign may be accounted for by his being engrossed in wars. In spite of this, he carved
the Ganesa-ratha and excavated the Ramanuja-mandapam and Dharmaraja-mandapam,
besides completing the Draupadi and other rathas and the Adi-Yaraha cave-temple at

Mahabalipuram. The Siva temple built in his time at Kuram, called Yidyavinita-Pallava-
Paramesvara-griham, after his name, and the one mentioned in the Sirrambakkam inscrip-

tion, may represent the early attempts in the construction of stone structural temples.

^Mysore Archaeologicat Reports, 1923, no. 72.
^ South Indian Inscriptions, I, no. 151.

^The Hindu (Madrasi, June 16, 1957; Epigraphia Indica, XXXII, no. 9, pp. 91-98.
* South Indian Inscriptions, XII, nos. 19-23 (Mahabalipuram); Annual Report on Indian Epigraphy,

1947-48, no. 83; Epigraphia Indica, XXXII, no. 23, pp. 289-90 (Sirrambakkam .

^Mysore Archaeological Reports, 1939, p. 134.

^ South Indian Inscriptions, I, no. 151.

Ibid., II, no. 74, 11, 16-17.

^Indian Historical Qiiarterly, XXYIII, pp. 63 fl’.
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NARASIMHAVARMAN II RAJASIMHA {circa 700-28)

Narasirhhavarman II Rajasiriiha succeeded to the throne after Paramesvaravarman

in 700, as is evidenced by the Reyuru grant dated in his twelfth year.' His reign

period can be ascertained with the help of Chinese sources," which show that

he was ruling at least till 720. In faet, his reign seems to have extended up to

728. As he was comparatively free from dynastic wars, notable progress was made in

the field of temple-building, the most outstanding stone monuments erected by him

being the Kailasanatha and Airavatesvara temples at K^chi,® the Shore Temple
^

at

Mahabalipuram and the Talapurisvara temple at Panamalai.^ He is also credited with

the construction of a Buddhist vihdra at Nagapattinam.® He continued the tradition

of excavating cave-temples and has left two caves at Saluvankuppam, near Mahabalipuram.

His queen Rangapataka raised a small shrine in the Kailasanatha temple at

Kafichi. His Kanchi, Tirupporur and Panamalai inscriptions® give his titles, such as

Atiranachanda, Samaradhananjaya, Atyantakama, Jnanasagara, etc.

It is generally assumed that Dandin and Bhasa were his contemporaries. This is

based on the very meagre evidences of the poets’ works.

MAHENDRAVARMAN HI {circa 720-28)

After Naiasirhhavarman H, we have the name of Mahendravarman HI in the

Pallava genealogy, who added to the Kailasanatha temple at Kanchipuram and left his

inscriptions there.

A

label-inscription of his, reading sri-Mahendravarmesvara-griham,

is also found on a slab fixed in the northern end of the Okka-pirandan-kulam street of that

city.® He ruled, perhaps jointly as yuvardja with his father, for a period of about eight

years, 720-28, but seems to have predeceased his father: it is probably he who is

represented as the wounded person being brought in a litter from the battle-field to the

presence of Rajasirfaha and his queen in panel XVHI of the sculptures in the Vaikuntha-

perumal temple at Kaiichipuram.®

The Ganga king Sripurusha (725-88) claims to have won the Pallava umbrella

and the title Permdnadi after killing the king of Kanchi (i.e. Kdduvetti)d° It is probable

that Mahendravarman III was the Kdduvetti who was killed.

PARAMESVARAVARMAN H {circa 728-31)

Kings Narasiihhavarman H and Mahendravarman HI were followed by Paramesvara-

varman II, whose exact relationship with the former is not clear. He might have been a

' Epigraphia Indica, XXIX, p. 92.

"K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, Foreign Notices of South India (Madras, 1939), pp. 116-17.

^South Indian Inscriptions, I, p. 14; XII, p. iii.

Mbid., XII, no. 29.

^Indian Antiquary, XXII, p. 45. This is obHously the same as the one constructed for the Chinese.
^ South Indian Inscriptions, I, nos. 24, 25 and 26; XII, nos. 27, 29 and 30.

’’Ibid., I, no. 27. The Kailasanatha inscription describes him as the son of the king

Rajasirhha and the grandson of Lokaditya (Paramesvara I) and records the fact of his having
built the shrine of Mahendravarmesvara.

^ South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 31.

®C. Minakshi, The Historical Sculptures of the Vaikuntha-perumdl Temple, Memoirs of the Archaeo-
logical Survey of India, no. 63 (Delhi, 1941), p. 62 and pi. XII, 6.

'° Epigrapliia Carnatica, VIII, Nagar, 35.
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younger brother of Rajasirhha or a member of a collateral family, who took o\'er the

kingdom since the crown prince Mahendravarman III was dead. The date of his acces-

sion can be fixed as 728, with the help of the recently-discovered Ulchala inscription

of Vijayaditya, dated in his thirtyfifth year.' His reign lasted only for about three years,

and in 731 Chalukya \fikramaditya, as yuvaraja, invaded KMchi and levied tribute.

The invasion was perhaps the cause of confusion and anarchy, follo^ved by the death of

Paramesvaravarman. The Virattanesvara temple inscription at Tiruvadi, dated in his

third year", records a gift of gold. The Kasakkudi plates^ merely speak of him as a

conqueror of Kali and as a protector of the world. The Velurpalaiyam plates^ also

contain an equally meagre description ofhim.

NANDH'ARAIAN II PALLAVAAIALLA (circa 732-96

Pai'amesvaravarman’s death was followed by confusion and anarchy, which necessi-

tated the election of his successor. The labelled sculptures in the Vaikuntha-perumal temple
narrate that a deputation of mdtrds, mula-purushas and others waited on Hiranyavarman
(a member of a collateral line), who enquired of the assembled chiefs as well as of his sons
whether they would accept kingship. All of them except Nandivarman, a twelve-year
old son of Hiranyavarman, refused. To assume kingship Nandivarman had to go a long-

way by crossing many mountains, rivers, etc., in order to reach Kanchi. A careful

examination of the contents of the inseriptions below the sculptures in the V^aikuniha-
perumal temple would suggest that the accession of Nandivarman II Pallavamalla to the

throne was not as peaceful as is generally supposed. He had to encounter some opposition
from Pallavadiyaraiyar, who came with a mighty force consisting of men and elephants.

It is difficult to establish the identity of this Pallavadiyaraiyar. He was probably one of the
t^vo grandsons of Rajasimha and the two sons cAyuvaraja Mahendravarman III.*’ Further,
he had to contend against Chitramaya, whose cause was espoused by the Pandya king
Maravarman Rajasirhha I (730-65). Hence the circumstances under which Pallava-
malla began to rule in circa 731, allowing a couple of years for tlie anarchy, were b^ no
means peaceful.

Nandivarman H Pallavamalla had a very long reign of sixtyfn e years, as is c\ ideuced
by one of his many inscriptions,' but it does not appear to have been uninterrupted. He
revived the practice of quoting regnal years in inscriptions, ^v•hich aids considerably in

the study of later Pallava chronology. His kingdom extended to the southern limits of the
Ch5la-mandalam. He had the titles Nayadhira, Kshatriyamalla, Siidhara and Ekadhira.
His many-sided activities can be gleaned in sufficient detail by a study of his own inscrip-

tions alongside the contemporary inscriptions of the Pandyas, the Chalukyas and the
Rashtrakutas.

^Proceedings of the Indian History Congress, Thirteenth Session (Nagpur, 195Uj, pp. 96 ti'.

'Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1903, no. 52; South Indian Inscriptions, \’III. no. 331.

South Indian Inscriptions, II, no. 73, v. 26.

"’Ibid., no. 98, v. 14.

^Minakshi, op. cit., p. 33, Appendix, I, pp. 54-55; also South Indian Inscriptions, I\', no. 135. The
rcle\ant passages read: (line 1) Ahgu-ninrum pdndu pala giri-nadi-vana-gahana{m)-gataik-kalindu

varuginramai keftu Pallavadiaraiyar edirey (line 2) mahdbalattodyirhvandu ya{va)nai errikkondu Kanchipura-
mahdnagarattu .... gi marindu ponda idam.

®See Hellegere plate, Epigraphia Carnatica,ll\, Md. 113, dated Saka 635, which mentions two sons
ol a Pallava yuvaraja, viz. Jaya Pallavadhiraja and Vriddhi Pallavadhiraja, who figure as the donors.

'South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 38.
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Soon after his coronation, Nandivarman had to face the invasion of Kanchi by

Vikramaditya II before the latter’s eighth year or 741-42.’ Though Nandivarman was

defeated and fled from Kanchi, Vikramaditya magnanimously spared the capital from

destruction and won the hearts of the people of Kanchi by his liberal gifts of gold to the

Kailasanatha temple. After satisfying himself that he had removed the outstanding

stain on the Chalukyas (i.e. Narasirhha’s capture of Vatapi), he left for his own territories.

Nandivarman had also to face a number of defeats from Rajasirhha, the Pandya

king, at Neduvayal, Kurumadai, Mannikkurichchi, Tirumangai, Puvalur, Kodumbalur,

Periyalur etc! according to the inscriptions of the Pandyas.^ Nandivarman was besieged

at Nandigrama, but his general Udayachandra was able to force a defeat on the Pandyan

forces after beheading Chitramaya.® Nandigrama may perhaps be identified with the

village Nandivaram in Chingleput District.'* Udayachandra seems to have also put down
the rebellions of the l^abara king Udayana and Prithvl-vyaghra.

Shortly after this, Dantidurga (725-58), the founder of the Rashtrakuta dynasty,

occupied Kanchi^ but later seems to have lived in amity with Nandivarman, as he gave

his daughter Reva in marriage to the Pallava monarch.®

The Tandantottam plates state that Nandivarman seized the neck-ornament with

the gem Ugrodaya from the Gahga king.'' A hero-stone inscription from Kulidikki^ in

Gudiyattam Taluk ofNorth Arcot District throws some light on the relationship between the

Gahgas, the Bana chiefs and Pallavamalla. It is dated in the fiftysecond year of the king’s

reign and records the death of a Gahgadiyaraiyar, the chief of Karkattur. The details relating

to this event and to the erection ofthe hero-stone are stated in the inscription briefly as follows.

Gahgadiyaraiyar, at the instance of his uncle {mamadi) Vanaraiyar, fought against the

Vallavaraiyan (Rashtrakuta) when the latter invaded the country of the Perumanadigal

(Nandivarman) and died on the occasion. Knowing this, Peruhgahgar (Gahga chief)

erected the hero-stone {kamadu) in memory of Gahgadiyaraiyar. The inscription is

interesting in that it gives the first direct and pointed reference to the Rashtrakuta

attack on the Pallavas.

^ Epigraphia Indica, III, pp. 359 ff.; V, pp. 200 If.; IX, p. 206. From one of the Pattadkal

inscriptions {Indian Antiquary, X, p. 164) we learn that Vikramaditya conquered Kanchi thrice.

The Narwan plates {Epigraphia Indica, XXVII, pp. 126 ff.) dated Saka 664 (a.d. 741-42), help us to

know that this was the second invasion led by Vikramaditya. The third invasion, however, took
place towards the end of Vikramaditya’s reign (746-47) and was led by prince Kirttivarman.

, '^Epigraphia Indica, XVII, pp. 291 ff.
;
South Indian Inscriptions, III, pp. 441 ff.

^ South Indian Inscriptions, II, no. 74, 1. 48.

*Journal of Oriental Research, XIX, p. 192. R. Satyanathaier, however, identifies this place with
Nandipuram near Kumbakonam, The History and Culture of the Indian People, Classical Age (Bombay,
1954), p. 263.

^Epigraphia Indica, IX, p. 24.
^ South Indian Inscriptions, II, no. 98, v. 16.

Ibid., no. 99, v. 6.

^Epigraphia Indica, XXII, pp. 110 ff., where Venkulikkottai is wrongly read as Penkulikkottai,

and Vallavaraiyar (Rashtrakuta) as Pallavaraiyar (Pallava), and kamadu, which means ‘erection

of hero-stone’, is taken to be a part of the chief’s name. The inscription has been re-edited and
its contents discussed in Transactions of the Archaeological Society of South India, 1958-59, pp. 15-24.

The Banas, who had the poHcy of shifting alliances, were also subdued by the Pallavas, since a
Mahavali Vanaraya is known to be a subordinate of Nandivarman in his sixtysecond year {South

Indian Tnscriptio?is, III, p. 91); subsequently there is a Bana chief ruling over Gahgavadi-6000 with
Pallava support {Epigraphia Carnatica, X, p. iv). This Kulidikki inscription is of great value in deter-
mining the relationship between the Gahgas and the Pallavas at that time. It is clear from this

that the Gahgas were subordinates of Pallavamalla.
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Nandivarman, ^vhose pre-coronation names were Parames\ara and Pallavamalla,
was a devotee of Vishnu; the noted Vaishnava saint, Tirumahgai-ahar, is beliexed to

have lived during his time. In spite of all these wars, he constructed the \"aikuntha-
perumal temple' {ParamHvara-vinnagaram) and the Aluktesvara temple, both at Kanchl.-
The Udayendiram plates claim that Nandivarman performed an ah'amedhaA Another
achievement of Nandivarman is the depiction, in narrative sculptures, of the history of the
Pallavas in the Vaikuntha-perumal temple from their putative ancestry down to the later

years of his reign—a unique record which helps to clarify many points in Pallava historx

.

DANTIVARMAN circa 796-846

j

After the death of Nandivarman, his son Dantivarman, through the RashUakuta
princess Reva, must have succeeded to the throne some time before 804 as evidences go
to shoxv, but the actual date was probably 795, the last regnal year of his predecessor.
He ruled for at least fiftyone years, as is revealed by his latest inscription from Tiruch-
chanur in Chandragiri Taluk of Chittoor District.* He had to face the hostilitx' of the
Rashtrakutas under Gbvinda HI, xvho, croxvned in 794 by Dhriua, entered the
Pallava country in the wake of his northern campaigns and captured Kanchi, after defeating
Dantivarman. Later, in 804-05, he retired to his camp at Rame.svara-tirtha on the bank
of the Tungabhadra.®

An inscription on a pillar set up at Hulibidu, in Alur Taluk of Bellarx District, dated
in the fourth year, records the death of a hero Sirigoppa, when he opposed the arm\-
of Danti, which had attacked the village of Chikuraihbavi.** It is tempting to identiR this

Danti with Danth'arman, who might have invaded the village, which was under the
Rattas, the subordinates of the Rashtrakutas. This would perhaps explain the necessity

of Govinda’s temporary occupation of Kaflchi.

Dantivarman’s queen was Aggalanimmati, a Kadamba princess.’ Among his

subordinates were a Chdla chief named Ulagaperumanar and a Kadiu etti Muttaraiyan.
He seems to have built the Kailasanatha temple at Alarhbakkam, after naming the village

Dantivarma-mahgalam. In his sixteenth year, Kuvavan-Sattan, a Muttaraiya chieftain

excavated a cave-temple at Malayadippatti,® which xvould indicate the extent of his

territory in Chola-mandalam.

NANDIVARMAN HI {circa 846-59,

Dantivarman was folloxved by his son Nandivarman III in circa 846. The records
of Nandivarman II and III are not easily distinguishable from one another, and, as such,

'Longhurst is of the view that this temple was built by Paramesvaravarman II. fhe duraiioii
of Parameivaravarman’s rule, as is well-known, was too short for this gigantic achicx ement. The
hymns of Tirumahgai-alvar and the inscription of Dantivarman seem, however, to point to the reign
of Nandivarman Pallavamalla as the period of the construction.

^ South Indian Inscriptions, IV, no. 827. The ancient name of this temple w as Dharma-mahadevl-
griham, possibly so called after the name of his queen Dharma-mahadex i.

^Ibid., II, no. 74.

*Ibid., XII, no. 43.

^Indian Antiquary, XI, p. 126.

^Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1915, no. 562.

’’South Indian Inscriptions, XII, p. x',

^Inscriptions of the Pudukkotfai State (Texts), no. 18.
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ihe duration of the latter's reign cannot be ascertained precisely. Nandivarman III has

been usually identified with the victor at Tellaru. But the fact that the victor at Tellaru

could be a different person altogether and a later king is proved by the silence of the Bahur
plates’ of Nripatuhga, dated in his eighth year, over the victory 9f Tellaru, which was no
doubt an important event worth recording. Further, the Sennivaykkal hero-stone

inscription- dated in the twentyfirst year of Tellarreninda Nandi, in characters of the tenth

century, mentions the temple of Arinjigai-Isvaram built at Parantakapuram, pointing

to the facts that they were named after AriHjaya andParantaka Chola and that the Nandi-
varman of the inscription must have lived only during the time of the early Chclas, i.e. in

the tenth century. This is supported by another inscription at Tiruvaigaviir, dated in

the twentysecond year of Nandivarmaraja* in characters of the tenth-eleventh centuries.

The mention of Tribhuvana-mahadevi-chaturvedi-mahgalam clearly indicates that the

village was named after the Chola queen Tribhuvana-mahadevi. These inscriptions can-
not be later copies of previous records as is stated in explanation by the editor of the
I^ennivaykkal inscription, since in the process of re-copying changes are never made in

the names of temples, places and territorial divisions, not even while reconstructing earlier

temples in stone; furthermore, there is no known case where a hero- or memorial-stone
has been re-copied.

Nandivarman III had a queen Sankha, a Rashtrakuta princess, daughter ofAmogha-
varsha. Alarambavai, who figures as a donor in two inscriptions at Tiruchchennampundi
an(^in one dated and one undated inscription of an early Chola (Rajakesari),‘* identified

as Aditya I, was perhaps another queen of Nandivarman III. His Velurpalaiyam plates,

dated in the sixth year,' record the gift of the village Srikattuppalli to the Siva temple,
built by YajfLabhatta, at the instance of Chola Maharaja Kumarahkusa, probably identical

with Balliya Chola of Karikala’s line, who, it is known, had the title of Kumarankusa.®

The Vishnu temple at Kiliyanur, in South Arcot District, and the mukha-mandapa
of the Siva temple at Pallikonda, in North Arcot District, are perhaps the only monu-
ments known from inscriptions to have been erected during his short reign.

Since the records of Nandivarman II and III are not distinguishable from one
another, it is possible that many of the records attributed hitherto to Nandivarman III

may really belong to the former. It is known that the latter’s predecessors Nandi-
varman II and Dantivarman and his successor Nripatuhga had fairly long reigns of
sixtyfive, fiftytwo and fortyone years respectively and in the absence of any other evidence
relating to the actual extent of his reign, it may reasonably be inferred that

^ Epigraphia Indica, XVIII, pp. 5 fi'.

South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 56. No instance of a hero-stone being re-engraved later has
come down to us so far. See also South Indian Temple Inseriptions, III, pt. i, Introduction, pp. xlviii ff.

^ South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 58.

_
* South Indian Inscriptions, VII, no. 523; ibid., Ill, no. 94; also ibid., VI, no. 449 (eighteenth year

of Aditya I). The two Tiruchchennampundi inscriptions [ibid., VII, nos. 523, 525) mention only
Marambavai and her gifts and are not dated in the reign of any king, while in Annual Report on South
Indian Epigraphy, July 1901, p. 6, para. 10, it is wrongly stated that the inscriptions are dated in the
years of Nripatuhga. . There is, however, an adjoining Nripatuhga inscription (no. 522) on the same
pillar, which, along with one of the two inscriptions, has been copied as a single number, though the
fexts have been correctly' published separately. The two Niyamam inscriptions specifically mention
the Chola Rajakesari (Aditya) [South Indian Inscriptions, 111, ccndVl, no. While the date-
portion is damaged in one, it is the eighteenth year in the case of the other. See also p. 1 7 below.

^ South Indian Inscriptions, II, no. 98.

^Journal of Indian History, XV, p. 258.
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it was short, about fourteen years (i.e., circa 845-59). His Velurpa|aiyam plates' and
his Tiruvellarai fTiruchirappalli District) verse inscription, mentioning him as Nandi,
son of Danti,' are his t\vo clearly identifiable inscriptions; both are dated in his sixth

vear.

NRIPATUNGAVARhIAN (circa 859-99;

Nripatuhga, son of Nandivarman III, by his Rashtrakuta queen Saiikha, ruled for

at least fortyone years as is evidenced by his recently discovered Madavalam inscription. ^

Formerly the last known inscription of Nripatuhga was that of his twentysixth year.

The discovery of this inscription giving him a longer reign necessitates the revision of
earlier ideas of later Pallava chronology with reference to contemporary Pallava, Pandya,
Gh5la, Gaiiga and other records. In the preface to South Indian Inscriptions, VII, the editor

has noted that one of the records of Nripatuhga (no. 528) from Tiruchennampundi furnishes

some astronomical details, viz. twentysecond year, Dhanus, Jyeshtha, Fi’iday, the

equivalent ofwhich works out as 28th November, a.d. 867, yielding a.d. 845 as the date of
Nripatuhga’s accession. This would be rather too early, considering the regnal dates of his

predecessor as worked out above (845-59). The details also work out correctly to Friday,

22nd December, a.d. 881, confirming the date of accession of Nripatuhga as .v.D. 859,
arrived at independently from other considerations in the scheme followed here.

The Bahur plates of Nripatuhga, dated in his eighth year (866), describe him as one
who had helped the Pandya (^unnamed) \vith an army, so that the Pandya could defeat a

confederation of enemies on the banks of the river Arichit near Kumbakdnam. The
plates further state that even as a youth, he was lord of the world and eminent among
kings, as his name Nripatuhga signified and renowned not only in this country but even
in the other land like Rama. This appears to be an allusion to his part or help in the

Pandyan invasion of Ceylon, which took place in the ninth year of Sena II, i.e. 859-60. '

All these indicate that he came to the throne very young and even in the year of his ascen-

dancy he took part in the Pandyan affairs by lending his army. The most important
Pandya contemporary of Nripatuhga was Varaguna II, who, according to his dated
Aivarmalai inscription, reckoned his regnal years from 862, a date which has been accepted
without any doubt.® Two inscriptions of Varaguna read together in this context \vould

support the fact that Varaguna was an ally of Nripatuhga and that he was sojourning
in Tondai mandalam round about the eighteenth year of Nripatuhga. In the inscrip-

tion at Tiruvadi (South Arcot) Varaguna, as the donor, dates his grant in the

eighteenth year of Nripatunga.’ The other inscription at Ambasamudram in his own
territory, dated in his ‘four-plus-twelfth’ year or sixteenth regnal year, states that he issued

the grant from his camp at Araisur on the banks ofthe Pennar in the Tondai country.'* Since
it refers to the gift to a temple in his own territory, though issued from his camp in the

Pallava country, he has dated it in his own regnal year in contrast to his gift to the

‘ South Indian Inscription.'^, II. no. 98.
^ Ibid., XII, no. 48.

^Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1943-44, no. 138.
* Epigraphia Indica, XVIII, p. 10; South Indian Inscriptions, II, pp. 513-17, vv. 16-17.

= G. C. Alendis, Early History of Ceylon (Calcutta, 1948), p. 153.
® Epigraphia Indica, IX, pp. 86-88.

'South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 71.

^Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1905, no. 105.
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Tiruvadi temple in the Palla^’a country, which he right!)' dated in the regnal year of the

ruler of the territory. Thus, Nripatunga’s eighteenth year should be the same as or
approximate to the sixteenth year of Varaguna. The eighteenth year of Nripatuhga, as

according to the scheme worked out here, would be a.d. 876 and the sixteenth year of
Varaguna 877. This synchronism again confirms the date of accession of Nripatuhga
as 859 adopted here. His reign must have terminated in or immediately after his fortyfirst

year, the date of his latest kno\\’n record, which would be 899.

The contemporaneity of Nripatuhga Pallava, Aparajita Pallava, Aditya I Chola,
Prithvipati I and II Gahgas and Varaguna Pandya is clear from the inscriptions of the

period, particularly the dated ones and their provenance in each other’s territories.

This would indicate that the times were not quite peaceful and Pallava rule in its last

days was not quite uninterrupted and the throne uncontested. The date of accession of
Aditya Choja, viz. 870-71, as unequivocally fixed from astronomical details in his own
Takkolam inscription’ of his twentyfourth year, would fall in the earlier half of Nripa-
tuhga’s rule. The Chola ascendancy must be in the interval, during which Nripatuhga’s
records are not found in the Chola countn', i.e. after the seventh year (865) of Nripatuhga,
the date of his inscription at Narttamalai- in the Chola country on the one hand, and before
the inscriptions of his twentyfirst year at Kandiyur,^ ttvenA second year at Tiruchennam-
pundi,^ twentythird year at Lalgudi^ and twentysecond ancl twentyfourth years referred to
in Tirukkodikaval®—all on the banks ofthe Kaveri between Tiruchirappalli and Tanjavur,
on the other, in the heart of Chola-mandalam. The period bettveen the seventh year of
Nripatuhga, viz. 865, and the date of accession of Aditya, viz. 871, perhaps marks the
time of Vijayalaya Chola, the founder of the line, who started as a viceroy of the Pallavas
in the area. No Parakesari inscription can be assigned to \hja)'alaya beyond am-
doubt, but an inscription of \fikrama Chola from Kilputtur^ in North Arcot rnentions a
gift made in the fourth year of Vijayalaya. It is probable that he ruled only for four or
five years as indicated above.

The Pallava power under Nripatuhga appears for the most part to be confined to his
own home countiy ofTondai-mandalam as evidenced by the provenance ofhis inscriptions,
except for short periods of expansion into the Chdla country as indicated by his inscrip-
tions there. The earliest tvould be that of his second year at Lalgudi® in the heart of the
Chola country and of seventh year at Narttamalai near the southern boundary of the Chola
country and his copper-plate grant of the eighth year from Bahur, on the northern confines
of the Chola country. The second spell of Pallava revival under Nripatunga in that
country is marked by his inscriptions ranging from his twentyfirst to his twentyfourth
years (879-82) in that area, as stated above. Curiously enough, though, according to an
unimpeachable astronomical reckoning, Aditya I Choja counts his regnal vears from 871,
the Chola territoiy'^ in the earlier half of his reign seems to have been occupied either bv
the Pandya Varaguna or by the Pallava Nripatuhga, Varaguna has further left inscrip-
tions dated in his own regnal years with astronomical details in that region \vhich he over-
ran. They are his Tiruvellarai inscription, dated in his ’ fourth-plus-ninth ’ year, the

^ South Indian Inscriptions, no. 1368; Ehigrapliia Indica, XIX, p. 85.
Ibid., XII, no. 63.

^Ibid., V, no. 572.

^Ibid., VII, nos. 521 and 522.

^ Ibid., 15^ no. 531.
^ Ibid., XII, nos. 74 and 76.

'^Annual Report on South Indian Epigraph}'. 1915, no. 164.
^ South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 61.
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astronomical details of which would correspond to a,d. 874,' his Lalgudi inscription

of the ‘ fourth-plus-ninth ’ year also giving astronomical details in the same year“ and his

Javanthinathapuram^ inscription, also of the same year, to mention a few. All this

would show that betw'een 874 and 884, viz. from the fifth to the fifteenth years of

Aditya, the Chola country was virtually under Varaguna Pandya and Nripatuhga Pallava.

Nripatuhga’s inscriptions of the twentyfourth, twentyfifth and twentysixth years

are also found in Tondai-mandalam.^ Inscriptions subsequent to his twentysixth and
prior to that of his fortyfirst year at Madavalam in the northernmost confines of Tondai-
mandalam have not been found an-j^vhere either in the Pallava or Chola territories.

This interval perhaps marks the period of Aparajita Pallava, who has left inscriptions almost
continuously from year to year, ranging from the third to eighteenth years in the northern
parts of Tondai-mandalam, viz. Saidapet, Ponneri, Kanchipuram and Tiruttani
Taluks of Chingleput District.® No inscriptions of his has been found in the southern
portions of Tondai-mandalam or in the Ch5la country.

APAILAJITAVARMAN {circa 885-903)

The famous battle of Sripurambiyam®, which is to be identified with Tiruppuram-
biyam near Kumbakonam in Tanjavur District, where the Pallava king Aparajita met the

Pandyan forces under Varaguna and gained a victory with the help of his Ganga ally

Prithvipati, who died in the battle, has also to be placed in this interval (884-99). This
battle is mentioned only in the Udayendiram plates of Prithvipati II, grandson of Prithvi-

pati I, who, the plates say, fell at Sripurambiyam in defeating Varaguna and making
Aparajita victorious. Since Varaguna is known to have been camping as an ally of Nripa-
tuhga in Tondai-mandalam in 876-77, as stated above, the battle of l^ripurambiyam
is to be placed after this date. Prithvipati I, who lost his life in this battle appears to

be the same person as is mentioned in the inscription of the twentysixth year of Nripa-
tuhga from Ambur in North Arcot District; this would correspond to 884. If the eighteenth

year of Nripatuhga is found to be the same as the sixteenth year of Varaguna, the twenty-
sixth regnal year of the former should be the twentyfourth regnal year of the latter, whose
date of accession has been clearly fixed as 862. This would mean that Prithvipati was
owing allegiance to Nripatuhga till about 884. This would advance the date of the

battle further to 885 or immediately thereafter. This event_ should also have been be-

fore the Takkolam inscription of the twentyfourth year of Aditya I, wherein Prithvipati II

figures as a donor making a gift in the heart of the Pallava country, dating the grant
in the regnal years of the Chola king Aditya, with clear astronomical details corresponding
to 894-95. The battle in which Prithvipati I died should have been fought in 885,
the year following that when he is definitely known to have lived (884), and was old

enough to have a grown-up grandson, Prithvipati II. Alarasirhha, the son of Prithvipati I,

who is casually mentioned in the Udayendiram plates by his son Prithvipati II,

' Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1910, no. 84.
* Epigraphia Indica, XX, pp. 52-53.
^ Ibid., XXVIII, pp. 38-42.
^ South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 75, Tirumukkudal, Chingleput District (twentyfourth year);

ibid., no. 79, Kaveripakkam, North Arcot District (twentyfifth year); Epigraphia Indica, IV, pp. 193-94,

Ambur, North Arcot District (twentysixth year).
^ South Indian Inscriptions, XII, nos. 84-95.
® Ibid., II, no. 76, V. 18.
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either did not rule for long or predeceased his fatherj considering the interval between

the death of Prithvipati I and the Takkolam grant of Prithvipati II. Aditya’s part in

this battle or his movements about this period are not quite clearly stated anytv'here.

He is not known from his inscriptions from his own home country till about this date

(885), whereas only Nripatuhga’s and Varaguna’s inscriptions are found in his territory.

Perhaps it may be inferred that he was friendly to Aparajita and, if not at Sripurambiyam,

he aided Aparajita in restoring order in the Pallava country, as his title ^Tondai-nadii-paviya’

.

mentioned in his Tillaisthanam inscription', rvould show. This would be further indicated

by the fact that in the latter half of his reign, Adityais seen to be sojourning in Tondai-

mandalam making grants in his own name and regnal years as if he tvere the sor ereign. An
inscription of_unimpeachable date from Tirumalpuram, North Arcot District,' confirms the

presence of Aditya as donor in Tondai-mandalam in his twentyfirst-twentysecond years.

Another inscription from Takkolam is dated in his twentyfirst year (891-92) and calls the

place Aparajita-chaturvedi-mahgalam,® indicating thereby that Aparajita should ha\’e come
to power earlier than this date so that the place could be named after him. Furthermore,

his inscriptions dated in his twentythird and twentyseventh years at UkkaP which is also

called Aparajita-chaturvedi-mahgalam) and Nerkunram,^ North Arcot District, of the

twentyfourth year at Takkolam,® North Arcot District, of the twentysixth year at Uttira-

merur,^ Chingleput District, twentyseventh year at Brahmadesam,® North Arcot District

and at Tifukkalukkunram,® Chingleput District, of the same year, indicate that Aditya
did not leave Tondai-mandalam till after his twentyseventh year (897), and thus his conti-

nuous stay in Tondai-mandalam would range from about 890 to 897, if not aftertvards.

It is generally assumed that Aparajita’s career started soon after his victory at

Sripurambiyam, which, according to the foregoing discussion, would be in 885. If so,

since his records extend to eighteen years, he must have continued to rule up to 903.

This period tvould include the stay of Aditya Chola in Tondai-mandalam between 890
and 897, and even later, perhaps to restore order in the Pallava dominion in support

of Aparajita. That Aditya Chola had full authority in Tondai-mandalam at least in the

southern half would be clear from the dating of his inscriptions in his own regnal years

while making his grants in Tondai-mandalam and in renewing the former Pallava grant

at TirukkaluHiunram. The Kanyakumari inscription of Virarajendra Chola'° states that

his ancestor Aditya killed in battle a Pallava king se^ed on his elephant, while the
Tiruvalahgadu plates" of Rajendra Chola state that Aditya fought against Aparajita.

defeated him inJ)attle and took possession ofhis country. While the equation of the Pallava
king killed by Aditya tvith Aparajita, who is named as the defeated king, is not clearly

stated, the identity has been assumed by many. It would appear in the context described
above that Aditya had ultimately to defeat Aparajita more or less to terminate the Pallava
power in order to expand the Chola power further north in Tondai-mandalam. This event

' South Indian Inscriptions, III, no. 89.
“ Ibid., Ill, no. 142.
3 Ibid,, XIII, no. 294.
* Ibid., Ill, no. 1.

3 Ibid., Ill, no. 93.
^ Ibid., V, no. 1368; Epigraphia Indica, XX, p. 85.

’ South hidian Inscriptions, VI, no. 360.

^Ibid., XIII. no. 322.

^Epigraphia Indica, III, p. 27/.

Travancore Archaeological Series, III, pp. 142 ft'.; Epigraphia Indica, XVIII, p. 42. \-. 55.
” South Indian Inscriptions, III, no. 205, v. 49.
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should, according to the above reckoning, be placed after 903, the eighteenth year of
Aparajita, the last known date from his inscriptions. Nripatuhga is not known after 899,
in which year (fortyfirst regnal year), according to his Madavalam inscription, he appears
to have re-emerged. Nripatuhga may have been the Pallava king slain by Aditya as

mentioned in the Kanyakumari inscription. After all, it is possible that the Kanyakumari
inscription and the Tiruvalahgadu plates may be referring to two different events.

To revert to Nripatuhga. He had two queens, Prithvimanikkam, after whom
the Vishnu temple at tJkkal was named Bhuvanimanikka-Vishnu-griham,' and Vlrama-
deviyar, who performed the hiranyagarbha and tuldbhdra and gifted gold to the Mahadeva
temple at Tirukkodikaval.''

Nothing definite is stated anywhere about the actual relationship of Aparajita to

Nripatuhga. The name Kandan Marambavai, who calls herself a queen of Pallava-
tilaka-kula Nandippottaraiyar, _evidently Nandivarman III, appears to be akin to the
title Kanthan or Srikantha of Aditya Chhlajl.^ It is after this name that Tiruverumbur,
where the vimdna was built in the time of Adity^a, for Aditya-bhataraka, was called

^rikantha-chaturvedi-mahgalam.^ Aditya himself had two queens, one of Pallav^a extrac-

tion named Vayiri Akkan, daughter of a Kadupattigal,^ and the other Solapperumanar
Ilahgonpichchi, a Rashtrakuta princess,® whose son was named Adityan Kannaran or

551a Kannaradeva, _brother of Parantaka I. Perhaps_AIarambavai was of Chola blood
and an elder sister ofAditya. Aparajita, with whom Aditya was friendly, was very
probably the son of Nandi III through his queen Marambavai. Nripatuhga, on the other
hand, is known from his Bahur plates to be another son of Nandivarman III through his

Rashtrakuta queen 5ahkha. Evidently he was named after the title of his maternal
grandfather Amoghavarsha Nripatuhga, the name Nripatuhga being otherwise unknown
to Pallava genealogy. Thus, Nripatuhga and Aparajita were perhaps step-brothers and
rival claimants to the Pallava throne, the former supported by the Rashtrakuta and
Pandya Varaguna and the latter by the Gahga, the Chola and the Chera. This assump-
tion would, perhaps, support the overlap of the reigns of the two Pallava kings and the

presence of inscriptions of the other powers in Tondai-mandalam and Chola-mandalam
during this period.

In addition to the Vishnu temple at Ukkal, inferred to be a construction of the time
of Nripatuhga, the structural additions to the smaller rock-cut Siva cave-temple at

Narttamalai may be mentioned. This cave-temple, called PaliyiliTsvaram, which was
excavated by the Muttaraiyar chief Sattaih-Paliyili, had a structural mukha-mandapa,
nandi-mandapa and bali-pitha added to it by his daughter Paliyili Siriya Nahgai in the seventh
year of Nripatuhga.’ The Virattanesvara temple at Tiruttani was constructed of black
granite by Nambi Appi in the eighteenth year of Aparajita.® The structure of the temple
affords an important landmark in the study of the transition of the architectural style

from Pallava to Ch5la. It is also interesting as the only extant all-stone, square, structural

vimdna with apsidal sikhara of the Pallavas.

' South Indian Inscriptions, XII, nos. 64 and 66.
“ Ibid., no. 74.

^ This is a suggestion by T. N. Subrahmanyam, Editor, South Indian Temple Inscriptions.

* South Indian Inscriptions, XIII, nos. 88, 166 and 285.
® Ibid., nos. 304 and 351.
® Ibid., no. 323.

’Ibid., XII, no. 63.

^ Ibid.

,

nos. 94 and 95.
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NANDIVARMAN IV {circa 904-26)

In spite ofthe fact that Aditya Chola defeated Aparajita and slew a Pallava king and he
and his son sought to estabhsh Chola rule over the Pallava country, Pallava power seems to
have re-asserted itself for short periods oftwentythree and thirtytwo years under Tellarrerinda
Nandi (Nandi, the victor at Tellaru) and Kampavarman. These two rulers appear to be
important, since they have left a number of inscriptions and a few monuments in their
names. There is also extant a Tamil work called JVandikkalambakam, a composition in different
metres, in praise of Tellarru Nandi. The recently-discovered Karandai plates’ of Rajendra
Chola I mention Parantalca as ha\ ing vanquished in battle the lord of Ceylon, the Pandya
king and the Kerala and the Pallava rulers. The victory over the Kerala and Pallava
rulers furnishes new and important information not found elsewhere. The Pallava adver-
sar}' of Parantaka needs to be identified.

As has already been stated, Tellarru Nandi is to be called Nandivarman IV as distin-
guished from Nandivarman III. Tellarru Nandi has left inscriptions both in the Pallava
and Chola countries dating up to his twentythird year, while Kampavarman’s inscrip-
tions are restricted to Tondai-mandalam alone dating up to his thirtysecond year. Two
inscriptions, one from Sdlapuram, North Arcot District,® which calls the temple there
Nandi-Kampesvara and another from Pallikonda, in the same District, of the twelfth
year of Parakesari, which calls the place Nandi-Kampa-chatur\^edi-mahgalam,® would
indicate that Kampa was the son of Nandi.

The Sennivaykkal inscription referred to above clearly states that Nandivarman (IV)
got back his kingdom as a result of his victory at Tellaru.^ Besides Tellaru, Nandi-
varman was, according to the Mandikkalatnbakam, victorious in many other battles at
Kurugodu, Palaiyaru, Vellaru and Nallaru, and he was powerful not only in Tondai-
mandalam but also in the Chola and Kohgu countries. The same work also refers to his
victories over his younger brothers, and the tradition is that the Mndikkalambakam was
purposefully got composed by his brother with an intermixture of inauspicious words, lethal
enough to kill the hero, on his hearing it recited, since he could not be killed otherwise.
The Kalambakam describes him as a great patron of Tamil {Paintamilai-dykinra Nandi^
verse 104, and Tamil Nandi, verse 107). His titles mentioned are Avaninarana, Videl-
vi^ugu, Ukkiramakdpan, Kuvalaya-Marttandan, Maludaiyan, Manodaiyan, Varatuhgan,
Manabharan, Nandi-chchiraman and Desa-bhandari. His capital is mentioned as
Kahchi and his ports as Mallai (Mahabalipuram) and Mayilai (Mylapore) and his
sway is said to have extended over Tondai-nadu, Chola-nadu, Chera-nadu, Kohgu-nadu,
Alagai-nadu and Kudakku (western regions). His opponents in the battles were the
Cholas, the Pan^yas and the Cheras.^ The period of rule of Nandivarman IV has to
be fixed in relation to that of Kampavarman.

KAMPAVARMAN {circa 948-80)

The date of accession of Kampavarman, whose identity has sometimes been doubted
can be fixed with the help of his own and contemporary inscriptions. In the Madras

’ Journal of Oriental Research, XIX, p. 150.
® Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1902, no. 423; South Indian Inscriptions, VlII no 9
^ Ibid., 1925, no. 474.

j • •

^ For a fuller discussion about Tellarru Nandi, see South Indian Temple Inscriptions III nt i
Introduction, pp. XLvm to lx.

^ ^ t' • :

^Indian Antiquary, XXXVII, pp. 170-74.
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Museum plates of the sixteenth year of Uttamach5la‘, corresponding to 984-85, ^vhich

enumerate, obviously in chronological order, former gifts to the temple, a gift in the

ninth year of Kampavarman is specified after a gift in the twentysecond year of Parakesari

Parantaka, i.e. 928-29. This would place Kampa before the date of the copper-plates,

viz. 984-85, and after the twentysecond year of Parantaka, viz. 928-29. The inscrip-

tions from Solapuram help in further reducing the above range and in fixing the date
of accession of Kampa as 948-49. One of them,"' dated in the eighth year of Vijaya
Kampa, states that the western Gahga Rajaditya Mahadeva built a palLippadai or memorial-
shrine to his father Prithvigahgaraiyar at the place of his eternal rest. The Sanskrit part

of the inscription mentions the name Hastivarman. Another inscription,® dated Saka 871,

besides stating that Rashtrakuta Kannara conquered Rajaditya Chola, son of Paran-
taka I, and entered Tondai-mandalam after slaying him, mentions also another date, viz.

the second regnal year of an unspecified king as contemporary with the above date.”^ The
inscription refers to the construction of a tank in memory of Kallinahgai, who died at

Arungunram and whose father was Kannara Prithvigahgaraiyar, son of Vayiri Adiyan
of Pahgala-nadu and mother Kamakkanar alias Gahgamadeviyar, daughter of the Bana
chief Vanakkovaraiyar Orriyurudaiyan. This inscription would indicate that Prithvi-

gahgaraiyar assumed the title of Kannaradeva Prithvigahga after the Rashtrakuta conquest
of Tondai-mandalam which was over by Saka 871, i.e. a.d. 949-50, and lived thereafter.

A third inscription,® dated in Saka 875, under the name of the same Gahga chief who is

described as Hastimalla Kannaradeva Prithvipati, mentions a gift to the same temple
(Nandikampesvara), showing that he was alive in 953-54 as a Rashtrakuta subordinate

'South Indian Inscriptions, II, no. 128.

* Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1902, no. 429; Epigraphia Indica, VII, p. 193.

^Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1902, no. 428; Epigraphia Indica, VII, p. 195.

‘Takinginto consideration the facts mentioned in the two inscriptions, one of Kannaradeva
dated Saka 879 and the other of his Western Gahga feudatory Butuga II found on the same memorial-
stone at Atakur, Mandya District, Mysore State [Epigraphia Indica, VI, pp. 50-57), it cannot be

asserted that Saka 871 mentioned in the Solapuram inscription was exactly synchronous with the battle

of Takkolam, the death of Rajaditya Chola and Kannara’s entry into Tondaimandalam. The
Atakur record implies that by Saka 872, Kannara, having attacked Rajaditya Chola and hawng
fought and killed him at Takkolam, was going in triumph, while in the subjoined inscription of

Butuga, it is stated that in the battle between Kannara and Chola, it was Butuga that stabbed Raja-

ditya in a treacherous embrace, fought and killed him. Furthermore, two inscriptions dated in the

fifth and seventh years of Kannaradeva, found in Siddhalingamadam, South Arcot District [Annual

Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1909, no. 375), and Peruvayal, Chingleput District [ibid., 1941-42,

no. 81), give the title Kachchiyum Tahjaiyum-konda to Kannaradeva, indicating that he had already taken

in battle Kanchi and Tanjavur, before the dates of these tw'o inscriptions, viz. 943 and 945. The
anticipatory deployment of large Chola forces in Nadu-nadu between Tondai-mandalam and Ch51a-

mandalam, under prince Rajaditya [ibid., 1905-06, p. 81; South Indian Inscriptions, VII, nos. 954-

78), his brother Arikulakesari [Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1902, no. 280; Epigraphia

Indica, VII, p. 141) and general Vellan Kumaran [Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1905, no.

739) from 936-40 and perhaps thereafter, is significant. The fact that Kannara ascended the

throne in 939 would place the Rashtrakuta wars and the battle of Takkolam between the years 940

and 943. Perhaps while the bulk of the Chola army was engaged in the north with the crown prince

at its head, Tanjavur was also simultaneously attacked from the rear from the southern Mysore country,

the home of Gahga Butuga, while Kanchi was captured in the northern front. The change brought

about by Parantaka in the Bana country and the placing of it in the hands of the friendly Gahga
was also strategic. The idea was to strengthen the northern and north-western frontiers of the Chola
country even if Tondai-mandalam were to be threatened, and also perhaps to prevent the expansion of

the Pallava rule under Kampavarman into the Chola country as it did under Tellarru Xandi.
® Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1901, no. 346; Epigraphia Indica, \TI, p. 196.
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in Tondai-mandalam, four years after the inscription from the same place mentioning

the invasion of Krishna III. He is known to have been dead by the eighth year of
Kampavarman, when his son Rajadityamahadeva erected the sepulchral shrine. The
eighth year of Kampavarman, whose rule could be fixed from Uttamachola’s copper-

plates any time between 929 and 985, could not therefore be earlier than 953-54, the

date of Hastimalla’s own inscription dated Saka 875. It cannot also be much later

after this. Further, the second year of an unspecified king in the inscription which
mentions it as synchronous with Saka 871 (949-50) cannot obviously refer itself to the

regnal years of the Rashtrakuta, who is known to have ascended the throne in 939, since

Saka 871, \vill really be Iris ninth or tenth regnal year and not his second regnal year. Nor
can it lefer to the Chola Rajaditya who was defeated and killed. Thus, for all intents it

can only refer to the second regnal year of Kampa, who was perhaps the protege of
the Rashtrakuta, making the date of accession of Kampavarman correspond to Saka 870
(a.d. 948-49), i.e. the year before the second year, Saka 871. Kampa’s eighth

year, according to the above reckoning, would correspond to 955-56, immediately follow-

ing the last known date of Hastimalla, i.e. 953-54, before which year he had obviously
died and a shrine \vas erected over his remains by his son Rajaditya in the following

year.’

Having thus fixed Kampa’s date of accession as 948-49, the period of rule of his

predecessor Nandi IV of Tellaru is to be fixed in the interval between 903, the last year of
Aparajita, and 948 the } ear of the accession of Kampa. Though this is not without diffi-

culties, a tentative attempt can be made. His latest inscription with the title Tellarrerinda

is of the twentysecond year.” Inscriptions of the latter half of his rule are found in the
Chola country, where Chola Parantaka I had commenced his rule in 907 and was mostly
engrossed in his Pandyan and Simhala wars which had started earlier than his third

year. Nandi’s inscriptions are also found in Tondai-mandalam comprising parts of
Chingleput and North Arcot Districts,

Perhaps Nandivarman IV was the Pallava who had to be defeated by Parantaka
at some stage, as mentioned in the Karandai plates.

Nandivarman’s iSennivaykkal inscription, which is a hero-stone, besides mentioning
him as the victor at Tellaru and the retriever of his kingdom, mentions another event,
viz. a raid by a band ofSeuna horsemen under Mavali, a Bana chieftain ‘ruling

from outside his territory’. This event was perhaps a corollary to what is mentioned
in the Udayendiram plates of the sixteenth year of Parantaka I (i.e. 923), which state

that the Bana was dispossessed of his territory by Parantaka, who installed the Gahga
there instead.

Parantaka’s replacement of the Bana by the Ganga Prithvipati II must have taken
place before the sixth year of Parantaka, i.e. 913, in which year, according to an inscrip-

tion from Pullamahgai, Gahga Prithvipati figures as a donor in the sixth year ofParakesari.®
This is further confirmed by the Sholihghur inscription of the ninth year of Parakesari,
identified with Parantaka; it mentions the executor of the grant as Gahga Prithvipati
Hastimalla, ^vho is expressly stated in the inscription as having been made Banadhiraja
and as one who distinguished himself in the battle with the Vallabha (Rashtrakuta).^ The
twentyfirst year of Tellarru Nandi, which mentions the Bana raid, should be after 913.

' For a fuller discussion, iee South Indian Temple Inscriptions, III, pt. i. Introduction, pp. Lxxxvi-xc.
” South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 57.
^ Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1921, no. 599.
* Ibid., 1896, no. 9; Epigraphia Indica, IV, p. 221.
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The Sennivaykkal raid by the displaced Sana, evidently Vikramaditya II, at the head
of the Senna horses must have been also in retaliation of Parantaka’s act.' A hero-stone

inscription in Kannada from Hemavati, Anantapur District, dated Saka 845 (a.d. 923),

which mentions the death of Edeyamma, son of Haritta, after a brave fight against the

Senna cavalry, indicates clearly the presence of the Senna cavalry to the north-west of

Tondai-mandalam about and after that date." The raid of Sennivaykkal, in the heart of

the Chola country further south, by the Seuna cavalry, which obviously belonged to the

Rashtrakutas, under Bana leadership should be placed a year or two after the Hemavati
raid, i.e. about 924 at the earliest. If this was the twentyfirst year of Nandi, he must
have retrieved his kingdom in circa 904, probably from the hands of Aditya, tvho is

known to have continued his stay in Tondai-mandalam till his death in Tondaiman Arrur
in Chittoor District, near Kalahasti, and was in virtual possession of Tondai-mandalam.
As already stated, Nandi IV ruled for about twentythree years (till circa 926), after

which both Tondai-mandalam and Ch5la-mandalam passed into the hands of Chola
Parantaka.

But the rise of Kampavarman to power and the disastrous Rashtrakuta invasion and
the battle of Takkolam, perhaps in support of Kampavarman, evidently upset Parantaka’s

calculations in stationing a large army in Nadu-nadu as mentioned earlier. However,
Kampavarman’s rule was restricted to parts of Tondai-mandalam alone and the undated
Olakkur inscription^ of Kampavarman, mentioning a raid followed by devastation of the

place by his elephant corps, would indicate an attempt of Kampavarman to penetrate

the northern borders of the Chdlas.

Kampavarman, who began his rule in 948 was, according to his Uttiramerur
record,"^ born in the asterism Svati in the month of Avani and his reign extended to thirty-

two years, marking the close of Pallava power.

Subsequent to the Rashtrakuta invasion, the Gahgas, under Prithvipati Hastimalla
and his son Rajaditya, seem to have changed their allegiance to the Pallava and Rashtra-
kuta as the Sojapuram records show'. Before the tenth year of Kampavarman, as is stated

in the Melpatti inscription,^ the Banas seem to have attempted to regain their territory

from the Gahgas. The hero-stone inscription states that the Kavidi or the Bana general,

who took Perunagar, fell when he opposed the army of Prithvipati Gahga stationed at

Kavannur. This Gahga is know n to be dead in the eighth year of Kampa. So the event

should have been before the eighth year, though the hero-stone was set up later in the

tenth year of Kampa. Another inscription from Mallam® in Nellore District is interesting,

since it narrates the event of a person offering his own head to Durga, in addition to

showing that Kampa’s pow'er extended over parts ofNellore, besides Chittoor, North Arcot
and Chingleput Districts.

The shrines at Solapuram,^ Tiruvorriyur® and Kavantand9,lam° appear to have
been constructed in his reign.

Intioduction, pp.
‘ South Indian Te7nple Inscriptions, III, pt. ii,

“ Sorvih Indian Inscriptions, XI, no. 22.

Ubid., XII, no. 112.

*Ibid., VI, no. 371.

^ Ibid., XII, no. Ill; Epigraphia Indica, XXIII, p. 147.
^ South Indian Inscriptions, Xll, no. 106.

’’Epigraphia Indica, VII, p. 193.
^ South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 105.

Ubid., VII, nos. 420-21.

XLVIII-LII.
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Thus, the reigns of Nandivarman IV and Kampavarman marked the last

stages of Pallava rule before its total annihilation and the rise of the Imperial Chola

power, which started under Aditya and Parantaka and reached its peak under Rajaraja I

and Rajendra I in the first quarter of the eleventh century.

PALLAVA KINGS OF THE SIMHAVISHNU LINE (Kahchi-Pallavas)

SlMHAVARMAN

1 Siihhavishnu (550-80)

_ l‘
2 Mahendravarman I (580-630)

I

3 Narasirhhavarman I Mamalla (630-68)

4 Mahendravarman II (668-72)

5 ParameSvaravarman I (672-700)

..1
6 Narasirhhavarman II Rajasiihha (700-28)

7 Mahendravarman III (720-28)

(joint rule with the above)

8 ParameSvaravarman II (728-31)

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Bhimavarman

Buddhavarman

1

Adityavarman

Govindavarman

Hiranyavarman

(Dynastic revolution)

Nandivarman II Pallavamalla (732-96)

I
.

Dantivarman (796-846)

I
.

Nandivarman III (846-59)

I

Nripatuhgavarman (859-99)

Aparajitavarman (885-903)

I
.

Nandivarman IV (904-26)

Kampavarman (948-80)
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Fig, 1
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Fig. 2
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CHAPTER III

PALLAVA ROCK-CUT ARCHITECTURE

The pallavas were poineers in the translation of the contemporary brick-
and timber-architecture of the south into more permanent stone and in the tackling of
harder and less tractable rocks such as granite, charnockite and gneiss in the excavation

of their cave-temples ( fig. 2) and the car\ ing of their monoliths irathas), as opposed to their

contemporaries, the Chalukyas, who chose the much softer and more tractable sandstone
in the excavation of their cave-temples and in the construction of their structural temples.

The choice of softer rocks by the Chalukyas was intentional and was made in view of the

facility not only of quarrying but also of carving fine reliefs and designs. The authors of
the earlier rock-cut architecture in western India and the western Deccan area likewise

deliberately chose the trap-formations, as at Ajanta, Aurangabad, Karle, Bhaja, Nasik and
other places in that area, for making the numerous Buddhist chaityas and viharas. The same
is to be said of the excavations and the large monoliths at Elephanta and Ellora including

the Kailasa. In the Western Ghats and the Deccan round about Nasik, to a distance of
about 200 miles, marking the region of these western Indian cave-temples, the amygdaloid
and cognate trap-formations of considerable thickness and marked uniformity of structure

with the edges of their strata terminating in nearly perpendicular cliffs, provided the ideal

surface for the rock-architecture in that area. This feature enabled easy quarrying in

large blocks by the pick and finishing of the surface to the desired smoothness by a series

of feathering strokes by hammer and chisel. The compact and fine-grained sandstone
hills of similar, if not greater tractabilit)-, at Aihole, Pattadakal and Badami, the centre

of the early Chalukyas, lent themselves to the magnificent creations and fine workman-
ship of this dynasty. The sandstone hills at Udayagiri, near Vidisa, afforded the terrain

for the earlier Gupta workmen, who excavated the series of cave-temples there. A similar

purposeful choice of suitable soft material will also explain the location of cave-temples
and other forms of rock-architecture and sculpture such as those on the Eastern Ghats,
e.g. at Sahkaram and GunWpalle in the Andhra area and Khandagiri and Udayagiri
in Orissa, where the caves are cut into the coarse sandstone hills outcropping from the

local lateritic terrain. The partiality for the use of sandstone for sculptural work and the
fashioning of architectural members, including the famous columns, umbrellas and
toranas, commenced with the Mauryas. ^Vhile in the rock-architecture and sculpture

of the succeeding epochs, both sandstone and trap-formations scattered in different parts

of the country have been greatly employed, in the Krishna valley the local marble-like
limestone has been greatly exploited, as in the Buddhist stupas at x'kmaravati, Nagarjuna-
konda, Jaggayyapeta, etc. The successors of the early Chalukyas in the Deccan and the
Mysore country, who elaborated the Chalukyan style of south Indian temples, continued
to choose and employ in their structural temples sandstone and subsequently other
soft schistoze material, including the bluish black or green chloride schists and steatite or
soapstones—more fine-grained, compact and softer materials. In working such materials
the later Western Chalukyas and Hoysalas excelled their predecessors, who had worked in

sandstone, in point of the immensity and technique of carving. The rock-cut cave-
temples at Vijayavada and Gunplr on either bank of the Krishna are excavated into the
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coarser sandstone hills, while the series at Bhairavakonda in Nellore District are excavated

out of the large steatite-like schist outcrop amidst the local Veligonda hills of the Udaya-
giri range bordering on the Cuddapah and Kurnool Districts on the one side and
Nellore District on the other.

It was the Pallavas alone who chose the hardest of the rocks, viz. granite, gneiss

and charnockite, primarily because of the absence of softer rock cliffs in their area and also

perhaps, because they thought the local hard rocks were more durable and an altogether

new material not tackled by their compeers and rivals, the Chalukyas, or even their

predecessors. Mahendra Pallava, who initiated such work in the south, was really a

Vichitra-chitta (inventive or curious-minded), as he styled himself, in this respect also.

In the whole range of ‘ rock-architecture ’ in India, the only other achievements of this

kind are the seven Ajivaka caves in the Barabar and Nagarjuni hills near Gaya, and one
more at Sitamarhi near Rajagriha, both in Bihar, making eight in all and dating between
the time of As5ka and his grandson Dasaratha. Here, for the first time in India, one sees

the large boulder-like masses of hard quartzose gneiss forming this range quarried with

infinite labour and finished with an enamel-like polish. This technique of quarrying,

carving and polishing started and ended here within the same century, and it was not

till after about a thousand years that the Pallavas started excavating into hard stone again

in south India. The intermediate tradition, as noted above, was thus wholly a tradition

of work on deliberately chosen softer and often coarser rock-material where, in place of

the fine Mauryan polish of the Chunar sandstone, the finished but comparatively rough
surfaces of the walls were plastered smooth and often painted (as at Ajanta, Ellora,

Badami and other places), the reliefs and sculptures too being covered with appropriately

painted stucco as was probably the practice in contemporary brick structures as well.

The Pallavas, as well as the other contemporary south Indian dynasties, who exca-

vated into hard rock, did not do any polishing but continued the tradition of plastering the

interiors often with paintings, or covering the carvings and reliefs with painted stucco,

e.g. at Mamandur, Tiruchirappalli, Sittannavasal, Tirumayam, Tirumalapuram and
Tirunandikkara.

Considering the nature of the formation and the hardness of the rock, the technique
of excavation of the cave-temples, as also the carving of the monoliths, had naturally

to differ from that employed in the other cases where the tackled material was the softer

sandstone, trap and the like and where the initial quarrying could be done in large blocks by
the pick. While no traces of the methods of the excavation of the gneiss caves in the
Barabar group exist, we have in the south—in the Pallava, the Pandya and the intermediate
territory—specimens of work left off at different stages from commencement to completion,
that would illustrate the technique employ^ed in excavation and finish. That the whole
could have been only laborious hammer- and chisel-work, as is now employ^ed by the
living masons, among whom are reputed sthapatis, temple-builders and sculptors,

would be clear from a study of the unfinished excavations (pi. I). Initially, the
chosen face of the rock was cut into to an appropriate depth till a vertical scarp of
the desired height could be obtained; sometimes such cutting into the sloping face of
a rock extended in depth to more than 12 to 15 ft. at the bottom and a comparatively
lesser distance at the top. In these rocks which have a straight cleavage, this was perhaps
done, as it is done today,’ by jumping with hammer and chisel, a line of wedge-shaped
holes about 1 in. square and as much deep at short intervals. A number of fiat-

edged iron wedges [dppu in Tamil) of the same thickness were inserted into these holes and

‘ This is called aravadittal by the stone-workers of the Tamil Districts.
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driven in with a heavy hammer, the strokes made over all the wedges in position. The
pressure and, to some extent, the concussion of the enclosed air split the rock to a consider-
able extent downwards, which could thus be removed in sizable pieces. Having obtained
the desired surface of suitable dimensions, the actual quarrying was made by blocking
out the face of the prepared scarp into large squares of about 2 ft. and cutting grooves
all round the squares to a depth of about 2 to 3 in., so that the squares themselves pro-
ject out as reliefs. The projecting material of these squares was then subsequently chiselled
off by lateral and centripetal strokes starting from the grooves all round and reduced
to the level of the peripheral grooves. This process was repeated. The progress of the
quarrying was kept uniform over the entire region, thus maintaining an e\’en depth of
excavation at every stage. While doing so, the positions of the facade-pillars and other
members, which were to be left intact, were roughly marked and the excavation in the
above manner continued into the intervening spaces. The general architectural
members, such as pillars, beams and cornices, that were thus demarcated were finished

finally by a more careful chiselling, in which work the feathering strokes predominated,
so that smooth or even surfaces were obtained according to the granulation and texture
of the rock. Very often, it is noticed from the extant examples that while the rough-
quarrymen went excavating inside, a second set followed finishing the details from outside
inwards and from above downwards, as would be indicated by the finished fa9ades in some
cave-temples with still incomplete interiors and comparatively more finished tops and
less finished bases.’

Owing to the hardness of the material and consequently the greater time that
would be taken for work on it, the resulting excavation could only be of lesser depth, height
and width, as compared with those made into the softer rocks of the Deccan and western
India. The carving and other sculptural embellishments, at least in the earlier stages,

had to be obviously limited in quantity and executed in semi-relief and large size, in contrast
to the numerous smaller, and in some cases almost cut-out, reliefs and more intricate carv-
ings in the trap and sandstone excavations of contemporary or earlier origin elsewhere.
These softer rocks, which would lend themselves to fine carving, would naturally have
tempted the worker, steeped in a long tradition of carving in wood and similar light

material, to translate them with the same profusion and richness in the new, but equally
tractable and more permanent, stone material. For instance, the southern torana of the
Sahchi stupa was made by the ivory-carvers of Vidisa, proving that it was the craftsmen
and workers in applied and minor arts who turned sculptors. This is emphasized by
the fact that it is the same softer materials, like sandstone, trap, schist, limestone or soapstone,
that continued to form the building materials of subsequent structural temples in medieval
and post-medieval times and the mason-sculptors exhibited the same tendency for greater
and cloying embellishment even at the sacrifice of architectural effecr.

In the case of the hard rock w hich the Pallavas, the Pandyas and their contemporaries
in the south excavated or carved and which their successors used in building, the process
had naturally to be different. As a result, the older cave-temples and monoliths and
later stone structures of this region present a greater architectural effect, sometimes tending
to the severe, with more plain faces and less of ornament and sculpture.- The few carvings,
ornamental or sculptural, that occur are pronounced and confined to particular regions
only of the architectural composition, thereby resulting in a balance of architecture and
decoration. The Pallava workmen were dealing with an altogether new rock material
of unknown mass and strength. The pillars in the earliest specimens were, therefore,

left plain, square in section, or, to be more artistic, square and octagonal, in sections.

’ PI. I illustrates the various stages described here.
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and the massi\'e corbels plain without much embellishment, whatever embellishment

these needed being supplied by a thin coat of plaster and painting. For similar reasons

also the inter-columniation was much reduced in proportion to the massiveness of the

pillars, as also the height of the pillars themselves, thereby making the facades of the ex-

cavations appear smaller in comparison with the larger and bolder facades of the excava-

tions of the contemporary and earlier series into the more tractable material of other

places, in the working of which the designers had the added advantage of experience

extending over a few centuries. Thus, the plainer and less ornamental pillars in this series

of rock-excavations in the south stand in contrast to the fully-formed pillars of diverse types,

complete with all the mouldings of the various components as base, shaft, capital and cor-

bel, in the contemporary Chalukyan and Rashtrakuta examples.

Mahendravarman’s declaration in his own inscription at Mandagappattu, obviously

the first of his cave-temples, is significant. He says that as a Vichitra-chitta, he was the

first to make a habitation in stone for the three gods (Brahma, Siva and Vishnu) without
the use of brick, timber, metal or mortar, the conventional ingredients of contemporary
and earlier structures in the south; this would, therefore, refer more to the fact of his

having chosen the hardest of the rocks and his natural exultation in his successful achieve-

ment of scooping out the first temple named after him than to the mere introduction of
rock-cut cave-temples in the south. The fact of excavating a temple or a habitation
for a monk into the rocks could not have been unknown in south India, which was in

live contact with the other parts of India, where such excavations had been common,
particularly the Buddhist excavations. Nearer home, on the west coast and what now
forms Kerala, caves of a sepulchral nature' were excavated into the laterite cliffs, some
even with vaulted domes and others with catacomb-like side-cells, which by their contents

are linked with the other Iron Age megalithic monuments elsewhere in south India. Such
expressions as occur in early Tamil literature in more than one context, comparing
structures with those excavated into or carved out of rock, would also indicate that the
people were no strangers to rock-cut abodes or shrines^. Perhaps the non-availability of
considerable soft rock-cliffs of desired strength and texture in this part of the country
explains the absence of earlier excavations barring the laterite cave-tombs of the west
coast. These excavated cave-tombs appear to have been called tali as the place-
names where these occur, e.g. Talipparamba, Parambantalj, etc., would indicate. This
is confirmed by a Pallava inscription of Dantivarman at Malaiyadippatti (Pudukkottai),
Tiruchirappalli District, where the author of the cave-temple says that lie excavated the
hill tin the form of a tali’ and installed Siva therein.® The rock-cut cave-temples and the
subsequent structural temples came to be called tali in contemporary and later inscriptions.

The absence of early stone sculpture in the south is also to be attributed to the same cause.
The novelty, therefore, of Mahendravarman’s work would lie primarily in his first

tangible achievement, viz. the e.xcavation into the hard local rock.

These monolithic cave-temples like the monolithic vimdnas, known popularly as

rathas,' are but petrified versions of contemporary brick- and timber-architecture.
While in the cave-temples, which are cut into the rocks, the architectural aspects of the
interiors only of the brick and timber prototypes can be reproduced, occasionally along
with the exterior frontal aspects of the same on their facades in relief, in the monolithic
vimdnas or rathas, on the other hand, which are cut out of entire rocks or boulders, the

^Ancient India, no. 2, (1946), p. 11; also ibid., no. 12, (1956), pp. 93-115.
® Kunm-kuyinranna-dngunilai-vdyil

(
Nedunalvddai, 1. 88 )

;

Varai-kuyinranna vanroy-nedunakar
[Ahananuru, 93, 1. 12).

® Inscriptions of the Pudukkottai State (Texts), no. 18.
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total external aspect of the brick-and-timber originals can be reproduced in full, as also

much of their interior aspects in the maadapas and shrines excavated into them. Such
a fashioning of architectural forms out of the living rock is best described by Percy Brown
as ‘ rock architecture as differentiated from true architecture which would connote
‘ construction ’ and ‘ building up and according to its usually accepted definition would
be ‘ good construction truthfully expressed The excavation of these cave-temples or
the carving of the raihas are ‘ monolithic and, though expert achievements by themselves,

they do not involve constructional principles or display in their members any functional
properties

;
nor are they designed to support loads or counteract thrusts. Rock-architecture,

therefore, is not architecture in intent and purpose, but sculpture on a grand and magni-
ficent scale. Thus, as sculptured stone-copies they reproduce faithfully every detail of
the original wooden construction—even those parts or members which in a monolith would
be unnecessary and functionless, such as the ribbing below the cornices and eaves, the

nails with their boss-heads, and the timbering and curved rafters below roofs, domes and
vaults. Such an imitative reproduction of the details of the timbering even to the fastenings

and joints of wooden originals in the living rock, which shows itself for the first time in the

earliest caves near Gaya and the Buddhistic cave-temples of western India, where the

excavators who wrought them were still thinking in terms of wood and brickwork of the

traditional architectural forms, is found to be carried down for more than a thousand
years to the cave-temples of the sixth to tenth centuries a.d. This tendency is carried

beyond even to the later structural temples at a time when prineiples of designing and
constructional technique in stone were gradually understood and evolved and in which
material most of them would have no meaning. It has, however, persisted through the

centuries to even recent stone constructions. But these exact imitations changed in course

of time into conventional motifs, such as the projecting ends of the timber beams and
rafters in brick and timber temples decorated with lydla or hamsa or makara reliefs trans-

forming into regular decorative friezes, with less spacing between the reliefs as the art

progressed, or the lotus-rehefs in stone indicating the original nail-heads of timberwork.

The Silpa-wovks,, which canonized the current traditions at various stages, though prescrib-

ing all the three traditional materials of construction, viz. timber, brick and stone, insist

at the same time on the provision of the conventions as perquisite details and decorations

of the appropriate courses. These, for example, are the friezes

—

vydla, hamsa or bhata-mdlds

with makara-hea.d terminations at the corners or padma and other bandhas, imitative

of the metal ringing of the wooden pillars and kdna-paUas simulating the bracings of the roof-

planks or eaves-boards. Far from indicating any seiwile mentality on the part of the

stone-workers, this would indicate two things; first, throughout the centuries the

traditionally accepted architectural fabric was brick, and timber was in simultaneous

use in building, so that the forms of architectural construction appropriate to them were
evolving; secondly, the stone forms ^vere to be mostly replicas of the contemporary
timber or brick forms, the reproduction being faithful to the extent the unusual material

admitted.

This conservatism extended more to sculpture, particularly in regard to the material

of which the images of the main deities installed for worship inside the shrine were made,
for even inside stone sanctuaries one often finds a stucco or wooden image installed as the

dhruva or mulabera.

The cave-temples of the Pallavas, as also of the contemporary dynasties, are mostly
models of the type called mandapas with shrines in their hind portions or in their midst.

'Percy Brown, Indian Architecture, Buddhist and Hindu, 2nd ed. (Bombay, 1956), p. 24.
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sometimes lateral. The simpler excavations are merely small cells cut into the rock

without a verandah or porch in front reproducing in a very simple manner the internal

aspects of structural shrines. Among the whole series of Pallava cave-temples in Tondai-
mandalam there are only two such examples,’ but there are many more examples
excavated by the Pandyas in their region, by the Muttaraiyars in the Chola country and
other dynasties in the southern districts of coastal Andhra (Munda-rashtra and Vehgi).

But the mandapa-iyTpe cave-temples are the most common to all these dynasties, particularly

those with lateral or hind shrines, while some have the shrines designed right in their

midst with the mandapa extending over all the sides. Such mandapas are common in the
south and were built mainly of timber and brick before the sixth-seventh centuries a.d.,

and this continues even today in the w^est coast, while in other places stone has replaced
brick and timber. These are found not only as adjuncts of temple-complexes as utsava-,

snapana-, nritta- or kalydna-mandapas, where the shrines they contain are mostly open
pillared pavilions, but also away from the temples. Such mandapas are built on the pilgrims’

highways, on the ghats near rivers and tanks for the pilgrims to stay or as temporary
halting places for the idols when they are taken out in processions over long distances, and,
cdiWcd adhivdsam, pdrvettai-or mandagappadi-mandapas, acting as temples for the duration of the
festival. These large pillared, open or closed, mandapas too have invariably a small shrine

inside them either at the back or at the centre with an idol of Ganesa, Hanuman or
some other popular deity, so that they continue to be places of worship even when they
are not the halting places of the processional images of the main temple when they come
out. Such mandapas have flat or slightly sloping roofs or terraces, according to their

location in regions of low or high rainfall. Those with sloping roofs are common in parts

of Tirunelveli District adjoining the mountain ghats and on the west coast where the pre-
cipitation is high and flat roofs would not be effective^

That these rock-cut cave-temples in the Tamil country were called mandapas {man-
dakam in Tamil) “ would be clear from contemporary or later inscriptions and their

local names as perpetuated by tradition. For example, the Tamil inscriptions in the
Sittannavasal and Kurahganilmuttam cave-temples call them mandakam or kal-manda-
kam.^ The monolithic cave-temple at Tirukkalukunram is appropriately called Orukal-
mandapam and similarly the rock-cut temples at Mahabalipuram and Saluvankuppam
in Chingleput District and at Arittapatti in Madurai District are even now called mandapas
or mandakamsA

In spite of the new material and the difficulty in the technique of its working, the Palla-
vas, who specialized more on the mandapa-ty^e, showed distinct advances from the time of
Mahendra. They are the occasional reproduction of the overhanging flexed cornices or eaves
called kapdta w'ith the decorative Aw^M-arches, in their simpler excavations of the types as
initiated by Mahendra and in others the elaborate hdra of kutas and sdlds—strings of small
pavilions or miniature shrines of square plan with domical roofs and single finial and of
oblong plans with barrel-vault roofs and many finials interconnected by a parapet-like

’ The Trimurti cave-temple at Mahabalipuram and the Vishnu cave-cell at Kilmavilahgai.
® Perhaps while the Sanskrit ioim mandapa means an open hall, the Tamil ioTmmandakam, though

usually supposed to be after the Sanskrit form is more probably derived from manrakam, which again
would mean an open hall or sabhd. In Kerala it is denoted by the Tamil synonym ambalam in
its Malayalam usage. For adhivdsam, see Silpa works and Epigraphia Indica, XXXIII, no. 27, 1. 6.

^ Mmnal-mandagam-kalldl-iyarri—Sittannavasal. Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1904,
no. 368; 1940-_41, p. 215; Kalmandakattalydr—Kurhaganilmuttam, ibid., 1912, no. 295.

E.g., Kotikal-mandapam, Dharmaraja-mandapam, Ramanuja-mandapam, Yali-mandapam,
Idaichi-mandapam, etc.
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cloister or hdrdntara with a coping-like vaulted roof. Such lengths of hdras are to be
found over the fa9ades of the more advanced types initiated by Mahendra’s son and
successor Mamalla. Such a hdra of kutas, sdlds {koshthas) and sometimes panjaras (or nidas—
miniature apsidal shrines) occur over the edges of the terraces of the larger mukha-mandapas
of the structural temples of the Pallava, Chola, Chalukya, Hoysala, Vijayanagara and
Nayaka dynasties, in a word in many of the southern forms of temples.

The choice of the location of the cave-temples in the south, as in the case of the

structural temples of the Pallavas, Chalukyas and early Cholas, was invariably in association

with a large irrigation-tank' or river-bank {tirtha). The Vishnu cave-temple called

Mahendra-Vishnu-griha on the Mahendra-tataka in Mahendrapura—the temple, tank

and settlement all named after Mahendravarman I—is an ideal example. The second
Mamandur cave-temple is mentioned in its early Chola inscription as Valisvaram
standing on the Chitramegha-tataka. The Pallavaram, Siyamahgalam and many
other cave-temples overlook or adjoin large irrigation-tanks. In his Tiruchirappalli inscrip-

tion, Mahendra proclaims that he excavated his cave-temple on the banks of the Kaveri.

More often the choice of the location of the later rock-cut cave-temples of Mahendra
dedicated to Siva is a hill, which was a noted Jaina resort. The choice was apparently

more prompted by intent and less by chance. This will be supported by the contemporary

background of the rising creeds of the Kalamukhas and Pasupatas and a strong revival

of Saivism _and Vaishnavism under the early Saiva and Vaishnava hymnists, the Nayan-
mars and Alvars, and the missionary zeal of their bhakti cult influencing the kings and the

people. The Jainas, however, were sufficiently strong at this time and the Buddhists

(whose influence was never so strong in the Tamil country as in Andhra and the Deccan)

were comparatively on the wane everywhere. Mahendra excavated his Siva cave-temple

at Tiruchirappalli on the rock immediately below a noted natural Jaina cavern; at Dalavanur

with a smaller natural shelter on the top of the hill with beds of Jaina origin, and again,

at Siyamangalam, which was a strong Jaina centre and the seat of a pontiff, as a tenth-

century inscription there would indicate." The Kudumiyamalai rock-cut cave-temple

on the hill with Jaina association in the form of a natural cavern and beds and the

well-known rock-cut Saiva cave-temples at Tirupparankunram, Arittapatti, Virasikha-

mani, and Kunnakkudi and the Vishnu cave-temple in Anaimalai, all of Pandya origin,

on hills with natural caverns, Brahmi inscriptions and beds and Jaina sculpture are

but a few of the many other examples. However, the Jaina creed seems to have been

flourishing in these places in spite of such foundations of Saiva or Vaishnava temples,

as later inscriptions testifying to their use and veneration as Jaina tirthas or kshetras are

to be found in many of them. We find the early Chblas who were ardent Saivas patron-

izing all the creeds' equally. Perhaps, while this may not reflect individual persuasions

of the kin gs, the intention behind such a choice and the location of the cave-temples

was that the places were already popular centres of pilgrimage.

' Many of these large irrigation-tanks in Tondai-mandalam, Chola and Pandya countries, formed

by a long bunding of sloping terrain with hills in the background, originated in the megalithic times,

as funerary monuments are often found intact on the waterspreads, since the megalithic culture

was a settled and advanced culture specializing in irrigated cultivation of paddy and other wet crops

and characterized by ancestor-worship. The waters attained sanctity and fertility-value by their

association with the remains of the dead. Very often the small structural temples standing near these

irrigation-lakes are of monumental or funerary nature called pallippadai in their inscriptions. This

tradition of sanctity perhaps continued when the cave-temples and the structural stone temples came

into being.
^ South Indian Inscriptions, VII, no. 441.
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The mandapa-piWars of the cave-temples of Mahendra are comparatively short, heavy
and plain, without the demarcation of the various members of the order, necessitated by
the novelty, hardness and unkno^vn qualities of mass and tensile strength of the rock-

material that was being adopted. In course of time, with the skill and experience derived

in working the new material, the pillars were altered to finer form and proportion and with

mouldings of the ‘ order ’ in the time of his son and successor Mamalla, though the smal-

ler shrine pilasters, with mouldings of the ‘ order’, are also found in Mahendra’s temples.

The Mahendra pillar consists of two large almost cubical parts, one at the base and the

other at the top with the intervening height bevelled off at the corners to make its plan
octagonal. The terminal and basal regions of square section are called the hdurams,

while the intervening region of octagonal section is called the katju. The bev'elled faces

of the kattu form sharp right angles with the projecting corners of the top and basal

sadurams, the cut being straight, unlike the pillars of the Vijayavada cave-temples and
temples in the Chalukyan area and at least one instance of a Pandya cave-temple (Vishnu
cave-temple at Anaimalai), ^vhere the corners of the sadurams are slightly drawn over the

bevelled faces of the kattu in the form of short three-sided conical bosses or longer rounded
bud-like projections.

The potikd or corbel, again, is a massive block, with arms curved or angular in profile

and of size proportionate to the massiveness of the pillars. Its length from the tip of one
arm to the other is usually thrice the width of the top saduram, while its width is equal
to that of the top saduram and is cut on top of the pillars and below the principal beam
or uttira of the same height as the corbel and of as much width.’ The corbel with angular
profile is the result of a straight bevelling of the front end of the arm of the magnitude
of half a right angle. The face thus formed is plain and unornamented. The corbel

with curved profile is often ornamented by a series of large roller-like mouldings, the
roll-ornament being called taranga. The rolls are shown as if held together by a median
band or patta, which is plain, occupying the middle third of the corbel-face. The rolls

are often painted in different colours, while the patta is adorned by a carving of the

meandering lotus or creeper designs {kodikkarukku or patra-latd), or the design is often

painted. While the bevelled corbel persists in later temples, particularly on the tops

of mandapa-pillars, in its primitive or evolved forms, the taranga-corbel as also corbels

with curved profile disappear soon after the Pallava period. The bevelled corbels are
almost the rule in the Pandya and Muttaraiyar cave-temples. The curved corbels are
more characteristic of the Chalukyan examples and their employment in many of the
Pallava cave, monolithic and structural temples and their disappearance from the south
after them would indicate a transient phase. The form that prevailed in the south sub-
sequently was the corbel with an angular profile.

Often, as in the case at Mandagappattu, Siyamahgalam and l§ihgavaram, the ter-

minal saduram of the pillar carries on its top a wider plank-like abacus or the phalaka over
which the potikd is cut. A study of the proportions of such pillars in various cave-temples
and a comparison of these pillars with those of full form belonging to the subsequent
periods would clearly show that the top saduram, often with a phalaka over it, is only a
simplification of the usual arrangement of capital-members in the accepted ‘ order ’, from
the top downwards, \fiz. phalaka, padma, kumbha, tddi and kalasa,' while the octagonal

’ In the Khandagiri caves (Ananta- and Ganesa-gumphas) the massive pillars of the same type
do not carry corbels but have massive beams of lesser width fitted into their top sadurami., into
oblong notches on top of the pillars, of depth equal to the height of the beam so as to make the top of
the beam and the top of the pillars flush.

“The occurrence of all these components or at least the major ones, viz. kalasa, kumbha and
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kattu would represent the short termination of the kdl or shaft, its lower part being again
square seated on a slightly wider square base or oma at the very bottom. This is indicated

by the slight taper from base to top noticed in all these pillars. In course of time,

the lower hduram is retained so as to form the basal half of the pillar-shaft, while the

kattu is prolonged as the upper half with the padma-bandha (a broad fillet originally a

strengthening metal hoop on top of wooden pillar shafts, often ornamental in stone copies)

,

marking its termination and junction with the lowermost member of the capital, viz.

the kalasa. From the octagon the sixteen-sided, the thirtytwo-sided and ultimately the

circular sections are only gradual steps, the basic form being the square. The Silpa-tQxi%

prescribe that whatever be the form of the shaft and capital, the base of the pillar and its

termination beyond the capital—the virakantha—should always be square. The vlrakantha

represents the peg or metal rod or tenon projecting from the top of the pillar-shaft for

insertion through the capital-members and corbel in order to hold them together and ulti-

mately into the lower face of the beam. In the modification made by Mamalla and his

immediate successors, the basal saduram was in many cases converted into a squatting lion

or vydla, which in the period of Rajasirhha was replaced by a prancing or rearing lion.

This became the general rule in the columns of Mamalla and his successors up to the

time of Rajasirhha, in the type of cave-temples and rathas initiated by Mamalla.

Often, as prescribed in the Silpa-works, the lion- or ^a/fl-bases are replaced by those

of elephants, ndgas, bhutas', etc., and such variants are to be seen in the Shore Temple at

Mahabalipuram built by Rajasirhha and in the Sahadeva-ratha of Mamalla. Towards
the close of the Pallava rule and in subsequent periods, except in some special cases, these

forms disappear giving place to the plain saduram again at the base of the pillars, showing

that their almost universal occurrence in the intervening period of the Pallavas was but

transitory. This is confirmed by the fact that the simpler tradition of the plain lower

saduram continued to exist in the Mahendra type cave-temples excavated by Mamalla and
his successors including Rajasirhha (e.g. the Kotikal-, Dharmaraja- and Atiranachanda-

mandapams). They form again the main feature of the cave-temples of Nandivarman II

and his successors right up to the close of the Pallava period, as also in the contemporary

cave-temples of the Pandyas, Muttaraiyars and other dynasties. This type of pillar, with

basal and terminal hdurams, became the main feature of the pillar of all structural stone

mandapas of the Pallava, Chola, Paiidya, Vijayanagara, Nayaka and later times. The
occurrence of such type of pillars in most of the cave-temples (except those of the Mamalla
type) perhaps lent the traditional name mandakam or mandapa to these cave-temples as

attested by inscriptions of the ninth-tenth century a.d. and current local names. In

the Chalukyan series too, terminating with the Hoysala examples, the peripheral pillars

and pilasters of the mahd-mandapa or navaranga conform to the pattern with sadurams and

kattu and only the four central pillars surrounding the central afikana have full-fledged

capital-members, though with square bases.

Even in the full-formed and well-demarcated Pallava capitals of the Mamalla style it is

seen that the abacus with its ventral doucine moulding, the phalaka and the pdli or padma

(Footnote continued)

phalaka, in diverse forms (the kumbha often amaMa-shaped free or enclosed in a square coffer), in the

earliest known pillars, as the Asokan columns and those in the early Buddhist caves, would mark

the prevalence of a well-defined ‘order’ in the wooden forms even from very early times and would

not therefore constitute the mere emergence of a semblance of an order as Percy Brown states

{Indian Architecture, p. 28). They are found in their full form even in the paintings at Ajanfa, where

pavilions, sdlas, storeyed buildings and other architectural forms are painted with their pillars.

' Vimanarchana-kalpa (Tirupati, 1926), p. 37.
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(later idal) are sometimes dispensed with, the potikd being cut over a short square

virakantha directly on top of the bulbous kumbha. The occasional absence of the abacus

in such pillars is parallelled by such absence of the phalaka over many of the

Mahendra (or mandapa type) pillars.

Another very striking feature to be noted in a general survey of the Pallava cave-

temples known to be dedicated to Siva is the total absence of rock-cut lingas or their

pedestals in the sanctum, while in the case of the Pandya and Muttaraiyar cave-temples

the linga with pedestal and sometimes even the Nandi in the front mandapa are cut out of
the same rock forming an integral part of the excavation. On the other hand, in the

Pallava examples one often sees a rock-cut bench or platform of greater or lesser width
close to the base of the hind wall of the shrine chamber, suggesting that the appropriate

deity consecrated in the shrine for worship was built above this platform against the back
wall as a brick-and-stucco figure.

Tell-tale lines and remnants of paint found in some cases would strongly indicate

that the forms worshipped were either painted over a thin coat of plaster or picked out in

smcco, if they were not painted wooden reliefe as indicated by the shallow but plain

depressions sunk into the back walls in some instances as if for the reception of such
plaques. The Agamas and S'i/j&a-works, while enumerating the nature and materials of the

icons in worship {mula-beras)

,

mention them as chitra, chitrdrdha and chitrdbhdsa''

and as of wood, stucco and stone.® The south had this tradition even in the seventh
century, when stone was first thought of as building material that could be also carved with
bas-reliefs, and by which time stone figures or reliefs forming the principal deities of the
sanctum had become common elsewhere. Perhaps the Vichitrachitta, while he could
introduce his innovation of a stone temple for the gods, could not go against the strong
conservative tradition in respect of the actual object of worship and had to continue the
traditionally-accepted form, material and standards in the actual installation. That
there was an unbroken tradition of the local concept of iconographic forms for about
six or seven centuries prior to his times, from about the commencement of the Christian

era, is evidenced by numerous references and picturesque descriptions in the literature of
the local language, e.g. the Tamil Sangam works- All the references are to painted forms
on walls, plaques or stucco reliefs. The Ahandnuru (verse 167), for instance, describes

a brick temple with the principal deity painted on the wall inside the shrine.^ Even
the figures on the memorial- or hero-stones [nadukal) of the earlier epoch were painted
or drawn in outline. That the principal deities, Saivite or Vaishnavite, consecrated for

worship in the sanctum were paintings or painted stuccos or of brick with stucco or kadi-
sarkard (a special kind of lime-mortar with jaggery and other ingredients) on the rear walls
or wooden reliefs set on the platform against the back wall is evidenced by independent
references to such worship in contemporary Tamil and Sanskrit literature. Poygai Alvar,
a native of Kanchi and one of the early Vaishnava saints of this period, states in one context

'Gopinatha Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography, I, pt. i, Introduction, p. 18.
" The tradition has been so strong that there are still wooden or stucco mulaberas in some of the

famous temples of the south as in the Vishnu temple at Tirukkdvilur, also at Puri, where Ae deity is

oi ddru or wood; in the Ulakalanda Perumal (Tnvikrama) temple of Kanchi, Adi-varaha
temple of Mahabalipuram, the Rahganatha temple at Srirahgam and the Anantasayanam temple
at Trivandrum they are of brick and mortar {kadisarkard) . Even if the icon was of stone, it was covered
by stucco and painted and in many old temples, as for example in the Malayadippatti Vishnu cave-
temple and in the Piranmalai Siva cave-temple, the old painted stucco over the stone relief is still

extant. See also Gopinatha Rao, op. cit., pp. 49 and 52.
^ lUikai-neduh-cuvar-vittam-vilndena mani-p-purd-t-turanda maran-cbr mddattu eludani-kadavul; also v. 369.
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that the various people, according to their respective creeds or knowledge, are wont to wor-
ship different forms of god-head, declaring them to be their own personal gods by depicting
them on the walls or installing their known forms against the walls, though the form
of the Lord who measured the earth [Trivikrama) is the supreme.’ The Avanti-sundari-
kathd-sdra “ narrates how the queen of Rajaharhsa offered worship to Guha in the guhdlaya
(cave-temple) and saw the wall picture {bhitti-chitra) of Guha playing beside his parents and
a son was born to her by the grace of the god. Thus, while the forms of Vishnu or Siva
could have been painted or picked out in stucco on the walls of the earlier cave-temples,
it is only in the cave-temples or rathas completed, excavated or carved by Paramesvara-
varman or his son Rajasirhha (who in his Kanchi inscription likens himself to Guha, as
born to Paramesvara and his consort) that we find the first stone bas-reliefs of Somaskanda
on the back wall of every Siva shrine, occupying the most prominent place and arresting
position. The lifiga with or without dvudaiyar, installed perhaps as a subsequent addition
in earlier cave-temples and as a contemporary subsidiary in later temples, is always of
a special type of stone—^black stone, polished charnockite or basalt.^

Another noteworthy feature is the absence of any original water-outlet from the
sanctum. The gargoyle-like water-spout, the prandla, usually built projecting out on the
northern side of the vimdnas, is absent even in the monolithic and structural temples of
the Pallavas. It is obvious that the painted forms on the back walls could not be bathed
ceremonially iabhishekd) A However, from the numerous references in the hymns of the
contemporary saints, to abhisheka with such materials as milk, honey, fruit-juice, ghee
curd, coconut-water and sugarcane-juice, besides water and other aromatics,one has to infer

that there were separate snapana-beras that were so bathed^ and the abhisheka-watcr was
received in vessels inside the sanctum itself. It is interesting to note that in the cave
temples of the Pandyas and Muttaraiyars, containing rock-cut lifigas, there is always a

cistern cut into the floor of the sanctum below the spout of the dvudaiyar to receive the

abhisheka'-wdittv, though there are no ambu-mdrgas or water-courses or prandlas or water-
chutes for the water to flow out.

While there are bas-relief sculptures of deities and even group-compositions of

synoptic or narrative nature depicting Puranic episodes adorning the walls of the mandapas,

’ Avar-avar-tdm-tdm-arindavaru-etti ivar-ivar-emberumdn-enru suvarmisai-ck-chdrttiyum-vaitturh-toluvdr

ulaku-alanda murti-uruve-mudal {JVdldyira-divya-prabandham, 2095; Poygai, lyarpd, I, v. 14).

Rdjni punas =tapasvinyd upalabhya guhdlayam, anapatyajandrddliyam pratasthe tanaydsthayd: Bhitti-

chitragatarh pitrbhkridantam Guham=antikdt, drishtvd svatanaydvasthdsmaranena rurbda sd. Avanti-sundarl-

katkd-sara, ed. Hariliara Sastri (Mylapore, 1957) III, w. 37-38.

^ In the context of the Tevdram hymns of the contemporary Saiva saints, there is very meagre
reference to the linga and that too to the one made by Chandesa by heaping up sand—Tirunana
Sambandar

—

Tevdram, I, 670; II, 1932, Sundaramurti

—

Tevdram, VII, 7382; and a reference to the

four faces of Siva often interpreted as a chaturmukha-linga

,

Appar (Tirunavukkarasar)

—

Tevdram,

IV, 4338. In other places in the same collection of Tevdram hymns, the references are to tdparam

{sthdvaram), which means both a shrine and a fixed symbol even as the term linga does, to tdm {sthdm),

and to talarpilambu (stele of fire)

—

Tevdram-, Sambandar, 1,138, 675; Appar, IV, 4627 ; 4636; VI, 6577,

6584. Purjidamkonddr (anthill) or kamba (pillar or stele or pritkvi-linga) are the other names met with.

In one context Siva is described as a stele of fire from which emerged His form, when Vishnu and
Brahma were seeking its base and top

—

Tevdram—Sambandar, I, 138. The liiiga of the main
EkamreSvara temple of the Pallava capital Kanchi was from the earliest times a prithvilinga. Thus,

there seems to be no clear reference to a stone linga in the contemporary hymns of the Tevdram

at least in those of the two earlier saints who are believed to have lived in the time of Mahendra or

his successors. See K. R. Srinivasan, Journal of the Madras University, XXXII, pp. 131-198.

•Gopinatha Rao, op. cit., p. 52.

^Tirunana-Sambandar

—

Tevdram, I, 660; II, 1528; III, 2801.
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the flanks of the fac^ade and shrine-entrance or on free rock-faces as the Arjuna’s Penance
and Govardhana scenes at Mahabalipuram, they are strikingly absent in the sanctums of
earlier cave-temples except perhaps the upper cave-temple at Tiruchirappalli, where they

are supposed to be implied by inscriptions but are not extant now. In the later cave-temples

of both Mahendra and Mamalla styles, and two of the rathas, ' however, there are bas-reliefs

of the Somaskanda group on the back walls of the sanctum of the Siva cave-temples or the

appropriate form of Vishnu or Durga or some other deity in the Vaishnavite and other

cave-temples. These appear to have been introduced from the time of Paramesvaravarman.

The Pallava dvdra-pdlas found in all the cave-temples are all two-armed, both facing

front or one of the pair shown in profile. Soon the Pallava sculptor was impressed by
the greater effect of profile studies and employed them to a larger extent. Often one of the

two dvdra-pdlas in a Siva temple has a pair ofcurved horns on the head shown laterally on
either side of the crown or behind it and only one of a pair has the horns, while the other

is without them. Many interpretations have been given and some have characterized

them specially as Pallava. But the provenance of this horned form of dvdra-pdla in

examples outside the Pallava area and in cave and other temples not of Pallava origin, as

for instance, the Pandya and Muttaraiyar cave-temples and some of the Chalukyan
and Rashtrakuta temples and again in cave-temples at Bhairavakonda, would give the

lie direct to this assumption. These horned dvdra-pdlas ms-y represent Nandi. “ The dvdra-

pdlas of §iva shrines often rest on clubs. Thehorned dvdra-pdla seems tohavebeen associated

only with the particular forms of Siva enshrined in the sanctum. The Durga shrines

have dvdra-pdlikds. The dvdra-pdlas of Vishnu shrines are without clubs.

The other decorative feature is the kudu, a replica in part of the alpa-ndsikd of the

^ilpa-texts adorning the faces of the flexed cornice or kapota. In the Mahendra type caves

excavated throughout the Pallava period the kapota is hardly more than a rough-cut
cornice or eaves formed by the projecting rock-ledge over the fa9ade. Very rarely, as in

the Pallavaram cave-temple, it is finished into a smooth flexed moulding in a straight

line and decorated by the kudu-z.vc\it5 in addition, as at Dalavanur. These ^wafa-arches

are essentially made up of two small toranas or foliar arches, meeting on top below a flat

finial. However, the A;MrfM-arches are more often found on the well-formed kapota over
the entrance of the shrine-cells inside the mandapa as also on the exterier facades of the
Mamalla style cave-temples and the rathas.

The makara-tdrana ornament spanning entrances or over sculpture niches is a rare
feature in the Mahendra caves and is found only in two instances, at Dalavanur and
Siyamahgalam.

In order to ascertain the main characteristics of the cave-temples of the Pallavas,

it will be necessary to make a comparative study of the earliest of these cave-temples, i.e.

those excavated by Alahendravarman I and authenticated beyond any doubt by his own
inscriptions on them and similar cav^e-temples without his inscriptions. This will enable
the chronological arrangement of the cave-temples of Mahendra as determined by
the variation of features and motifs among the group and form the basis for the assignment
of proper places in the chronological order for the other cave-temples, taking also into

consideration the epigraphical evidence wherever available.

'Somaskanda in the cells of Mahishamardini cave, Ramanuja-rnandapam, Dharmaraja-ratha
and Atiranachanda-mandapam, Durga in the Draupadi-ratha and Siva, Vishnu and Brahmasasta
in the Trimurti cave-temple.

’^Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1921-22, pt. i, pp. 3 and 4. The identification of the

horned dvdra-pala with Nandi (who is also known as Srihgi) seems to be acceptable.
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CHAPTER IV

THE STYLES OF MAHENDRA AND MAMALLA

1. THE MAHENDRA STYLE

There are at least eight excavations definitely attributable to Mahendra-
VARMAN I as revealed by the contemporary inscriptions in them recording the fact of

their creation by the king or their being named after one of his numerous birudas

(titles) or by the presence in them ofa few or many of his birudasd They are : the rock-cut

cave-temples at Mandagappattu and Pallavaram; the larger cave-temple, second from the

north, at Mamandur, designated Mamandur II, though without any inscription of
Mahendra but belonging on stylistic grounds to his period; the cave-temple at Kurahganil-
muttam nearby; the larger cave-temple at Vallam, designated Vallam I

;
the cave-temple at

Mahendravadi
;
the nothernmost smaller cave in Mamandur, designated Mamandur I

;
the

upper cave at Tiruchirappalli; and the cave-temples in Siyamahgalam and Dalavanur.
They are classified in order of their development as revealed by architectural and
decorative features.

Among these, the cave-temple at Mandagappattu must be considered to be the

earliest attempted and first finished excavation, for it is here that Mahendra says that

he created a temple, an object of wonder, for the Trinity {trimurfi) without the use of
brick, timber, metal or mortar. He perhaps chose this spot in an area surrounded by
numerous scattered rocks or boulders in a hilly district, far from his capital, since it was
to be his first attempt and an experiment. Barring his cave-temple at Tiruchirappalli in

the traditional Chbla country, this was the farthest of his excavations away from his capital

in his own home-country of Tondai-mandalam. The rest were nearer home, the nearest

ones being at Mamandur and Kurahganilmuttam within eight miles of Kanchi, while

Pallavaram and Vallam lay on the road from Kanchi to the ports of Mallai ( Mahabali-
puram) and Mayilai (Mylapore)

;
Siyamahgalam and Mahendravadi ^vere on the western

roads leading to the Chalukyan and Gahga territories. The cave-temple at Pallavaram
and the larger one at Mamandur (Mamandur H), as also the one at Kurahganilmuttam.
perhaps follorved soon after Mandagappattu, Judging from their similarity to Mandagap-
pattu in having three (or more) shrine-cells, the lack of ornamentation of the pillars ^vith

lotus-medallions and the absence of taranga-corhels and sculpture. The upper cave-temple

at Vallam (Vallam I), with a single shrine-cell dedicated to Siva and resembling the above
in the lack of ornamentation, appears to have come next. The Mahendra\ adi ca\’e-temple

(the only example definitely known to be dedicated to Vishnu) and the first (the northern-

most) of the cave-temples at Mamandur (Mamandur I), perhaps also dedicated to Vishnu,
would form the next group. These two are similar on plan, have lotus-medallions on the

pillars and have curv'ed corbels without taranga. They have also no mouldings over the

' The only exception would be the Vallam I cave-temple which wa^ exca\ ated b) the sou of

Mahendra’s vassal and named after his father. However, the inscription mention-, Mahendra's name
and titles.
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kapota simulating the timberwork of the terrace (as in Pallavaram) and lack sculptures.

The cave-temple at Dalavanur, the upper rock-cut cave at Tiruchirappalli and the cave-

temple at Slyamahgalam were perhaps the last to be completed in Mahendra’s time, as

indicated by their greater elaboration in ornamentation and sculpture. The Tiruchirap-

palli cave-temple, with a single shrine-cell dedicated to Siva, resembles all the earlier

cave-temples in having no ornate kapota, and those at Mahendravadi and Mamandur
(smaller cave-temple, Mamandur I) in having the lotus-medallions on its pillars.

Besides the lotus-medallions, it has a variety of other types of medallions on the upper
parts of its pillars, which, along with the tora%fl-corbels and a large bas-relief group
sculpture of Gahgadhara are its most distinguishing features. The Dalavanur temple,

on the other hand, has the lotus-medallions on the pillars of the fagade but does not have
taranga on its corbels. The presence of a well-formed kapota with kudus on its fagade

(a unique feature not found in the other Mahendra style cave-temples), a fine makara-tdrana

spanning the entrance between the two main pillars of the fa§ade and the presence of a

monolithic pillared porch cut out of the rock in front of the shrine inside the large mandapa
are its most significant anticipatory features. But it lacks sculpture of any importance, as

compared with Tiruchirappalli and Siyamahgalam. The unique features of the Siyamah-
galam cave-temple would include the pillars of the fagade with lotus-medallions at their

bases, fine panel-sculptures and floral medallions on the top portions of the pillars, taranga-

corbels and the fine sculptures inside the tw'o niches flanking the fagade with fully-formed

pilasters having capitals and carrying rymkara-tdranas.

In general, therefore, the most characteristic features of the cave-temples excavated

by Mahendra are the simplicity of their plan and decoration, paucity of sculpture in them
and the size and shape of their main pillars. On plan, they consist of a large mandapa
with one or more smaller square shrine-cells Often, in addition to the row of pillars

and pilasters on the fagade, there is a second parallel row inside the mandapa, thus dividing

it into ardha- and mukha-mandapas. In the absence of the dividing row of pillars this

demarcation is often indicated by the difference in the floor-level of the two sections.

The equidistant pillars (fig. 3) are divided into square sections on top and base with an
octagonal section in between. The pilasters in the earlier examples are not so shaped
but are uniformly tetragonal from base to top, while in a few of the latest examples in the

series they often come to resemble the pillars in design.

Another feature that marks the pillars as relatively early and late are the large lotus-

like medallions decorating their cubical parts, not found in the earlier examples. The
corbels on their top are simple, heavy blocks with a terminal chamfer resulting in an
angular profile or ^vith a graded and smooth cut, giving a curved profile, the curve, like the

angle varying from less obtuse to more obtuse. In the later examples of Mahendra,
the curved corbel-arms are decorated by a series of heavy roll-mouldings—the taranga,

with a median flat band, patta, connecting them up as if binding them together. Often
interposed between the top of the pillar and base of the corbel is a thin plank moulding

—

the phalaka, suggesting that the squared top of the pillars represents the usual capital

components simplified. The cornice in almost all the examples is the rough projecting

ledge of the rock with irregular outline, but with the undersurface dressed. Only in a
few cases, as at Pallavaram and Dalavanur, it is moulded into a flexed kapota and in the
latter example decorated by M^M-arches in addition. In both the cases the mouldings of
the terrace-work showing the ends of joists are carved over the projecting kapota.

The facades of the cave-temples face east, west, north or south. The shrine-cell or -cells

are cut behind the mandapa in east- and west-facing examples, while they are cut into one
of the side-walls, to face east or west, in cases where the mandapa-isu^aide faces south or north
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as dictated by the orientation of the rock and the part of the rock chosen on account of

suitability. Pallavaram is the only example where the mandapas as well as the shrine-cells

behind all face south. The shrine-cells are cut at a level higher than the floor of the

mandapa \n.^voDX with a flight of rock-cut steps [sbpdna). These cell-openings are often

flush with the hind wall of the mandapa or are cut into projected shrine-fronts with

adhishthdna, pilaster and A:fl/o/a-mouidings partially anticipating the monolithic rathas in

elevation. The pilasters of these shrine-fronts in the later examples of the Mahendra series

have all the components of the capital, while in the earlier examples they are simple

flat and plain reliefs. In the Dalav^ur cave there is a monolithic pillared porch, in front

of the shrine and inside the large mandapa, a rare occurrence among Pallava cave-temples,

which is found again only in the Mahishamardini cave of the Jvlamalla style at

Mahabalipuram

.

The shrine-cells do not contain any bas-relief sculpture of the principal deity on^ the

back wail or on the centre of its floor, not even rock-cut lifigas in the case of Siva

temples. But often there is a wide or narrow rock-cut platform at the base of the hind

wall of the sanctum. While the floors of the shrines of some of the Siva cave-temples is

cut even, there are socket-holes very often irregular, cut at the centre, sometimes in

addition to the I'ock-platform behind. Installed lihgas in black polished stone of uncertain

date are often found inserted in these sockets, sometimes, with dvudaiydrs of the same mate-

rial. The only sculptures in most of them are the dvdra-pdlas flanking the rnandapa-i^-Cixdc

as at Mandagappattu and Dala\-anur, or the shrine-entrance alone as in many of the other

cases or both as at "Dalavanur; they are totally absent in the case of the Pallavaram

cave-temple and the smaller Mamandur cave-temple (Mamandur I). Tht dvdra-pdlas

two-armed and almost face front with or without clubs. One of each pair in some Siva

cave-temples has two curved horns projecting from behind the head-dress. In the latest

of the series in addition to dvdra-pdlas, there are other sculptures on the lateral walls of

the mandapa as in the Tiruchirappalli upper cave or on the facade-pillars and its flanks as in

^iyamangalam. The makara-^ and stambha-tdranas are found only in two of the latest

examples, viz. Dalavanur and Siyamahgalam.

There are many other cave-temples of this type without inscriptions of Mahendra,
some of them, however, with inscriptions of later Pallava monarchs relating to their founda-

tion or indicating it otherwise. This would denote that this type of cave-temple

continued to be excavated by the Pallava kings for two more centuries till the close of their

rule. Such cave-temples conforming to the type but showing slight advances in the matter

of sculptural contents or other embellishments have to be classified along with the

Mahendra cave-temples and considered in their chronological sequence as would be

indicated by their inscriptions, sculpture and or other additional architectural details.

Mahendra’s successor Mamalla (Narasirhhavarman I), being an equally great

king and art-lover, in addition to excavating a few cave-temples of the Mahendra
type, started a new style of cave-temples, besides carving out rocks into monolithic

vimdnas or rathas, as they are better known. This type of cave-temples and rathas initiated

by Mamalla was continued by two generations of rulers, who also excavated simultaneously

the Mahendra type cave-temples, even as Mamalla did. Thus, while there is an
unbroken continuity of the earlier type of cave-temples from Mahendravarman I to

about the end of the Pallava period, the Mamalla type cave-temples and rathas ceased

to be excavated or carved by the end of the reign of Paramesvaravarman I, who, and after

whom Rajasiihha, concentrated on the construction of structural temples.

Though these later kings made innovations of their own, their adherence to the

traditional type initiated by Mahendra, who first wrought in the hard stone of south India,
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was perhaps the result of sarnpraddya. Not only the successors of Mahendra, but the con-

temporary Pandyas, the Aluttaraiyars, the Adigaimans and rulers of other dynasties

have faithfully respected the sarnpraddya and have followed the type and style initiated

by Mahendra in their cave-temples with certain modifications. All these cave-temples

(with perhaps a few exceptions like the Vishnu cave temple at Malaiyadippatti and the

Siva cave-temple at Kudumdyamalai) are copies of the Mahendra pattern in plan as well

as in essential details. While the Pandyas and Muttaraiyars continued to excavate cave-

temples in the south, the number of excavations in the late Pallava period diminished

in their home country owing to the fact that after Rajasirhha, his successors concen-

trated more on structural stone temples in preference to cave-temples.

In the period immediately following Mahendra, an almost equal number of cave-

temples after his model rvas excavated in Tondai mandalam in the times of Mamalla,
ParameWaravarman and Rajasimha, some of them containing inscriptions of this period

and of the kings referred to.

But cave-temples \vith foundation-inscriptions of the later Pallavas-Nandivarman II,

Dantivarman, Nandivarman III and Nripatuhga—are not found in Tondai mandalam,

though there are five with their earliest inscriptions dated in the reigns of these Pallava

kings in the Chola country under the occupation of the Muttaraiyars, who were often

independent of the Pallavas and dated inscriptions in their own regnal years without

reference to the ruling Pallava monarchs or their regnal years. The Muttaraiyars, like

the Pallavas, also excavated a large number of cave-temples in their area with many
local characteristics. The Pandyas too excavated some in this area during the periods

of their extended power over this region. The five cave-temples in the Chola country ^vere

not excavations by the Pallava kings mentioned in their inscriptions, but by the Mutta-

raiyars and resemble other independent Muttaraiyar cave-temples in this area without

Pallava inscriptions. As such, they are best considered along with the Muttaraiyar

cave-temples of the Ch5la country. But three small excavations (Kilmavilahgai, Vallam II

and III) in the Palla^a country’ (Tondai mandalam), without inscriptions but having

late features, would perhaps belong to this period.

The cave-temples with the inscriptions of the other Pallava kings, which can,

therefore, be dated will come after those of Mahendra in their chronological order and
would incidentally indicate through their variations in features or motifs the lines of their

development from the Mahendravarman cave-temple. This would enable the assign-

ment of the rest of the cave-temples of the same general style, but without inscriptions, to

their respective places in the above scheme by comparison of their features with those of

the datable examples.

Thus, on the basis indicated above, the rock-cut cave-temples of the Pallavas in

Tondai-mandalam would fall under two styles: the Mahendra style and the Mamalla
style cave-temples.

Since the Mahendra style cave-temples continued to be excavated after Mahendra I,

till practically the close of the Pallava rule, it will fall under three periods, as explained

below.
The first period will include all the authentic cave-temples of Mahendra and those

that can be assigned to his times on stylistic and other considerations. They are the cave-

temples at Mandagappattu and Pallavaram, Mamandur II (the second cave-temple from
the north), the cave-temple at Kurahganilmuttam, the upper cave at Vallam, the cave-

temple at Mahendravadi, Mamandur I (the first cave-temple from the north), the caves

temple at Dalavanur, the upper rock-cut cave at Tiruchirappalli and the cave-temples

at Vilappakkam and Siyamahgalam.
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The second period would include the cave-temples of the above model assignable

to the reigns of Mamalla, Mahendra II, Paramesvaravarman I and Rajasirnha, i.e.

up to the dynastic revolution. They are the Orukal-mandapam cave-temple at Tiruk-

kalukkunram, the Kdtikal-mandapam in Mahabalipuram, the cave-temples of Sihga-

perumal-koil, Sihgavaram and Melacheri, the fourth and third cave-temples at

Mamandur, the^ Dharmaraja-mandapam at Mahabalipuram and the Atiranachanda-

mandapam at Saluvankuppam.

To the third period are to be assigned the later and smaller excavations in Tondai-

mandalam where not many cave-temples seem to have been excavated in view of the

increased activity in structural stonework. The cave-cell at Kilmavilangai and the lower

cave-temple and the northern cave-temple on the Vallam hill are to be included in this

period.

2. THE MAMALLA STYLE

The style of cave-temples initiated by Narasirhhavarman I Mamalla (Mahamalla)

was independent of the Mahendra type, and, though it persisted only for two generations

after him, marks some great advances with new features in cave-architecture. The most

outstanding advance noted is a fuller representation of the ynandapa in its frontal and interior

aspects, making the stone-copies more true to their contemporary structural originals.

In the mandapa-types of cave-temples originated by Mahendra, the reproduction of the

front elevation ended with the cornice or kapota of the prastara, occasionally showing above

the kapota mouldings and lines simulating the timberwork and terracing as at Pallavaram

and Dalavanur suggesting that it was only a flat terraced roof without parapets after similar

originals. In the Mamalla type, the hdra with cloister-like hdrdntara connecting a series

of sdlds (miniature wagon-top oblong shrines) forming a sort of enclosure or parapet

over the edges of the flat roof of the mandapa is faithfully reproduced. This suggests a

copy of a type with a central open court over the roof [chandra-sdld] or a hall [harmya)

surrounded by a series of pavilions
(
sdlds and kutas) connected together by a cloister-walk

running peripherally. Such types are suggested by the description in earlier Tamil litera-

ture of the area as aramiyam {harmya)

.

In contrast with the massiveness and often square

nature of the Mahendra pillars, which seem to have been introduced by him more out of

necessity than of choice, and which in later examples of the second and third periods of

the style gradually thinned and grew taller, the pillars of the Mamalla style (fig. 3 )
assume

elegant and proportionate forms. In place of the simple, essentially four-sided and often

unornamented pillars of the mandapa-type without the differentiation of the members
of the ‘ capital ’ (the capital being represented by the top saduram occasionally with a

phalaka or abacus and rudimentary padma below it, and the only ornament if any being

the large lotus or floral medallions or, occasionally, bas-reliefs adorning the square faces of

the saduram), Mamalla introduced pillars with taller and quite slender shafts with capitals.

They conformed perhaps to the same proportions as contemporary carved ^vooden

pillars with all the members of the ‘order’ reproduced, viz. the kalasa, tddi, kantha, kumbha,

padma or pdli, and phalaka. Such a differentiation of the capital in the examples of the

Mahendra series is to be noticed only in the ornamental pilasters

—

kudyastambhas adorning

the shrine-walls or flanking shrine-entrances inside the mandapa, or tdrana-stambhas flanking

sculpture niches and carrying tdranas on top
;
even these are few and far between in the whole

range of Mahendra type of cave-temples. In the Mamalla style, however, the functional

columns of the facade and mandapa are pillars with capitals of the ‘order’. The shafts are

essentially circular and are faceted with sixteen sides, while the corresponding pilasters

have four-sided shafts. They are further embellished by decorative motifs, such as the
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madhj>a-bandha,padma-bandha and often bypatra-latd or kodikkarukku on the corners of the capital-

members. The potikds, not so large, are quite proportionate and the corbel-arms have a

curved profile often with the taranga or roll-ornament with a median band or patta. The
bases of the pillars (fig. 3) are frequently shaped into forms of squatting lions or vydlas, a

characteristic of the Mamalla pillars extending up to the time of Paramesvara I. In the

Yalimandapam at Saluvankuppam is depicted the rearing form of lion at the pillar-base as

in the structural temples of Rajasiihha Pallava. Since simultaneously monolithic vimdnas

were also being carved out of boulders presenting all the three dimensions of the vimdnas

with all their details, in at least one example of the Mamalla style cave-temple—theTrimurti

cave at Mahabalipuram—the elevation of a string of three juxtaposed shrines could

be presented even as the elevation of the mandapa—front in the other examples of this

series. In this case the reproduction of the hdra over the prastara, with karna-kutas

(miniature square shrines at the corners of the vimdna) and bhadra-sdlds (oblong

wagon-topped miniature shrines on the centre of each side of the vimdna storey) in

between is remarkable.

The kudus, which are essentially alpa-ndsikds without the supporting pilasters, form

the characteristic embellishment of the kapbta as also the kona-pattas (or the decoratively

embossed metal plates bracing the ribs or corners of the wooden or metal cornices, or the

segments of the sikhara-roo^ at their junctions or ribs). The harhsa- or bhiita-iritze of the

valabhi-course (the hamsas or gams marking the decorated ends of the joists projected over

the beam and protected by the flexed kapota or eaves in wooden originals) and the vydla-

frieze (marking the ends of the joists of the terracing or roof over the kapota)
,
not found in

the Mahendra cave-temples, appear here as they do in the monolithic rathas.

The ten examples of this style, including three half-finished or unfinished ones, all

confined to Mahabalipuram, represent the different plans and designs already met with

in the simpler cave-temples of the Mahendra style. These include mandapas divided or

undivided into frontal and distal halves (mukha- and ardha-mandapas) by an inner row of

pillars parallel to the facade, with one or more shrine-cells behind. These shrine-cells

are projected more or less into the mandapa, and in one unfinished example—the Paficha-

pandava-mandapam next to Arjuna’s Penance—the plan to cut round, with the shrine

at the centre and a pillared mandapa round it on all sides, is quite evident. In another

case—^Yamapuri or Mahishamardini cave—the shrine has a monolithic pillared porch

in front standing inside the mandapa as in Mahendra’s cave-temple at Dalavanur. The
shrine-fronts here, as in the case of Mahendra type cave-temples, end on top with the

kapota of the prastara which reaches the ceiling of the inandapa. They do not carry the

hdra or string of miniature shrines {kutas and sdlds) with interconnecting cloister or parapet,

as is often found over the shrine-fronts in the Chalukya and Rashtrakuta cave-temples

or over the shrine door-frames of their structural temples. Thus, while these cave-temples

represent types with different plans which had already become common in the Mahendra
temples, it is very difficult to trace any gradual development within the small group,

especially when the different types occur in the same place and appear to be almost con-

temporaneous. These seven finished cave-temples would broadly fall into two classes,

viz. four without inscriptions and three with inscriptions. Of the three cave-temples

with inscriptions, two have almost identical inscriptions, which are also found on a mono-
lithic ratha (Ganesa-ratha) and a Mahendra type cave-temple (Dharmaraja-mandapam),
and are ascribable to Paramesvaravarman I. Among the other four, of which one is a
unique type altogether, a relative sequence can more or less be made out.

What appear to be earlier examples of the Mamalla style are de\'oid of sculptural

(bas-relief) representations of the principal deities inside the shrines, as in the early
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Mahendra cave-temples while the later examples have them. The sculptures ofthe principal
deities are in sama-bhanga when standing, an erect posture imparting a certain amount of
stiffness to the otherwise fine sculpture (as Durga in the shrine-cell of the Draupadi-ratha).
The same erect attitude is also to be found in the case of seated sculptures of the principal

deities. But the other sculptures in the mandapa and shrine-walls, including the dvara-palas

depict more easy and graceful poses, which go very well with the fineness of sculpture

and their beautiful proportions and slimness of outline, all characteristics of Pallava
sculpture. These lyrical or vainika forms are common both to masculine and feminine
sculpture. There are also some excellent animal studies, particularly the elephant and
the bull, though the lions, often in their conventionalized ryafo-forms, are much below the

standard attained in the depiction of other animal-forms. The profiles become more
frequent, the artistic effect of which has been well exploited by the Pallava sculptor.

Large group-sculptures, synoptic and narrative occupying entire spaces of walls, such_ as

the Mahishamardini and Anantasayi panels in the MahishamardinI cave-temple, Adi-
Varaha, Trivikrama, Gaja-Lakshmi and Durga panels in the Varaha-mandapam and
Gaja-Lakshmi, Durga and other panels in the Adi-Varaha cave-temple, or on roctfaces as

the Arjuna’s Penance .and Govardhana scenes, form the masterpieces of this period.

Examples of this style are not found outside Mahabalipuram, where, along with
almost finished specimens, there are a few unfinished ones, which are still interesting from
the point of view of the plan or the completed features.

The excavation of the cave-temples of this series was commenced and variously

completed in the period between the latter half of Mamalla's reign and the end of Para-
mesvara’s reign and hence it is difficult to date them individually during this short period.

However, taking the characteristics enumerated above into consideration and in comparison
with the essentials of the contemporary Mahendra type cave-temples, particularly the
sculptures and inscriptions where\'er they are found, the following sequence can be
approximately made out.

The Koneri-mandapam (or the five-celled rock-cut cave-temple as it is generally
called) in its combined features of both Mahendra and Mamalla styles would apparently
mark the beginning of the series.

The Mahishamardini cave-temple, though bearing a sculpture of the principal
deity, Somaskanda which indicates its completion by Paramesvara, would architecturally

come next. This has the simple type of pillars with capitals but without lion- or vydla-

bases resembling in this respect the inner row of pillars in the Koneri-mandapam. The
pillars of its inner porch, in having lion- or ^«fa-bases, herald their advent as a characteris-
tic of Mamalla style. These form the fa9ade-pillars of the Varaha-mandapam which would
therefore come next in the order. The Varaha-mandapam was completed, without the
sculpture of a deity inside the sanctum, perhaps even in Mamalla’s time or immediately
after, but earlier than the Mahishamardini cave, the last stages of the excavation of which
are still incomplete, even after being extended to the time of Paramvesara.

The Adi-Varaha cave-temple, with its outer row of i^’a/a-pillars and absence of
sculpture on its sanctum-wall, would mark its completion in the earlier part of Parame-
svara’s reign, as evidenced by the inscriptions. The other internal evidences in this cave-
temple would indicate its commencement late in the leign of Mamalla, its continuation
through the very short period of his successor as further proved by their portrait-sculptures

inside and its final completion by Paramesvaravarman.

The Ramanuja-mandapam, with lion- or ^a/a-pillars on its fayade and bas-relief

Sbmaskanda in the sanctum and Parame^ara’s inscription, would entirely belong to the
time of Parameih^ara. The Trimurti cave-temple which, unlike the mandapa-Xypc^ above.
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depicts the front elevations of vimdnas and contains sculptures inside the shrine-cells, is

to be attributed to Paramesvara. This example is also unique in that it shows the kuta

in the hdra for the first time. The unfinished Panchapandava cave-temple, with its finished

fa§ade, having kuta in the hdra and advanced features in the form of lion-caryatids on its

capitals, as also in its general plan, would likewise fall in the period of Paramesvara.

The Yali-mandapam, which is a type by itself, is of the time of Rajasiihha as indicated

by the pilasters with rampant vydlas for their bases.

The two other unfinished mandapas with lion- or ^fl/fl-pillars or pilasters and without
provision of the hdra over the facade would perhaps mark the decadence of the Mamalla
style.
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CHAPTER V

THE CAVE-TEMPLES

THE MAHENDRA STYLE

Period I

Mandagappattu : Lakshita’s cave-temple (fig. 5; pis. II-HI)

The cave-temple on the hill at Mandagappattu, in Villupuram Taluk of South
Arcot District, forms the first of the series of caves excavated by Mahendravarman I.

His inscription, in which he styles himself as a vichitra-chitta (‘ curious-minded ’),

calls this temple Lakshitayatana (‘the temple of Lakshita’), dedicated to the Trimurti.
‘ Lakshita ’ was one of his many birudas found in his inscriptions in the Pallavaram and
Tiruchirappalli cave-temples.' The four-lined Sanskrit inscription, in the giti metre, reads

—

1 Etad-an-ishtakam-a-druma\m-a-lo\-

2 ham-a-sudham [Vichitrachi]ttena [I*]

3 nirmmdpitan-nripe[na'] Brahm-E-
4 svara-Vishnu-Lakshit dyatanam [H*]

‘This brickless, timberless, metalless and mortarless mansion of Lakshita was caused
to be made by king Vichitrachitta for Brahma, Isvara and Vishnu

The temple is called an dyatana, dedicated to the Hindu Trinity, and is one of the

very few such known examples. It is significant to note that Mahendra dedicated his first

nave-temple to the Trinity, most of his other cave-temples being iSaivite and a few others

Vaishnavite.

The inscription is a very important record in that it gives us definite evidence of the

authorship and date of the first rock-cut Pallava-cave-temple. In view of this, Jouveau-
Dubreuil’s attribution of sorne cave-temples to Siihhavishnu^ may not be correct. Since

Mahendra (Vichitrachitta) himself says that avoiding the perishable material of brick,

timber, mortar and metal (used till his times for the construction of temples), he excavated
this cave-temple for the Trinity in enduring stone, this must be deemed to be the first

cave-temple in the south, excavated when he was a devotee of Siva, Vishnu and Brahma.'*

‘ South Indian Inscriptions, XII, Xos. 8 and 13; Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, nos. 41

of 1904 and 369 of 1908.
“ The inscription has been edited by T. A. Gopinatha Rao in Epigraphia Indica, XVII, pp.

14-17. He and other subsequent writers have overlooked the significance of the word Lakshitayatana

and thus missed the name of the cave. See also South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 12, and Annual

Report on South Indian Epigraphy, no. 56 of 1905.
^ Pallava Antiquities, I (London, 1916), p. 51.

* The attribution of the Sittannavasal cave-temple to Mahendra and its excavation in his

earlier days when he was supposed to be a Jaina, according to a later tradition, will thus need
revision. If, as some believe, that Mahendra spent his earlier days as a prince in the Telugu part

of the Pallava country, north of Tondai-mandalam, perhaps as an administrator, it would not

be reasonable to suppose that he went all the way beyond the southernmost limits of the Pallava

territory, south of the Kaveri into the Pandya country, to excavate his first cave-temple as a Jaina.
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The cave is excavated on the northern face of the large rock overlooking the irriga-
tion-tank on the west of Mandagappattu village.' The fa9ade is cut well back from the
general face (pi. II), the depth of the cutting being 4 ft. at the bottom and 2 ft. at the top,
the former serving as the floor of a platform in front of the cave and the latter as a crude
comice or kapota, the top line of which is undulating with the maximum width of about
3 ft. at the centre and about 1 ft. at either end, thus averaging 2 ft. The lotver part of
this overhanging portion has been slightly undercut to a depth of about 1| in., leaving
a hanging lip along the outer line which would serve as the eaves or a drip-line for rain-
tvater. Thus, it would be clear that there was no intention of making a straight orna-
mental kapota tvith A:t7rfM-arches, characteristic of other Pallava, cave-temples. There is

also no provision for rock-cut steps, though the cutting is at a height of about 4 ft. from
the natural ground-level in front.

The facade contains two pillars and two pilasters in antis, the pilasters on their northern
and inner faces having the aspect of almost full pillars.

Beyond these pilasters, on either side of the facade, are cut two recesses for the
dvara-pdlas. At the outer extremes, each of the two recesses has another pilaster unde-
rnarcated into sadiirams and kattu, but of a uniform tetragonal section. Each recess is

enclosed between the outermost pilaster of the cave and the extreme pilaster immediately
adjacent to the rock-cutting. These recesses are not true niches or deva-koshtas in that they
are not framed by jambs, sill and ^omwa-topped lintel.

The pillars and pilasters are of the massive square type with an octagonal kattu

dividing each of them into two cubes or sadurams above and below. The lower saduram
has a slightly greater height, the extra height being due to the height of its base (oma).

The corbels are plain without /araw^a-ornamentation and paUa, but have a definitely curved
profile (unlike those at Singavaram and Melachcri near by). The inscription of Mah'ndra-
varman referred to above is engraved on the northern upper face of the western pilaster.

Immediately behind the fagade is the front mandapa, separated from an inner
ardha-mandapa behind by a row of two pillars and two pilasters. The floor of the front

or mukha-mandapa is at a slightly lower level than that of the ardha-mandapa. The two pillars

of the inner row correspond exactly in shape and dimensions to those of the facade except
for the comparatively shorter height of their lower sadurams, which is due to their standing
on a slightly-raised floor. What is more important is the presence on the top of their upper
sadurams of a projected small phalaka, which, unlike those in the Singavaram and Mela-
cheri caves, does not have a straight edge but is composed of a doucene-moulding below
with a straight kampa above, this moulding, though thin, standing perhaps for the padma
or pdli. It is on the tcp of this that the massive corbels with a cur\-ed prohle are cut. The
pilasters at either extreme of this inner rotv, unlike those of the pilasters of the facade, do
not show the differentiation into sadurams and kattu, though on the top they show the

phalaka-mouldmg at least in the frontal aspect.

Over each of the ttvo rotes of pillars and pilasters is cut the principal beam or
uttira, that over the inner row slightly thicker than that on the outer row. At either end,
cut over the side tvalls, are tt\ o cross-beams which, curiously enough, do not go over the

two principal Icngitudinal beams or even under them but are on the same level with
them. Perhaps the cross-beam-< are, in imitation of their counterparts fixed by scarf joints

‘ The association of an early Pallava rock-cut cave-temple with a large irrigation-tank near by
is interesting. At Mahendravadi, the inscription expressly states that the creator of the cave-

temple was also the creator of the tank. Other examples are Siyamahgalam, Dalavanur, Vallam,
Vilappakkam, Melacheri, etc.
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in the structural prototypes. Over the beams is cut a vdjana, projecting beyond the width
of the beam by about 3 in. and having a height of about 2 in. The ceiling on the top
is plain and is dressed level as the rock-floor below.

On the back wall of this ardha-mandapa are again cut four symmetrical pilasters corres-

ponding to the two rows of pillars and pilasters in front. The pilasters coming directly

behind the two pillars of the front row are segmented into saduram and kattu, while the

two extreme pilasters resemble the extreme ones of the ardha-mandapa in front of them, in

having a uniform tetragonal section throughout. These pilasters have their top sections

slightly cut back to the level of the front face of the corbels, which appear to have a greater

width than those of the pilasters. This is in contrast to the corbels of the two front rows,

where their thickness is equal to that of the top saduram in the case of the facade and
the width of the phalaka in the case of the row in front of the ardha-mandapa. The corbels

are of plain type without any toraw^fl-omamentation.

As in the case of the pillars and pilasters of the fa9ade and the inner row, separating

the two parts of the mandapa, there is a longitudinal beam running over the corbels of the

pilasters on the hind wall, its width being the same as the beams in front. Two more
cross-beams are cut at either end exactly in the same manner as in the front mandapa.
Over these longitudinal and cross-beams framing the ceiling of the ardha-mandapa is cut

a projecting vdjana as in the mandapa in front. The ceiling here too is finished as also the
floor below.

In the spaces between the pilasters on the back wall are cut three plain oblong niches,

each about 3 ft. deep, having sockets at the bases of their back walls to receive the
tenons of standing bas-reliefs, which, though now absent, should have been, according
to the inscription, those of Brahma, Vishnu and §iva. The bas-reliefs were evidently
placed leaning against the back wall and not planted at the centre of the cells, as is usual
in all later temples.

There are traces of thick plaster on the back wall with faint indication of paintings,

particularly in the westernmost cell. This would indicate that the three objects of worship,
viz. Siva, Brahma and Vishnu, were originally in painting and that the sockets for the
bas-reliefs in stone or wood were introduced later. The entrance of each cell is flanked
by two plain jambs cut out on the inside, so that the lateral wall of each cell is slightly

recessed. The floor-level of the three shrines is cut about 3 ft. higher than that of the
ardha-mandapa in front and there are no mouldings of an adhishthdna. All the walls of
the two mandapas are plain and without any sculpture.

The two dvdra-pdlas are slightly dissimilar. The one at the eastern end (pi. IIIA)
is in semi-profile, the left hand hanging down with the top of the handle of the massive
club stuck into his arm-pit. His right arm is bent across his chest to the left with the palm
placed over the top of the club inside his left arm-pit. He has a fierce aspect and wears a
kirita-makuta ^vith a large jatd-bhdra on either side, large patra-kundalas in his ears, a hdra
of phalakas round his neck, three wristlets round each of his w'rists and a coiled bracelet
in his upper arm. He w^ears a vastra-yajndpavlta in the ordinary upavita fashion and has
a kati-bandha in addition to his tucked-up short vastra, which is secured at the waist by a
belt ofphalakas ^vith two tassels hanging down from a siifihamukha clasp. In addition, a
folded cloth is ^vound loose around his ^vaist. He has his right leg planted straight and
his left leg raised up and bent at the knee. He is facing towards the cave.

The dvdra-pdla at the western extreme (pi. HIB) is facing full front, standing in
tribhanga and looking as fierce as his counterpart. He wears a slightly different kirlta and
a larger jatd-bhdra, and over his kirita is looped a large serpent like a garland. His* other
ornaments are similar to those ofhis counterpart. His right hand is in kati and left is bent at
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the elbow, the forearm resting on the top of the handle of the upright club. The club

itself is entwined by another serpent. His vastra-yajndpavlta differs slightly from that of the

other, in that it is worn in the nivita fashion. He has two tusks like the other dvdra-pdla.

His head is slightly turned right towards the cave-entrance.

Both the dvdra-pdlas have the slim form characteristic of Pallava sculptures, but

neither has a hom-like appendage behind the head. The feet of both are left uncut
;
also

uncut are the bulbous part of the massive club in front of the eastern dvdra-pdla, except

its narrow handle, and the lower tip of the club of the western one. All these indicate

that the sculpturing of the dvdra-pdlas was taken up at a later stage as an afterthought.

The absence of other sculptures inside is again an indication of the early date of the

cave-temple.

Palldvaram: Panchapdndava cave-temple (fig. 6; pi. IV)

Pallavaram (Pallavapuram—the Pallava city), in Saidapet Taluk of Chingleput

District, is about 10 miles south of Madras and 30 miles east of Kanchl, the Pallava capital.

The local rock is of the best variety of chamockite, famous as the Pallavaram blue-metal

or blue-granite.

The cave-temple, called Panchapandava cave-temple (pi. IVA),is excavated on the

southern slope of a hillock called Panchapandava-malai by the Hindus and Maula-ka-

pahad by the Muslims, among the quarry-hills to the east of the present village overlooking

a large irrigation-tank. In order to get a vertical scarp, the sloping rock has been cut well

back to a depth of about 15 ft. at the bottom from the original surface, thereby giving rise

to an open platform (31 ft. X 13 ft.) in front of the cave-temple. This platform has a flight

of rock-cut steps in front with a sloping parapet, much of it obscured by the modem cement-

paved masonry platform, (pi. IV B) which is reached by a flight of some fifty cut-stone steps

from the ground-level.'

The excavation proper consists of an oblong mukha-mandapa, an ardha-mandapa of

almost similar dimensions behind it and five shrines cut into the back-wall of the ardha-

mandapa. The facade of the mukha-rnandapa is divided into five bays by four massive pillars

and two pilasters,’ one at either end. While the two pilasters at the extremes are cubical

in section throughout (unlike those at Mandagappattu), the intervening four pillars are

divided into three sections, square sadurams above and below vvith an octagonal kaltu in

between. “ The height of the lower saduram of the two central pillars is slightly greater

than the height of the lower sadurams of the two pillars on either side of this pair, while the

top sadurams of the entire series are identical in dimensions.

Cut on the top of the pillars and pilasters are massive corbels with a definitely curved

profile and without the ?ara«^a-omamentation. Over the corbel is cut a beam [uttira),

' The open rock-cut platform in front of the cave is now covered over by a sloping zinc-sheet

roof carried on rail-pillars in front.

= Longhurst, Pallava Architecture, pt. i, p. 16, states that of the two central pillars of the facade,

the eastern one has its octagonal section at the bottom, an accident due to the carelessness of the

mason. The old drawings and photographs (e.g. no. 15 of 1909 of the Government Epigraphist’s

collection), and the illustration in Longhurst, op. cit., pi. Ill b, show this feature. However, in

Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1909, p. 72, paragraph 10, it is noted, no doubt by mistake,

that ‘ the octagonal part of the pillar is out of place and is at the top instead of being at the

middle ’, though the photograph shows it at the bottom. This discrepancy seems to have been

rectified in recent times by repairs to the basal part with plaster so as to make it a square and by

chamfering the middle part into a regular octagon. These irregularities besides other factors

indicate that this was an early attempt.
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the height and width of which almost correspond to those of the corbels below. Over
the beam is cut a thin but wider plank showing as a sfl/^Ha-moulding on either side, as

if supporting the ceiling inside and the projected curved comice or kapota outside. The
undersurface of the kapota is not scooped out but is dressed even, while externally also the
characteristic ^MfifM-ornaments are absent, though the flexure is very well finished. Over
the coraice-line are showm eleven projecting ends of oblong joists without the characteristic

vjdla- or ^am^a-decorations
;
over the beam-ends runs an dlinga.

At the rear of the mukha-mandapa and forming the front of the oblong ardha-mandapa
is the second row of pillars and pilasters in direct alignment with the front row on a slightly

higher floor-level.' The noticeable differences are that the extreme pilasters do not carry
corbels and their shafts directly abut on the ceiling; that the two extreme pillars are
without the kattu and carry three-armed corbels with inward cross-projections as if to

support the cross-beams above, running longitudinally towards the back wall to rest on the
frontally-projected corbel-arms carried on the tops of two pilasters cut on the back wall
of the ardha-mandapa which are in alignment with the two outer pillars in front. The two
central pillars are, however, divided into three parts, sadurams above and below and kattu

in between, carrying corbels with two lateral arms to support the transverse beam. No
cross-beam is noticeable at either extreme, where the pilaster of the ardha-mandapa row itself

does not carry a corbel. Thus, the ceiling of the ardha-mandapa is divided into three

bays by the two cross-beams, the central bay forming the ceiling in front of the three

central shrine-entrances, each of the two lateral beams coming between the intermediate
and the extreme shrine-entrance of that side.

Into the back wall of the ardha-man^pa and between the pilasters are cut five

shrine-cells, the central one alone slightly projected in front of the general line with an
adhishthdna or base-moulding. It also had originally a short flight of three steps, which
have been cut away, leaving the lowermost chandra-nld alone intact over the floor of the
ardha-mandapa. Cut at the base of the back wall of the various shrines are low oblong
benches with central square sockets. It is clear that, as in all other early Pallava caves,

there was neither a Unga cut out in the shrine-cells nor a contemporary one installed.

The position of this platform cut well behind the centre of the shrine and close to the back
wall and the socket (which was perhaps later), would indicate the installation more of a
sculpture plaque leaning against the back wall or a stucco relief than of a lihga, which
should normally occupy the centre of the floor. The provision of the two cross-beams
to enclose a central ankana of the ceiling of the ardha-mandapa in front of the three

principal central shrine-cells and the two cells flanking one on each side would indicate

that these three cells were to enshrine three principal deities, perhaps Siva in the centre

and Brahma and Vishnu in the other two, while the extreme cells were for subsidiary

deities. In the present state, however, there is absolutely no extant clue to the original

dedication of this cave-temple."

' Both the floors are now so paved with cement with considerable projection in front that

their original nature cannot be ascertained.

The cave-temple has been converted into a Muslim dargah. At present the central dargah-

shrine is formed by the projection of two masonry-walls in front of the adhishthdna enclosing the

central bay of the ardha-mandapa with a door in front. At either extreme the cross-walls extend
to the mukha-mandapa, also forming two side-rooms. The cave-temple is heavily white-washed
obliterating inscriptions or other markings. A few inscriptions, however, are still found on
the back faces of the beam of the mukha-mandapa and on the eastern and western faces of

the two cross-beams that are cut over the projecting corbels of the pillars and the pilasters

of the ardha-mandapa.
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Of the inscriptions the one that has been copied and published' is of a single line in

Pallava-grantha script; it occurs on the beams of the ardha- and mukha-mandapas. It gives

a long list of birudas, some of them obscure in their import, of Mahendravarman I, with
whose name {Sri Mahendravikramah) it commences. These titles are in Sanskrit, Tamil
and Telugu and indicate the character, emotion and personal tastes of the king. Some
of them are also found in the upper cave at TiruchirapaUi. The significant among them
are ChHtakdri, Vichitra-chitta, Sankirna-jdti, Gmabhara, Chitrakdrapuli, Mattavildsa, Satyasandha

Lakshita, Avanibkdjana, Lalitdnkura and Satrumalla, which are used as the names of his other

cave-temples and as his own name in their excavation.

It is unusual for a Hindu temple, even a cave-temple of the Pallava times, to have
all the shrine-cells facing south. Even in those cave-temples in which the fa§ade of the
verandah faces south, due to restriction and choice of a suitable place for excavation, the
shrine-cells are cut into the side walls either on the east or on the west, so that the enshrined
deities face east or west. Otherwise, the choice is so made that the entire cave-temple,
including the shrine, faces east, west or north.®

On the top of the hill almost over the cave-temple is noticeable an attempt to exca-
vate a square tank or tarn, about 15 ft. x20 ft., the method of excavation being similar to

that of the excavation of cave-temples into vertical surfaces. The almost horizontal part
of the rock is cut into a number of square blocks by a number of deep cross-channels, the
ultimate idea being to cut away the projecting blocks by side strokes.

On the slope just to the east of the cave and adjoining it, there is another attempt
to excavate into the rock, probably another cave-temple. The excavation was abandoned
owing to the natural fault in the rock and the unsuitability of the place.

Mdmandur II: Rudravdlisvaram cave-temple (fig. 7; pis. V-VII)

Mamandur, in Gheyyar Taluk, North Arcot District, is about 8 miles south of
Karichi, the Pallava capital. Mamandur and the adjacent village Narasapalaiyam contain
in all four excavations on the eastern face of three hillocks common to both the villages,

running north-south in a continuous chain to the west of Mamandur and forming the
natural bund of a very large irrigation-tank. While the two northernmost cave-temples
are nearer each other, being excavated on the same hill, the third from the north is an
excavation on the south-east comer of the central prominence ofthe chain, and the fourth,

the southernmost, is at the northern end of the southern hill of the group.

Of the four caves, the two finished ones on the northern side are included in the

revenue village of Mamandur (old name Mavandur), which also contains a structural

temple, the Mandukanatha. The two southern caves are included in the adjoining

revenue village of Narasapalaiyam. The Ch5la inscriptions in the second cave from the
north mention that the temple was situated at Narasihgamahgalam, no doubt the old name
of Narasapalaiyam; this shows that in ancient times all the hills belonged to the Nara-
sihgamahgalam village. Behind the hills is the large irrigation-tank, called Chitramegha-

tatdka, attributed to Mahendravarman I, the chain of hills itself forming its bund.

The second excavation, immediately to the south of the first, is slightly larger than
the other. From the two early Chola inscriptions in TamiP found inside this cave-temple

^Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1908, no. 369; South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 13.

® It is also unusual for a dargdh or a MusUm place ofworship and its central shrine to face south.

^ South Indian Inscriptions, IV, nos. 137 and 138; Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy,

nos. 39 and 40 of 1888.
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we know that the principal deity to which this was dedicated was Siva. One inscription

calls it Rudravallsvaram {Uruttiravdlisvaram), and the other calls it simply Vdlisvaram.

While all the cave-temples excavated by Mahendra or by others in his name contain
Pallava-grantha inscriptions recording the fact of excavation, naming them after his

birudas or merely recording his birudas, this cave-temple, peculiarly, has no inscription on
it either of Mahendra or of the Pallava period. But judging from its architectural and
archaic features and its proximity to the first cave to its north, which has a Mahendra
inscription, it is attributed here to that ruler. It is after Narasimhavarman Mamalla,
his successor, that the village Narasihgamahgalam is named. Perhaps, Mamalla com-
pleted the irrigation-projects and also effected a settlement here and named it after

himself.

This cave-temple, like the Mandagappattu and Pallavaram ones of Mahendra,
has the front verandah differentiated into an ardha-mandapa and mukha-mandapa
having two rows of pillars and three shrines on the back wall. The central
shrine perhaps was dedicated to Siva and the lateral ones to the other two of the
Trinity.

The rock-surface chosen for this excavation not being quite vertical but sloping,

the cutting in to reach the vertical face for the excavation has been deeper—about 8 ft.

at the base and 3 ft. on the top (pi. V) . The facade of the actual excavation consists of two
massive pillars in the centre with two pilasters, one at either extreme, with considerable
plain-dressed space beyond the pilasters on either flank, since the cut has been wider than
the actual length of the fa9ade of the pillars and pilasters. The spaces on either side of
the extreme pilasters, though dressed, are left plain and show, like the pillar-front, traces
of plaster and thin stucco with paint. The two pillars are more massive than those in the
adjoining cave; they are differentiated into the three sectors, the tops and bottoms being
sadurams and the intervening portions being octagonal katjus. The sides of the lower
sadurams as well as their heights uniformly average 2 ft. 3 in., there being no provision for

a plinth below. The top sadurams, 2 ft. 3 in. wide, are nearly 6 in. lesser in height, while
the intervening kaUu is 2 ft. 6 in. high. Thus, the reduction in the height of the top
saduram has been added to the height of the intervening kaUu. This discrepancy, as at
Pallavaram, was perhaps due to lack of experience in the new work.

The pilasters at either extreme are as wide as the pillars themselves, uniformly
square from base to top but without an intervening kattu. While their depth is marked
off internally by the recessed side walls of the mandapa behind, the prepared rock-surfaces in
front are flush with the frontal sides of the pilasters leaving them undemarcated outwardly.
The pillars and pilasters carry heavy corbels, which also differ from the adjoining
cave-temple, in that they have rather angular profiles as opposed to the curved
profiles of the corbels found there. As in the first cave, the teraw^g'fl-omamentation is

also absent here. The length of the corbels is three times the width of the pillars, while
their width is equal to that of the pillars, the height of the corbels being the same as
the height of the beam above, which incidentally has the same width as the
corbels.

The kapdta on top of the fa9ade is also unfinished, though there was enough of the rock
to complete it. Even otherwise the natural cleft running almost from end to end would have
prevented its being finished externally into a curved kapdta. However, the undersurface
has been rendered plain, and this contains traces of plaster and paint, though the painted
designs are not visible. The valabhi below the comice as well as the tops of the pillars show
bands of green, red and yellow paint over thin stucco. On the northern side wall of the
maridapa just inside the northern pilaster is the inscription of Rajaraja I Chola, which calls
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this temple Rudravalisvaram of Naiasihgamahgalam in Uttama-chollsvara-puram.' This
inscription also mentions the Chiiramegha-tataka and refers to the village as being situated on
the eastern bank of this large Pallava irrigation-lake.

Behind the front row of pillars and pilasters is cut another row, thus dividing the

oblong verandah into a front mukha-maiidapa and a hind ardka-mandapa. This differen-

tiation is extended to the floors of the r.vo regions, the rock-floor of the front mandapa being
lower than the rock-floor of the rear by about 6 in. The two pillars and two pilasters of
this rear row are identical with the pillars and pilasters of the front row. The height of
the lower sadurams of the pillars exceed their width of 2 ft. 3 in. by about 3 in. allowing for a

plinth below; further, there is a slight tapering noticed towards the top since the top
sadurams are about 1 in. less in width and 6 in. less in height. The height of the kattu is

the same as the height of the saduram. Behind the southernmost pilaster on the southern
wall of the ardha-mandapa is the second early Chola inscription of Parakesarivarman. The
inscription calls this temple Valisvaram in Narasihgamahgalam on the eastern bank of the

Chitramegha-tataka.'" Over the beams of both the mukha-mandapa and ardha-mandapa

projects the planking course, which, on the front of the main fagade, is not worked out

into the usual convex valabhi. Internally, this course over the beams on top of the two
lines of pillars and pilasters extends as a vdjatta-course right round below the ceiling.

The back wall of the ardha-mandapa is piered by three openings, each leading into a

cell. The floor of the cells being higher than the floor of the mandapa in front, the

intervening rock-portion has been utilized for the cutting of the mouldings of an adhishthdna

interrupted by tlxree rock-cut sopdnas with curved parapets resembling the probosces of

elephants, the width of each sopdna corresponding to the width of the corresponding shrine-

entrance. While the two extreme sopdnas each have a chandra-sild below, the central one
has none. Each sopdna is a flight of three steps. The adhishthdna visible in between the

sopdnas consists of a vertical jagati, octagonal kumuda and recessed kantha, with two kampa-

mouldings, one above the other, and a projecting patiikd-mo\x\ding on top. The kantha-

moulding has reliefs at places below the pilasters that adorn the walls above. On the top of

the pattikd is the jf)ra/?-moulding carrying ten pilasters spaced out almost uniformly.

The three shrine-entrances are cut actually between three pairs of wall-pilasters,

the pairs concerned forming the jambs of their doorways. Thus, leaving out the jamb-
pilasters, the four other pilasters are distributed one at either extremity and one each

between the central shrine-entrance and extreme shrine-entrance of that side. The
spaces formed by these pilasters coming between the shrine-entrance and the end pilasters

are utilized as dvdra-pdla niches. The pilasters are uniformly four-sided throughout and
do not carry any capital-members except the corbels, which have a definite curved profile.

Over the corbels runs a beam and over it again is a curved moulding with a promi-

nently projecting kapota on top, its undej surface even and external surface cut into a convex

eaves moulding. The kapota running on top of the pilasters and niches contains traces of

old plaster with painting, which has darkened considerably due to age and other factors.

The dvara-pdlas in the niches flanking the shrine-entrances, three pairs in ail, differ

from each other and are indicatic'e of the deities to which tire respective shrines were
dedicated (pis. VI and VII). The central shrine, which, according to ihe inscription,

' South Indian Inscriptions, I\h no. 137. The village of Narasihgamahgalam, so named in

Pallava times, was a part of Uttama-chollsvara-puram in Chola times.

- South Indian Inscriptions, IV, no. 138. The fact that the name Uttama-cJidlapurarn is not given

here would show that this Parakesari was either Uttama-chol.a himself, after whose name the place

was named, or an earlier Parakesari, probably Parantaka I.
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must have been dedicated to Siva, has two dvdra-pdlas of the usual type resting on clubs with
heavy jatd-bhdras and fierce looks, their yajndpavita worn in the nivita fashion. They wear
large paira-kundalas. Neither has the characteristic bison’s horns. The dvdra-pdlas of

the southern shrine are similar to each other but differ from the central pair. They have
the appearance of rishis, their jalds prominently knotted on top, their vastra-yajndpavitas

being in the nivita fashion, their faces heavily bearded and their vastras reaching to the

ankles in the kachchha fashion. Both of them turn towards the shrine-entrance and hold a
lotus in their inner hands. While the outer hand of the western one is in kati, that of the

northern one is in kataka (or mrigi). Perhaps, these indicate that the shrine was dedicated to

Brahma. The dvdra-pdlas of the northern shrine, both facing front, are identical with each
other but are entirely different from the two other sets of dvdra-pdlas. They wear enormous
patra-kundalas and nivita-yajmpavitas and stand in tribhanga, the inner hands raised in adora-
tion towards the shrine-entrance and the outer ones placed in kati. The third shrine was
perhaps dedicated to Vishnu.

The back and side walls of the three shrine-cells contain traces of old plaster and
paint; perhaps the original consecrated deities were only paintings or low painted stucco

reliefs. The square sockets of different sizes cut in the floors of the three shrines nearer
the back wall appear to be later devices for accommodating the conical tenons at the base of
sculptures. The platform found in other caves is absent here. In the central shrine is

now placed a small cylindrical lihga with an dvudaiydr, both of polished black stone. The
linga has its sutra lines marked. The dvudaiydr is placed on a square slab with an uneven
tenon-like bottom which does not fit exactly into the square hole below. So this misfit

would appear to be an installation much later than what the socket was intended to hold
subsequent to the excavation of the cave-temple.

Kurahganilmuttam : Kal-mandakam cave-temple (fig. 8; pis. VIII-X)

Kuranganilmuttam, in Che\"yar Taluk, North Arcot District, lies about 2 miles from
Mamandur and 6 miles from Kaftchipuram. The rock-cut cave-temple here, facing east,

has been carved on the once-buried eastern side of a low outcrop near the village named
Kuranganilmuttam. The adjoining hamlet is known as Pallavapuram. There is no
Pallava inscription in the cave, but it has a strong resemblance to the larger one at

Mamandur near by and has many archaic features, thereby proclaiming its affiliation with
the Mahendra group. The inscription of Kannaradevajbund here', which has not yet
been correctly read, clearly' reads Kdliyur-Kdttyttu-Erikilndttu-Pallavapurattu-ne.ngalur-

Kalmaridakat-tdlydrukku. The name of the temple, therefore, cannot be read as Kalma-
daikdttdlvar. The name Kalmandakattalvdr itself is clear and Kalmandakam refers to the

cave-temple.^ The appellation dljodr need not necessarily denote Vishnu in such early

times and lead to the conclusion that the temple was originally Vaishnavite.

Since the original rock-face is sloping down, it has been cut to a depth of about 4 ft.

at the bottom, so that a vertical scarp could be obtained for the excavation of the cave-
temple, the fa9ade of which occupies almost the entire height of the rock. On top, this

depth is hardly less than half a foot, and immediately above it, the crest of the rock is

reached. The excavation is offset on the four sides by a small relieved frame-moulding.

^Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1912, no. 295; 3X1,0 ibid., 1913, II, p. 84. There
are four other inscriptions round the square bases of the four pillars of the mukha-mandapa and the
ardha-maifdapa.

^ Cf. the name Orukal-mandapam, Mandagappattu and other names of mandapams given to

the cave-temples at Mahabalipuram.
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which has been cut o\'erdoor-like round the actual fa9ade of two central pillars and two
extreme pilasters (pi. While the shafts of the two central pillars have each been

differentiated into the basal and top sadurams and the intermediate portion into an octagonal

kattu, the two pilasters at either end are undifferentiated into the three parts and remain

tetragonal from the base to the top. The profde of the massive corbels on the top of the

pillars and pilasters, with their louver surfaces almost straight, has a sharp upward turn at

the bend. Over the corbels the beam-portion is cut to the thickness of the corbels. On the

top of the beam is the offset-projection, referred to above, forming the vdjana. There is

hardly any projecting rock-ledge on the top to form the comice, the original outline of

the rock forming a sort of very meagre eaves or kapdta with a discontinuous line. Any
attempt to cut a sopdna in fi'ont of the facade is not visible, since the floor in front has been
levelled up and plastered almost even with the floor-level of the mandapa behind.

Immediately behind the fagade is the oblong hall and along its middle line is cut

an identical set of pillars and pilasters, thus dividing the hall into a front portion—the

mukha-jnandapa, and a hind portion—the ardha-mandapa. The rock-floor of the latter is

slightly raised than that in front.

On the back wall of the inner mandapa is cut a row of ten pilasters at intervals from
end to end. These pilasters are mounted on top of a moulded adhishthdna consisting of

an updna, jagati, tripatta-kumuda, kantha, with kampa mouldings above and below, and/)rah'

on the top. Along the length of the kantha are slight reliefs in places below the respective

pilasters to mark them as their basal projections. Between the second and third pilasters

from either end and between the two central pilasters are shrine-entrances with cubical

cells cut into the rock behind. Thus, there are three cubical shrine-chambers on the back
wall, each shrine-entrance with a pilaster on either side as its jamb. In the space on
either side of the shrine-entrances and between the pilasters are three pairs of dvdra-pdlas,

each pair appropriate to each of the three shrines, the entrances of which they flank

(pis. IX and X). The dvdra-pdlas of the southern pair are almost identical and stand facing

front in tribhanga, their outer hands placed in kati and their inner hands in kataka in position

to hold something, perhaps a flower towards the shrine. The only difference among
them lies in th.e\x yajnopavitas: while the northern one of the pair has it in the upavita fashion,

the southern one has it in the nlvlta fashion. The dvdra-pdlas on either side of the central

shrine- entrance, though essentially identical in dress, in ornament, in accoutrement and
in the hands that rest on massive clubs with intertwining serpents, differ from each other,

in that the southern one is in profile facing the shrine-entrance, while the northern one faces

front. Both of them wear sarpa-yajfidpavitas and the southern one wears a karanda-makuta

oxtr lm jatdbhdra, ^vhich shows one of the two bovine horns on one side indicating Nandi
(or Srihgi). The crown of the other dvara-pdla is broken, but he does not have the horns.

These features indicate that the central shrine was that of Siva. The dvdra-pdlas of the

northern shrine are identical, both facing front in tribhanga with jatd-makutas, nlvita-yajno-

pavitas, outer hands in kati and inner hands in abhaya.

The tops of the pilasters on the hind wall are not differentiated into capital-com-

ponents and directly carry the corbels which have a curved profile and which do not show
the tarahga ornamentation. On the top over the beam above the corbels runs a square
vdjana-vciOVL\d\ng carrying a kapdta. In front of each shrine, the continuity of the adhishthdna-

mouldings is interrupted by a flight of three rock-cut steps, the lowermost being, a
chandra-sild.

The adhishthdna-mouldings as well as the vdjana and kapdta on top are extended round
the corners to the side walls of the ardha-viaridapa which have excavated into them, two
more shrine-cells, without pilasters or jambs for their entrances. Likewise, two more
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roughly-cut shrine-cells are excavated into the side walls of the mukha-mandapa without,
however, the adhishthdna-inoxAdim.^?, below them, but with a single rock-cut step in their
jdace. Curiously enough, the vdjana and kapdta are extended from the inside as if through
the beam over the inner row of pillars and pilasters. Therefore, they could not be deemed
continuous but separate pieces cut for these two lateral shrines. None of the seven
shrines has any rock-cut sculpture, painted or stucco form inside. Two sandstone sculptures,
of a slightly later date, of Brahma and Siva are leaning respectively against the back walls
of the southern and central main shrines. However, there are oblong sockets of different
dimensions cut into the floors of these cells, some of them not more than long slits.

Peculiarly, the Kurahganilmuttam cave is at a very much lower level than the
surrounding ground, judging from the height of which, over the floor-level of the cave,
one has to presume that the ground had to be dug to expose the base of the low outcrop
in order to excavate the cave-temple.

In the Tevdram, saint Sambhandar has sung a decad on the god of this place'; there
is no reference in it to this cave-temple but to a tall mddakkvdil, a contemporary brick struc-
ture which preceded the present masonry temple in the village called Kurahganilmuttam. =

Evidently this was a multi-celled rock-cut temple designed on the model of Manda-
gappattu, Pallavaram and Mamandur II, but the plan seems to have been altered later,

to include the four additional shrines on the lateral walls as the continuous kapbta on the
top and the adhishthdna below would indicate. However, the fact that it was in worship
is attested by the later inscriptions. Perhaps the original plan with three cells behind was
designed for the Trimurti.

Vallam I: Vasanfesvaram cave-temple (fig. 9; pi. XI)

Vallam, in Chingleput Taluk and District, is about 20 miles to the souih-east of
Kaiichi and 40 miles south of Madras and has a low hillock adjoining the village, which
is 2 miles from Chingleput.

The three cave-temples on the eastern face of the hillock (pi. XI A) overlook the
small village of Vallam. The caves are excavated at three slightly different heights. Of
the three, two are cut on the eastern faces of two boulders perched one above the other,

the upper and the most important one standing well behind the lower cave. The top of
the lower excavated boulder thus forms a sort of a platform in front of the upper cave.

The uppermost cave-temple, Vallam I, the largest in the group, is the most perfect

and typical of the Mahendra style. There are three inscriptions carved on the front faces

of the pillars of the facade. The one on the south gives two of the birudas of Mahendra-
varman, viz. Pakdppiduku, Lalitdnkurarp in Tamil. Of the two inscriptions on the front

face of the northern pillar, the upper one, also in early Tamil, gives the other birudas of
Mahendra in continuation and mentions that the temple was e.xcavated by Skandasena,
son of Vasantapriyaraja, who was a vassal of Mahendrapotaraja. The two inscriptions,

which call the temple^ a devakulam, reads together:

—

' Teidram, I, 31, vv. 327-337.

This perhaps would be a modification of the name Kurakkenimuttam where Kurakkeni
would indicate a cell or vault situated below ground and muttam the natural high ground or mound
into which the temple has been sunk. This was later, perhaps, corrupted into Kurahganimuitam
and Kuranganilmuttam, which has led to the legend of the monkey, squirrel and the crow having
worshipped the god. See Transactions of the Archaeological Society of South India (Madras), 1958-59,

pp. 9-10.

® South Indian Inscriptions, II, pt. iii, no. 72, pp. 340-42.
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A. On the south pillar B. On the north pillar

1. Pakdppiduku Lalitdnkuran 2. Chatturummallan Kunaparan

3. Mayentirap-Pottaresaru adiydn

4. Vayantappiri aresaru makan Kantasena-

5. n seyivitta tevakulam [II*]

The third inscription is a later Tamil one of the fourteenth year of Ko-Peruiijingadeva
(1179-80)." The first two inscriptions are in early Tamil script of the Pallava period and
give clues to the date of the excavation of the temple. The later Tamil inscription calls

it Vayandisuram (Vasantesvaram), evidently named after the father (Vasantapriyaraja)
of the founder Skandasena. The modem name of the god is Vedantesvara.

The fa9ade of the excavation is recessed by about 2 ft. into the slightly-sloping front

face of the rock, so that there is a platform in front, which is slightly wider than the
overhanging ledge on the top. The ledge is not finished into a kapdta with its ornamenta-
tion. The cave-temple consists of a cubical sanctum with an oblong ardha-mandapa in

front. The fa9ade of the ardha-mandapa has two massive pillars and two pilasters, which
have, as usual, their bases and tops square in section, the intervening portion chamfered
into an octagon. The front faces of the square sections [sadurams) contain the inscriptions.

The pilasters correspond to the pillars in shape and dimension. The corbels on the top
of the pillars and pilasters are massive. An examination of the four corbels from the inside,

where alone they are partly exposed to view, would show that the tendency is more
towards a curved than an angular profile. The entire fa9ade is walled up with three

modem door-openings; the central opening is further obscured by a relieved brick and
stucco ornamental entrance (pi. XI B).

On the back wall of the ardha-mandapa and in its centre is excavated the entrance
of the central shrine beyond which is cut the shrine-cell. Except for two shallow niches

cut on either side of this entrance to the shrine-chamber, the rest of this wall and the

whole of the side walls are plain. In the shallow niches are found two standing dvdra-palas

in semi-profile facing the shrine-entrance. They are almost identical in ornament and
accoutrement but exhibit some differences in detail. Both rest on massive clubs, the

southern one with his left hand and the northern one with his right for symmetry. The
other hands of both are placed on the hip in the typical /tafi-posture. The legs are crossed

in both cases. Both wear kirita-makutas with massive locks of jatd on either side of the

face and heavy patra-kiivdalas in the ears. The southern figure has two curved horns

projecting on either side from the base of the makuta, which indicate him to be a represen-

tation of Nandi as a gana', the northern one has no horns. Again, the southern figure

wears a vastra-yajndpavita in the normal w/^aai'to-fashion, but the northern one has a sarpa-

yajfwpavita worn in the afj'f^a-fashion. The northern one has on the top of his jatd-makuta

in the centre what appears to be the front edge of a small chakra, which is absent in the

southern one. Both have side tusks in their mouths.

The central shrine contains a lihga erected on the floor. The dvudaiydr, in two pieces,

has been slipped down from above, thus suggesting the addition of both at a later stage.

The floor of the shrine-chamber is raised by about 1 ft. from the floor-level of the ardha-

mandapa, and in front of its door-sill are cut two short steps, the lower one with an arched

chandra-sild devoid of any ornament. The shrine-walls of the interior, as also the ceiling,

are plain. There are traces of old lime-plaster on the back wall of the shrine, which would
indicate that it was originally painted.

' South Indian Inscriptions, II, pt. iii, no. 72, pp. 340-341.
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On the top of the fagade over the ledge is cut a series of mortise-holes to accommodate
the joists of the terrace of a structural tnandapa in front and over the line of these holes is cut a

chase, perhaps to secure a watertight bonding for the terrace with the vertical rock-surface.

Outside, on the rock-surface, flanking the excavation, at two different levels, are

two niches, bodi oblong. The one on the south is cut rather deep and contains a fine

relief of Ganesa, seated on a sirhhdsana, the body, in slight profile, turned towards the

shrine. The figure is four-armed; of the two upper arms, the object held by the right is

broken and is indistinguishable, while the left holds a lotus-bud. The lower right arm
is placed on the upraised right thigh, while the lower left rests on the pillow behind.

The proboscis is coiled towards the right. Such valampuri Ganesas are common in the

south and are to be met with in Pandya and Aluttaraiyar cave temples of the eighth-ninth

centuries. The left tusk is broken. The yajhopavita is worn in the wirffa-fashion. On the

whole, this is a very graceful form of the deity.

In contrast to this, the niche on the northern side is \'ery shallow, with a low bas-

relief sculpture ofJyeshthadevi facing front. She is sitting with both the legs hanging down.
The sculpture is very badly worn out; it is, therefore, difficult to judge the fineness of its

original finish or the details of its features. The goddess, with a slim body, wears a heavy
jatdbhdra with a conical makuta. These two sculptures are not coeval with the cav^e they

adjoin and, as in the two other simpler cave-temples, one below the Vasantesvaram and
another to its north (pp. 132-34), are later additions, though in the Pallava period itself.

It is to be noted that the form of Ganesa is not to be found among the numerous icons of
the time of Mahendra and Mamalla or his successors till the time of Rajasirhha

;
the only

instance of its occurrence, where it is not a special deity, is in the bhilta or gam frieze below
the kapdta on the fa9ade of the Ramanuja-mandapa at Mahabalipuram fp. 176), where he
is shown like any other gam in the frieze as carrying a garland, with the difference that

he has an elephant-head and occupies the central place in the line, perhaps indicating

that he rvas the chief of the gams—Ganapati. It is only in the later Pallava structural

temples coeval with the Muttaraiyar and Pandya cave-temples that Ganesa is found
and e\'en there, as one of the deities of the sapta-mdtrikd group or as one of the subsi-

diary deities in the ardha-mandapa. Jyeshtha likewise is not common in early Pallava

sculpture, though in the eighth and ninth centuries she becomes common in the Pandya
and Muttaraiyar areas. We have the instance of the excavation of a cave-temple for

Jyeshtha at Tirupparaiikunram, near Madurai, in the time of the Pandya king Sadaiyan
Maran.' The Jyeshtha at Vallam has almost the same form as the one at that place.

Mahendravddi : Mahendra'’s Vishnu cave-temple (fig. 10; pi. XII A)

Alahendravadi, in Arkonam Taluk of North Arcot District, is about 4 miles from
Sholinghur Railway-station. The cave-temple here, called Alahendra-Afishnu-griham in

its inscription, is one of the few Vaishnavite cave-temples of Alahendra. It has been
excavated almost at ground-level into a large free-standing boulder, about 16 ft. high and
25 ft. wide north-south. Its eastern face presented a natural vertical scarp with no need
for any excavation into depth to prepare a vertical surface at the commencement of the

excavation as in other cave-temples. This has resulted in the facade being alm.ost flush

with the eastern face of the rock. The excavation takes up a major portion of the length

and depth of the rock leaving very little of the original rock on either side and behind.

'Indian Antiquary, XXII, p. 67; Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, no. 37 of 1908; South

Indian Inscriptions, XIV, no. 3.
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though on top over the fa§ade there is about 8 ft. of original rock, which slopes behind,

having well-marked vertical chisel-lines over a horizontal groove forming a chase or a

drip-line. This was to block out the projecting rock on top of the fagade into cubes and
chisel off the portions so as to throw the top face well behind the line of the fagade and
thereby prevent much flow of water over the face of the excavation.

The fagade of the cave consists of a row of two pillars and two pilasters, one at either

extreme, cut about 4 in. behind the general surface of the rock on the northern side where
the cutting shows as a single offset laterally since the rock turns behind at this point (pi. XIIA)

.

On the southern side, however, there is almost a double offset since the rock-face is plane

at this extreme. The two pillars of the fagade are massive with cubical sadurams at the

base and top, and octagonal kattu in between. The lower saduram, curiously enough, is

about 1 ft. 9 in. long, 1 ft. 9 in. wide and about 2 ft. 3 in. high, the extra 6 in. going to

form the base of the pillar. The top sadurams, however, are quite cubical with 1 ft. 8 in.

side, that is to say, they are slightly smaller than the lower ones in dimension. The
intervening kattu, however, is of greater height, being nearly 2 ft. 6 in. Thus, the pillars

do not present the squat and massive appearance as in many other caves. They were
perhaps so designed since there was not much of rock on the top and the load to be carried

or stress to be compensated was very little compared with other excavations at the bases of

larger rocks carrying above them almost the entire load of the superimposed mass.

The two pilasters, one at either extreme, have a tetragonal section throughout and
are not marked into the two sadurams and kattu. While the top sadurams of both the pillars

have lotus-medallions on all their four faces, the bottom ones have them only on three of
their faces, front and lateral, the inner face being blank. Further, the upper lotuses, both
on the pillars and pilasters, show a greater degree of finish than the bottom ones, e.g., the one
on the southern face of the lower saduram of the northern pillar is hardly more than a line-

sketch. The circular lotus-medallions are each placed inside a square, the triangular spandrel-

like corners between the square and the inscribed circle being filled with scroll-work. The
top inner face of the two pilasters in antis, coming opposite the adjacent pillars, has fully

finished lotus-medallions inside full squares, while their front faces show only halves of the

squares with semi-circles inside, the other half meant to have been merged laterally into the

rock. It is below the lotus-medallion of the southern pillar that we have the four-line Pallava-

Grantha inscription of Gunabhara in Sanskrit. It is a single verse in the kokilaka metre,

each pdda of which occupies a separate line. It states that Gunabhara made this excellent

abode of Murari called the Vishnu-griha of Mahendra, which was pleasing to the eyes of the

people, on this rock on the bank of the Mahendra-tetflA:a in Mahendrapura. It reads:

1 Mahitatamam satdm=u[pai\-Mahendra-[ta'\tdkam=^i\dam\[darh)

2 sthiram=uru kdritarh Gunabharena viddryya [I*]

3 ja\nd\-nayan-dbhirdma-guria-dhdma Mahmdra-pure

4 maha\ti\ Mahendra-Vishnu-griha-ndma Murd\ri~\-gri\ham\ [II*]

and is translated as

:

“ Splitting the rock Gunabhara caused to be made on (the bank of) Mahendra
tataka in the great (city of) Mahendrapura this solid spacious temple of Murari, named
Mahendravishnugriha, which is highly praised by good people (and which is) an abode

of beauty pleasing the eyes of men.”'

Behind the fagade is excavated an oblong verandah with an inner row of two pillars

and two pilasters dividing it into an outer mukha-mandapa and an inner ardha-mandapa. The

‘ Epigraphia Indica, IV, pp. 152-53.
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pillars and pilasters are quite like those on the facade, but none of them contains the lotus-

medallion on any face. All these pillars and pilasters of the fagade as well as the inner row
carry massive corbels or potikds with a curved profile and without the taraw^a-ornamenta-
tion. On the beam over the pillars of the fagade there is a small vdjana-couvse and above it

the overhanging rock has not been finished into a kapdta. This could not also be done since

the natural face of the rock is slightly curved from side to side, so that the projection at the

centre is greater than at the ends where it almost merges with the thickness of the vdjana.

Inside, the ceiling of the mukha-mandapa is finished over a projecting r^’awa-moulding
Tunning all round. The two end walls of this mukha-mandapa are plain. The ceiling of

the ardha-mandapa too shows the supporting »^’a«a-moulding interrupted only on the

western side by the length of the projecting shrine-front of the cella or garbha-griha. The
lateral as well as the hind walls of this ardha-mandapa, visible on either side of the shrine

projection, are also plain. The floor-levels of the ardha-maridapa and mukha-maridapa are,

however, differentiated, that of the latter being about 2 in. lower than that of the former,

the step coming down at the front basal line of the inner row of pillars and pilasters, thus

corresponding to the projection of the vdjana above on the ceiling.

The shrine excavated behind the ardha-maridflpa is cut projecting about 1 ft. 3 in.

into the ardha-maridapa, itself being 1 1 ft. in length, thus leaving ft. on either side as

recesses, which form the exposed back wall of the ardha-maridapa. The shrine-projection is

provided with a fairly well-marked adhishthdna where the kumuda has not been differentiated

from the updna, though an attempt to cut the kumuda is seen at the northern extremity.

Over this is the recessed karitha with a projecting pattikd above. These mouldings are

interrupted in the middle by the base of the oblong opening of the shrine-entrance and
the rock-cut sdpdna in front of it. The sill of the opening coincides with the top of the

kumuda-movXdmg and forms the top step of the sdpdna. Below this are cut two more steps,

the upper one oblong and the lower one a semi-circular chandra-sild. The shrine-entrance is

devoid of regularly demarcated jambs and lintels but is flanked by plain pilasters, which
are not also differentiated into the shaft- and capital-components. On either side of the

shrine-entrance are sunk two shallow niches bounded at the two extremes by similar

cantoning pilasters. These niches contain dvdra-pdlas in almost identical pose facing front,

their left hands in kati and the right pointing towards the shrine. They wear nlvita-

yajndpavitas, enormous patra-kundalas and what apear to be kararida-makutas. On the top of

this projecting shrine-entrance running over the pilasters is a beam and vdjana-moxAding

with a projecting curved kapdta above. This kapdta is not undercut, but externally the

curvature has been finished, though there are no kudu-?ivchc.s. All the mouldings of the

adhishthdna as well as the kapdta on the top turn in at the comers to meet the back wall of

the ardha-maridapa. The garbha-griha is oblong and its back-wall is finished with an oblong

base at the bottom projecting about 3 in. from the general surface and having a height of

about IJ ft. The plain dressed wall above this relieved plinth shows fragments of old

plaster with painting. Evidently, the original deity (Vishnu) that was consecrated was
a painting on the back wall. The projecting lower plinth at the bottom was perhaps

decorated into a moulded plinth with stucco. In later times, a stone image of Nrisimha

was placed in the centre of the shrine-cell. This has been subsequently mutilated and

repaired in almost modem stucco. Even the stucco image is now badly broken.

Mdmaridur I: northern cave-temple (fig. 11; pi. XII B)

This cave-temple, definitely attributable to Mahendra from an inscription of

Mahendra in it, is the northernmost of the series of finished and unfinished cave-temples

in the twin villages of Mamandur and Narasapalaiyam and almost adjoins the larger
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triple-celled cave-temple. Mamandur II, already described (pp. 54-59). It occupies almost

the vertical face of the rock to the north of the earlier cave-temple, which could not perhaps

be cut here owing to its large size necessitating its location a little south, even though the

rock-face was more sloping and hence requiring a deeper cutting-in for obtaining a scarp of

the desired width and height. The region with the more vertical scarp could, however,

be chosen for the excavation of a smaller cave-temple like the present one, subsequently.

That both of them were not excavated simultaneously would be clear from the differences

noticed in the pillars, particularly from the lotus-medallions on the pillars of the facade of

the smaller cave and the absence of the dvara-pdlas. In the type and decoration of pillars,

in the shape of corbels which do not have the toraK^a-omament, in the type of pilasters and

on general plan, this cave-temple resembles that of Vishnu at Mahendravadi (pp. 64-67)

except that the dvara-pdlas flanking the shrine-entrance of the latter are absent here.

This cave-temple has an oblong ardha-mandapa and a shrine behind, facing east

(pi. XII B). The natural scarp of the rock being vertical, the cutting-in of the face in

order to prepare a vertical scarp with provision for the overhanging kapdta on the top and

a basement below has not been very deep. It is about 2| ft. deep below and about a foot

on the top. The actual cutting of the base-line of the excavation is raised at a height of

4 ft. from the ground-level in front of the almost vertical and large rock. The facade has

two massive pillars with two pilasters, one at either end, the pillars being differentiated

into three regions from base to top as a square sdduram below, octagonal kattu in the middle

and again a square sdduram on top. The lower sdduram has a height greater than its sides,

the extra height of 6 in. accounting for the height of the pedestal of the pillar deducting

which the height and sides of the cubical sdduram would be uniformly 2 ft. The height

of the kattu is 2 ft. 3 in., which is equal to half the total length of the corbel on the top.

The top sdduram is unusually disproportionate, being about only 1 ft. 3 in. high, ^vhile its

average width is slightly less than 2 ft. The four sides of the lower sddurams are decorated

by square plaques containing full-blown lotus-medallions engraved inside. The height

of the top sdduram being slightly less than that of the lower sdduram, the circular lotus-

medallion forms only a major arc of a circle incomplete on top, looking as if the top of the

pillar had to be sawn off for placing the corbel. These circular medallions are carved on

the front and side faces of the basal and terminal sddurams and not on the hind faces. The
pilasters in antis at either extreme are four-sided on plan throughout without the intervening

kattu, with partial lotus-medallions on the front faces and fuller ones on their exposed side

faces, the hind faces being without any. Corresponding to what obtains in the pillars,

the lower lotus-medallions on the exposed lateral faces are complete, the upper ones

incomplete. The potikd cut on top of the pillars and pilasters is large and massive with a

definite cuiA^ed profile without teraw^a-ornaments, of the same width as the top of the

pillars and of length equal to thrice the width of the top of the pillars. In the case

of the pilasters, inasmuch as only one half of the corbel is shown, the measurements

are halved. Thus, between the pillars and pilasters are formed three equal bays, on the

tops of which the adjoining corbel-blocks almost meet, leaving a space of about 10 in.

between each, which is really the exposed underside of the beam. The beam above the

corbels is of the same thickness and width as the corbels themselves. In front, on the top

of the beam is a small projecting planking course, a moulding with angular sides, the

vdjana. Though some provision has been made for the kapota, the outer surface of the

rock, which is irregular, has not been trimmed into a curved moulding, ^vhereas the

undersurface has been almost levelled up but not scooped in. There are traces of old

plaster and paint on the undersurface of the kapdta as also on the top of the corbels. The
painting shows circular lotus-medallions against a red background simulating a carpet-

canopy stretched under the ceiling as in Sittannavasal and other cave-temples. The
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paintings on top of the pillars and corbels show alternate red and green bands
;
the details

inside them are lost. Likewise, the engraving of the top lotus-medallions of the pillars

appear to have been embellished with very thin coloured stucco.

The floor and ceiling of the verandah inside are finished, the ceiling with a vdjana-

course projected on the top of the front beam inside as it does outside. This moulding is

taken round the other three sides over the mandapa-waMs. On the southern wall of the

mandapa is the famous Pallava-Grantha inscription attributed to Mahendravarman I.‘

This long inscription occup>fing the entire wall-sapce, though much damaged, mentions the

composition of a play, the Mattavildsa-prahasana and gives also the other titles of Mahendra-
Satrumalla, Mtyavinita and Satyasandha. The work referred to has fortunately been dis-

covered and from its contents its authorship by Mahendra Pallava of KaHchi, son of

Siinhavishnu, is confirmed. The same work mentions the title of Satrumalla in the conclud-

ing part of the play; Avanibhdjana is mentioned in the fourth pdda of the maiigala-Udka and
Gunabhara and Mattavildsa are mentioned by the nati in the sthdpana.

On the back wall of the mandapa is cut a slightly projecting shrine-front, the projection

being about a foot in front of the general line of the back wall visible on either side of the

shrine front. These two surfaces of the back wall as also the two side wails of the mandyipa,

except for the long Pallava-Grantha inscription on the southern side, are blank, though

on the northern side, there are traces here and there of thin painted plaster.

The shrine-front has a moulded adhishthdna cut at its base, the jagati rising directly

from the floor of the mandapa in front (perhaps the updna was not intended to be cut).

Over the jagati is a tripatta-kumuda, a kantha with two kampa-cour%t?>, one above and one
below it, with a pattikd and prati on the top. The kantha has the usual reliefs at places

coming below the pilasters rising on top of the thin prati.

There are four pilasters on the shrine-front, two at the ends cantoning the comers
and two on either side of the shrine-entrance and very slightly relieved from the wall

surface in between. The four pilasters are uniform throughout having a tetragonal

section. On the sides, where the two pilasters extend over the intuming comers, the faint

lines marking off the pilaster have not even been cut. There are no capitals on the top of
the pilasters, not even pdtikds. On the top is run a thin M/h’ra-course with another small

convex course, which is really a plain valabhi, both the uttira and valabhi as well as the promi-
nently-projecting kapota on the top turning round at the comers, as the adhishthdna-m.ov\dmgs

do below, to meet the hind walls of the mandapa behind. The shrine-entrance is cut
between the two inner pilasters, the pilasters thus forming the jambs and the thin beam
on top the lintel. In front, projecting beyond the adhishthdna and raised above the level

of the floor of the verandah is a semi-circular chandra-sild step. The sill level at the lower
part of the shrine-entrance, peculiarly, cuts through the adhishthdna down to the top of the
jagati, leaving a portion of the rock of the thickness of the jagati to form the sill or the step

over the chandra-sild.

The cell or garbha-griha inside is oblong; in front of its back wall is a rock-cut plain
platform extending from end to end and projecting forward to almost the middle line of
the floor. The back and side walls of the shrine-cell contain traces of painted stucco
much discoloured by bat nuisance. Evidently, this platform and the space of the wall

' South Indian Inscriptions, IV, no. 136; Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, no. 58 of 1888.
While this long inscription, which is unfortunately damaged in many places, has been noticed and
its text published, a small inscription in one line in late Grantha characters at the base of the rock-
cutting, just immediately in front of the southern pilaster, which reads pa-sa-sa-sa-da-sa, perhaps
indicating the drohana- and avarohana-smras of a rdga, seems to have been left unnoticed.
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above were intended for a stucco mage or a painted plaque of the principal deity, in which

case the platform would form a pltha decorated by coloured stucco. An asymmetrical

square pit, with the front side open, has been cut in this platform, but which could not have

been an original feature. There is no other pit in the centre of the floor for the accom-
modation of a lihga or a sculpture of Siva or Vishnu. The wall-surface between the

pilasters of the shrine projection also show traces of thin plaster with faded green colours

here and there. There is no definite extant indication to show that this cave-shrine was

dedicated to Vishnu in preference to other deities. There are no dvdra-palas in this cave

either. But the suggestion that it could have been a Vishnu cave-temple is supported by
the fact that this resembles the Mahendravadi (Vishnu) cave-temple (pp. 64-67) on plan

and by what can be made out from the last two lines of the mutilated inscription inside,

which may be read as follows

:

16 ylshu pardm priti panta sya vapushah ii Pfityavinitena Satya-

sarh\dhena*'\ sya bhaktyd-varjjita-inaulind

17 sahasra [dhd?^rd-sampurnna-megha-p)idmasya garji\tai] kshi

pati.vattayd (fl*)

\Vhile line 16 refers to Mah&idra (JVityavTmia, Satyasandha etc.) as a great devotee

[bhaktyd-vafjjita-maidind], line 17 apparently suggests the form of Vishnu {megha-sydma—
coloured like the cloud pregnant with thousand Xoxxe.rvt^-—sahasradhdrd-sdmptirna) as

Narasirhha (as implied by the term garjita—iodumg)

.

Dalavdnur-SatTumalla’s cave-temple (fig. 12; pis. XIII-XVI)

The almost-finished cave-temple at Dalavanur, in Gingee Taluk, South Arcot
District, is a very interesting early Pallava example. The excavation is on the southern

scarp of the huge rock running east-west. Above the excavation, at a height of about

80 ft. from ground-level, is a shelter (natural but for two beds, presumably ofJaina origin,

cut into it), formed by an overhanging boulder which is reached by a flight of small steps

cut over the eastern slope of the rock. This shelter has lent the names Panchapandava-
malai to the hill and Panchapandava cave to the cave-temple. Such an association of

natural caverns or rock-shelters with beds and purposefully-excavated cave-temples

dedicated to one or more of the Hindu gods on the same rock has been explained before

(p. 31).

For the excavation of this cave-temple with its facade, there was no need to cut back
from the natural surface of the rock till a convenient vertical surface could be reached,

for the close and fine-grained rocks in the area have generally an almost vertical natural

cleavage. In this particular instance, the eastern end of a sloping hillock, where its south

face has a very perpendicular escarpment, was chosen. The excavation and the carving
of the details of the facade have, therefore, started almost straight from the natural rock-

face with practically very little preparation of the surface. Owing to the presence of many
huge free boulders on the top of this hillock, some rising to a height of 30 ft. or more, the

spot for the excavation was chosen more towards the eastern end, where the top of the

hillock is low and comparatively free from the superincumbent weight of large boulders

(pi. XIII A). In fact, the spot of the excavation is the scarp vertically below a length of

the top-line of rock lying between the bases of two very large free boulders perched on the

hill-top. The idea obviously was to minimize the crushing load on the top, which would
otherwise result in damages to the supporting columns after the scooping away of a large
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mass of rock from near the base.' This is a very' good instance to illustrate ho\v carefully

the excavators chose the location and design of their cave-temples.

The .length of the excavation (pis. XIIIB and XIV) from east-west, including the

two dvara-pala-mches at either end, is 32 ft. and the height at which the excavation starts

from the ground-level is 3 1 ft. Excluding the two niches (6f ft. high and 4f ft. wide),

which are about 1-i ft. deep from the surface, the length of the facade, which shows two

pillars (width of each about 2 ft.) and two pilasters in antis, is about 23 ft. The pillars

and pilasters are cut on top and a little behind the edge of the platform which is a moulded
plinth or adhishthdna, consisting of the updna, jagati, tripatta-kumuda, kampa, kantha, a

second kampa and pattikd, the total height being 3J ft. The adhishthdna-hne is recessed well

behind the general plane of the rock-face, leaving a bit of the original rock in front for the

sdpdna, which consists of two lateral flights of four steps, each with a small landing on the

top, the space occupied by the whole system being equal to the distance between the two

outer edges of the central pillars of the facade. Each rock-cut step of the sdpdna is about

9 in. in length and perhaps the rest of it in front was built up with a facing parapet-slab".

On the tops of the corbels, the architrave or prastara portion is very artistically

finished. It consists of a curved kapdta with five well-formed kndu-arches with gandharva-

faces inside, the outer line of the kapdta almost flush with the general line of the natural

scarp, showing that it was carved almost into the original rock-face. The arms of the

arches of the kudus as well as the shovel-shaped finials {sakti-dvajas) are elaborately carved

with scroll-work. Each ktidu-Mch. is a miniature ndsikd formed by two tdranas, the flourishes

of the arches being the foliate tails of two outwardly-facing makaras at the base of the horse-

shoe, one on either side, meeting at the apex below the shovel-finial. Inside, the creepers

of the arch are rows of rosettes, the whole framing a small human head. Over the line of

this kapdta are the two plainer mouldings, the dlinga and antari, simulating the members of

the terrace and showing the ends of cross-joists.

The two pilasters at either end have their front and inner flanks prominently cut out,

presenting the aspect of almost full pillars externally though not divided into the sadurams

and kattu, thus, unlike the central pillars, having a square section from base to top.

They also lack the lotus-medallion ornamentation. The two pillars in the middle are

the most ornate. They are differentiated into sadurams above and below with an

intervening octagonal kattu. The faces of the sadurams, basal and terminal, contain on

all the sides deeply-carved lotus-medallions, which consist of circular full-blossomed

lotuses with three seriate petals, the two outer expanding and the inner infolding on a

central circular torus, the whole desigir bounded on the outside by a chaplet of beads

enclosed between two embossed circles. Unlike other examples, the entire circular motif

is not included within a square with floral work at the four corners. Such lotus-medallions

are found without exception on all the four faces of the top and bottom sadurams.

The bottom saduram has a slightly greater height than the top one, this being due to the

added height of the base of the pillar.

On the top of the pillars is a slightly wider pkalaka projecting on all the four sides

with its edges decorated with lotus-petals forming the lower padma part, the upper

' In fact, what the excavator feared has almost happened in spite of his very careful choice of

the place of excavation. The pillars and pilasters of the facade have cracked along a natural faultline

sloping down from the west to the east, still visible as a line on the back of the cave-temple. This

crushing strain has further cracked the tops and bottoms of the pillars, the cracks occurring along the

lines of weakness in the material of the rock.

“ This has since been altered by the provision of stone steps in front.
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portion being a plain plank or phalaka. It is on this plank that the corbels are mounted.
The presence of this member would show that the upper saduram on which it is cut has
taken the place of the usual capital-members of the normal pillar coming belotv^ the

phalaka and padma or pdli. This phalaka is not evident in the case of the two pilasters on
either side.

The corbels over the pillars and pilasters are of the plain massive type with curved
profile without any faraK^ffl-omamentation or median patta. On the front corbel-face

of each of the pillars is an elaborately worked-out makara facing inwards \vith a gana
riding and from the mouths of either issues a dense foliage in volutes, again to merge
into the mouths of two small addorsed makaras facing out, in the centre of the bay in the
place of a laldta-bimba. Between the two upraised probosces of the central makaras sits

another garia, below which, supporting the addorsed heads of the makaras or latdta-birnba,

is a pendantive padma-b2ise.

This elaborate but straightened makara-tdrana, spanning the central opening, adds
much to the beauty of this picturesquely-situated cave-temple. Thus, in design and effect,

the main entrance between the two pillars is a stambha-tbraria

:

the corbels, because of the
/wa^flra-carvings on them, would be chitra-pbtikds or makara-potikds, and the tbrana is a typical

makara-fbrana of the Pallava period. This would also indicate that the central opening or
bay between the central pillars is of the nature of a /orawa-entrance, a feature not found in
any other cave-temple.

On the top of the pbtikds of the pillars and pilasters and even extending beyond to
terminate on the tops of two unfinished quarter pilasters, one at each extremity on the
outer side of the dvdra-pdla niche on the western and eastern flanks of the fafade, is an
uttira. Over the utiira is a vdjana- and valabht-comse, the valabhi being a convex moulding
without a hamsa- or vydla-^xieze. The kapota is cut on the top of the valabhi as a projecting
moulding with a curved outer surface and with its ventral surface not undercut but finished
even. Curiously enough, the kapota as well as the valabhi and vdjana below it do not extend
at either end over the unfinished corbels of the outer pilasters flanking the two dvdra-pdla
niches. In fact, the outer arms of the corbels of the main pilasters of the cave-temple
entrance, which form the inner boundaries of the dvdra-pdla niches on each side, are not
in full form with the angular profile as also the inward projecting corbel-arms of the
extreme unfinished pilasters bounding the niches on the outside.

The originally-intended width of the facade is marked by the extent of the kapota
between its intuming ends. As it is, the kapota does not extend beyond the outermost
pilasters flanking the niches. Perhaps, this would indicate that the dvdra-pdla niches were
the result of an afterthought. This will be confirmed by the fact that the dlihgana- and
««t(zn-mouldings over the kapota, as also the adhishthdna-mouldang?, at the base, do not
reach up to these niches. The disposition of the kiidus is also slightly irregular, except the
central kudu-2Lrch., which comes directly over the central line of the makara-tdrana and,
as such, is centrally disposed between the two main pillars, the four others being' rather
irregularly-placed in relation to pillars and pilasters and their corbels below. Each of the
Az/^a-arches coming on either side of the central one does not correspond to the centre of
the bays of that side but is placed closer to the outer corbel arm of the main pillars.
Similarly, the two extreme A:«^M-arches do not come right over the central line of the
dvdra-pdla niches but are placed closer to the pilasters of the cave-temple; in fact, they
come almost over the outer corbel-arm of the eastern and western pilasters. The five
heads of gandharvas, inside the five A:;7<fa-arches differ in their head-dress and ornamentation.

The two dvdra-pdlas flanking the facade (pi. XV) have more or less the same dress
and ornamentation. They ^vear heavy jatd-bhdras, hanging like cushions on either side
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of the head, and a turban showing three twisted rolls, one above the other, with circular

ornaments attached in front and on the sides. The head-dress of the eastern dvdra-pdla is

slightly different from that of the western one, in that the three folds of the turban are not
visible and the disposition of the circular ornaments attached to the tm'ban is different.

The western dvdra-pdla faces front and stands in tribhanga without any club. His left arm is

lifted up in adoration, while the right is in kati, The eastern one is in semi-profile, face

turned front, leaning forward with his right leg bent at the knee and left planted straight, his

whole weight resting on the top of the club stuck into his right arm-pit. His right arm
is hanging loose, while the left is in kati. Both wear vastra-yajfidpavitas in the ordinary

M/>flyf/a-fashion and their wrists and arms are adorned by valayas and coiled bracelets.

Both of them again wear the vastra up to the knee, thrown into folds and tucked between
the legs and secured at the waist by a sash with ends hanging in two tassels. In addition,

there is another loose folded cloth wound round the waist.

The fagade leads into an oblong maridapa, 21 ft. 3 in. xl6ft. 6 in., excluding the

width of the pillars. Its inner walls are plain. It is on the western wall of this

mandapa that the shrine-chambei', with a pillared porch 8^ ft. square projecting into the

mandapa, has been cut (pi. XVI). This porch has got two front pillars with a slight taper

from base to top, the lower one-third being square [saduram), the rest octagonal with cross-

corbels on the top. Each of the four arms of the corbel is of the plain type with a

sharply-curved profile. Corresponding to these are two pilasters on either side of the

shrine-entrance. The pilasters are plain with a uniform tetragonal section, and the

corbels are of the same type as those over the front pillars of the porch. Over the

corbels of the pillars and pilasters are longitudinal and cross-beams cut as if to support

of the roof of the porch. Over the beams runs the vajana-convst carrying the ceiling

inside and externally a projecting curved kapdta. The underside of the kapdta has not

been scooped in, but is finished plain. This kapdta is devoid of the kudu-dixch. or any
other ornamentation.

The almost-finished ceiling of the main mandapa, which comes over the kap~ota-\txt\,

of the porch, rests on a p^rtwa-moulding, which runs all round on the top of the pillars and
pilasters of the fagade on the south and over the walls on the other three sides. The
entire porch stands over a rough adhishthdna, about a foot high without any mouldings,

and its front is provided with a chandra-sild cut on the floor of the maridapa; both the floors

of the porch and mandapa are well-finished. The floor of the main mandapa, however, is

cut in two levels the part immediately behind the pillars and pilasters of the fagade,

running the whole length east-west, being at a lower level than the rest immediately in front

of the chandrasild of the pillared porch and between it and the back wall. Thus, in spite

of the absence of an internal parallel row of pillars, there is a demarcation of the main
mandapa into an outer rnukha- and inner ardha-mandapas, the porch itself forming the third

or antardla-mandapa.

The opening of the shrine-entrance cut into the wall behind the porch measures
5 ft. 6 in.x2 ft. 9 in. On either side of this opening and between the jamb and the

pilaster is a shallow niche, each accommodating a dvdra-pdla of exactly similar pose, with
the outer hand in kati and the inner raised in the pose of adoration. The dvdra-pdlas,

who flank the shrine-entrance, are smaller in size but are better finished than the ones
flanking the fagade (pis. XV C and D). Both of them wear jat d-makutas with prominent
jatd-bhdra on either side of the head below the makuta, enormous patra-kundalas, haras

round the r].ec^,yajnopavitas\n the upavita-^ashion, valayas and bracelets round the wrists and
upper arms and udara-bandhas and kati-bandhas, the latter hanging down as full tassels. The
details of the kati- and udara-bandhas of the southern dvdrd-pdla are finished, whereas those
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of the northern one are hardly even picked out. Both of them have their heads slightly

tilted towards the shrine-entrance.

The interior of the shrine-chamber measures 8 ft. square. The cylindrical lihga

and its circular pitha in the centre are separate pieces and are not hewn out of the rock.

There are three inscriptions, one on the southern face of the western pilaster of the

fa9ade next to the upraised arm of the western dvdra-pala, another on the southern and
eastern faces of the lower saduram of the southern pillar of the shrine-porch inside and a

third on the western face of the eastern pilaster. The first is a Sanskrit inscription in

Pallava-Grantha and mentions that the cave-temple on the hill was caused to be made by
king Narendra {alias Satrumalla) and was named Satrumallesvaralaya,

'

the abode of the

lord (fr'«) of Satrumalla It reads:

1 Dand-dnata-narendrena

2 narendren—aisha kdritah [i*]

3 Satrumallena saile—smin[smin= )
*

4 Satrumallehar-d aya\jf\ [ii*]

The second inscription is an exact rendering of the same in Tamil script and verse and,

in addition, mentions the name of the person (Sellan Sivad^an) who composed the Tamil
verse. It reads

:

First section
*

1 Sri[{\*]Tondaiyan-tdr-

2 vendan Narendira-

3 ppdttaraiyan Ve-

4 nbH^ t in= r enb [«]-

5 1 miga magilndu ka-

6 \nddn\ hra-mikka-ve-

7 n-jilaiydn Sa-

8 ttrumalleh'a-

9 rdlayam=enr=Ara-

10 nukk=idam= dgav—ahgu [ii*J

Second section

1 1 Ivv-ur [B^rani-

1 2 mamangalavan

1 3 Sellan Sivadd-

14 san hlliya-

15 du [ii*]

The third is a later Pallava inscription of Nandivarman, also in Tamil.==

Attempts have been made to fix the authorship of the cave by the surname Satrumalla
known to be one of the many surnames of Alahendravarman I, and on the assumption
that Narendra was also one of the birudas of Mahendravarman. Hultzsch, while editing the
inscriptions, stated that Mahendravarman had the title of Satrumalla and according to the
present inscription he had also the biruda Narendra, which he equates with Mahendra.

’ Epigraphia Indica, XII, pp. 225-26.
= South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 52.
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Narendra, however, is a title found here for the first time and not anywhere else in the

gamut of the birudas of Mahendra known from the cave-temples or even of Mamalla.
Venkatasubba Aiyar also points out that the Vayalur inscription gives the epithet Narendra-
siihha to Rajasirhha, but concludes by saying ‘ that the simpler and earlier style of the

Dalavanur temple, however, precludes its assignment to the time of this king.' He also

states in connexion with the Tamil inscription that Narendrapottaraiyan excavated to the

south of Venbedu a Siva temple called Satrumallesvardlaya.' He further states the

following in respect of the palaeography of the inscription: ‘ It may be noted that the

Tamil characters in which this inscription is engraved are not so archaic as to be attributed

to the period of Mahendravarman, but could be assigned to the 9th century a.d. It is,

therefore, probable that this Tamil translation in verse of the previous record was composed
by a local poet of the 9th century and was got engraved.’ The original editor of the

inscription, Hultzsch, however, has made a more cautious statement by simply sav ing that

the Tamil inscription is less archaic.

Both Hultzsch and V’^enkatasubba Aiyar state that this Tamil inscription is on the

same pillar of the cave as the Sanskrit one. It may, however, be stated here that it is

uot engraved on the same pillar but on another pillar inside, as pointed out by Dubreuil

as a correction to the published report;® it is really on the southern pillar of the porch in

front of the central shrine inside. Dubreuil in his conclusion attributes this cave to

Mahendravarman from the epithet Satrumalla, rvhich is found not only here but also in

the Vallam and Tiruchirappalli caves (pp. 63 and 79). He ignores altogether the epithet

JVarendra. Strangely enough, he does not state anything by tvay of comparison of the

palaeography of the inscription with that of the third inscription in the temple on the eastern

pilaster of the fagade and attributed to Nandivarman. If it is of Nandivarman H, -which it

possibly is, it will be of circa 750. A careful note of the respective positions of the two Tamil
inscriptions in the light of other factors would have been quite useful. Taking into consi-

deration some of the advanced and specialized features of this cave, particularly, the ornate

makara-torana formed by the central pillars of the facade and their corbels, the /a7<^w-arches

of the well-formed kapdta of the facade (neither of them seen in other Mahendra caves)

and the provision of a porch inside the maridapa in front of the shrine-cell, which closely

approximates the plan of the much elaborate Mahishamardini cave at Mahabalipuram

(p. 151), one is led to think that this cave-temple w'as probably completed much later than

the large and elaborate upper cave at Tiruchirappalli (p. 89) with large sculptures,

excavated by Mahendra late in his reign, when his actual power extended to the Ch5la
country, perhaps to mark the place as the last outpost of his kingdom.

The first Tamil inscription is a longer poetical rendering of the Sanskrit verse, and
normally it will be reasonable to consider the two as coeval and complementary to each

other. Palaeography, though often helpful in dating, has its limitations, and its application

in the relative dating of undated inscriptions in the same region w'ithin a century or so is

sometimes apt to mislead.^ There are also very few lithic Tamil records of this period for

palaeographic comparison. Further, there is no other known instance of the Tamil version

or translation of an earlier Sanskrit inscription being made after a lapse of about one or two
centuries, though the occurrence of contemporary bilingual inscriptions mentioning the

‘ South Indian Inscriptions XII, no. 10.

^ Ibid., no. 11.

® Pallava Antiquities, pp. 30-31.

4 For instance, see Epigraphia Indica, XXVII, p. 8, where it is observed that ‘ in the matter

of assigning dates to records merely on grounds of palaeography, the approximation has been often

too wide off the mark ’. Instances are also quoted.
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same gift is common.' In this particular case, there could have been ordinarily no need
for such a very late Tamil version of the foundation-inscription, considering the fact that

in all the other cave-temples excavated by Mahendra his foundation-inscriptions are in

Sanskrit, without any simultaneous or later Tamil rendering, including the first inscription

at Mandgappattu of Mahendra, recording his first sensational achievement. In the Vallam
cave, (pp. 63-64), however, the foundation-inscription is in Tamil but it is a cave-temple
not excavated by Mahendra himself, but by a son of his vassal in his reign. The Sanskrit

verse is engraved at the most prominent place on the front or southern face of the

western pilaster of the cave-fa§ade as in other cases, e.g. Mandagappattu, Mahendravadi,
Vallam and Siyamahgalam. It could not be engraved on one of the central pillars as in

some of the above cases, since these pillars are fully decorated. The Tamil version is

engraved on the lower saduram of the southern pillar of the porch in front of the sanctum
inside the cave-temple, again another prominent place, very near to and immediately inside

the location of the Sanskrit version. The location of the third later Pallava inscription of
Nandivarman on the lower western face of the eastern pilaster of the fagade is not as promi-
nent: perhaps the engraver of the time of Nandivarman chose this place purposely away
from the two primary inscriptions and since it was blank. Further, the Tamil version is

engraved on a part which sould have been finished last, and, as such, it could have been
engraved only after the final completion of the work in accordance with the intended plan
and not a long time after the event. Thus, if this is conceded and if on palaeographic
grounds the Tamil version was to be really of the ninth century, the duration of the work
should have extended over a couple of centuries, which is not warranted by any other
consideration. The Sanskrit inscription of the seventh century, which is engraved on the
fagade for the sake of prominence, could also have been engraved only on the completion
of the work and not as soon as the facade was completed, with the rest of the tvork still

incomplete. No instance of such inscription commemorating an incomplete work is

known. As has been stated earlier, this cave-temple shows more advanced characters than
the Tiruchirappalli upper cave-temple (Lalitahkura Pallavesvaragriham, pp. 79-89)
which it resembles in having the shrine-cell excavated on the lateral wall of the mandapa.
This feature is unusual, since all the other cave-temples of Mahendra with his inscription
have the shrine-cell or cells on the back wall of the mandapa, nor is this usual in the
Mahendra and Mamalla cave-temples of subsequent periods in Tondai-mandalam. It is,

however, common among the cave-temples of the Muttaraiyars and Pandyas in the
Chdla- and Papdi-mandalams.

The titles Satrumalla and JVarendra do not occur simultaneously among the many
known birudas of either Mahendravarman I or Narasirhhavarman II Rajasirhha. It

is, however, not unusual for two or more Pallava kings to have the same title. It is perhaps
possible that the two titles were borne by Mamalla himself, whose other titles are known
from the few labels on the lower storeys of the Dharmaraja-ratha at Mahabalipuram.
That the Dalavanur cave-temple should have been earlier than the time of Paramesvara-
varman is indicated by the absence of a bas-relief of the principal deity on the back wall
of the shrine. All these probably indicate that this cave-temple took a longer time for
its final completion, perhaps within a century and the Tamil inscription was added
when the memory v/as fresh.

" An instance of the kind is the two inscriptions, one in Tamil (Vatteluttu) on the pillar of the
facade of the Tirupparahkunram cave-temple, the Sanskrit version of which, mentioning the same
fact of the excavation of a Durga shrine, is engraved on the lintel of the shrine behind the rock-cut
mandapa. Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1908, no. 37; Indian Antiquary, XII, p. 67 and
Annual Report on Indian Epigraphy, 1951-52, p. 143.
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The cave-temple is treated here earlier among the Mahendra group since it is situated

in Tondai-mandalam and lacks the sculptural content of the TiruchirapalH and Slya-

mahgalam cave-temples.

Tiruchirdppalli : Lalitdfikura’s cave-temple [upper] (fig. 13; pis. XVII-XX)

There are two rock-cut cave-temples at Tiruchirappalli, in the District of the same
name, one near the base and the other higher up on the Uchchi-p-pillaiyar-malai (' hill

with Ganesa temple on top ’), also known as the Tayumanasvami (Matribhuteswara) hill

in the heart of the city.

The upper cave-temple excavated on a vertical rising scarp at the base of the top

boulder on the southern face about more than halfway up the rock, 200 ft. above ground-
level, is definitely attributable to Mahendravarman I. The inscription on the front face

of the beam coming over the w^estern pair of the inner row of pillars, a verse in Sanskrit,

ealls it Lalitdnkura-Pallavehara-griham, made by the king Lalitahkura.' It reads:

—

1 Iti jagati vidita-ndmnd lalitarii LaUtdrhkur'ena [Pallavapatind^ [l*]

2 kritind kdritam^etal—Lalu[li)tdriikiira-pallav-esvara-griham~ma\hitam\ [ii*]

The other birudas of Mahendravarman, beginning with Mahendravikramah, are found
inscribed on the eastern pilaster of the front row and at various places on the pillars and
pilasters and corbels of the fa9ade as well as the inner row. These, like the string of his

similar birudas at Pallavaram, include the titles associated with the name and foundation

•of his other cave-temples such as Sankunajdti, Avanibhdjana, Chittirakdrapuli, Satyasandka,

Lalitdmkura, Lakshita, Gunabhara, Alattavildsa, Mahicheththakdri, etc.‘

There are two other longer inscriptions in Sanskrit verse, one on either side of the

Gahgadhara panel,, which also confirm that Mahendra, denoted by his surnames, Satya-

sandha, Gunabhara, Satrumalla and Purushottama, made this temple of Siva.-'

It is interesting to note that this cave-temple, like some of the other ones of
Mahendravarman, is located in close proximity to and in association with an important
Jaina resort, in this case, as in others, a natural cavern. This cavern is formed by an
overhanging boulder on the top of the hill right above the cave-temple visible as a wade
gap from the northern side of the rock extending round the western side and as a crevice to

the southern side right above the rock-cut cave-temple. It contains beds and Brahmi
and later inscriptions of fifth and sixth centuries a.d., and is unmistakably ofJaina origin.

One of the earlier inscriptions in the cavern mentions the word chird, denoting that the
ancient name of the place was Chirappalli,^ the suffix palli emphasizing its Jaina a'^socia-

tion. The full namie Siramalai (‘the hill of Sira’) occurs in an eleventh-centur\' Tamil
verse inscribed on the back rvall of the maridapa of the cave-temple.

‘ South Indian Inscriptions, XII, nos. 8 and 9; Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1904, no.

41 1 and 41 1-A.
^ South Indian Inscriptions, I, nos. 33 and 34; Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1888, nos. 63

and 64.
3 The other name Sirrambar of Uraiyurkurram (division) is found in the inscriptions. The

cave-temple is called in a Rajaraja Chdla inscription on the second pillar of the fa9ade from the east

as Tirukkaarrli—the holy stone (cave) temple at Tiruchirappalli. The Tevdram also refers to this place

as Chira or Sirappalli. Both the saints, [Tevdram, V-85, vv. 6068-71) and Sambhandar
(

1-98, 1058-68), have sung on this place but neither refers specifically to this cave-temple which
Mahendra celebrates in his inscriptions; they refer only to a (structural) temple on the hill, on the
smaller rock in front on w'hich the present Tayumanasvami or Matribhutesvara temple is built.
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TiruchirAppalli

Lalitani^ui^As Cave -TEMPLE
( upper)
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Since the rock-face at this point is an almost vertical scarp, the cutting-in of its face

preparatory to the execution of the details of the facade, has been uniform all round to a
depth of about 3 ft. This cutting-in has afforded a rough projecting cornice on the top in

front of the fagade, devoid of any form or ornamentation such as the curved kapota, kudu-
arches etc., and a platform in front below reached by a rock-cut sdpdna of three steps flanked

"by a makara-ydli parapet. The extra basal bulge at about the middle portion has been
utilized for the sdpdna, while on either side of the sdpdna the rock has been cut back to form
an adhishthdna with its pattikd forming the narrow platform in front of the fagade. Of
this adhishthana, the ja^^aii-moulding alone has been completed. The other mouldings above
it have not been cut out, but the rock has been recessed back and dressed uniformly with
a chamfer towards the top. Further down in the original condition, there were perhaps
built-up steps in the place of the modern landing and flight of steps. Of the vertical

surfaces of the two wings of the cutting on either side of the facade, the eastern one con-

tains a Grantha and Tamil inscription of the early Pandya king Maran Sadaiyau.'

The facade consists of four pillars and two pilasters with five ankanas or openings in

between (pi. XVII). While the four pillars are differentiated into sadurams at the top and
bottom with an intervening octagonal kattu, the two pilasters in antis are quadrangular
throughout. Even in the case of the pillars, the kattu is proportionately of greater height

than those of the hdurams above and below—a characteristic of the later pillars. The
width of the sadurams also is less than the usual width of the pillars of the other Mahendra-
varman cave-temples (again a feature of post-Mahendra cave-temples)

,
and both the top

and the bottom hdurams have heights greater than their sides, the sides being equal, so

that the plan is square. The lower hduram has a greater height than the upper one, the

extra height making up for the base at the bottom. The slender pillars thus appear graceful

since they are taller than in other Mahendra cave-temples.

The lower sadurams of all the four main pillars are adorned by lotus-medallions on
all the four sides (pi. XVIII A). These lotus-medallions are not inscribed inside a square

as in some other examples. They are essentially full-blossomed lotuses with three seriate

petals, the two alternating outer whorls spread out, the innermost row of petals introvert

round the central torus. The lotus is delimited externally by two concentric circular

lines with a row of beads in between. It is in the upper sadurams that we find an impor-
tant difference betw'een this cave-temple in the heart of the Ch5la country and the others

in Tondaimandalam. They are not all lotus-medallions of uniform pattern. They are,

on the other hand, circular medallions of various types. Those on the four sides of the

easternmost pillar are of identical design, viz., radiating flourishes of scroll-foliage with a

circular centre delimited externallyby two concentric circles with an intervening row ofbeads

(pi. XVIII B). That on the second pillar from the east, also a circular medallion, is identi-

cal on all the four sides and contains inside a harhsa with its plumage merging into the

scroll-work of the same pattern and similar plumage issuing from its beak and filling up the

portion of the circle in front of it (pi. XVIII C). These medallions are likewise bounded
by two concentric circles with a row of beads in between. The third pillar from the east

has on its four sides a different pattern, the motif in the centre being a gaja-makara or

mdtanga-nakra with plumed tail spreading round in the circle and foliage issuing from the

mouth to fill up the space inside the circle in front of it (pi. XVIII D). The makara-design

Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey of/Ww, 1 903-04, p. 275. It is to be mentioned here that

this part of the Chola country did not remain for long under the Pallavas, after Mahendravarman,
but came under the Pandyas or remained under the independent Muttaraiyars till Pallava power
extended over it again a century later in later Pallava times.
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on the third pillar from the east is eomparable with the one which is the principal motif
found in the top saduram of the pillar of the fa§ade of the Tirumalapurarn Pandya cave-
temple in the interior of the Pandya country, which definitely cannot be of Pallava origin/
The westernmost pillar has on its four sides of the top saduram a pattern of medallion
unlike the other three. Here again, inscribed inside the double circle, with a row of beads
in betw'een, is a convolute scroll-design without a circular central torus as in the eastern-
most pillar (pi. XVIH E). The convolusion begins right from the centre as four inter-

woven coils and expands peripherally into four subsidiary convolusions.

The potikds on the top of the pillars and pilasters are broad and massive, their width
being equal to the width of the pillar, their length being about thrice the width. The
height of the corbel is, as usual, about half the height of the top saduram. The potikds are of
the /flra?2_g«-type with the usual massive rolls, eight in number, and with a median patta.
The paUa which occupies the central third of the width of the corbel has a bold kodikkartikku
relief or creeper ornamentation {patra-latd) bordered by a pair of lines one on either side
and again by a short string connecting the laterals at the extremity where it meets the
lower surface of the uttira. This design is almost identical with the painted design over
the pattas in some of the cave-temples. The corbels are mounted directly on the top of the
pillars and pilasters without an intervening phalaka of greater width as found in some
Mahendra cave-temples in Tondai-mandalam. On the top of the corbels is cut the uttira

of about the same height as the corbels themselves, and above it runs a vdjana-conx?,er

visible both externally and internally. The width of the two extreme pilasters is greater
than the width of the intervening pillars as also the width of the corbels on top of them,
the extra width, seen only on the external side, being equal to the projection and forming
the lateral continuation of the vdjana on the top. The internal faces of these corbels are
flush with the vertical side of the pilasters, though there is a vdjana on the top.

Behind the fa§ade is a large oblong mandapa. About 2| ft. in front of the back
(northern) wall of this maridapa has been cut a second row ofpillars and pilasters symmetrical
with those of the fagade in front. The pilasters here, unlike their counterparts on the
fagade, have the same width as the pillars of their own line and are equal to the width of the
corbels on the top. The pilasters also are tetragonal from the base to the top, while the
pillars, like those on the fagade, are differentiated into sadurams at the base and the apex
and kattu in between, the heights and other dimensions of the sadurams and the kattus
being also equal to those of the fagade members. Most of the faces of the lower sadurams
of these pillars have been damaged, particularly, the lateral and frontal faces, but their
hind faces are comparatively less so.

These less-damaged faces contain almost complete lotus-medalhons. That the same
designs were carved on the other damaged faces is evident from still-extant fragments.
These lotus-medallions adorning all the four faces of the lower sadurams are identical with
those found on the lower mdurams of the fagade and likewise do not differ from each other.
It is again on the top mdurams of these pillars that we find variations in design, not only
between pillar and pillar of this row, but also between members of this row' and those of
the fagade. The front and lateral faces of the top saduram of the easternmost pillar con-
tain each a circular medallion bound externally by two concentric circles with a row
of beads in between. Inside each circle is the figure of a flying kinnari, the lower portion
below the hip expanding all round into volutes—^floral and foliar (pi. XVIII F). The
inner (north) face of this pillar is blank. The inner face of the top mduram of the second

‘ Longhurst includes it as a Pallava cave-temple. See Pallava Architecture {Intermediate or Mamalla
Period), pt. II, Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India, no. 33 (Calcutta, 1928), pp. 39-40.
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pillar is likewise blank, while the front and the two lateral faces each contain the design
of a tusked elephant with the hind portions of its body spreading out into leafy and floral

-volutes all round.' The third pillar from the east has medallions carved on all the four
faces of its top saduram, the central motif here being a harhsa with its plumage spreading
out into volutes and similar leafy and floral volutes issuing from its beak to fill the space
in front, the whole inscribed, as in all the other cases, inside a double circle with a row of
beads. This pattern resembles that of the second pillar from the north of the front row.
The westernmost pillar is peculiar in that the foru faces of its top saduram do not contain
the same motif: its southern and eastern faces have the kinnarai-vcioti^ -with, volutes all round
as in the first pillar of the row, while the western face contains a different pattern of
floral medallion, which essentially consists of a series of volutes and creepers round a central

group of two concentric circles, the innermost representing a torus, the outer circle en-
closing a row of beads round the central torus. The inner or the northern face has a
similar but indistinctly-carved design. It is on the front and lateral faces of these pillars

that we can still see fragments of the thin original plaster with remnants of paintings in

bright colours, red and yellow. These are indications of the once-painted nature of the

•cave, particularly the ornamental designs, on the face of the pillars. While the taranga

mouldings and the central patra-latd of the patta of the cobrels were also likewise painted
(there are fragments of painted plaster in situ), the front and hind faces of these corbels

above the sadiirams could not have been painted, since, particularly, the front faces contain

the contemporary Pallava-Grantha inscriptions ofthe birudas and the hind ones are left blank
and comparatively rough. This must have been the case also of the sadurams and corbels

of the pillars of the facade. Or, in the alternative, the stucco and painting must have
been of later date applied over the inscribed parts also, as has been found in the Kailasanatha
temple at Kanchipuram. The corbels on top of the pillars and pilasters resemble those

of-the fa9ade and the patra-latd design on the median patta is also the same. One feature,

which is only faintly noticeable in the case of the corbels of the fagade, which are all broken
at the edges, but is distinctly visible in the case of the inner corbels is that the middle
member of the series of rolls occupying the lower angle of the corbel is larger than the rest

and indicates at either end a reversal of the moulding by a volute line, as is often seen in

the contemporary and earlier taran^a-corbels of the Chalukyas at Badami and Aihole.

This is a feature again found in many of the later Pallava and early Ch5la structural

temples in the Chola country.

Over the corbels runs a beam and above it a vdjana. The vdjana is visible on
either side on top of the corbels, and behind this row of pillars and pilasters this projecting

vdjana runs round as a continuous moulding over the top of the blank side walls and the

back wall of the mandapa. But under the ceiling between the inner row of pillars and
pilasters and those of the outer row of the fagade, the vdjana terminates at either end and
does not extend over the side walls of the mandapa. Thus, the division of the mandapas
into a larger outer hall and a narrow vestibule behind the inner row of pillars and pilasters

is also indicated by the ya/ana-courses of the two ceilings. The ceiling on the top of this

part of the mandapa as well as the narrow strip behind the inner row have been well

finished and show traces of old plaster, particularly at the edges, with fragments of

paintings here and there—indicating again that the ceiling also contained paintings,

perhaps the usual canopy-design.

' Of these the niakara-?i%h. motif is common in the Pandya country (fish being the emblem of the

Pandyas). Similar medallions are found in the cave-temple at Tirumalapuram in the southern
part of the Pandya country. The elephant is often used as a symbol by the Muttaraiyars, and
Tiruchirappalli was under the Muttaraiyars during the period and adjoined the Pandya country.
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Cut on the eastern wall of the mandapa is a shrine-front consisting of a central opening^

with a rock-cut sbpdna in front and two </yam-/)fl/fl-niches, one on either side, all mounted

on a moulded adhishthdna (pi. XIX). The adhishthdna cut on either side of the sbpdna

consists of a jagati, a' tripatta-kumuda, recessed kantha with two kampa-conrses, one above

and one below, and a projecting pattikd on top. The sbpdna has three rock-cut steps with

two curved parapets, which are plain (not of the type with proboscis issuing from vjdla-

or makara-heads) and dipping almost vertically down without flanking the lowermost step,

which, in its original unbroken condition was a chandra-sild, mounted on an oblong plinth

indicating the level of the updna. The two parapets are thus only slight projections in

front of the mouldings of the adhishthdna. Mounted on the top of the adhishthdna are four

equally-spaced pilasters, the shrine-entrance being cut in the space between the two central

pilasters, while the dvdra-pdla of each side fills the intercolumnar space between the

extreme pilaster and the inner pilaster forming the jamb of the entrance. The two central

pilasters are more completely finished than the two extreme ones, the lower portions of the

shafts of which merge with the thighs and apparel of the adjacent dvdra-pdlas. The central

pilasters show all the parts of a conventional pillar, \dz., a square base, a tetragonal shaft

with a raised floral band or madhya-bandha about the middle of its height and again a padma-

bandha with maldsthdna on top of the shaft. The padma-bandha, as in the case of fully worked-

out pillars at Mahabalipuram, consists of a double row of lotus-petals, the upper row urdhva

and the lower adhb-mukha, and below these is a broader band ofpatra-latd, while still below

are looped muktasaras with tassels in between. All these are cut in fairly bold relief. Over

the padma-bandha are cut the well-formed kalasa, tddi, kantha and kumbha with a vira-kantha

on top. There is no phalaka or padma on top of the kumbha. The corbel-brackets seen in

their profile are of the tarahga type with the central roll larger than the rest and marked
externally by an opposed volute line. Over the corbels of the four pilasters runs a thin

beam with a vdjana and a still more projecting valabhl, which, though not rounded off

into a convex curve, still retains an angular shape. Over the valabhl is cut a well-projected

kapbta, its well-scooped underside having a prominent concavity. Externally too, its

convex flexture is well-marked and the brim (or eaves-line) has been distinctly cut out.

On the front face of the kapbta are three symmetrically-placed Maw-arches, one right above

the shrine-entrance and one each on the middle of either side, over the dvdra-pdla-mche.

The kudus are arched with two projections at the bottom, which are faint makara-heads,

their tails coalescing into the arch. The finials on the top are truncated, only their lower

portions being visible, their upper portions merging into the ceiling of the mandapa. At
either extreme of the kapbta, where it meets the side of the corbel placed over the main
eastern pilasters of the outer and inner rows of the mandapa is shown the scroll-work of the

kbna-patta. It is over the ends of this kapbta that the vdjana running over the main pillars

of the front and inner rows of the mandapa terminate. This kapbta as well as the vdjana,

like the corbel and the capital of the pilasters, show traces of painted plaster.

The two dvdra-pdlas on either side of the entrance are identical. Both are in semi-

profile, their bodies turned towards the shrine-entrance and faces half-turned to the front,

and are two-armed, standing with one leg bent and raised up and the other planted

straight on the ground, thus resulting in a tribhanga pose. Both ofthem rest the palms of

their outer arms on the top of the massive club with the inner arm thrown over the palm
and hanging down, so that the palm ofone hand placed on top of the club goes under the arm-
pit of the other. In each case the club has a conical spike at the massive end and a handle
of narrow width on top and is entwined by a serpent. The dvdra-pdlas w^eav yajndpavitas in

the normal fashion, heavy patra-kundalas in the ears, anklets, hdras round their necks and
jatd-bhdras surmounted by a jatd-makuta on their heads. They do not have any hom-like
appendage as are found in some of the other caves, but they have, the usual fierce look.
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The shrine-cell itself, cut into the rock behind the entrance between the dvdra-.pdlas,

is almost a cube, about 9 ft. in length and width and slightly less in height. All its walls

and its ceiling are evenly finished. On the top of the wall runs a projecting vdjana-

course with the ceiling cut above it. The floor, too, is well-finished but, as usual in all

cave-temples, without an original water-outlet. Right in the centre of the floor is cut a

socket, 2 ft. square and about 21 ft. deep and to the north of it, between it and the wall of
that side is a shallower oblong pit 2 ft. X 1 ft. and about 9 in. deep cut longitudinally. W'hile

the central pit could have accommodated the representation of Siva, as Mahendravarman
mentions in his inscription, the pit to its north might have contained a bas-relief of Parvatl

mentioned in the same inscription
;
perhaps she was shown as facing the central deity (as

if worshipping it from its north side, which is the conventional position for a devi or for

one performing archana). The inscription does not indicate that Mahendra installed a

statue of himself, as would be clear from the discussion of the inscriptions (pp. 86-88).

On the western wall of the rnandapa, right opposite the shrine-front, and occupying,

like it, the entire space between the two western pilasters of the outer and inner row of the

rnandapa is a large bas-relief panel (pi. XX) . The adhishtjidna of this panel is peculiar in that it

has a vedikd-pdAXcxn w'ith circular lotus-decoration. It has, below, a projecting khura of small

height and a recessed portion of a greater height, again w'ith a projecting /rafi'-course on
top. While the lowermost moulding is plain, the intervening recessed portion, ^v'hich is

broader, is a trellis- or rail-pattern showing a series of uprights connected by three conti-

nuous cross-beams, one at the bottom, another on the top and the third running right

across the middle. While the lowermost cross-beam is plain, the upper one is decorated

with a series of loops of garlands with hanging tassels in between. All the uprights as

well as the central cross-beams are adorned by conventional circular lotus-designs. The
projecting prati on the top shows a jf)fli/w?a-moulding, a row of erect lotus-petals and two
lines with a row of beads in between forming the top-decoration. At either extreme of

this railing-like adhishthdna are two more prominently-projecting pilaster-strips, perhaps

indicating the main posts, with patra-latd design on their front faces. The bas-relief on
the top of this is a beautiful composition of Siva as Gangadhara* with attendant figures

on the sides and top. Siva here is standing with his left leg planted firm on the ground,

his right foot raised and held up in that position by the head and left arm of a crouching

gana {Kumbhodara) belo^v. The right hand of the squatting gam holds a serpent. Siva

himself is four-armed and wears an elaborate jatd-makuta. The upper right arm holds

out one of his tresses into which Ganga is descending. Ganga is shown on the top as a

small female figure with both her hands in anjali and the lower portions of her body below

the hip merging into a cloud line. The lower right arm of Siva holds a serpent by its

tail, the serpent itself hanging down with its expanded hood raised up, facing Siva’s bent

right knee. The upper left holds an akshamdld, while the lower left is in katj. The
vastra-yajndpavita of Siva is worn in the wfpfto-fashion going outside both his right arms.

He wears coiled valayas round his wist and elaborate keyuras above his elbows, makara-

kmdalas in both the ears dangling from the tips of the large extended lobes and resting

on his shoulders. The jatd-makuta is decorated on the front and is held in position by a

coronet with three ornamental finials, one in front and the two at the sides, while the rest

of the jatd is coiled up on the top. On the top of the right side of th.tjatd is the charac-

teristic moon, while at the bottom of the left side, just over the left ear and placed on the

band over his forehead, is the skull. Behind the head is shown a sirakhakra. Siva wears

a broad necklace round his neck and an udara-bandha round his belly. The drapery of

’ The choice of this form of Siva harmonizes with the idea of nadi-priya, by which term Siva is

referred to in the second line of the inscription no. 33 (p. 87).
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his vastra below the hip is shown very well by the folded lines reaching up to both the
ankles with the central fan-like pleat of the kachcha hanging between the legs. Round his

waist, he wears a kati-bandha, and another uttarija hangs loose in a loop in front and has
tassels on either side. Above the rosary of the left upper arm of Siva and corresponding to

the position of Gahga on top of the panel on the other side is a figure of a crouching animal
not easily identifiable. It has no clear hump to mark it as a bull (taking the place as a
vrishabha-dhvaja) .

'

On either side on the top are two flying vidyddharas Wi\h jatd-makutas, makara-kundalas
and mvita-yajnbpavitas more or less resembling the main figure of Siva himself in apparel
and decoration. Below, kneeling on either side of Siva, are two identical figures also wear-
ing heavy jatd-makutas, without kundalas in the ear-lobes and the other elaborate ornaments
found on the main figure and the vidyddharas. Their inner arms are raised in adoration
while their outer ones are placed on the respective thighs in kali. While the southern
figure wears the four strands of a sutra-yajrwpavita, the northern one wears a vastra-yajnbpavlta.

Their jat d-makutas too are slightly different from those of the Siva and the vidyddharas.

Behind these two kneeling figures and half-emerging from the corners are two more
identical figures of what appear to be adoring rishis, judging from their huge jatds and
bearded faces. Their inner hands are also raised in adoration; while the outer hand of
the southern figure shows an indistinct niudrd, the corresponding figure on the north holds
something like an offering.

This bas-relief is one of the finest specimens of early Pallava sculpture and is the
forerunner of the large bas-reliefs at Mamallapuram, especially the great panel depicting
Arjuna’s Penance, where the standing form of l§iva is almost identical in line, pose and
ornament with the Gangadhara here. Such a Gahgadhara is again reproduced in the
Adivaraha cave-temple of ParameWaravarman but without the attendant figures (p. 172).

A close study of the two verse-inscriptions on the pilasters adjoining the Gangadhara
panel would show that both are parts ofthe same composition, commencing on the northern
pilaster and continued on the southern pilaster, though they have been numbered in the
reverse order as 34 and 33 in the epigraphical collection. They reveal a continuity of
purport, as will be seen in the sequel.

Inscription 34

1 Sail-endra-murddhani nld-bhavane vichitre

2 sailm=tanurh Gunabhard nripatir=nnidhdya [i*]

3 Sthdnum vyadha[tta] Vi [dhi]r=eshayathdrtha-sarhjnam

4 sthdnuh svayan=cha saha fena jagatsu jdtah [ill*]

5 Griham— akrita Satrumalld girindra-kanyd-

6 pater=ggirdv-asmin [i*] girisasya girisa-

1 \sam\ jndm= anvartthlkartum= arthapatih 1
1

[2 *

]

8 Vibhutifi—Chdldndm katham=aham=avekshe-

9 ya vipuldrh nadirh vd Kdvirim=avani-bhavan-dva-

10 sthita iti [i*] Haren=bktah prityd vibhur=adisa~

11 d=abhTamliham=idam=Mam-pra [khyd rdjye] ga {gi)ri-bhavana-

12 m=asmai Gumbhaiah il[3*] Mrmmdpitd [m=^iii mudd]

‘Longhurst calls it a deer, Pallava Architecture pt. I, p. 15. The lower part of its face is broken.
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13 Purushottaniena sailim Harasya tanum—aprali-

14 mdm-ariena {}*'] kritvd Sivarii masi dhdrayat=dlma-

15 samstham=uchchaih-Hrastvam=acha \lasya\ kritaih krif-d-

16 rttham ii[4]

Inscription 33

1 Kdvinn= nayan-dbhirdma-salildm= drd—

2 ma-mdld-dhardm devb vikshya nadi-priyah

3 priya=^\^gu\ ndm=apy—'esha rajyed=iti [i*] sdsam-

4 kd Girikanyakd pitri-kularii hitv^eha manye gi-

5 [raw] 7iityan= tishthati Pallavasya dayitdm^etdrh bru-

6 vdnd nadim li [1*] Gunabhara-ndmani rdjany=anena li-

7 ngena lihgini jfidnam [i*] prathatdn=chirdya lake vi-

8 paksha-vrittih pardvrittam ll [2*] Chbla-vishayasya sailb-

9 maulir=w— dyam mahd-manir=iv—dsya [i*] Hara-griham—eta-

10 j=jyotis~tadiyaTn=iva Sdmkaram jydtih ii [3*] Sild-[khd]re-

11 najanitd Satyasandhasya bhautiki[\*} murttik kirttima-

12 yi ch— dsya kritd ten-aiva sdsvati ii [4*] Kishkri \shyd\ chald

13 madhdyi [Gunabha]re bhaktih * *

The first verse of no. 34 straightaway states the fact of the excavation of the cave-
temple on the top of the hill and its creation by Gunabhara (Mahendra) . The temple
is called sild-bhavana (‘ the wonderful stone house ’) and the installed object is referred

to as sailitanu (stone body or form), which seems to suggest a stone image or sakala linga and
not perhaps a symbol or a nishkala linga. The term sthdnu (also referring to !§iva) seerns to

be used only for the sake of the pun in the statement that the king made sthdnu (Siva)

true to its meaning (stationary).

The next verse, stating that Satrumalla (Mahendra) made this hill-abode for the

husband of the daughter of the King of Mountains (Parvati) and thereby made the term Girih
true to its significance, would imply that a form of Parvati also was installed (as is indeed
suggested in the subsequent verses).

The third verse purports to explain the circumstances and the manner of the choice

of this hill and the place where the cave-temple was to be excavated on it. The dhvani

of this verse is that Mahendra chose this hill and excavated the temple on the top in answer
to a query from Siva, who, coming to know of the king’s intention, is supposed to have
enquired :

‘ How could I, standing in a temple on earth (the ground) view the might of the

Chdlas or the beauties of the Kaviri (river) ?’ and in response to it Gunabhara (Mahendra)
made^ and assigned to Him the temple on the top of the hill which touches the clouds, so

that Siva could have the best view of the famous river and the fertile country of the great

Gholas.

The next verse purports to describe the benefit that the hill called Siramalai derived

as a result, viz., by having the matchless figure of Siva {Harasya tanu) on its head, placed
there by Purushottama (Mahendra), the noble hill had its greatness enhanced and its own
name Sira (Siramalai was its traditional Tamil name) made significant or meaningful.’

’ Hultzsch, South Indian Inscriptions, I, nos. 33 and 34, pp. 28-30.
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This imagery is continued in the verses on the other pilaster (copied as a separate

inscription, no. 33) as a natural sequel, composed as if to explain the reasons for the

simultaneous installation of Parvatl by his side. It implies that the installation of Parvati

was necessitated by the very act of installing iSiva on the top of a hill with the beautiful

Kaverl in full view. The poet’s conjecture (chamatkara) is that the Daughter of the

Mountain (Parvati) left her father’s home (Himalaya) and stayed permanently by the side

of Siva here, being suspicious that the god, Nadi-priya that he was (the allusion is to his

espousing Gahga)
,
having perceived KavM, who was pleasing to the eyes, bedecked and

possessing lovely qualities, might fall in love with her (also), and therefore, in order to din
into his ears constantly that she (Kaviri) was (already) the beloved of the Pallava king.

(The alternative meanings of Kaviri and Pallava, respectively ‘courtesan’ and ‘libertine’,

suggest a double entendre). The Gahgadhara panel between the inscribed pilasters showing
Siva receiving Gahga on his locks, on the wall opposite the shrine, becomes significant

in this context.

In the light of the above, while the implication is that the sakala or anthropomorphic
forms (tanu) of Siva and Parvati were installed in the shrine, the words lingena linginijnanam
of the next verse may not perhaps indicate a linga or the symbolic form of Siva as has
been taken by some. Liriga also means the image of a god or an idol {sakala)\ If it was
a nishkala linga, its description as saili tanu (stone form or body) should also mean a
symbol and not a bodily form and particularly the adjective saili (‘of stone’) would indicate

a stone form only. But the terms tanu, Harasya tanu, etc., are clearly used in the other

verses. Hultzsch, aware of this apparent contradiction, says: ‘ The whole verse has a double

entendre. . It contains allusions to Indian logic {Tarkasastro), in which lingin means the subject

of a proposition, linga the predicate of a proposition and vipaksha an instance on the opposite

side ’, suggesting the possibility of alternate meanings to the term linga. The contemporary
Saiva saints do not mention a stone linga in any of their hymns and we have not also any
rock-cut linga in any of the Pallava cave-temples, particularly of the time of Mahendra.
The term linga therefore seems to refer to the same as saili tanu. In the context of the

preceding verses linga would denote only the entire work (excavation of the cave-temple
and the instalation therein) of the lingin viz. king Gunabhara. The term vipaksha vritti

would indicate faith other than to which the above work pertained.

In the next verse, the poet says that the temple was the crest-jewel, while the hill

(again an allusion to its name) on which it was excavated formed the crest [sira) of the

Chbla country, and more than that the lustre or brilliance of this crest-jewel was Sankara
(the god installed). Here by implication, perhaps, the king is likened to the Chola
country, the hill {Hra) the king’s head, the temple the crest-jewel on his diadem and its

lustre {jyoti )
sdhkara.

The following verse describes the merit of this act of the king in creating this temple.
Hultzsch translates it as follows: ‘By the stone-chisel a material body of Satyasandha
(Mahendra) was executed, and by the same an eternal body of his fame was produced ’.

This earthy abode of Satyasandha created by cutting into stone {hldkarena) as well as

his fame have been thus made eternal.

The extant portion of the last fragmentary verse not translated by Hultzsch refers

‘to the digging out of the cave-temple {nishkrishyachald) and Gunabhara’s devotion’.

^ Sanskrit-English Dictionary, Monier-Williams (1956), p. 901; Apte (1954), p. 1336, s.v. Lingam;
cf. Rdmdyana {Sundara Kdnda; 35 v. 3) where Sita to be reassured asks Hanuman to describe the Hingas’

(description, complexion, stance, features etc.) of Rama and Lakshmana {ydni Rdmasya lingam. . . .)
and Hanuman uses the term chinha in the sense of distinguishing features.
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It is clear that Mahendra excavated his first cave-temple at Mandagappattu, and the
Tiruchirappalli cave-temple was onlyone of the latest ofhisexca\’ations, and he dedicated the
first one to the Trimurti and not to Siva alone as would be expected of an ardent Saiva, and
that too, a zealous new convert from another faith. The king, who is said lo have returned
from the path of ‘hostile conduct’ to Saivism, would not have dedicated his early excavations
to Trimurti, or subsequently to Vishnu, as he did at Mahendravadi. Perhaps it would be
more correct to assume that he was a tolerant follower of the Vaidika-marga (Brahmanical
religion) and under the influence of the contemporary events and in the trend of the prevailing

religious revival he became an ardent Saiva in the latter part of his life, when all his three

cave-temples—^Tiruchirappalli, Dalavanfir and Siyamahgalam—were dedicated to Siva in

preference to the other gods.^ It is to be noted here that the assumption of the story of his

conversion from Jainism to Saivism is made usually in the light of the much later tradition

as embodied in the Periyapurdnam and the rather uncertain identification of Gunadhara
of that tradition with Gunabhara Mahendra'. A study of his extant cave-temples contain-

ing his owm inscriptions in their proper sequence ^eads to a different probability viz., that

he was a tolerant monarch when he excavated his eai'lier cave-temples dedicated to all the

Hindu gods, then to Vishnu and lastly to Siva.

Siyarnangalam : Avanibhdjana’s cave-temple (fig. 14; pis. XXI-XXVj

Siyamangalam in Wandiwash Taluk, North Arcot District, lies amidst a group of
hills at a distance of about 2 miles from Desur, in the other flank of a large irrigation-tank.

Besides this tank at its rear, there is another large tank in front with a tall pillar-like rock
in it, which probably gave the name of Stambhesvara oi' Tiinandar lo the temple. The
temple is called in its earlier inscriptions Avanibhdja7ia-PaUavesvaram. The I'ock-cut cave-

temple itself forms the central shrine of the Stambhesvara or Tunandar temple, with
structural additions of the late Pallava, Chola and Vijayanagar times. It is a large excava-

tion made into the almost vertical scarp of a huge boulder facing west, with a mandapa
in front and a shrine-cell behind. There has been practically very little cutting-in of the

original outer surface of the rock in order to prepare a vertical face for the excavation.

On the facade is a row of two massive pillars and two pilasters in antis, one at either

end of the excavation and beyond the two pilasters, on the dressed rock-face are cut two
niches, one on either side of the facade each provided with fully-formed pilasters which
are really fbrana-stambhas. Each niche has a simple-moulded adliishthdna of the mancha-

variety at the base, its prominent pattikd or the top moulding forming the floor of the niche.

Below the pattikd, the adhishthdna is recessed into a kantha and at its two extreme ends coin-

ciding with the base of the pilasters are square bloeks in low relief looking as if they were
downward extensions of the pilasters. These are the pillar-bases as are usually found in

all types of adhishthdnas below the pattikd. The pilaster itself is tetragonal and carries all the

capiial-components, viz., padma-bandha, marked by a series of transverse parallel lines with
a row of lotus-petals on the top, the kalasa, tddi, kumbha, padrna and phalaka, all tetragonal

in section. The phalaka is not quite so large as in later Pallava and early Chola temples.

Bridging the top of the two phalakas on either side of the niche is a lintel-plate carrying the

makara-tdrana, the makaras perched on each abacus facing each other with short outw'ard

tails and with a rider each (a gana) on their backs. Issuing from the mouths of both the

makaras is a torana of beaded garland and foliage terminating on either side of a central

' See K. R. Srinivasan, Journal of the Madras University, vol. xxxii, no. 1, pp. 194-97.
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figure seated on a full-blossomed lotus witli a prominent chhannavira crossing over his chest.

The stalk of the lotus rests on the lintel-plate. On either side of the lotus-stalk and
below the loops of the torana are two kttdu-Wht floriated designs with a central semi-circle

and foliage on either side. The makara-toranas of both niches are identical. Probably, the
gams ox yakshas over each represent the two nidhis {sahkiia-nidhi and padma-nidhi)

,

though
there is no differentiation in the symbols. In having makara-toranas, though over the
niches at either end of the facade, this resembles the Dalavantir temple, where the torana

comes over the two central pillars of the fagade.

The pillars of the facade are massive and cubical as in the other rock-cut cave-temples,
the top and bottom of each column forming sadurams with an intervening kattu. While
the sides of both the sadurams are almost identical, the height of the lower saduram exceeds
that of the upper one, the extra height accounting for the base of the pillar. On the
three sides of the lower sadurams, frontal and lateral, are carved in clear relief circular lotus-

medallions inside beaded square frames. The comers betw’een the square and the
inscribed circle in each medallion is occupied by scroll-ornam.ent. The lotuses are full-

blown showing three seriate arrangement of petals, the two outer whorls alternating and
expanding, while the innermost closes round the torus. On the top saduram of each pillar

the arrangement is slightly different. On the two lateral sides is a different floral design

embossed inside a square and not the usual lotus-medallions. It consists of a small vase
with two kodis (lata) or scrolls spreading out on either side, their foliage ascending up
in alternate loops. In the gap between them at the centre is a line of two clusters of lotus-

flowers, one cluster placed above the other, each cluster consisting of a central opening-
lotus flanked by two buds (pis. XXI A and B). On the front faces, however, are carved
two standing lions facing in with bead-like curled manes and long uplifted tail, looping
down over the haunch, the loop erect and the hairy tip hanging like a tassel on the flank

outside (pis. XXII A and B). This motif is found on the seals of the early copper-plate
grants of the Pallavas and again in the Arjuna’s Penance bas-relief at Mahabalipuram.

Below the lion of the southern pillar and occupying the front face of the kattu is the
foundation-inscription of Mahendravarman, in which he is designated as Lalitahkura
and the name of the cave-temple is mentioned as Avanibhajana-Pallavesvaram. It is a
single Sanskrit verse in dryd metre in four lines, reading

—

1 Ldlitd\rh\kurena rdjn-Ava—

2 nibhdja\na'\ -Pallavesvaran=ndma [i*]

3 kdritam—etat-sve\dh\d {chchd)-kararida~

4 m=iva punya-ratndndm (ii*)

‘ By King Lalitahkura was caused to be made this (temple) named Avanibhajana-
Pallavesvaram—a casket as it were (worked at) his will (and enclosing) jewels viz., good
deeds.’"

Avanibhajana (a title of Mahendra) means ‘ possessor of the earth ’, and the word
karanda (in Tamil) means a cave or cave-temple. The word tiru-p-patanam, meaning
‘ rock-shelter for a Jaina monk ’, is implied in the Tamil inscription’' on another rock
at the same place which appears to have been an important Jaina resort and seat of a
pontif.

' Epigraphia Indica, VI, pp. 319-320.

South Indian Inscriptions, VII, no. 441.
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Correspondingly, on the northern pillar, below the lion, is a Tamil inscription of the

third year of Pallava Vijaya-Dantivikramavarman, which refers to the construction of a

structural mukha-mandapa in front by a local chieftain with the consent of the local Gahga
chief.' The inner faces of the saduram of both pillars are blank. The corbels on the top

are large, the length of each being three times the width of the pillar below and their

thickness equal to the uttira above. The corbel-brackets have curved profiles, prominent
^flm/i^a-ornamentation with the median patta, a feature not found in the other cave-temples

of Mahendra except in the Tiruchirappalli upper cave-temple. The pilasters at either

extreme of the fagade (pis. XXI C and D) are similar to the pillars in being differentiated

into the top and bottom sadurams and the intervening octagonal katju. In this, the pilas-

ters resemble those of the Mandagappattu fa§ade, while in all the other Mahendra temples

they are uniformly tetragonal and not differentiated into sadurams dind katiu. The faces of

the lower sadurams of the two pilasters facing corresponding pillars of their sides have the

same lotus-medallions carved in clear relief The corresponding faces of the upper
sadurams contain bas-relief sculptures. That on the top of the northern pillar represents

Siva as Vrishabhantika; Siva is standing four-armed, the upper two holding mriga and
akshamdld, lower right in kati and the lower left resting by the elbow on the inturned face

of the bull standing behind with his fingers caressing the snout of the bull. He wears his

jajndpavita in the wfyfte-fashion. Behind him is planted the sula-dhvaja. In front of the bull

and to the left of Siva stands Parvatl in tribhanga, two-armed, the left arm in kali and the

right holding a flower [lUd-kamala). She wears a. jatd-makuta like Siva and stands under
a tree. On the upper mduram of the southern pilaster is ^iva dancing (pi. XXIII), perhaps

the earliest extant representation of such a form in the south. He is four-armed. The pose of

dance represents dnanda-tdndava or bhujanga-trdsita; but there is no apasmdra or gana below his

right foot. In front of his right foot and below the upraised and swirling left leg is a coiled

serpent with its hood raised and on the other side correspondingly is^ seated a garia with both
his hands beating on an ttrdhva-maddala. On both the ankles of Siva are kinkinis. Stan-

ding in front of dancing Siva to his right and facing him is another gana with both hands
in anjali. The upper right arm of Siva holds the bowl of fire, the upper left the parah;
the lower right is in the abhaya and the lower left in the kari- or lula-hasta pose, almost

touching the head of the gana playing on the maddala. He wears a. jatd-makuta and patra-

kundalas and on the front of the jatd-mdkuta on the right side is shown the crescent moon,
while below the makuta on the forehead is shown the third eye. Some of the tresses are

flowing on either side as usual in the Nataraja forms. On the front or western faces of the

pilasters, the top ^emi-hdurams of each has a rectangular shallow niche containing a female
figure in graceful pose, the one on the north carrying what appears to be a pushpa-puta

[kudalai in Tamil) in the left hand from which she picks out the flowers with the right,

as if in archana. The corresponding one on the north has her left hand in kali and holds a
nildtpala in the right. The head-dresses of both the figures are slightly different and both
of them wear yajndpavltas.

On the beam over the facade in front is a short vdjana-coux^e, the rock-ledge above
projecting in front like a kapbta. The front face of the kapdta, however, is rendered invisible

by the roof of the structural mandapa in front. This structural mandapa in front is the one
that was added in later Pallava times as stated in the Pallava inscription on the front face

of the northern pillar.

In the niches at either extreme of the facade and placed inside the tdraria-stambhas

are two warrior-like figures, one in each (pis. XXIV A and B). They are different

' Epigraphia Indica, VI, p. 321.
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representations, though their ornaments and apparel are identical. The one on the north
holds a shield by the left hand swung towards Ids right side and a stick or cudgel (lakuta)

held up by his right hand over his head in the posture of striking. The other on the
southern side holds up the shield above his head like an umbrella as if to ^vard off a stroke

and brandishes the stick {danda) in his right hand with a swing to his left. He has a dagger
stuck to his belt. His tresses bound by a ribbon round his forehead are flowing on either

side as in the Nataraja forms, and on the right side of the ribbon is a prominent crescent.

The head-dress of the northern warrior is slightly different, the flowing tresses, similar to

those of the southern one, are bound by a short coronet with three circular medallions on
the front side. Both of them ^vear a patra-kundala in one ear and a dangling makara-kundala

in the other. The vastra is tied up to the knees in folds and tucked behind in the kachcha-

fashion.

The oblong mandapa behind the facade is divided into front and hind portions by an
inner row of pillars and pilasters of the same dimensions as those on the facade, but with-

out the lotus-medallions on their lower sadurams or the scroll-work and bas-relief sculptures

in the upper sadurams. The corbels have been cut \dth curved profiles, but without the

/arflH^a-ornamentation and median patta. The floor-levels of the two rnandapas are slightly

differentiated in height, the dift'erence in height being about an inch, marked by a line in

front of the bases of the inner row of pillars and pilasters. The ceilings on the top are cut

over a projecting small vdjana over tlxe uttira. The walls of both the rnandapas are plain.

Projecting slightly from the middle of the hind wall is the front of the garbha-griha

or inner shrine (pi. XXV A) with a moulded adhishthdna, consisting of a jagati, circular

or vritta kumnda, recessed kantha and projecting pattikd. The continuity of this moulded
ndhishthdna is broken at the centre by a flight of three rock-cut steps, the upper two rectan-

gular and the lowermost a chandra-sild—the uppermost forming the sill of the entrance.

Flanking either side of this sopdna is a parapet not clearly demarcated into the usual

surulydli type and the curve of each terminating with the second oblong step leaving the

chandra-sild free in front.

The entrance to the central shrine cut on the top of this sopdna is flarrked by two

pilasters, one on either side, undifferentiated into shaft, capital and abacus. These simple

pilasters also form thejambs of the entrance. On either side of the entrance are two shallow

niches containing bas-reliefs of dvdra-pdlas (pis. XXV B and C). Each dvdra-pdla niche

is bound on the inside by the jamb-pilaster of the entrance and on the outside by a pilaster

cantoning the corner of the shrine projection and similar to the jamb pilaster. The two
dvdra-pdlas face front, but are different from each other in some respects. The northern

dvdra-pdla has his right hand in kati, the left raised and resting by the elbow on the top

of the upright club which has a twined serpent. The hand is in kataka pose. He wears

a vastra-jajndpavifa in the normal fashion and enormous patra-kundalas. Over his jatd-bhdra

is placed a kirita with a prominent finial on top. Springing from either side of the kirlta

are two curved horns indicating him to be Sringi (or Nandi). The southern dvdra-pdla

differs fromi the other in that his torso is turned in semi-profile, right leg slightly bent (in

symmetry with the bent left leg of his counterpart) and left planted straight. He rests his

bent left hand crossed over to the right with the palm on the rop of the upright club, while

his right hand hangs down free with the elbow I’esting over the left palm on top of the club.

The club is not entwined by a serpent. He wears a beaded yajiidpavita, heavy patra-

kundalas and a coronet round his jatd. He does not have the tw'o honi-like appendages

behind his head.

On the top of the niches and the shrine-entrance runs a common beam, which also

forms the lintel of the entrance, and over it a vdjana-course carrying a projecting curved
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kapota on top. The recessed space over the kapota coming in between the ceiling of the

mandapa and the top of the kapota is blank and without any ornamentation. The kapota

likewise is devoid of the ^aiu-arches and the kona-patta scroll-work on the corners. The cell

cut behind the mandapa is square, and its back wall shows traces ofold plaster. In the centre

of the cell is a tall cylindrical linga planted in a square dvudaiydr With, its spout facing north.

The linga and dvudaiydr are separate pieces and not cut out of the same rock as the cave-

temple itself, as in the examples found in the Muttaraiyar and Pandya territories.

The tw o extreme ankanas of the facade were formerly filled up by brick walls, and into

the central one was inserted a stone door-frame, all of which were removed recently. The
removal of the brick walls on either side has exposed a new Pallava inscription on the
front face of the northern pilaster below the Vrishabhantika group, which is a record of the
fourth year of Vijaya-Dantivikramavarman and mentions the same chief referred to in the
inscription of the third year of the same king on the front face of the kattu of the adjacent
northern pillar. This inscription refers to the construction of a sluice in the adjoining
irrigation tank.

This cave-temple combines some of the special features of the Tiruchirappalji and
Dalavanur cave-temples. Like them, it shows many advanced features, viz., the stambha-

toranas as in Dalavanur but carved over the lateral niches of the fa9ade, the supporting
pilasters of which have fully defined capital-components as on the pilasters ofthe shrine front

of the Tiruchirappalli cave-temple. There are ^flrfln^a-corbels with median patta on the

fa9ade-pillars as at Tiruchirappalli, though the corbels of pillars of the inner row are

without taranga. As at Tiruchirappalli, the pillar-medallions of the upper and lower
sadurams are varied, the lower ones being lotuses. Furthermore, instead of the single large

Gahgadhara group sculpture of Tiruchirappalli, this temple has many smaller bas-relief

panels on the tops of the fa9ade-pillars in addition to the larger ones in the extreme niches
and the dvdra-palas inside. Such an embellishment of pillars with sculpture is reminiscent
of the Chalukyan examples. The presence of the taranga on the outer corbels, though the
inner ones do not have them, anticipates the cave-temples that followed in Mamalla’s
time.

Slyamangalam is the Tamil form hya (Prakrit siha, Sanskrit sirhha) of Siriihamah-
galam, probably called so after Narasimhavarman I Mamalla, who might have founded
the settlement soon after the excavation of the cave-temple. The name Tundnddr [Stam-
bKesvara) for the god of the place occurs in many inscriptions of the ninth-tenth centuries
and after.

The symbol of the lion refered to above is found on the seal of the copper-plate of
early Pallava king Yuvamaharaja Vishnugopavarman" and other early Pallava copper-plate
grants that came from the Andhra country. The crest of the kings of the Sii^avishnu
dynasty, particularly the later rulers, was the bull. It is likely the lion continued to be
the emblem of the early kings of the Siihhavishnu line till the time of Mamalla, as both
the bull and lion are sculputred among the rathas at Mahabalipuram. Curiously enough
the Muddanur inscription of Telugu-Ghola origin has a similar lion.®

Vildppdkkam: Panchapdndava cave-temple (fig. 15; pi. XXVI A)

The cave-temple at Vilappakkam in Walajapet Taluk, North Arcot District, is

at a distance of 4 miles south-west of Arcot town. This is a very large excavation on the

' Indian Antiquary, V, facing p. 50.

Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1904, no. 406.
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eastern face of the large hill which extends north-south at the end of a chain of hillocks

starting from Kattivadi village, about 3 furlongs to the west of the first hillock with a brick

structure on the top of it (a dargdh with two minarets). This hillock is called Chinna-
Tiruppamalai, whereas the hillock containing the rock-cut cave-temple at its foot, the
tarn and natural cavern with figures of Jaina tirthankaras, yakshl and two inscriptions, one
of Nandivarman' and another of Rajaraja I", is called Periya-Tiruppamalai or Tiruppan-
malai. The alternate name for this is also Panchapanda\ amalai and this is located within
the limits of Periyatakkai hamlet of Vilappakkam village. It would appear, therefore,

that the entire group of hills here, went by the name of Tiruppamalai (Tiruppanmalai of
the inscriptions).^

The excavation (pi. XXVI A) is very close to the foot of the immense hill and made
without any consideration for the enormous weight of the great rock with additional heavy
free boulders on top, one of which forms the natural shelter. The floor-level of the
cave-temple is at a height of 4i ft. from the natural ground-level in front of the rock.

There appears to have been no provision for a flight of steps. Modern cut-stone masonry
steps are built at either end. At a height of 4i ft. from the ground-level, the sloping rock-
surface has been cut back about 6 ft. at the southern end and 4| ft. at the northern end in
order to give a straight and perpendicular surface for the fa9ade of the rock-cut temple
facing east. The height of this cutting is about 9 ft. and it is just about 1 ft. deep on the
top, resulting in the uncut rock overhanging as an irregular ledge over the facade and
serving as a rough comice. There has been no attempt to cut a regular flexed kapdta in
front.

The fa9ade is made up of six massive, but square cut pillars of 2i ft. side, and at

either extreme are cut two pilasters of identical design. All the pillars and pilasters have
been dressed square and in none of them is found any indication of an attempt to chamfer
the corners of the middle portion of the shafts in order to get a pillar with sadiirams at the
base and top and an octagonal kaltu in between. The corbels on top have also been
roughly blocked out. Particularly, the corbels of the three southern pillars and the nor-
thern pilaster have been more or less shaped out with a curved profile. In the other three
pillars and the southern pilaster, though the general curved profile has been cut out
laterally, the large chunks of rocks are still found in front and behind, awaiting dressing to
an even level in comformity with the front face of the pillars and pilasters concerned.
The pillars appear to have cracked, even at the commencement of the excavation.

About 6 fr. above the projecting ledge of the excavation is cut an irregularly-cur\-ed

drip-line starting from about the middle of the cave and running north-south and dipping
down at both ends as is usually found over the natural caverns with beds and inscriptions.

About 4 ft. above the drip-line is cut a shallow square niche, coming almost above the
median line of the cave, containing a low bas-relief of a Jaina tirthankara in the siddha-

sana pose.

Behind the pillars of the fa9ade and half way inside the excavation is a second ro^v of
six pillars and two pilasters rough-cut and shaped as those in the front row, thus dividing
the oblong hall into a mukha-mandapa in front and a narrower ardha-rnmdapa behind.
Judging from the general slope of the extant rock floor from the hind end to the front end,

‘ Epigrapbia Indica, IV, pp. 136-37.
" Ibid., p. 137 ff.

5 The proximity of the two villages Vilappakkam and Kattivadi has led Dubreuil, Pallava
Antiquities, pt. I (Pondicheri, 1915), p. 47, to locate this rock-cut cave temple in Kattivadi village,
whereas the other references mention its location as Vilappakkam.
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it would appear that the idea was to have two floor-levels, that of the front mandapa being
lower by about 3 in. On the hind wall are cut seven oblong shallow niches with their sills

placed at a height of about 3 ft. from the floor level in front. There is an oblong bit of
rock projecting to a distance of about 6 in. in front, left uncut below the shrine marking
evidently the adhisthdna mouldings, indicating that there was no intention of cutting
sopdrias further. The niches are about ft.x 2| ft. and have a depth of about 1 ft. The
native rock inside the niches shows blocking out into squares as is usual in rock excavation
suggesting that they were to be cut deeper to foini cells.

Like the floor below, the ceiling of the two mandapasis also uneven though covered by
a layer of plaster darkened by thick soot which, if cleaned, may perhaps reveal traces of
painting.

Judging from the name of the hill, Tiruppanmalai, and also the presence of a large

natural cavern, partly converted into a tarn by the construction of a retaining-wall at its

southern end, the rest continuing to be a natural cavern (now converted into a Muslim
dargdh) and the figures of the yakshi, N^anandi and Jaina tirthahkaras and their specific

mention in the two inscriptions referred to, one can conclude that though unfinished,

this cave-temple w'as a later habitation of the Jainas of the locality. This is confirmed by
the remnants of extensive plaster on the ceiling and stucco finishes over the top of the

pillars. Perhaps the entire cave was covered by stucco and the uneven parts evened out,

thereby to make it fit for a place of worship. This is further confirmed by traces of

masonry w^alls, pottery and old bricks found in the floor in front of the cave suggesting

structural additions in front and also by the Jaina bas-relief carved on the top of the cave.

Dubreuil’s comparison of this cave-temple‘ rvith the Pallavaram one does not hold good
in all respects, the main differences being that the former is incomplete, whereas the latter

is complete; again, the former has seven ahkanas between the pillars and pilasters of the

facade, and correspondingly in the two mandapas, and provision for seven cells, wftile

in the latter there are only five ahkanas and only three main and two subsidiary cells

behind.

Considering the choice of this hill for the excavation of the cave-temple and on
analogy of similar excavations of cave-temples in Mahendra’s time on rocks with Jaina
resorts or habitations or places of worship in the form of natural caves and rock-shelters

in the Tondai-mandalam and Tiruchirappalli (and by the Muttaraiyars and the Pandyas
in the southern districts), this cave-temple may perhaps be ascribed to Mahendravarman.
The excavation probably commenced towards the close of his reign, and its original in-

tended dedication was perhaps to Siva along with other gods. The cave appears to have
been abandoned and the idea of creating a Siva temple given up ow'ing to the failure of

the pillars, making further work unsafe.

From the inscriptions dated in the fiftieth year of Nandippottarasar and in the

eighth year of Rajaraja Chola I respectively, and also frorn another inscription of the

thirtyeighth year of Parantaka Chola T on a stone near the Siva temple in the village of

Vilappakkam, also as confirmed by the Jaina tirthahkara figure above it and traces of plaster

and paint inside, it is clear that the unfinished cave-temple was used by the Jainas and
the place continued to be an importnt Jaina centre from the ninth century (Nandivarman’s
time) till at least the begining of the eleventh century a.d.

The first inscription refers to the engraving of the image of Ponniyakkiyar (golden

’ Pallava Antiquities, pt. I, p. 47.
“ South Indian Inscriptions, VII, no. 56.
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jaksM-JvalamaliTij) attended by (or for the residence of) the preceptor Naganandi' by
Naranan, son of the Maruttuvar of Pugalalaimahgalam.

The inscription of Parantaka in the village which is not very far from the hill proves
that during the first half of the tenth century, the Jainas were numerically strong enough
in and around Vilappakkam to require a preceptor in the person of Arishtanemi-pidaxar
of Tiruppanmalai, whose female disciple sunk a well in the village intended for the
nunnery {pen-palli) of the place. The name of the female disciple, who was a nun, is given

as Pattinikkurattiyar. The inscription of Rajaraja I to the left of the tirthankara with
r/jflMrf-bearers has below it a rough weatherworn naked male figure and still below, to its

proper left, a standing quadruped—dog or tiger (perhaps the tiger emblem of the Cholas).

The inscription records that when in the eighth year of Rajaraja, the chief Latarajar Vlra
Cholar, son of Iladarajar Pugalvipragandar came to worship the god at Tiruppanmalai in

Peruntimirinadu of Paduvurkottam, at the request of his queen, Iladamadeviyar granted
tax-exemption for certain pallichandam lands.

Aragandanallur : unfinished cave-temple (fig. 16, pi. XXVI B)

Aragandanallur is in Tirukkovilur Taluk, South Arcot District. The incomplete
rock-cut cave-temple, facing almost east, is cut on the eastern scarp of the large rock
in the village, on the top of which stands the gopuram and the stone enclosure of the

Opporuvarumillada Nayanar and Pontiiyammaii temples.® It is on the western side of
a large cleft, which is bordered on the east by another rock, which has on its eastern side

a natural tarn called Aykkulam, formed in front of a large natural cavern.

The excavation is almost at the base of the low rock, approached by the narrow
valley from the southern side. The original rock-face has been cut back to a depth of
about 4 ft. at the bottom and 2 ft. at the top in order to get a perpendicular scarp for the

actual excavation of the cave-temple. The overhanging ledge, though regular and wide
enough, has not been converted into a well-cut kapota. On the fa9ade are cut four massive
square pillars with a pilaster at either end. The pillars and pilasters, though roughly-cut,

maintain almost a square section throughout, proportionately shorter when compared with
their width which is about ft. On the top of the pillars are cut the massive corbels

with angular profiles with provision for an uttira of about the same width as the corbels.

Inside there is another row of four pillars and two pilasters of identical dimensions.

The back wall shows an initial blocking out into squares for the cutting of five cells,

but none of them has progressed beyond this stage. Even the irregularity of the back wall
has not been corrected. The ceiling likewise has not been finished and, therefore, has a
very irregular surface. The rock-floor below has been artificially filled up by brick and
stone, further covered up by earth and silt. The side walls of both the mandapas are also

plain, though roughly-cut. This is an example of an unfinished cave-temple where a major

' As at Vallimalai and other places, theyakshi cult became prominent among the Jainas of the
south.

“ Epigraphia Indica, IV, p. 136, n. 6.

® Ponniyamman was perhaps the Jaina goddess Jvalamahni or Ponniyakki (Ponniyakshi)

as at Vilappakkam, North Arcot District, and in the natural cavern at Vallimalai, Chittoor District

(see Epigraphia Indica, IV, pp. 140 ff. and pi.; also XXIX, p. 202)., which were important Jaina
centres. This yakshi cult became very popular in the south and round about Aragandanallur in the
vicinity are a number ofJaina centres. This place is referred to in the Tevaram (II, 77, w. 2302-12)
as Araiyaninallur.
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part of the excavation was carried out though the last stages of finishing were not taken up.

Judging from the size of the pillars and its location in association with a Jaina resort,

the cave-temple may perhaps have been commenced in the time of Mahendra, but was

left unfinished for some unknown reason.

Period II

Timkkajukkunram : Orukal-mandapam cave-temple (fig. 1 7 ;
pis. XXVII-XXX)

Tirukkajukkunram, in Chingleput Taluk and District, is 9 miles from Chingleput on
the road to Mahabalipuram. It is also called Pakshitirtham.

The rock-cut cave-temple here locally called ‘ Orukal-mandapam ’ (meaning ‘ one-
stone ’ or monolithic mandapa) is excavated at the base of the vertical scarp on the eastern

side of an enormous rock which forms the summit of the Tirukkajukkunram hill. Both on
palaeographical and stylistic grounds, this is to be attributed to the time of Narasirhha-

varman I Mamalla.

The large excavation (pi. XXVII) is recessed about 3 ft. from the outer vertical surface

of the rock and at a height of 9 ft. from the top of the rock platform in front, which is a

large landing on the flight of steps leading up to the structural temple of Vedagirisvara on
the summit of the hill. As such, the floor of the cave is made accessible by a rock-cut

sopana which is really composed of two lateral flights of steps reaching a common landing
at the top with a large common surulyali transverse parapet cut in front. The width of
this sopana and balustrade corresponds to the depth of the rock cutting between the natural

rock face outside and the pillared facade.

The excavation consists of two oblong halls placed one behind the other. Beyond
the second hall is excavated a cubical shrine-chamber. The front hall corresponds to

the mukha-mandapa, and the back to the ardha-mandapa. The fagade of the mukha-mandapa
has two massive cubical pillars dividing the space evenly between the two pilasters in antis

at either end, and provided with massive brackets or corbels carved over their tops. The
front is thus di\dded into three symmetrical openings. The pilasters at either extreme have
a tetragonal section throughout their height, the projecting part being oblong (since they
have to simulate pillars half-buried into the wall). The pillars, on the other hand, have
the typical Pallava shape, being divided into three sections, the top and bottom sadurams

2 ft. square, the intervening portions chamfered to an octagonal kattu. The upper saduram

is almost a 2 ft. cube, but the lower one is about 2| ft. high, the extra half foot being the

height of the base. The corbels or pbtikds are wide and long and their ends bevelled at an
angle of 45" with an angular profile. Over the corbels is carved the beam or uttira of the

same width and height as the corbels and undemarcated from them. On the top, two
successive offsets indicate the other elements of the prastara, viz., two flat planks of greater

width, the vdjana and valabhi.

At either end of the mukha-mandapa are shallow niches, cut into the lateral walls,

with two almost identical life-size figures of celestials facing each other (pi. XXVIII).
Both of them are two-armed, stand in the same pose and have the same kind of ornaments
and accoutrement. Both are in tribhahga and in the case of the northern figure the right

arm is held in adoration or vismaya, while the left is placed on the hip in the kati pose. In
the case of the southern figure, this is reversed; the left is in vismaya and the right in kati.

Both of them wear chord-like vastra-yajnbpavitas in the ^zf&z'te-fashion, but for which they

may be called portrait-sculptures. The northern figure wears a large patra-kundala in his

left ear-lobe and a number of rings or makara-kundalas in his pendant right ear-lobe. For
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symmetry, the ear-ornaments are reversed in the case of the southern figure. Both of them
have jatd-makutas raised above the head with ornaments on them. The other notable

ornaments are hdra round the neck, bdhuvalayas above the elbows and valayas round the

wrists and udara-bandha. The upper cloth is tied loosely round the waist like a sash forming
two loose loops, knotted on sides of the hip, the fan-wise folded ends hanging down in

tassels. Except for the slightly larger face and heavier chin of one of them, both these figures

of celestial adorers are similar.

The floor-level of the ardha-mandapa is slightly raised by about 2 in. over the level

of the mukha-mandapa and its front has also an identical set of tw'o pillars and two pilasters,

each standing directly behind the corresponding columns of the fa9ade of the mukha-
mandapa. The extreme pilasters are likewise uniformly four-sided in section from base

to top, while the two pillars are divided into three sections, viz., two sadurams and the

intervening kattu. The pdtikd is of the same type as in the front row, as is also the beam.
Over the beam is placed a second thinner member of larger width, so that it projects as an
oflFset on all sides below the ceiling. This single plank or vdjana, occurring in the place

of the double-plank course over the beam of the mukha-mandapa is evidently to compensate
for the higher floor-level of the ardha-mandapa inasmuch as the ceilings of both the mandapas
are to be on the same level. The ceilings in both the maridapas are plain and even. The
tw’o extreme end walls of the ardha-maridapa are without sculptures.

Projecting prominently from the back wall of the ardha-mandapa is carved the front-

age of the garbha-griha or inner shrine (pi. XXIX). This projection (about 2 ft. at the

base) shows all the architectural features of a structural temple, namely, adhishthdna, bhitti,

kudya-stambha and portions of the prastara up to the kapdta. This shrine-front is divided

almost symmetrically into three equal parts by the central shrine-opening or doorway
to the garbha-griha with two niches one on either side containing comparatively less finely

carved bas-reliefs of the conventional type of dvdra-pdlas. Since the floor-level of the shrine

is higher than that of the ardha-maridapa, a sdpdna of three steps is cut in front of the shrine-

doorway projecting well in front of the mouldings of the adhishthdna of the shrine-front and
flanked on either side by curved parapets of a simple type (i.e., not with the vydla-or

makara-i-&.cc, from which a proboscis issues), the lowermost step being more than a semi-

circle and standing for the chandra-sild. The adhishthdna-m.ou\d\ng^ have the usual updna,

jagatl, tripatta-kumuda with two kampa-courscs, one above and another below it, pattikd

and prati. Externally the front side of the shrine at the level of the wall-base measures 10| ft.

long and the width as exposed on the sides is 1 ft. 9 in., the measurements almost corres-

ponding to those of a square kshudra-vimdna. The wall-portion has four pilasters of square
section throughout, the two in the centre forming as it were the jambs of the shrine-door-

way and the one at either extreme flanking the niche of the side. The top portions of
these pilasters are not demarcated into the usual architectural components of the ‘order’,

but the pdtikds are directly placed on their tops. The potikds, like those of the larger pillars

and pilasters in front, are plain bevelled corbels. Over the pdtikds runs the uttirappadai

in two series, the uttira and vdjana, above which projects the kapdta, with a well-defined

external flexture but devoid of the usual ornamentations of kudus and small circles or lotus-

medallions along the edge. The two corners alone are faintly ornamented by scroll-work

{kdnapatta), that on the southern side being undamaged and clear. Over the kapdta runs
a plain beam or blocking course, the dlihga-pattikd without any ornamentation like the
vydlavari. Between the pilasters on either side of the main entrance, in the two shallow niches,

are carved the two dvdra-pdlas in comparatively low relief (pis. XXIX and XXX A and
B). The dvdra-pdlas are two-armed, in semi-profile and in tribhahga, their heads facing
front, yajhdpavita in the nfyfto-fashion, their inner arms resting on clubs, the one on the

north leaning more on the club than the other, the outer in kati, the heads adorned by heavy
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jatd-bhdras; both are devoid of the two horns. The shrine-cell itself is almost cubical and
contains a cylindrical linga inserted into the floor, subsequently, \\ith an avudaiyar in two
pieces (upper and lower) slipped over the linga so that only its top third is visible.

On the back wall of the ardha-mandapa and on either side of the projecting shrine-

front are two shallow niches, the one on the south containing a bas-relief of Brahma, while

the other on the north has one of Vishnu (pis. XXX A and B) . The presence of these

bas-reliefs of Brahma and Vishnu is in contrast to the earlier Mahendra temples. Brahma
is four-armed and has four faces (three visible in the relief). He is standing in tribhanga,

the lower right hand is in kati, the upper right holding what appears to be a kalasa, the

upper left holding the akshamdld and the lower left holding a lotus. The yajfidpavita is

worn in the m't'e’/a-fashion
;
the hair on top is bound up into a huge top-knot or jatd-bandha,

part of which covers the ears as a jatd-bhdra, a style of coiffure which is quite different

from what is given to Brahma in other Pallava sculptures. There are makara-kundalas in

both the pendant ear-lobes of the front face touching the shoulders. The vastra reaches the

ankles with a central pleated fold tucked behind {kachchha). Vishnu, likewise, is four-armed,
stands in tribhanga, the upper right hand holding the chakra with the edge turned front

[praydga], upper left holding the sahkha, the lower right holding a lotus and the lower left

in kati. He wears a kirita-makuta and has the same type of makara-kundalas as Brahma. The
yajndpavita is in the Hzwfa-fashion and the vastra is worn reaching up to the ankles with an
uttariya tied round the waist in loose loops with tassels and folds as in the case of Brahma.
These tall figures of Brahma and Vishnu and the still finer figures at either end of the niukha-

mandapa are features which distinguish this cave-temple from those of Mahendra at Manda-
gappattu and Pallavaram and even his later creations at Tiruchirappalli, Dalavanur and
Siyamahgalam, excepting the Gahgadhara panel at Tiruchirappalli. The figures here

bear a greater resemblance to those on the monolithic rathas at Itlahabalipuram and
these alone will suggest that the Orukal-mandapa on the hill at Tirukkalukunram was
executed in the time of Vatapikonda Narasirhhavarman I, in whose time the rathas at

Mahabalipuram are supposed to have been commenced.'

The other remarkable features about this cave-temple in addition to the sculptures, are

the lesser width of the pillars than in the Mahendra caves, the shape of the corbels, which,
in other cave-temples attributed to Mahendravarman, have a curved profile or a more
obtuse cut and the presence of the t’a/a^Af-moulding over the vdjana above the beam. It is

to be noted that while the central shrine does not have the bas-relief or stone sculptures of

the principal deity as is also the case in Mahendra cave-temples, sculpturing of the

attendant deities as bas-reliefs on the mandapa walls outside had commenced in the time

of Mamalla, as would be clear in the case of this temple and the other cave-temples and
rathas of Mamalla.

The most important inscription in early Tamil of the Pallava period mentioning
Vatapikonda Narasirhhavarman is found on the top of the northern inner pillar.

“

The inscription of Narasirhhavarman I reads

:

1 Sri-Tirukkaluk[ku'] n [ra'ittu Pe\ru^mdri-

2 mdigallu[k'\ku Kala[f]tur-kdttat-

3 [fe] tan-kurru {Tirukkalukku']nra-

' Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1909, pp.. 76-77, para 15.
“ All the other available space on the pillars as well as the side walls are filled by signatures

of the Dutchmen, who occupied this cave in the second half of the seventeenth century, many of them
bearing dates like 1671, 1681, etc.
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4 \ttu\ %nmalairnel

5 \Mu^attdnattu Perumdrir

6 nadigalukku valippdttup[pu\raTn-[d]-

1

ga Vdtdpikonda-Marasihgap-

8 pdtta\ra*'\ sar vaylt*^ tadu [ii*]'

There has been some confusion with regard to the dating of this cave-temple on the
basis of this inscription and the identification ofTimmulasthana temple on the hill referred
to in this inscription and in a later Rajakesari (Aditya Chola), a.d. 870-907, inscription
found on the wall of a late Pallava apsidal temple facing south in the centre of the village
at the foot of the hill. Read with this early Chola inscription, it would be clear that the
present inscription of Vatapikonda Narasihga-p-p6ttaraiyar (Narasiihhavarman Pallava I,

A.D. 630-668) is a record of the renewal by Narasiihha I, of a former gift to the Mulasthana
temple or rather its confirmation, since the early Chola inscription in the temple down
below records the interesting fact of a second renewal by Aditya I, of a grant originally made
by king Skanda%hya and renewed for the first time by Vatapikonda Narasiihhavarman I,

the renewal by Aditya for a second time being the result of a request made by a certain
Puttan. This was evidently rendered necessary when Aditya Chola conquered the Pallava
territory in the later Pallava times as is clear from his title Tondainddu-pdvina, which must
have happened in about a.d. 890 and the conqueror had to reconfirm the gift made initially

by a former king and subsequently confirmed by another of the preceding dynasty. This
reconfirmation had to be done as requested by a local chief.

The inscription reads as follows:

—

1 Svasti 5n[i*] Kdv-Irdjakesariparmma{r*'\kkuydndu i-

2 rupatt-eldvadu \\*'\Ka\la\ ttur-kkdttattu=ttan-kurru-

3 [^] Tirukkalukkunrattu Sn-Mulasthdnattu perumdn-a

4 di [ga/«] kku ir[ai\y=^iliy=dga Skandasishyan kuduttamaiy-

5 \il d\ ppa [di\ ye Pdddvi-konda J^arasimgappdt-

6 taraiyarum apparise rakshittamaiyil Anduraiya-

1 n Gunavan magan Puttan vinnappatti^dl purvva-

8 rdjdkkal \yai\ tta padiye vaitten=Irdjake [sa^ ripa-

9 rummanen [i] i-ddharmmam mkshittdn-adi en mudi melina [ii*]“

‘ Hail ! Prosperity ! In the twentyseventh year of king Rajakesarivarman : Where-
as Skandasishya had given tax-free (lands) to the lord of the holy Mulasthana at Tiruk-
kalukkunram in Kalattur-kottam (division) and in the sub-division of the same name
(i.e., Kalattur-kurram) (and) as accordingly Narasihga-p-p6ttaraiyar, the conqueror of
Vatapi, had protected (confirmed) it, I, Rajakesarivarman, at the request of Puttan, son
of Gunavan ofAndurai, do hereby maintain the same as the former kings have maintained
it. May the feet of the person who protects the charity be on my head.’

While editing the Chola inscription, at a time when the Pallava inscription was not
discovered, Venkayya in the first introductory paragraph confuses the location of the two
structural temples one on the hill and the other at the foot of the hill as Bhaktavatsalesvara
and Vedagirisvara and locates this and the three other inscriptions that he edits as on the
wall of the strong room {tiru-dbharana-k-kottil) of the Vedagirisvara temple. On the
other hand, it is to be noted that the Vedagirm^ara is the temple on the hill and the

' South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 16; Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1932-33, p. 55.
2 Epigraphia Indica, III, p. 277 ff.
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Bhaktavatsalesvara, in the precincts of which the inscriptions are found, is at the foot of the

hill. This confusion has obviously led S. R. Balasubrahmanyan' to identify the

Mulasthana with the apsidal shrine (now used as the strong room) in the Bhaktavatsales-

vara temple complex, which according to him was built in early Chola times, in place of

the brick and timber original on the spot. It is stated that, ‘ It cannot as confidently be
asserted which the Mulasthana temple was that received the original grant from Skanda-
sishya ’. ‘ The central shrine of the Vedagirisvara temple on the summit of the hill is built

of three huge blocks of stone which form its inner walls. On these are cut many figures,

Somaskanda, between Brahma and Vishnu with Markandeya below on the west wall, Yoga-
Dakshinamurti and two rishis on the north wall, and Nandikesvara and Chandikesvara on
the south wall. It is not unlikely that the Vedagirisvara shrine, which is apparently very

ancient, is identical with the Mulasthana temple referred to in the early Tamil records

of Rajakesari, in the Bhaktavatsalesvara and of Narasirhhavarman I, in the Orukal-
mandapa. It may also be that the neglected linga of the Orukal-mandapa represents the

original Mulasthana. In any case, the Mulasthana temple to which Skandasishya made
a grant was the earliest temple in the Tamil country and was situated somewhere in

Tirukkalukkunram’.“ It is also suggested® that the Orukal-mandapa (cave-temple) must
have been excavated in the time of Narasirhhavarman I.

Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1932-33, II, pp. 54-55 again states

—

‘ the inscriptions at Tirukkalukkunram mention the god Mulattanattu Perumanadigal
and this is supposed to refer to the deity on the hill. In a record of the present

collection (no. 160) belonging to the 34th year of Ko-Perunjihgadeva the god is called
“ Tirukkalukkunra-mudaiya-nayanar, residing on the hill ”. There are at present two
temples on the hill, viz., the Vedagirisvara temple on the top and the rock-cut temple

called the Orukal-mandapa a little below it. It has been suggested that the latter temple
must have been excavated in the time of Narasirhhavarman I (A.R.E. 1909, p. 75).

There are no early inscriptions in the Vedagirisvara temple on the hill to determine its

age and later additions to this structure have been so effected as to obscure its antiquity

altogether. The central shrine of this temple is square in shape and is formed of three huge
blocks of stone with figures carved in relief on the inner faces. The figures are noted in

A.R.E. 1907, p. 76 and from their style, majestic appearance and bold relief have been
assigned to the Pallava period. But the fact that the temple is not a rock-cut one makes
it difficult to identify this with the Mulasthana temple which was patronized by the Pallava

king Narasirhhavarman, the conqueror of Vatapi and later by the Chola king Rajakesari-

varman. It is possible that Narasirhhavarman constructed the cave-temple and made
endowments for the original god of Mulasthana which was in worship since the time of

Skandasishya and which he now consecrated in the new cave-temple. This view is streng-

thened by the fact that the inscription in this rock-cut temple (65/1909) refers to the god
of the Mulasthana on the hill and in fact this is the earliest epigraph in the village referring

to the deity.’

In South Indian Inscriptions, XII, pp. ii and iii, Venkatasubbayyar states that ‘ the

temple of Mulasthanattu Perumanadigal may be identified with the Orukal-mandapa in

the place from a reference made to the former (A.R. 65/1909) belonging to Vatapikonda
Narasirhhavarman ’. Further, in spite of the fact that Skandasishya and Narasirhha the

original donor and the first person who confirmed the grant subsequently being specifically

'Journal of the Madras University, XIV, pp. 19 ff.

“ Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1909, pp. 76-77.
® Ibid., p. 75.
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mentioned by Rajakesari in his inscription as former kings (/)Mr»ar^'aMa/),Venkatasubbayyar
tries to equate the original donor Skandasishya with Skandasena, the excavator
of the Vallam cave-temple in the time of Mahendra by saying that the suffixes sishya

and sma coming after the common prefix Skanda of the two names are identical in meaning.
(The editor in the foot-note remarks that this is not convincing). On the basis of the

equation, he attributes the Orukal-mandapa also to Mahendra. But this overlooks the

fact that Skandasena the excavator of the Vallam cave declares in his own inscription

that he was the son of the servant of king Mahendravarman (above, pp. 61-62), while
Rajakesari refers to Skandasishya as a former king.

In view of the above conflicting interpretations and conclusions, a re-examination

of the whole case in the present context seems necessary. As stated earlier, the cave-temple

is to be attributed to Mamalla or Narasiihhavarman I on architectural and sculptural

evidences. The mention of his title, Vatapikonda, proves that the inscription was later

than the conquest of Vatapi, which he occupied according to his Badami inscription' in

the twelfth year (a.d. 642). Even if he had started the excavation early in his reign, which
is unlikely owing to his preoccupation in the Chalukyan wars, the completion of the cave-

temple and his inscription there must have been after that event.

The temple and the god on the top of the hill are praised by the three Saiva saints in

their hymns—by Appar or Tirunavukkarasu’', Sambandhar* and Sundarar*. It is commonly
known that in spite of the supposed contemporaneity of the two earlier saints with Mahendra,
they have not sung about his novel creation, the cave-temples, but have sung only in praise

of the traditionally-established older temples existing in their times in various parts of the

Tamil country. Further, Appar, who is taken to be the elder contemporary of Mahendra I,

has in his hymn mentioned the ‘ god on top of the hill ’, referring thereby to the present

Vedagirisvara which existed even from earlier times as a brick-and-mortar temple. It

must have been replaced later by a slab-megalithic type construction with Pallava bas-

relief sculptures including Somaskanda, which is found only in temples of Paramesvara I,

Rajasiihha and their successors. The slab temple should therefore have been built in the

time of Paramesvaravarman I, who belonged to the third generation after Narasiihha I.

The original brick or timber temple had a gift made by a former Pallava monarch Skanda-
sishya, who is known from the Sanskrit charters. Narasiihha I, obviously confirmed the

gift to the already-existing temple, which was perhaps recorded originally in copper-plates

or cadjan leaf and in order to perpetuate it, inscribed it on stone in the cave-temple that

he excavated, a little below the summit, and in doing so made his own temple a joint

beneficiary. This would be clear from the mention of Tirukkalukkunrattu-peruma-
nadikal in the first two lines and again Sri Malaimel Mulattanattu-perumanadikal in the
fourth, fifth and sixth lines. The former meaning ‘ to the Lord of Tirukkalukkunram ’

and the latter meaning ‘ to the Lord of the Mulasthana (original shrine) on top of the holy
hill ’ in favour of both of whom the grant was confirmed (as the dative termination ku
after both the names and the individual prefix of hi in both the cases would indicate),

clearly show that the gift that he remade was for two temples and their gods. Thus, the
god of his own cave-temple was called the Lord of Tirukkalukkunram and the god of the
earlier temple extant in his time on the top of the hill as the Mulasthana PerumanadikaL
The relevant part of the inscription can, therefore, be translated as follows:

' South Indian Inscriptions, XI, pt. i, no. 1.

“ Tevdram, VI, 81, w. 7151-52.

^Ibid., I, 103, w. 1112-21.

*Ibid., VII, 81, w. 8046-55.
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‘ Gift made as valipdltuppuram (lands for the conduct of worship) by Vatapikonda
Narasihga-p-p6ttaraiyar toSri-Perumanadikal of Tirukkalukkunram (Lord ofTirukkalu-

kkunram) and to §ri-Malaimel Mulattanattu Perumanadikal (the lord of the Sri-

Mulattanam on the hill) in Kalattur-kottam (division) and in the sub-division (kurm)

of the same name

It is significant to note that neither this inscription nor the Chola inscription in the

temple at the foot of the hill mentions the name and extent of the land under gift, though
the nature of the gift being lands is indicated by the term valipdttu-p-puram [puram-btc-

hold-endowed land for temple) and iraiyili (tax-free land). The Chola inscription was
evidently made in confirmation of the acts of both the royal donors, as it specifically states,

viz., the original gift to the then sole existing temple, by Skandasishya, and its renewal
with modification to include his own cave-temple by Narasirhha. This was naturally

engraved in the earliest stone temple at the foot of the hill, extant in the time of Aditya,

viz., the apsidal shrine of late Pallava construction now a disused structure converted

into a strong room in the modern Bhaktavatsala temple-complex.

Mahdbalipuram : Kdtikal-mavdapam cave-temple (fig. 18; pi. XXXI)

This excavation is at the north-west extremity of the main hill at Mahabalipuram,
Chingleput Taluk and District at which point it is of very low height, a little to the south-

west of the Trimurti cave and the large circular monolithic cistern called the ‘ Gopi’s

Churn ’. Since the face of the rock into which the cave-temple, facing west, is cut had a
decided slope, the fagade of the cave had to be well-recessed, the recessing at the bottom
from the original line of the rock-base exceeding 9 ft., while at the top it is about 1 ^ ft.

This cutting-in had been made to a depth sufficient to give a scarp of the desired height,

leaving only about 3 ft. of rock above as a natural crest. The natural contour of the

overhang at the top is curved, but there has been no attempt to work it out into a kapdta

even externally.

The excavation (pi. XXXI A) consists of an oblong hall facing west, with a square
shrine cut on its back wall, the shrine-front projecting 3 ft. into the ardha-mandapa. Thus,
this temple consists of a shrine and its ardha-mandapa only and perhaps had a structural

mukha-mandapa, judging from the oblong pillar-sockets on the rock-floor in front of the fagade
and the ten mortise-holes cut on the curved surface of the rock above the cornice-like

overhang for reception of the joist-ends.

The fagade consists of two pillars and two pilasters, the pilasters at either extreme
having a tetragonal section throughout, without any demarcation into the two sadurams

above and below and the kaUu in between. The pillars are, however, well-demarcated
into two sadurams and kattu, the upper saduram being a perfect cube of 1 ft. 9 in., while
the lower has a height exceeding 1 ft. 9 in., the extra small height being an allowance for

the height of its own undemarcated base or dma. The corbels on the top are of the plain
bevelled type with an angular profile, their length three times the width of the pillars.

Over the corbels is cut imperceptibly the uttira, the height of the uttira and corbel together
equalling the height of the saduram, i.e., 1 ft. 9 in. Over the uttira runs a thinner and wider
plank, which is visible as an offset all round the ceiling inside and also externally over the
top of the beam as the vdjana-cowr^ic.

The shrine-front, projecting into the ardha-mandapa, has all the architectural features

and mouldings of a structural temple (pis. XXXI B and C). It has an adhishthdna con-
sisting of updna, jagati, tripatta-kumuda, kampa, kantha and kampa, with a flat plain pattikd
and prati on the top. The height of the adhisthdna is equal to the height of the saduram, i.e..
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1ft. 9 in. The projection of the shrine from the back wall of the ardha-mandapa is slightly
uneven, being 3 ft., on the northern and 2| ft. on the southern side, and, as such, the front
line of the shrine is not parallel to the line of the fa5ade. This was obviously in order to
correct the natural oblique lie of the face of the rock and get the due west orientation. Over
the adhishthdna is cut out the waU-faces of the shrine, both frontal and lateral. In front,
the centre of the wall-face is pierced by a door-opening, behind which is cut an almost
square garbha-griha. This entrance has a clearly-marked door-frame, consisting of the two
jambs, the lintel on the top and the sill at the bottom. In this respect, it is unlike its

counterpart in the Dharmaraja-mandapam and many other earlier Mahendra caves,
where there is no clear jamb, a pilaster with corbel taking its place. At either extreme
of the shrine-ffont and cantoning the corners forming the outer boundary of the dvdra-pdla
niches are two tetragonal pilasters, which, curiously enough, do not carry corbels on the
top. Over the lintel of the doorway and the tops of these cantoning pilasters runs a beam
with a second member or valab/n above, projecting out (taking the place of the bhiitavari

or similar friezes in the structural temples), on the top of which the kapota projects in a
very well-marked way (about 7 in.) . In the front line of this kapota and coming above
each of the dvdra-pdla niches is a kudu-zxch. of the typical Pallava type but its centre is plain
and does not contain the head of a gam as in other cases.

The two shallow oblong niches on either side ofthe door-jamb have bas-reliefsculptures

of dvdra-pdlikds in the frontal aspect. They are essentially similar to each other in orna-

ment and accoutrement but shghtly differ in their poses as well as in the type of weapons
they carry. The northern dvdra-pdlikd wears an enormous patra-kundala in her right

ear-lobe and a bunch of kundalas or rings in her pendant left ear-lobe dangling over her left

shoulder. The southern dvdra-pdlikd wears an equally large patra-kundala in her left ear-

lobe, while from her right pendant ear-lobe hangs a flower-cluster almost reaching her
right breast. Both of them wear jatd-makutas with ornaments on them, hdras and kucha-

bandhas and round the waist in addition to the kati-bandha that secures the thin vastra

which reaches down to the ankles, a loose girdle of pleated cloth with a looping front,

secured by a knot on the outer hip with the folds hanging down. The northern dvdra-

pdlikd has her left leg crossed over the right in front, her left elbow resting on a narrow but
tall shield-plate, while in her right hand she holds a large khadga. The southern dvdra-

pdlikd is in graceful tri-bhanga, her left arm in kati and right upraised and holding the top
of a bow planted in front of her, the lower end of the bow held firmly by the toes of her
slightly upraised right foot. These two sculptures would indicate clearly that the shrine

was dedicated to Durga. Their slim forms and graceful poses resemble those of other
known Mamalla sculptures and among them show rather earlier features particularly in

the form of the crown. In front of the shrine-entrance reaching down from the top of the
sill to the floor-level of the ardha-mandapa is a sdpdna of three steps and a chandra-sild below.
The two curved parapets on either side as well as the lower step have been subsequently
cut away. There is no sculpture of the principal deity in the shrine-cell. Evidently it was
a painting or stucco relief.

While the kapota over the shrine-entrance with ^M</w-arches (though without the figure

heads inside) are indications of the later Mahendra period, the form of the sculptures of
the dvdra-pdlikds, and particularly the comparative thinness of the pillars of the fa9ade
and the absence of the sculpture of the principal deity inside the shrine would show that
this cave-temple is, on stylistic grounds alone, to be attributed to the earlier part of the
reign of MamaUa. The monolith called the Draupadl-ratha, dedicated to Durga and
containing a bas-relief of Durga in the shrine has dvdra-pdlikds similar to those of the
Kotikal mandapam.
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On the front face of the top saduram of the southern pillar is a single-line Pallava-
Grantha inscription in seventh-century script,' reading m-Vdmdnkusa, which is neither one
of the known epithets of Mahendravarman nor of Mamalla. It appears to be the title

of a chieftain, perhaps subordinate to the Pallavas, who excavated the cave-temple.“

Sirigaperumdl-kdil: JVarasimha cave-temple (fig. 19)

The rock-cut Sihgaperumal-koil in the village of the same name in Chingleput Taluk
and District

,
30 miles south of Madras, called Narasihga-Vinnagaram in its later inscrip-

tions, is in worship. The rock-cut portion has been added to and obscured in front by a
series oflater structural mandapas, the outermost having its main opening on the south.

The cave-temple itself is a small one, excavated almost into the vertical scarp on
the eastern face of a low rock, the excavation recessed about a foot from the rock-face at
the bottom. It consists of an oblong ardha-mandapa with a shrine, also oblong, behind.
The fagade of the ardha-mandapa is made up of two massive pillars in the centre and two
pilasters, one at either extreme. While the two pilasters retain their cubical section
throughout, the pillars are typically divided into three parts, sadurams at the base and top
and octagonal kattu in between. The sadurams at the base are slightly less than 2 ft.

square and thinner than in the typical Mahendra pillars
;
the lower sadurams are tall even

after allowing for the short height of the base and the kattu is as tall as the lower saduram.
The upper saduram is shorter than its sides. The beam on the top is of the same thickness
as the corbel, which is about half the height of the upper saduram. The rock-ledge
projecting on the top is broken at places where the structural mandapa joins it and externally
its irregular surface is neither shaped into a kapota nor ornamented by kudus. The corbel
is bevelled with a definite angular profile.

Over the corbels of the fagade runs a plain beam or uttira. Below the rough kapota
and above the main beam is cut a wider, but thinner plank which projects on the inside
of the ceiling of the ardha-mandapa as a vdjana-course. This vdjana is projected externally
also below the rough kapota.

There are inscriptions on the front face of the top saduram of the northern pillar,

perhaps of the time of Rajaraja Chola. The southern pillar also contains an inscription
which is obscured by the cross-wall.^ The floor of the shrine is at a higher level, reached

’ Epigraphia Indica, X, p. 18.

" The title appears to be that of one of the Telugu-Chola kings, who were contemporary rulers
of the adjoining Renadu and Munda-rashtra. As rulers occupying the territory between the
Chalukyas and Pallavas, they often bore titles similar to those of the Chalukyas or Pallavas according
to their alternating allegiance to the two powers. The same was done by the Muttaraiyars of the
south occupying the territory round Tanjavur between the Pallavas and the Pandyas. Ankusa is

more a Chalukyan surname. There was a later Telugu-Chola king, Ghola-Maharija Kumarahkusa
in the time of Nandivarman Pallava, the ajndpti of the Velurpalayam copper-plates {South
Indian Inscriptions, II, pp. 507-10; also XII, no. 49). Ballaya-ChdJa of the Karikala family
(Telugu-Chola) bore the title ‘Kumarahkusa’, Journal of Indian History, XV, p. 258. Sivaramamurti
—Mdhdbalipuram (New Delhi, 1952) p. 31 ascribes this cave-temple to Mahendra, while earlier he
says that Mahabalipuram rose to prominence in the time of Mamalla, following Dubreuil {Pallava
Antiquities, I, pp. 60-61).

3 These two inscriptions do not seem to have been copied or published, the only inscription,
damaged and incomplete, noticed so far being 481 of 1920, on the rock behind the Andal shrine iu
the temple dated in the eighth year of Rajaraja Chola I, which gives the name of Narasihga-Vinna-
garam to the temple in Sehgunram (old name of Sihgaperumal-koil village) in Sehgunra-nadu.
The god is referred to as Narasihga-Vinnagara-devar.
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by a flight of two irregular oblong steps formed by the sill itself. The shrine-door is a simple
oblong opening cut through the wall without jambs or lintel. The back wall of the mandapa
is also plain without any pilasters or dvara-pala niches; nor are there any dvdra-pdlas.

The shrine-cell is oblong and contains a large stucco image of a seated four-armed
Narasirhha, the upper right hand holding chakra (not in praydga) and the upper left sankha—
both of them with flames,—the lower right in abhaya and the lower left in kati. While
the right knee is bent resting on the seat, the left is slightly stretched forward in front of
the seat resting on a lotus at its base. This stucco does not seem to cover a bas-relief cut
on the back wall.

This cave-temple is to be assigned to the period between Mamalla and Paramesvara-
varman on architectural merits.

Sihgavaram: Rahgandtha cave-temple (fig. 20; pL XXXII A)

The rock-cut cave-temple of SrI-Ranganathasvami in Sihgavaram village (near
Gingee and Melacheri), Gingee Taluk, South Arcot District, is a fairly large excavation
on the eastern face of a large boulder perched on the top of the low hill in the village. The
base of this cave-temple and the built-up plinth of the later structural additions in front
in the form of maridapas are approached by a steep flight of steps from the ground.

The preparation of the rock-surface in order to give a vertical face for the excavation
of the cave-temple does not appear to have presented much difficulty, since the place
selected was almost a vertical scarp. There has been a cutting-in of about 2 ft. at the
northern end, while at the southern there has been very little cutting-in, since at this

point there is a natural inward curve of the rock-face. On the vertical prepared scarp
has been cut a fa9ade of two pillars and two pilasters. The two pillars have as usual the
lower and upper parts cubical {sadurams) and the intervening part octagonal {katlu). All the
four faces of the cubical parts appear to have been adorned by the usual lotus-medallions.

/ Those on the front faces have been covered up by the brick wall of the later structural
mandapa in front. The two lateral faces also are obscured by the jambs of the doorway
inserted in later times and the screen-wall closing up the two outer ankanas. The bold
pilasters present in their external aspect the full features and size of pillars and have to be
called pilasters only because they are still in antis and have not been totally cut off from the
parent rock at their extreme sides— a feature not met with in the Mahendra cave-temples
generally, except in the Siyamahgalam cave-temple. This has resulted by the cutting of
niches immediately outside and adjoining the pilasters in both the cave-temples as also
at Mandagapattu and Dalavanur.

The rock-face beyond the two pilasters has been carved into two niches, one in the
southern extremity and the other in the northern extremity, each containing a dvdra-pdla,
two-armed, facing front with the outer hand in kati and the inner hand raised in adoration.
They wear kirita-makutas, patra-kundalas and yajndpavitas. On the southern end beyond the
dvdra-pdla is cut another large niche with Durga standing on the head of Mahisha.

On the top of each pillar over the upper saduram is mounted a thin square phalaka
of greater sides, thus projecting on all the four sides, a feature recalling the Mahendra
cave at Dalavanur, where the phalaka is found only over the fagade-pillars and not
on the pilasters. On this phalaka is cut a massive corbel which has an angular profile, the
bevelling confined only to the lower half of the height of the corbel, so that it comes in
between a vertical face above and a horizontal below, the included angles being obtuse,
about 120°.- This is unlike any of the Mahendra corbels in shape and form. There is no
taranga-omamtnt or median paua. In this respect, it resembles some of the corbels of the
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later Pallava, Muttaraiyar and Pandya caves. Nothing of the rough cornice or kapbta,

if any, can be seen because of the structural mandapa in front.

Internally the pilasters merge insensibly into the side walls of the rock-cut mandapa

behind, and there is thus no differentiation of the sadurams and the kattus on the sides

where the pilasters meet the respective side walls of the mandapa behind, while on the other

sides, that face the corresponding pillar of that row, the differentiation into two sadurams

and kattu is prominently seen. The pilasters too carry on the top the phalaka and above
it the corbel or potikd of the same type as on the pillars.

Behind this row of pillars and pilasters is cut another row of two pillars and two
pilasters with corbels and beam identical with those of the front row, thus marking the

division between the front mukha-mandapa and the rear ardha-mandapa. The sadurams of the

pillars are also adorned by the same type of lotus-medallion. Here too on the top of each
pillar and pilaster is a phalaka carrying the corbel on the top. The pilasters of this row
differ from those of the fa§ade, in that they are not differentiated into sadurams and kattu.

On their outer faces, they have each an oblong niche on the top with a relief of a woman
devotee (or dvdra-pdlikd) as on the top of the fa§ade pilasters of the iSiyamahgalam cave-

temple, in graceful tri-bhanga, the outer arms placed in kati, the inner holding a nilotpala

and shown as if walking towards the shrine.

On the wall behind this second row of pillars and pilasters is cut the shrine proper,

the back wall of which is more or less curved tending more to the shape of a semi-circle

than that of an oblong sanctum. The major portion of the natural rock of this sanctum
has gone into the carving of the huge sculpture of Anantasayi with head to the south. The
main figure of Vishnu extends from end to end of the cave, reclining on the coils of a huge
Sesha with a large hood showing five heads in its spread. The head of Vishnu is slightly

raised than the level of the body; his right arm hangs down, while the left is bent at the

elbow with the hand in the kataka pose. Rising from the navel of Vishnu is the lotus-stalk

which goes up the hind wall blossoming into a lotus with Brahma seated on it. Brahma
is four-faced and four-armed, the upper right holding akshamdld and the upper left holding a
kalasa, the lower right in what appears to be vydkhyd and the lower left placed on the crossed

leg^, palm upwards as if in dhydna. Three of his four faces are visible. Between the head
of Adi-sesha and the left hand of Vishnu is a flying dwarfish figure with his left hand
stretched out in suchi and the right held up with the palm facing front as if in the attitude

of slapping. Beyond Brahma, towards the legs of Vishnu at the northern end are three

other large figures cut on the back wall. The one immediately to the north of Brahma
is Garuda, also in a flying attitude, his left hand in suchi and right in kati. The wings
behind Garuda are shown half-folded, and there is a cobra coiling round his warning left

arm. In front of Garuda are Madhu and Kaitabha both two-armed and with large

jatd-makutas, one holding an upright club by his left hand and pointing by his right towards
Vishnu in suchi pose. The other at the extreme has his left hand resting on the club placed
across his thighs and his right hand held up with bent elbow, palm facing out, as if

counselling patience. Below, carved under the southern half of the coils of Sesha are four

more figures. The one at the south, almost below the navel region of Vishnu, \vears a
kirita-makuta ;

what he holds in both his hands are not visible because of a structural stone

plinth in front. The second figure below the thigh region of Vishnu has almost an identical

face, but the other portions of his figure are also obscured by the same structural plinth.

The third figure, similar to the first two, has his right hand raised up in adoration and the

left in kati. The fourth figure is that of Bhudevi, supplicating at the feet of Vishnu. On
the south’ wall, as if facing the whole scene and behind Bhudevi, is cut a fifth figure with
an elaborate jatd-makuta and a pdm in his right hand. What he holds in his left hand,.
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which appears to be placed on his belly, is not clear. This figure cannot be Siva, since

he has only two arms and the crescent moon is not visible on the jatd-makuta. The local

identification is that he is Narada. The sculpture has been much redone in later times,

thus altering original features.

The association of the niche of Durga on the rock-face immediately to the north of
the cave-temple with a Vishnu shrine recalls similar associations of these two forms in the

Mahishamardini cave, where they are Anantasayi and Mahisasuramardini, in the

Varaha-mandapa, it is Durga adjoining Trivikrama, in the Adivaraha cave-temple
again it is Durga near the Bhuvaraha shrine, and in the Trimurti cave, where the

niche of Durga adjoins the Vishnu shrine.

The Durga niche is approached through a small structural cell on the hind wall of

the Devi shrine, which is a structural addition in front of the rock-face. This niche is

about 5 ft. square, cut between two pilasters with a lintel on the top. Durga (pi. XXXII
A) is standing in graceful tri-bhanga, her left leg planted straight on the ground, her right

slightly raised and bent, the foot trampling on a buffalo-head. She is four-armed: the

upper right holds a praybga-chakra and the upper left a sankha, the lower right rests on the

thigh over her girdle and the lower left is placed on the upraised hip in kaU. She wears
enormous patra-kundalas and 2ijatd-makuta. This is one of the finest forms of Durga and this

fine tri-bhanga form is in striking contrast to the other well-known sculptures of standing

Durga—in the nich^adjoining the Trimurti cave-temple (p. 160), in the Varaha-mandapam
(p. 148), in the Adivaraha cav_e-temple (p. 171) and in the Draupadi-ratha, all at

Mahabalipuram. Except in the Adivaraha cave-temple, Durga stands in all the other

cases in sama-bhahga over a buffalo-head or a padmapitha. On either side are two
kneeling figures, the one_on the north piercing his left palm by a dagger held in his right

hand. Here, as in the Adivaraha example, it is not so drastic an offering but amounts
only to blood-letting (a symbolic sacrifice). Similar figures in the Varaha-mandapa and
in the Draupadi-ratha offer their heads. The devotee here wears patra-kundalas and a

jatd-bhdra. The person on the south wearing a yajnopavita and a jatd-bhdra has his left

arm in kati and the right in kataka, as if holding a flower to Durga. Durga wears pdda-

saras and kinkinis round her anklet, tassels and a mekhald round her hip, a series of

valayas extending from the wrist to the elbow in all the hands, ornamented keyuras on all

the arms above the elbow, a kucha-bandha round the breasts and three series of hdras. The
face as also the look of the eye are graceful and downcast.

Dubreuil* ascribes this cave-temple to Mahendra on the basis of the similarity of

the dvdra-pdlas with those of Mahendra temples. He again states that since Sihgavaram
or Sirhhapura, which was the capital of Sirhhapuranadu of the inscriptions, must have been

founded by Siihhavishnu, taking the name into consideration, the cave-temple can be

ascribed to Siihhavishnu, the predecessor of Mahendravarman. But if Mahendravarman
was the initiator of the rock-cut cave-temple, as he himelf states in his Mandagappattu
inscription, there could not have been any cave-temples excavated by his father Sirhha-

vishnu. Probably, the place was named after Narasirhhavarman Mamalla, who was also

called Siihhavishnu. The incorporation in this temple of some features found in the later

cave-temples of Mahendra and the association of Anantasayi and Durga, as in the many
examples at Mahabalipuram, would ascribe this to the period after Mahendra and rather

late in the time of Narasirhhavarman Mamalla or even in the time of Paramesvaravarman,

who completed the Adi-Varaha cave-temple, containing a similar Durga, at Maha-
balipuram.

“ Pallava Antiquities, pt. I, pp. 49-51.
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MHacheri: Sikhari-Pallaveharam cave-temple (fig. 21; pi. XXXII B)

The rock-cut cave temple called Sikhari-Pallavesvaram at Melacheri (near Gingee),
Gingee Taluk, South Arcot District, dedicated to iSiva, is an excavation of the simpler
type

;
it consists only of a cell with a mandapa in front. The western scarp of the low rock

facing the pond has been cut back from near its bottom to a depth of about 4 ft. at the base
and IJ ft. at the top in order to get a perpendicular scarp for the actual excavation. The
overhanging bit though fairly regular, has not been completed into a well-formed kapbta.

The fagade of the excavation consists of two massive square pillars and two pilasters

—one at either end. All of them are undifferentiated into sadurams and kattus, but are
uniformly four-sided throughout, a feature not common in the Mahendra-tj^e temples.
The massive corbel {potikd) is of the bevelled type and has an angular profile without the
/flranj^a-ornamentation and median patta. The beam on top of the corbel is of about the
same width as the corbel. All the pillars have been completely finished with a square
section, and it is on the western face of the southern pillar that the Pallava-Grantha
inscription of Ghandraditya is foimd.'

Over the beam is cut a thinner but wider vdjana projecting in front and behind.
Behind the fagade is cut an oblong mandapa with plain walls on all the three sides. The
ceiling shows, however, the projecting vdjana over the hind face of the beam of the fagade,
extending all round continuously below the ceiling and over the walls.

Cut on the hind wall of this mandapa, centrally, is a plain oblong opening leading
into the cubical cell, in excavating which a large portion of the central mass of rock has
been retained and finished into a cylindrical linga with an octagonal dvudaiydr below
(pi. XXXII B). This is the only example of a rock-cut cave-temple in Tondai-mandalam
where the linga and the dvudaiydr are cut out of the same rock as the cave-temple—a feature

which is not found in Mahendravarman caves nor even in the caves of the periods of
Mamalla and Rajasiihha. Carved on the ceiling over the linga is a lotus.

On the north wall of the mandapa has been cut an arched niche and in it a standing
figure of Parvati. The style of sculpture indicates definitely a much later date than the
cave-temple. A low bas-relief of Ganesa, also later, has been cut on the extension of the
rock-wall on the southern side in front of the fagade of the cave. The northern ahkana of
the fagade has been walled up and plastered.

The inscription, in Sanskrit verse of four lines, reads

—

1 Kdritam-idan-nripatind

2 Chandrddityena sarvvajndthejna [i*]

3 Sri-Sikhari-Pallavesvaram-iti

4 Saivan-dhd\ma'] Simhapure [n*]

‘ This home of iSiva named §ri-§ikhari-Pallavesvaram, was caused to be made at

Siihhapura (Sihgavaram) by king Ghandraditya who was a sarvandtha ’.

The cave-temple is termed dhdma^ and the title Sikhari which is indicated to be a
Pallava name, is unknown among the names of the Pallava dynasty. The name
Ghandraditya, too, is not among the known Pallava names, but the appellation ‘ Aditya ’

‘ Text in South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 115; Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1916,
no. 234, and pt. II para 6; Dubreuil, Pallava Antiquities, I, p. 66.

= The term ‘ dhdma '

for a rock-cut cave temple occurs in only one other known inscription

in south India from Tirupparankunram {Annual Report on Indian Epigraphy, 1951-52, no. 143.)
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is common to the Chalukyan names. There was a Chandraditya, son of Pulakesin II,

known from two records of his queen Vijayamahadevi', who was a contemporary of
Mamalla. If he was the same as the excavator of the Melacheri cave, his presence in the
Pallava country and his relationship with the Pallavas have yet to be explained. It is not
possible to account for the excavation of this cave-temple by a Chalukya ruler in the
Pallava territory unless we suppose that he was an ally sojourning in the area or was
matrimonially connected. The appellation pdtti’ (feminine of the Tamil Pottan-

Pallava) referring to Vijayamahadevi in the Gochre plates- seems to indirecdy point to the

fact that the queen belonged to the Pallava family, PalaeographicaUy too, Dubreuil (the

first to discover the cave-temple and its inscription) states that the script of the inscription

is of about the time of Mamalla. Chandraditya, the excavator of^the temple has not been
identified with any amount of certainty.

,
He names this temple Sikhari-Pallavesvara in the

same inscription after a Pallava name Sikhari, and calls the place Siriihapura. As men-
tioned in connexion with the Sihgavaram cave-temple Siriihapura may be a name derived
from the other name of Mamalla, which was Narasiriiha or Sirhhavishnu. The absence
of any clear biruda of Mahendravarman and the rmcertainty of the identification of
Chandraditya with Mahendravarman, the extreme simplicity of the cave-temple and the
presence of the rock-cut lihga with dvudaiydr, would all tend to show that this cave-temple
is later than the time of Mahendra, perhaps of the time of Mamalla, if not even later, as

the Sirigavaram cave-temple. The proximity of the two cave-temples and the similarity

between the corbels of both would perhaps indicate more or less proximity in date of excava-
tion. But though this cave-temple is aberrant and has nothing characteristically Pallava
in it and was not excavated by a Pallava king, it has to be considered here, only because of
its location among other Pallava cave-temples in the Pallava country.

Mdmandur IV: smaller unfinished cave-temple (pi. XXXIII A)

The southernmost cave-temple in the Mamandur series, which is towards the northern
end of the southern hill in Narasapalaiyam village, Cheyyar Taluk, North Arcot District,

is an unfinished excavation (pi. XXXIII A). Obviously, the excavation could not
have been completed because of the natural fault striking from the top of the southern side

downward towards the north passing through the line of the front pillars which prevented
the completion of the pillars to the required thickness. The actual excavation of the
fa§ade is recessed to an average depth of 3 ft. on the almost vertical scarp of a boulder on
the top of this hill. It looks as if the vertical scarp was reached by paring off the front

portions along the natural vertical cleavage lines of the rock. The facade consists of
two pillars and two pilasters with an oblong mandapa behind. The idea was to excavate
three shrine-cells behind as would be indicated by the blocking out of the hind wall into

cubes by chisel lines and provision of chunks of the natural rock below for the cutting of
the sdpdnas. In front on the top of the corbels, provision is also made for the vdjana and
I'ough kapota, all uncut. The two pillars have broken off at their top portions along the
lines of the natural fault. Thus, all these features look like an early attempt at excavation,
perhaps in the time ofMamalla, which was abandoned because of the faults and consequent
impossibilities in completing the work.

Mdmandur III: larger unfinished cave-temple (fig. 22; pi. XXXIII B)

The third cave from the north in the Mamandur series which, unlike the first two,
is excavated towards the southern end of a taller rock to the south of the first two, is also

‘ Indian Antiquary, VII, pp. 163-64.

^Ibid., VIII, pp. 44-47.
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located in Narasapalaiyam village, Gheyyar Taluk, North Arcot District. On top of
the hillock is the structural temple of Tirumanandisvara of Mavandurnadu.’ The original
plan here seems to have been bolder and more ambitious, viz. to cut a pillared circum-
ambulatory round a line of five shrines.

This excavation (pi. XXXIII B) would belong to the category of a pillared mandapa
surrounding one or more shrines similar to the Panchapandava cave-temple, immediately
to the south of ^juna’s Penance at Mahabalipuram of the Mamalla style, where, though
the excavation is unfinished, it will be clear that the intention was to cut a mandapa into
the very massive rock running all round the central shrine, the completed portion of the
excavation extending on either side of the central shrine to nearly the hind portion of the
mandapa. For this purpose, at Mamandur, the most convenient corner of the rock of the
requisite height and massiveness was chosen, where the rock itself originally had an almost
vertical scarp owing to the vertical cleavage of massive sheets in front of it. After elimina-
ting these detached sheets by cutting through, the vertical scarp of the main boulder was
reached on the eastern side, while on the southern side there was an almost natural vertical
scarp winch required only trimming of the irregular external surface in order to get a
perpendicular face.

The eastern side is, therefore, recessed to a depth of 3 ft. uniformly at the northern
end to make the scarp even and in a line with the south-east corner of the boulder. The
fa9ade on this side is provided with seven pillars, the extreme one on the south cut round
in rough with a mass for its corbel on top including some rock for the projecting bracket
in front. The one to the north of this has been shaped out from the base to the top with
the corbel cut and also fairly finished on top. The four pillars further to the north of this
show a greater degree of completion, in that the lower and upper sadurams and the inter-
vening kattus have been cut almost to the finish. The northernmost pilaster, in contact
with the large mass of main rock, still retains the shape of a pilaster with its corbel complete
on top, the lower and upper sadurams not being demarcated. Inside this front row on the
eastern side is a second row of four pillars, corresponding to the four main pillars in front,
with sadurams on top and bottom and kattus in between, and at either extreme the two outer
columns are more of the shape of pilasters than pillars. Thus, the maridapa is divided into
two parts, an outer and an inner. At the southern end of the outer verandah the rock has
been cut into between the two pilasters and also towards the outside as if to take this
pillared cloister round to the southern side.

On the south, the rock face has been cut into with a facade of four pillars with
roughly blocked-out square sections and roughly shaped corbels on top, the spaces in
between them deeply excavated as if to reach into the maridapa on the eastern side. The
continuation of this southern facade towards the west has been interrupted by series of faults
in the parent rock, so much so that it appears that the cloister could go only halfway round
the_ row of five central shrines. This perhaps called for an alteration of the original
design and the two extreme columns of the eastern fagade were decided to be finished as
pilasters while abandoning further excavation on the southern side. Consequently, the
attempt at excavating on the northern end of the main pillared verandah was also stopped
and the excavation converted into a rough shrine.

^

The corresponding excavation on the southern side has a chandra-sild placed in front
of it at the floor of the outer verandah, thus converting it into a shrine though its outer or
eastern wall has been broken. The outer verandah, therefore, has come to have two

' Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1923, no. 420, and also 1906, no. 260.
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roughly carved niches, one at each end. Similar excavations, which are more definitely

shrines, have been completed at either end of the inner verandah with pilasters for their

jambs, though no provision for the sopdnas has been made.

The corbels on top of the pillars wherever complete show the definite curved profile,

though without the /ara^a-ornamentation. The width of the sadurams is 2 ft. 3 in. both
above and below, the height of the lower saduram being greater by 3 in. allowing for a
plinth, the height of the kattu is equal to the height of the saduram in the case of the external

piUars. The internal pillars are more or less of the same dimensions; but the lower
sadurams are only 2 ft. 3 in. high, i.e., they are as high as they are wide, the decrease in

height being taken up by the raised floor of the inner verandah. The top sadurams are

almost equal to those at the bottom, while the inter\ ening kaUu is shorter being 2 ft. only.

The corbels retain the same proportions as in the other cave-temples described before.

On top of the corbel runs a beam, and over it the vdjana is marked off externally as a thick

vertical course projecting beyond the beam. Though the underside of the kapdta has
been rendered even, externally it has not been cut out of the crude rock in the form of a

curved comice.

On the back wall behind the inner verandah are a row of five shrines cut with floors

at a higher level than that of the mandapa in front. Along the base of the hind wall of the

inner verandah and reaching up to the height of the floor of these shrines is projected an
adhishthdna with updna, jagati, kumuda, kantha and pattikd mouldings extending from end to

end, but not turning round below the lateral shrines either of the simulated ardha-mandapa

or mukha-mandapa. This adhishthdna is interrupted by five sopdnas cut in front of the five

shrine entrances, each sopdna of three steps, the lowermost being a chandra-sild, the two
upper steps being guarded by side rails curved like the proboscis of an elephant. Though
the kantha moulding shows the reliefs for the pillar bases which in addition to flanking

shrine entrances should also come between them and canton the two extreme corners

making in all sixteeen, the corresponding pilasters have not been cut out on the wall above.

Thus, the wall strips between the shrine-entrances are quite plain. In spite of this, there is

a beam-line running on top forming the lintels over the doorways and extending between
them in the form of a thin beam. Over this is projected a kapdta with a curved outward
surface and an even bottom, which alone is extended over the two lateral shrines of the

ardha-mandapa and again over the two lateral shrines of the front mandapa. All these would
show that the idea of cutting a pillared cloister all round the central row of five shrines

was abandoned even at the early stage as soon as the fault at the western end of the

southern continuation was met with and it was subsequently decided to improvise the

lateral excavations into four more shrines, though they were not provided with sopdnas,

adhishthdnas, pilasters or beams.

Each of the five principal shrines or the cells is almost cubical, its interior rough-cut
showing traces of plaster, perhaps put on later in order to even out the rough surfaces.

On the floor of these shrines as well as of the four lateral shrines are cut oblong sockets

extending straight from almost end to end and placed very near the hind wall of the cells,

evidently for the insertion of bas-reliefs on stone slabs at a later stage. This supposition

would gain force from the fact that the local rock exfoliates in the form of vertical slabs

and would offer the material for bas-reliefs. In the absence of the dvdra-pdlas or other indica-

tions, it is very difficult to guess the deities that were intended to be installed in these

shrines. Over the beams, the ceilings of the two mandapas show the projection of the plank
on top of the beam on either side extending as a definite p^'ana-moulding. Even the ceiling

is uneven.

Significantly, no inscriptions have been found in this cave-temple and it is doubtful
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whether this was intended to be worshipped by the designers, though, 'with later improvi-

sation, subsequent installations might have been made. This would be proved by a series

of ten mortise-holes cut, curiously enough, above the corbels of the facade and below the

kapota for the accommodation of joists which supported a terrace of a structural addition

in front. This large and more ambitious excavation would perhaps belong to the second
period, i.e., about the time of Mamalla.

Mahabalipuram : Dharmaraja-mayidapam or Atyantakdrna's cave-temple

(fig. 23; pis. XXXIV A and XXXV)
This is a rock-excavation (pi. XXXIV A) facing east practically almost on the southern

end of the Mahabalipuram hill (Chingleput Taluk and District) below the light-

house and the Mahishamardini cave. The cave cut at the top of the rock here is reached
by ascending a small gradient. The excavation proper is raised about 2 ft. from the
immediately adjoining ground-level in front. Since the outer contour of the rock-length
chosen had greater bulge across its median line, gradually turning in towards the south,

the scarp excavation of the cave is recessed about 4 ft. from the rock-surface on the
northern side and about 1 ft. on the south, the top-line of the cutting being about 5 ft.

below the crest-line of the rock, and, as such, not forming a very heavy roof.

On the fayade is cut a row of tw'o pillars and two pilasters, the extreme pilasters

in antis tetragonal throughout in section, while the central pillars have the characteristic

shape with sadurams above and below and kattu in between. The sadurams are plain and
not adorned by lotus-medallions. The corbels on top of the pillars and pilasters alike

are massive with their ends sharply bevelled to an angle of 45° and their profiles quite
angular. The length of the corbels is double the width of the pillars which at the saduram
is 1 ft. 11 in. Over the corbels is mounted imperceptibly the uttira, there being no sharp
demarcation between the potikas and the uttira. Over the uttira runs the vdjana, a second
member much thinner than the beam, but wider, thereby giving a clear offset appearance
all round below the ceiling. The four pillars and pilasters form the front-line of the
mukha-mandapa. Immediately behind is an identical set of pillars and pilasters forming
the front-line of the ardha-mandapa, the floor of which is raised by about 3 in. above the
floor of the mukha-mandapa. The lateral walls of both the ardha- and mukha-mandapas are
plain and without any sculpture. In the narrow overhang over the fagade of the mukha-
mandapa there is an attempt to shape it into the form of a curved kapota without any
superficial ornamentation.

On the back wall of the ardha-mandapa are excavated three shrines (pi. XXXV) in a
row with a common adhishthdna and three separate sopdnas, each with three steps and a
chandra-Md below. While the sopdnas of the two lateral shrines have no parapets, that of
the central shrine is flanked by two mrulydU parapets. The mouth of the makara or vydla

from which the curved proboscis issues is only a conventional representation. The central
shrine is cut out as projecting well into the ardha-mandapa, while the two lateral shrines
conform to the plane of the back wall of the ardha-mandapa. The adhishthdna, of the same
height as the sadurams of the pillars in front, curiously enough, has only the four important
members, viz., the updna, jagati and the tripatta-kumuda with the kampa serving as the prati

on top. The kantha, the upper kampa and the pattikd over it are absent. The wall directly
rises over the top of the prati-hke kampa over the kumuda.

The wall of the central shrine has two pairs of pilasters or kudya-stambhas, one pair on
either side of the shrine-entrance, and one each of the other pair cantoning the respective
comers. The pilasters are tetragonal throughout and like the two rows of larger pillars
and pilasters in front carry the potikds directly on their tops; the top portion of the shaft not
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carrying the usual architectural members like padma-bandha, kalasa, tadi, kumbha, padma ypali)

and phalaka. The pbtikds are similar in shape and design to those over the larger pillars.

They are of the simple bevelled type with an angular profile with the beam imperceptibly
merging with them on top. Over the beam runs again a thin valabhi, above which is cut

out the curved and projected kapota. This valabhi and kapota turn round the corners and
continue over the two lateral shrines which, however, are devoid of pilasters. Between
the pairs of pilasters on either side of the central doorway the wall space is cut into two
shallow oblong niches accommodating bas-reliefs of dvdra-palas, which have been chiselled

off by the Vaishnava occupants at a later period. But from what is left of them, one can
say that they were two-armed, facing front with their outer arms in kati and their inner

arms folded in, what they held not being clear. Both of them appear to have worn the
yajnopavita in the n^vita-^^sh\on. The kapota on top over the central shrine has two kiidu

arches which are slightly greater than semi-circles with plain centres and shovel-like

flat finials on top, placed more or less over the centre of the dvdra-pdla niches. The excava-
tion of the two side shrines naturally reduced the dimensions of the cell of the central

shrine. All the three cells are empty and there are no traces of bas-reliefs on the back
walls of the shrines.

The cave-temple contains an inscription which gives the clue to its dating and
authorship. The inscription' is in Pallava-Grantha script and the language is Sanskrit.

It runs to fourteen lines, contains eleven verses and gives also the name of the temple as

Atyantakdma-Pallavlsvara-griham—^the Isvara temple of Atyantakama-Pallaya—a tide of
Paramesvaravarman I. It also mentions the other titles of Paramesvara

—

Srinidhi, Sribhara

Ranajaya, Tarundnkura and Kdmardja. From the slesha {double entendre) used in the epithets

Chitrarndya, Gunabhdjana, Svastha, Niruttara and Paramesvara, which are applicable both to
Siva and the king, Hultzsch has rightly concluded that the actual name of the king was
Paramesvara and that he was identical with Paramesvaravarman I. The temple is

denoted by the terms isvara-griha, vesma and mandira-griha. The verses are in praise of Siva
and among them the following clearly state that Atyantakama excavated this cave temple.

5 Atyanta-

6 kdmd nripatir—nnirjjit-drati-mandalah [i*]

khydtd Ranajayah Sambhos-ten-edam vesma

1 kdritam ii [5*]

and

11 Ten—edarh kdritan=tungan=Dhurjjater—mmandira-

12 griham prajdndm=ishta-siddhy=^arttham

Sdhkarim bhutim=ichchatd ii [10*] orh ii

Atyantakdma-Pallavesvara-gxiham \ i

Tills is followed by the imprecatory verse, cursing six times ‘ those in whose hearts does
not dwell Rudra, the deliverer from the walking on the evil path.’

In spite of this there has been speculation about the authorship and attribution of this
cave-temple, and it has been variously assigned to Mahendra because of its type and to
Mamalla because of its location at Mahabalipuram, " which place is supposed by many,

‘ Text published in South Indian Inscriptions, I, no. 19, also XII, no. 21 and Epigraphia Indica
X, pp. 10-11. r b r ,

^Eonghuvst Padlava Architecture, pt. II, pp. 10-12 would ascribe this to Mamalla: see also
bivarama-murti, Mahabalipuram, (Department of Archaeology, India, 1952), p. 23.
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following Dubreuil’, to have come into prominence in the time of Mamalla, though it

has been an important port-town from earlier times, but all the monuments there date
from Mamalla’s time and after. The same verse inscription ^vith the same name
Atyanatakama Pallavesvara-griham, in the same script is found on the Ganesa-ratha,
the most complete and better-finished example when compared with the ‘ Five rathas

attributed to Mamalla, and the same imprecatory verse is found in the Ramanuja-mandapa,
a cave-temple of the Mamalla style. “ Thus, Paramesvara seems to have made all the

three types that his illustrious predecessors Mahendra and Mamalla had initiated and
that had come into vogue, viz., a Mahendra type cave-temple (Dharmaraja-mandapam),
a Mamalla type cave-temple (Ramanuja-mandapam) and a ratha or monohthic vimdna

(Ganesa-ratha). He himself seems to have initiated a new method of constructing struc-

tural temples with cut-stone slabs as in the Siva temple at Kuram.

Besides the above, the comparatively slender and tall pillars and the sharp-cut

corbels would differentiate it from a Mahendravarman cave-temple. Though Atyanta-
kama (as also a few more birudas of Paramesvara) was a title borne by Rajasirhha, Para-

mesvara’s successor, for obvious reasons, this cave-temple cannot be assigned to him, and
in his own cave-temple at Saluvankuppam, nearby, Rajasirhha has purposely chosen one
of his other surnames, Atiranachanda, as he has done for his structural temples at Ranchi
and Panamalai. It also cannot be an excavation started by Alahendra and completed by
Atyantakama between whom two kings had reigned, for such a simple cave-temple would
not have waited for so long to be completed. Or even assuming for a moment that it was
excavated by Mahendra or Mamalla, it would not have waited for its consecration till the

time of Paramesvara. Judging from the absence of the sculpture of the principal deity

in the central sanctum, this is to be taken as the earliest of Paramesvara (as also the

Ganesa-ratha), while in the Ramanuja-mandapa, Paramesvara had cut a bas-relief

of Somaskanda, now chipped off, indicating it to be later.

_The temple was perhaps originally intended for the Trimurtis, though the appella-

tion Isvara-griham would denote that the primary deity consecrated in the central shrine

was Siva in one of his forms and not a lihga. This fact, common to all the cave-temples

of the Pallavas earlier to Rajasirhha is confirmed in the case of this cave-temple. ^Vhile

in other cases, the presence of a socket or pit of some sort is often found making one doubt

whether they could be original or later, this cave-temple had no socket or pit at the centre

of the shrine-floor and continued in that condition till the advent of the Vaishnavas, who
occupied it between the thirteenth and nineteenth centuries. This would show that no
lihga was planted there and if at all there was a subsequent installation of the lihga prior

to the Vaishnava advent, it was placed with its avudaiyar over the floor (and not with the

base of the lihga inserted into a floor-socket) which could have been removed by them.

The Vaishnava occupation of this cave-temple is indicated as in the Ramanuja-mandapam
and elsewhere at Mahabalipuram, by the engraving of the symbols of the chakra and

sahkha on the facade.

Saluvankuppam: Atiranachanda' s cave-temple (fig. 24; pis. XXXIV B and XXXVI)

This cave-temple called Atiranachanda-Pallavesvara-griham, is cut on the sloping eastern

face of a solitary low rock in the present hamlet of Saluvankuppam near to and north of

Mahabalipuram (Chingleput Taluk and District). In order to get a vertical scarp for

' Dubreuil, Pallava Antiquities, pt. I, p. 64.

“ Dubreuil, also ascribes all these inscriptions to Paramesvaravarman {Pallava Antiquities, pt. I,

p. 62).
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the excavation, the sloping rock-face was cut into to a depth of about 6 ft. at the bottom,

so that a perpendicular face reaching ahnost to the top-hne of the rock could be obtained,

the top-line itself being retained for the carving out of the cornice of the facade. At this

depth from the general surface of the rock, the prepared surface was cut into in the form

of a cave-temple (pi. XXXIV B), consisting of a long oblong ardha-mandapa with a square

shrine and cell at its back, the frontage of the square shrine projecting into the mandapa

about 1^ ft. from the general level of the rear wall. On the fa§ade of the mandapa are

cut two pillars and two pilasters in antis; the pilasters at either extreme are tetragonal

throughout, but the pillars have square plain sadurams at base and top with an octagonal

kattu in between. They are not also exactly cubes, their section being more an oblong
than a square. For example, the front side of the top saduram is 1 ft. 11 in. long, whereas
in width it measures only 1 ft. 6 in. and in height 2 ft. There is also a faintly earthed and
wider pedestal below the basal saduram about 8 in. high.

On top, the pillars and pilasters carry massive corbels with curved profile and with

bold #amn^(2-ornamentation consisting of a series of roll-mouldings, the projection of the

corbel arms on either side of the pillar top being equal to the length of the top saduram of
the pillar. Above the corbel runs a plain uttira of the same width as the corbel and
over it a planking course of greater width and thinner section, which show's externally

as a vdjana-conr?,^ and is internally incomplete and undifferentiated from the ceiling-

surface of the mandapa, particularly over the northern and southern bays. Over this

vdjana-conrse is a small projecting moulding {valabhi), which leads on straight to the under-
surface of the kapota. Tins undersurface is even and is not scooped into in accordance
with the external curvature of the comice. Externally, the kapota is shown as quite flexed

with a brim along the lower edge marked off by a chisel-line and constriction. Over the

kapota, externally, the rock has been cut back again with a series of oblong projections

spaced regularly, indicating the ends of about twentytwo terrace joists and at intervals are

cut a later series of deep mortise-holes for insertion of joists of a structural front mandapa
w'hich was perhaps a later addition and which is now totally absent.

On the lateral surface of the excavated portion of the rock, on either side of the end
pilasters, are two inscriptions of identical content but in different scripts, the one on the
north being in Nagari and the other on the south, incomplete, in Pallava-Grantha. Again
over the fagade are two Pallava-Grantha labels, Avhich give the name of Atiranachanda-

Pallavesvara-griham to this cave-temple.

The ceiling inside the mandapa was not quite finished. As stated before, ihe vdjana

over the beam has been worked out over the length of the beam spanning the space be-

tween the two pillars but left unfinished over the two flanking bays. At the northern end
of the northern bay cubical chunks of rock are still there to show that the ceiling over the

lateral parts was yet to be finished. A similar state ofaffairs is found at the southern end also.

The shrine behind the mandapa is also not quite complete; but that it was carved out
on the model of a square virndna can be judged from its frontage projecting into the ardha-

mandapa. At the base are cut out the mouldings of the adhishthdna with a jagati, kumuda,
kantha, pattikd and a prati, this demarcation of the mouldings being completed only along
the front side but left incomplete over the intuming corners.^ The front wall of the shrine

is relieved by four pilasters or kudya-stamhhas enclosing two niches, which, in turn, flank

' South Indian Inscriptions, no. 23, p. 2.

Unfortunately the floor of the ardha-mandapa has been filled up by random or carved stones of
a nearby ruined structural temple raising it to the level of the sill of the shrine, thereby obscur-
ing the mouldings of the adhishthdna. This could be seen only after removing a few of the stones.
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the central opening of the cell. The pilasters are tetragonal throughout and undifferen-

tiated into shaft and capital; neither the capital components and corbels nor even the

beam being indicated. The two central pilasters thus directly form the jambs of the

doorway, while on top is shown a lintel-plate in the form of a vajana-\ik.^ uttira, which
extends over the tw'o adjoining niches also. Over this is carved a slightly projected curved

moulding {valabhi) projecting in front, beyond which overhangs the lower surface of the

kapota. The kapota is not scooped on its underside, and its curved external surface is left

undone, the whole mass in its unfinished stage looking like a massive beam. Laterally

too, these details are left incomplete.

The niches are sunk rather deep, and in them are shown dvdra-pdlas, one in each,

in shallow relief. The massive club of the northern dvdra-pdta was chipped off for a water-

outlet from the shrine-cell at a later stage, when the ^(^isth’^fl-moulding of the adhishthdna

below this niche w^as also broken. The cell is almost cubical and contains a black polished,

fluted (sixteen-sided), tall linga planted into the socket in the floor of the shrine with the

dvudaiydr in two pieces slipped over it. The dvudaiydr is also of the same material and polish.

Its low'er portion is missing, the upper portion alone hanging like a ring halfway up the

height of the lihga. The place of the dvudaiydr base is marked by a circular groove concen-
tric with the central socket. On the back wall is cut a shallow' panel with a bas-relief of
Sdmaskanda flanked by Vishnu and Brahma and with a parasol in the background behind
Siva, Uma and Skanda, who are seated on a throne. Tw'o similar Somaskanda panels

are cut on the back w'all of the ardha-mandapa on either side of the shrine-entrance coming
opposite to the space betw'een the end pilaster and the pillar of that side and two more
polished fluted lingas in dvudaiydrs are placed in front of them on the mandapa-^oor

.

The cave, on plan and in style, is of the Mahendra type. But it also differs from
that type in having slender, flatter and taller pillars and fluted corbels of good proportions,

showing that it is only a later and slightly altered copy of Mahendra’s model excavated

by Rajasiihha. The carving of the three Somaskanda panels, particularly the one in the

shrine, and the subsequent installation of the fluted type or dhdrd-lifiga are characteristic of
the period of Rajasiihha and his successors. It is, therefore, proper that Rajasirhha named
the cave-temple after one of his titles as Atiranachandesvara-griham.

The two Sanskrit inscriptions, copies of the same in two different contemporary scripts

(Palla\'a-Grantha and north Indian) state definitely that the cave-temple was excavated
by Atiranachanda as the abode for Siva w'ith Uma and Skanda and the ganasd The
Pallava-Grantha inscription, in set enteen lines, is on the southern flank of the cutting

in front of the fapade, w hile the Nagari one, on the northern flank opposite, runs to sixteen

lines. While the six principal verses are common to both, there is an additional seventh

verse in the Pallava-Grantha- version eulogizing the musical talents of the composer,
Kalakala, which is, incidentally, a surname of Rajasiihha himself, found in the Kanchl
Kailasanatha inscription of his queen Rahgapataka.® Of these, the first and second verses

are identical with the eighth and ninth verses of Atyantakama’s (Paramesvara’s) inscrip-

tions in the Dharmaraja-mandapam and Ganesa-ratha and the fourth wdth the fourth

Dubreuil in his Pallava Antiquities, pt. I, pp. 66-68, discusses this cave-temple with reference

to its inscription and states that it belongs, by its inscriptions, to the time of Rajasimha. Sivarama-
murti {Mahdbalipuram,^. 39) notices that this cave has intriguing features, as, according to him, while
the massive pillars, simple corbel-capitals and the dvdra-pdlas indicate its early date, the fluted linga

inside and the Somaskanda panels both in the cell and in the mandapa are late characteristics.
= South Indian Inscriptions, I, nos. 21 and 22, pp. 6-8; also XII, nos. 24 and 25, pp. 11 and 12 and

Epigraphia Indica, X, nos. 23 and 24.

® South Indian Inscriptions, I, no. 29.
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of the two inscriptions of Atyantakama. Thus, the three new verses here, which are not
repetitions, are the third, fifth and sixth, which are also important in respect of their

contents. They read

:

Verse 3. Ten-edam kdritam Sambhdr=bhavanarii bhutaye bhuvah [i*]

Kaildsa-Mandara-nibham bhubhritdm murdhni tishtatd ii

Verse 5. Atirana-chandah patir=avanibhujdm=Atirana chandeharam-idam-akardt [i*]

iha Giri-tanayd-Guha-gana-sahito niyatd-krita-ratir-bhavatu Pasupatih li

Verse 6. Gurvvim- Isdna-bhaktim myam=atisayinlm durvvaharh bhdram—urvvyd

nis-sdmdnyan=cha ddnam samam~A\tird\nachandd-khyayd [yobibhartti] [i*]

sthdne nirmmdpite =^smin=vi\^dita Rana] jaya-khydtind Lena bharthd

bhutdndm-Ashiamurtis=chiram=Atiranacha[ndehare] ydtu nishthdm [ii]

The temple is designated by the term bhavanam and is likened to the Kailasa and
Mandara, which, along with Meru, form the traditional types of vimdnas in Silpa and Agama
—architecture and tradition. The verses say that the temple, Sambhor bhavanam, also called

Atiranachandesvaram, was made (excavated) by Atiranachanda for Siva with his consort Uma
(Giri-tanaya) and Skanda (Guha), and the attendant ganas to take delight in residing in

it; and again implores that Ashtamurti—the eight-formed lord, (Siva)', may reside for

long in this abode, the Atiranachandesvara. Thus, there is a clear reference to the

Somaskanda form sculptured on the hind wall of the shrine.

The other surnames of the king, besides Atiranachanda, were Aiyantakdma, Srinidhi,

Kdmardja, Sribhara,' Dhananjaya and Samgrdma-dhira. Since most of the surnames including
Atiranachanda are also applied to Rajasirhha in his Kahchipuram inscription, this

inscription also must be attributed to him. Though some of the titles like Atyantakama
were borne by Paramesvara, and a few of the verses in his and Atiranachanda’s inscrip-

tions, which are purely eulogistic of the king are identical, the other titles such as Atirana-
chanda and those in common with Rajasirhha’s KanchTpuram inscription as also the

dhdra-lihga in addition to the Somaskanda panel in the shrine would confirm the attribution

of this cave-temple to Rajasirhha. It cannot also be that it was started in the time of
Mahendra or Mamalla and completed or consecrated by Rajasirhha after three or four

intervening reigns.

This is another instance which clearly shows that in the Pallava cave-temples of the

time of Mahendra, the lihga was not cut out of the same rock, and that it was installed at

a later stage, perhaps beginning from the time of Rajasirhha, who introduced late in his

time the polished fluted lihgas in front of the Somaskanda stone panel on the hind walls

of the garbha-griha already introduced by Paramesvara.

' The ashtamurti forms of Siva are prithvi (earth), ap (water), t^as (fire or light), vdyu (air), dkdsa

outer space), iS'zZp'a (snn), Chandra (moon) and yajamdna (the Lord). Fire, Sun and Moon are often

equated with the_‘ three fires ’ and the three eyes of Siva. The lord of the eight elements or forms
are Bhava, Sdrva, Isdna, Pasupati, Bhima, Mahddeva (or Mahatdrdeva)

,
Ugra, and Rudra. This ashta-murta

concept of Siva was prevalent in contemporary time as is attested to by the T~vdram saints

{JVdyanmdrs), Sambhandar, Tevdram, I, vv. Ill and 571, II vv. 1948 and 2743, III, v. 3342; Appar
T vdram, IV, verse 4708, V, v. 5270, VI, v. 7163; and Sundarar Tevdram VII, verses 7309 and 8043.

Manikkavachakar also refers in many contexts in his Tiruvdchakam to the ashta-murta form of Siva.

In Sanskrit hterature ashta-murti or eight formed Siva is identified with the five elements, mind,
egoism and prakriti or according to the opening of the Sdkuntala with the five elements, the sun and
moon and the sacrificing priest, (see Mahdbhdrata, iii v. 1939; also Gopinatha Rao, Elements of
Hindu Iconography, II, pp. 45 and 405).
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The very tall polished lihga without fluting planted in the sands in front of the temple

referred to by Longhurst' and belie\'ed by him to be the original linga discarded at the

time of the subsequent installation of the fluted linga would not go into the shrine, because

of its great height and also would not be appropriate with the Somaskanda panel behind.

Perhaps it belonged to the ruined structural temple that stood near by, the stones of which
are now spread o\ er the floor of the mandapa of the cave-temple, while some more are

built into the approach-steps on either side of the cave-temple. There is also a group of

sapta-mdtrikd sculptures in a shed near by which might have belonged to the structural

temple, the existence of which is known from another inscription on an exposed rock

in the vicinit)

.

About 20 ft. away in front of the cave-temple is a small low boulder, on the front

vertical face of which is cut a bas-relief panel 6 ft. x3 ft. showing Mahishamardini (pi.

XXXVI). This is interesting not only from the point of view of the grouping of the

figures but also from the fact that it differs in detail from the well-known Mahishamardini
panel at Mahabalipuram (p. 154). Here Durga is more or less ambling over the rearing

lion, her right leg planted on a padmdsana on the ground and her left leg with knee lifted up
in urdhva-jdnu, suggesting perhaps her dismounting. Durga is six-armed, holds sankha, chakra,

dhanus, khadga, etc., and leans on the leaping lion, the pose being dlidha. Below the lion

is one of her gams striking at the back of retreating Mahishasura. Mahishasura is on the

run and his right arm is being mauled by a lion-cub, while on top of his head sits another

gam striking with his sword. In front of Mahishasura runs another asura similarly be-

laboured by a gana. Behind Mahishamardini are four more ganas, one carrying a parasol,

another a sword and shield, a third blowing a conch and a fourth brandishing a club.

Another peculiarity is that besides the gams, none of the ydginis or female attendants of

Durga are shown. This sculpture, like the cave-temple near by is of the time of Raja-
sirhha. There is a great similarity in style between this and the Somaskanda groups
inside the cave-temple.

Period III

Kilmdvilahgai : Vishnu rock-cut cell (fig. 25; pi. XXXVII A)

Kilmavilahgai in Tindivanam Taluk, South Arcot District, is a small village, 7

miles north of Tindivanam. Outside the village located amidst fields is a low outcrop.

There is a small rock-cut cell (pi. XXXVII A) excavated on the eastern face of a free-

standing small boulder. On its irregular eastern face, the rock-surface has been cut back
to a depth of 3 ft. at the bottom and 1 ft. at the top (the cutting measuring 4| ft. x5J ft.),

in order to reach a vertical face, from which point the cell proper has been excavated.

The entrance to the cell measures ft. X 5 ft., the rock between the initial cutting and the

cell-entrance of either side providing two jambs for the entrance. On the inside also the

lateral walls are cut in so as to throw the jambs into relief. The lintel and sill have not
thus been differentiated.

The cell is about 3 ft. deep and on its back wall is cut the figure offour-armed Vishnu
standing in sama-bhanga on an oblong platform about a foot high. The upper two hands
hold the sankha and chakra (in the praydga posture rvithout flames), the lower right is in

ahhaya and the lower left in kati. Vishnu wears a tall kirita-makuta and makara-kundalas

in both his pendant ear-lobes. The ]mxigin^ jatd-bhdra is dressed behind the head in the

' Longhurst, Pallava Architecture, pt. II, op. dt., p. 47.
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form of an oval sirakhakra. The yajmpavita is worn in the nivita-^z.%hion and the vastra is

worn in a peculiar mode, its hem reaching midway between the knee and the ankle,
and quite unlike the vastra of the Vishnu in the Trimurti cave temple at Mahabalipuram,
in the lower rock-cut cave-temple at Tiruchirappalli and in the rock-cut Siva cave-temple
near Tiruvellarai (which, however, has prayoga-chakra with flames). Round the waist is

a loose cloth tied round with two tassels on either side. The arms are adorned by valayas
at the wrists and keyuras at the elbows. The sculpture is rather stiff and flat, though in
fairly bold relief. The facial features have been obscured by vandals. On either side of
the jamb is a dvdra-pala cut almost in outline in very low relief and hardly differentiated
from the rock behind. They both face the cell-entrance and not front as in the Mahendra
caves.

Dubreuil, Longhurst and others' attribute this cave-temple to Mahendravarman.
It may be remarked here that none of the caves that are definitely attributable to
Mahendravarman by inscriptions has a bas-relief sculpture in the central shrine and this

sculpture too does not compare well with the other early Pallava Vishnu forms . It is

evident that it is a much later sculpture, though not later than Nandivarman’s time. It

is to be attributed to the period after Rajasiihha. This is the only example of a simple
cave-shrine which is hardly more than a deep niche or cell in Tondai-mandalam, though
there are some of date corresponding to the later Pallava in the Muttaraiyar and Pandya
areas in the districts farther south as in Malayadippatti, Narttamalai (Siva cave), Malayak-
koil, Malaikkolundisvaram (Pudukkdttai), TiruchchuU, Mahipalanpatti and Piranmalai
which this resembles. This cave-cell in Tondai-mandalam and others of non-Pallava origin
outside will not conform to the mandapa type of cave-temples of Mahendra or Mamalla
or of the contemporary dynasties in the south. They simulate more or less the interior
aspects of the vimdna (garbha-griha) sometimes showing greater details in the front elevation
as exemplified by the Trimurti cave at Mahabalipuram.

Vallam II: lower [Siva) cave-temple (fig. 26; pi. XXXVII B)

The lower cave-temple immediately below the Mahendra cave (called Vasantis-
varam or Vedantesvara) in Vallam, Chingleput Taluk and District, consists essentially
of a sh'ghtly oblong shrine-cell with a narrow verandah in front without any pillars on the
facade. The entrance to the inner cell is through an oblong opening occupying a third of
the width of the back wall of the verandah. On either side are dvdra-pdlas in low bas-relief,
identical in all respects, both standing cross-legged, heads turned towards the cave, the right
arm hanging over a massive club stuck up in the arm-pit, the left placed akimbo [kati).
The dvdra-pdla on the south has a more frontal aspect than the one on the north. The
southern dvdra-pdla wears a jatd-bhdra flowing down on either side of the face while in
the case of the northern dvdra-pdla the hair is done up into a large top-knot. Both wear
enormous kmdalas. A linga of black stone is planted on the floor of the shrine-cell and
the dvuddiydr made up of three pieces has been added to it. The two lower pieces of the
dvuddiyar forming the two halves of the part are closed round the lower portion of the
linga, while the top piece with the central hole has been slipped down from above. This is

apparently a later addition. There is no differentiation of the shrine-doorway into jamb
lintel and sill.

’

The facade of the verandah or mandapa is cut deep from the external curved surface

‘ Dubreuil, Pallava Antiquities, pt. I, p. 46; Longhurst, Pallava Architecture, pt. I, p. 21.
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of the rock so that the ledge of the overhanging boulder acts as the comice, devoid of any
characterization or ornamentation usual to kapotas. There is no drip ledge or mortise-
hole over the top hne of the fagade of this cave to suggest the addition of a structural front

mandapa. The facade itself is simple with two pilasters, one at either extremity carrying
on top corbels, broken but apparently with an original curved profile. On the southern
side on the lateral rock face just in front of the pilaster is a shallow relief of a valarhpuri

Ganesa seated on a lotus. There are no clues to show that this is an early excavation of
the time of Mahendra I, contemporary with the cave-temple above. But the nature of
the excavation, which is like some of the Muttaraiyar and Pandya caves of the later

Pallava period and the presence of Ganesa would indicate it to be a much later excava-
tion probably of the time of Nandivaraman II Pallavamalla.

Vallam III: northern {Vishnu) cave-temple (fig. 27; pi. XXXVII C)

The third excavation at Vallam, Chingleput Taluk and District, just slightly at a
lower level from the top and to the north of the other two cave-temples essentially resembles
the lower excavation on the southern side. The shrine-cell is oblong again, and contains a
later group of Vishnu and his two Devis sculptured in the round. On either side of the

entrance are narrow niches, each with a dvara-pala. Both are identical in dress and pose,

facing front, the inner arms (i.e. left of the southern and right of the northern dvara-pala)

held up in adoration, while the outer are placed in katl. Theyajhopavita is worn in the nfvita-

fashion. Both wear makutas and kundalas. The fa§ade in front has pilasters at either extre-

mity with corbels on top cut on the lower side of the beam. In between these are two more
full corbels without the supporting pillars below. The supporting pillars, which should
have been very slender have been broken offand removed. The corbels have more angular
than curved profiles. On the northern wall of the narrow front mandapa and facing south
is what appears to be a standing Durga, four-armed, the two lower in abhaya and kati,

the two upper holding chakra and sahkha.

There is a narrow drip-ledge cut on the face of the rock above the top line of the

excavation and between them are four mortise-holes, perhaps intended for the insertion of

wooden joists, which supported the roof of a structural mandapa in front. The simple

nature of the excavation with a cell and small maridapa with slender pillars and pilasters

are later features which would mark this cave as belonging to the later Pallava period,

after the time of Rajasimha.

THE MAMALLA STYLE

Mahdbalipuram : Koneri-mandapam, jive-celled {Siva) cave-temple (fig. 28; pis. XXXVIII A
and XXXIX A)

This five-celled rock-cut Siva temple at Mahabalipuram should be the real Koneri-

mandapam, as it directly overlooks the Koneri-pallam tank in front of it. > This cave-temple

is excavated on the western flank of the main whale-backed hill with an almost vertical

scarp, the excavation being recessed sufficiently both at the bottom and the top, naturally

more at the bottom than at the top, in accordance with the outer vertical contour of the

rock-face. The cutting at the base affords a two-stepped platform in front of the fagade

and a rock-cut step at the centre. The recessing on top is just sufficient for the carving

' Sivaramamurti, Mahdbalipuram, p. 22, calls the unfinished excavation just to the north of this

and beyond the limits of the tank the Koneri-mandapam, which is obviously a mistake.
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out of the elaborate kapota of the prastara and above it of a row of five projecting salas with

six recessed lengths of hdrdntara connecting them. Each of the five projecting sdlds or

koshthas has an oblong masuraka showing the vydlavari with projecting makara-hea-d?, at the

corners, an oblong recessed grivd over it carrying a sdld-sikhara having a median frontal

alpa-ndsikd, composed of paired pilasters, covered over by a small torana-arch. Each of

the sdlds has four stupis over the ridge. The four recessed lengths of cloisters connecting

these five sdlds have, each of them, two frontal alpa-ndsikds with pilasters surmounted by

makara-archt?, with shovel-shaped finials as found over the typical Pallava kudu. Over the

ridge of each hdrdntara are placed three stupis, the central one coming in between and
behind the two flat finials of the alpa-ndsikds, while the remaining two are placed one on

either side. The two extreme bits of cloister or hdrdntara lengths, being half the length of

the intervening bits, have, however, only one alpa-ndsikd in front with the flat finial

on top and two stupis over the ridge one on either side of the flat piece, the other

half merging into the rock. Below the vydlavari is the projecting and w^ell-flexed kapota,

which is quite curved and has over its front line ten kudus arranged in five pairs, each

pair corresponding to the projecting sdld above and the ahkana between the pillars

below. The kudus are typical and had perhaps shovel-finials inserted on top. Inside

the kudu-axcht^ are carved human faces, one in each, each pair facing towards the

centre of the ankana (i.e. tow^ards the corresponding shrine inside). The under-surface of

the kapota is well-channelled and below it comes a valabhi with a frieze of harhsas, thirty in all,

each harhsa representing the decorated front end of the terrace-joist. Below the harhsa-mdld

which is carried by a wide and thin plank or vdjana, shown as an offset, both on the out-

side and inside, is cut the main uttira thinner than in the earlier Mahendra caves and placed

over tarahga-coxheh of the same width, the height of the uttira being two-fifths the height

of the corbel (i.e., 6 in. as against 15 in.). The corbels are 3| ft. long, i.e. nearly thrice

their own width which is identical with that of the top saduram of the pillars below, viz.,

1 ft. 3 in. The height of the top saduram is 5/9 that of the length of the corbel, i.e., it

measures 25 in. The teraw^a-corbels are without the median patta or band.

Cut below the beam and carrying the corbels or pdtikds are four pillars and two pilas-

ters on the fa§ade, the two pilasters tetragonal throughout, while the four pillars are of

the usual type with sadurams at base and apex and an intermediate kattu. The top

saduram is shorter in height (25 in. as mentioned above) and while the height of the kattu

is 30 in., the height of the lower saduram including base is 36 in. On the whole, the pillars,

corbels and beam are more slender and elegant than in the case of the pillars of the

Mahendra style cave-temples, excavated by Mahendra and his successors. Columnation
also is wider. In their measurements they have assumed almost the normal proportions of

the pillars of the structural mandapas and later temples.

Behind the pillars is cut the mukha-mandapa, the floor of which is raised 5 ft. above
the present ground-level and reached by a flight of four rock-cut steps in front, which end
below at a height of ft. from the ground-level, this part being supplemented by loose

stone steps. This would show that the ground-level in front was originally higher than

at present and the rock-cut steps started from this level. The steps are flanked by simple

straight-cut parapets. On either side of the sopdna, the rock is cut back forming a stepped

basement or gallery with a lower platform and an upper platform, almost equal to the

width of the kapota, in front of the pillars of the fagade.

The mukha-mandapa behind the fagade is a narrow oblong hall
;
the end walls are plain

and the ceiling fairly even. There are, however, some unfinished patches both on the

ceiling and the lateral walls; and the floor towards either end is not also even. The corbel

of the northern pilaster of the front row too is unfinished.
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Behind the mukha-mandapa is another row of four pillars and two pilasters in ahgn-

ment with those of the front row (pi. XXXIX A), but totally differing from them in shape,

width and features. The two extreme pilasters have a tetragonal section throughout,

but unlike the plain pilasters of the outer row are ornamented and mounted on unfinished

bases or pithas {oma)

.

At about the middle of the height of the shaft in both the pilasters

is a plain band or madhya-bandha or patta, while the top of the shaft has a very wide padma-

banSia decoration formed of lotus-petals above, flowers and creepers below them and
hanging muktdsaras (mdldsthdna) in the lowermost part. Above the padma-bandha, the pilasters

carry the regular capital-components all tretragonal in section such as the kalasa, tddi,

kantha and kumbha, but without the usual padma and phalaka (doucene and abacus). The
pdiikd is of the taranga-ty^e and is mounted on top of the kumbha over a short vira-kantha.

Over the runs the beam of the same width and height as the pdtikd (9 in.). The
intervening four pillars are essentially cylindrical on plan. They are mounted on plinths

{oma), as the pilasters are of greater width than the pillars. The shafts {kdl) of these

four pillars, likewise, are decorated at their middle height by a circular floral madhya-bandha

incomplete in some of the pillars. At the top of each, again is a wide padma-bandha mdld-

sthdna decoration as on the pilasters. While the pillars are cylindrical at these two regions

of decoration, the intervening parts as well as the members of the capital above are poly-

gonal with sixteen sides. Like the pilasters the capital-members over the padma-bandha,

consisting of the kalasa, tddi, kantha, and kumbha (and devoid of the padma and phalaka),

are also sixteen-sided. The kumbha is a flattish bulbous member and coming over it, and
separated by a short vira-kantha, are the taranga-pdtikds. The tarahga-pdtikds of these inner

row, unlike those of the pillars of the fagade, have a median patta, as if binding the rolls

of the tarahga. The presence of the Mahendra type pillars on the fa§ade, and the fully-

formed pillars with capitals of the “ order ” in the inner row, as also the appearance of the

patta in the corbels, mark the transition, and as such would place this cave-temple at the

beginning of the Mamalla series. The broad phalaka characteristic of the period was
perhaps omitted, since within the short and equal spans between the pillars, they would
approximate each other and be too prominent obscuring the view of things behind.

Behind the pillars, comes the ardha-mandapa slightly better finished than the mukha-

mandapa. While its two side walls and its ceiling have been practically evenly finished,

its floor, as extant, is very uneven. There are no sculptures either in the ardha-mandapa.

Cut out from the back wall of the ardha-maridapa is a row of five shrine -fronts

(pi. XL) mounted on a continuous adhishthdna and with their walls and prastaras contigu-

ous, but with the central and extreme shrine-fronts projected more than the two intervening

shrine-fronts. This row leaves a space of IJft. at either end, where the original idea was

perhaps to turn in the comers of the mouldings, but this work was left incomplete. The
three projecting shrine-fronts are of larger width than the two recessed shrines, the pro-

portion between them appearing to be in the ratio of 1 1 : 9 as deduced from the external

width of the shrine-chambers, the width of their door-openings and the width of their

pilasters respectively. The plan reproduced here is that of a row of three large shrines,

interconnected by the lengths of the hind wall of the mandapa which correspond to the

recessed lengths, with openings for cells behind them. The projected rzVwaka

-

fronts

correspond to the three projected fa/ and the two recessed ones to the two interv^ening

hdrdntara lengths of the hdra over the fa§ade.

The adhishthdna has the jagati, kumuda, karitha, pattikd and prati mouldings cut. The
kumuda is tripatta and above and below it are A:am/)a-mouldings. The adhishthdna is well-

defined in its mouldings in the case of the central shrine and the recessed shrine to the

north of it, but has not been completed below the kumuda in the case of the other shrines.
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Projecting forward from the adhishthdna of each vimdna-fxont and reaching halfway
up the floor of the ardha-mandapa, are five separate sopdnas, each with a flight of four steps,

perhaps intended to end in a chandra-sild at the base. The steps of the projecting shrines

were intended to be flanked by parapets, while those of the recessed shrines \vere not thus

protected on their flanks. Not only were the sopdnas left incomplete, but in whatever stage

they w'ere left they have been mostly destroyed subsequently as also the floor below. The
front walls of the three projecting shrines rising above the adhishthdna have each four

pilasters or kudya-stambhas, the central two flanking the entrance to the garbha-griha, the

extreme two cantoning the corners which turn in. In the case of the two recessed shrines,

the vimdna-ironXs present only two pilasters flanking the entrances to the cells, the can-

toning pilasters at the corners being absent and perhaps not shown, since they represent

the mandapa-wsdl merging into the adjacent lateral walls of the projecting shrines. The
pilasters in all the cases are tetragonal with long slender shafts without base, and with all

the components of a typical pillar, viz., a wide and elaborately moulded padma-bandha,
kalasa, tddi, kantha, kumbha, padma, phalaka and vira-kantha. On top of the vira-kantha are

cut pbtikds with curved profiles and teran^a-ornaments in all the cases, except the southern-

most shrine where the rolls have not been cut. Over the corbels runs the principal beam
of the shrine, the beam being of the same height and vddth as the corbels. Over the beam
or uttira runs a second member with a bevelled front, the decorated with a frieze of
hamsas, six in the hamsa-mdld of the projecting shrines and eight in the recessed shrines, and
in consequence differently spaced in the two types of shrines. Above this is projected the

curved kapbta with pairs of A:«^a-arches in its front line, each pair coming over the respective

shrine-entrance below. The kudu-dschts are typical and resemble in all respects those
over the fa§ade outside including the human heads inside them. The corners of the

kapota corresponding to the comers of the projecting shrines are decorated in addition
with embossed scroll-work, representing the corner bracing {kona-patta) and at this point
the kapota is supported as it were by butting vydlas rearing up, with their hind legs planted
firmly on the phalakas of the pilasters below. These vydlas representing the kodungai or

curved bracket are in different stages of completion and in the case of the northernmost
shrine, much of the kapota—the corbels, vydlas and phalakas as well as the hamsavari has
been damaged by vandals.

On either side of each shrine-entrance and cut in shallow niches are fine bas-reliefs

of dvdra-pdlas, differing in details from one another, though forming regular pairs.

Of the two dvdra-pdlas of the northernmost shrine, the northern one is unfortunately almost
chipped away leaving only a faint outline, the stance suggesting a rather feminine pose.
The right hand is placed in kati and the left hand near the shrine-entrance is in suchi. The
other figure on the southern side has the left hand in kati and the right hand raised up in
the tarjani pose. Part of this figure has also been badly mutilated, but enough remains to
show the form of head-dress, ornaments and apparel. The vastra-yajndpavita is worn in the
normal fashion.

The recessed shrine coming immediately to the south of the above has two dvdra-
pdlas of more or less the conventional type and expression, facing front in contrast with
the profiles of the two preceding. They slightly tend to the semi-profile. The northern one
wears the yajnopavita in the nfyfte-fashion, the southern one wears it in the normal upavita-
fashion, the yajndpavita being a garland of flowers strung up. Another point of difference
between them is the presence of the two curved horns behind the head-dress of the southern
dvdra-pdla, suggesting him to be a representation of Nandi, and their absence in the case
of the northern one. Both hold their inner hands (left in the case of the northern and right
in the case of the southern) in suchi pointing towards the shrine, while their outer hands
rest on their hips in kati. Otherwise the two dvdra-pdlas are similar to each other in respect
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of ornaments, head-gear and dress, and but for the presence of side-tusks and horns in

one of them they can be said to be almost human figures.

The projecting central-shrine has again a different pair of dvara-palas, more like

royal figures than conventional forms. They wear kirita-makutas and long garlands,

{vana-mdld) worn in the w/)flM/a-fashion by the northern dvdra-pdla over the left shoulder reach-

ing to the right ankle and by the southern dvdra-pdla over the right shoulder reaching to the

left ankle. The northern dvdra-pdla has in addition the real vastra-yajndpavlta worn in the

wfyf^a-fashion while the southern dvdra-pdla does not have it. The left hand of the northern
dvdra-pdla nearer the shrine-entrance is pointing towards the same in suchi pose, while
the right is placed on the hip in the kati pose. This is reversed in the case of the southern
dvdra^dla, who has his right hand nearer the shrine in suchi and the left in kati. While the

southern dvdra-pdla has the two curved horns behind his makuta the northern dvdra-pdla

does not have them. Except for these differences they are alike in all other respects, e.g.,

head-gear, ornaments and dress.

The recessed shrine on the southern side has a totally different set of dvdra-pdlas

more facing front, as in the recessed shrine of the north. They conform to the conven-
tional type with cross legs (reversed in each case for symmetry) their inner hands (the

left of north and right of south) resting on tops of massive clubs and their outer hands resting

on their hips in kali. Their facial expression is furious, enhanced by the side tusks and
bulged-out eyes. While in all other respects they are similar, the two differ in their head-
dress and in the manner of wearing the yajfidpavita. The northern dvdra-pdla has his entire

hair done up into comcdX jat d-makut

a

with a few curls set with jewels and a few curls flying

behind; the southern one wears a jatd-bhdra flanking either side of the face with a conical

cap above. The northern dvdra-pdla wears the yajfidpavita in the nfrfte-fashion, while the

southern one wears it in the normal fashion.

The southernmost projecting shrine has again a slightly different set of dvdra-pdlas,

more resembling those of the central projecting shrine and like them approximating human
portraits. They differ from the dvdra-pdlas of the central shrine in not having the long
garlands worn in the upavita and prdchindvita-idi'shion reaching up to the ankle and in both
of them having vedX yajndpavitas, the northern one wearing it in the nfz^fta-fashion, while the

southern one in the normal fashion. Otherwise, in head-gear, ornaments and apparel
they are not only identical with each other but also similar to the dvdra-pdlas of the central

shrine.

The dvdra-pdlas of the projecting shrines are obviously shown in greater profile

than those of the recessed shrines, because the niches containing them are narrower, coming
as they do between two pilasters, whereas the niches of the recessed shrines have pilasters

only on their inner sides and as such are wider.

Over the kapbta of the shrine-fronts runs a vydlavari, the vydlas shown almost full in

lateral aspect, two pairs for each shrine all facing towards the centre, i.e. the shrine-entrance.

The carving out of the vydlas in the vydla-mdld shows different stages of completion. They
are more marked out in the two southernmost shrines and in the recessed shrine on the

north than in the case of the central and northern projecting shrines.

The shrine-entrances are devoid ofjambs, lintels and sills and are framed only by the

pilasters on the sides and uttira on top. The excavation of the cells inside is more oblong

than cubical and the floors have sockets for the installation of lingas with an outer circular

groove marking the accommodation for the base of the dvudaiydr. These sockets were
perhaps later, since the /fw^fl-sockets are shallow and the dvudaiydrs are not generally found

in the earlier Pallava cave-temples. (In cases where they are now present as in Vallam,
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Orukal-mandapam, and other places the extant lihga has been installed as a separate piece

and is not rock-cut, and the dvudaiyar slipped over it perhaps in subsequent times. The
absence of a rock-cut linga in these cells as also an outlet for abhisheka water is worthy of

note). On the back walls of these shrines, the three central at the same depth and the two
extreme a little forward, are cut almost-square and plain niches

;
perhaps the idea was to

fit wooden Somaskanda or other bas-reliefs in them as in the later temples of the Pallava

period or fill them by stucco figures or painted panels of the respective deities as in the

earlier series. Evidently this cave-temple was dedicated to Siva, perhaps in his five aspects.'

This temple, like some other ones at Mahabalipuram, was in later times occupied

by the Vaishnavites, who destroyed the Saiva vestiges and engraved the Vaishna\’a

symbols of sankha and chakra on the two flanks of the excavation in front of the fagade.

There are no inscriptions associated with the cave-temple which can help in dating it.

It may, however, be a transition-form and attributed to the early period of Mamalla, since

in addition to having some features characteristic of the Mahendra style, it shows certain

other advanced features as found in the rathas and cave-temples of the Mamalla style.

Mahabalipuram: Vardha-mandapam cave-temple (fig. 29; pis. XXXVIII B, XXXIX B and

XLI-XLIV)

This excavation facing west is cut into an almost vertical scarp at the end of a large

whale-back boulder at Mahabalipuram and consists of a front mandapa with a shrine be-

hind. The fagade, recessed by about 1 ft. 6 in. from the outer face of the adjoining length

of rock, consists of a row of two pillars and two pilasters with oma and a moulded adhishthdna

cut at the base. Projecting from the centre of the adhishthdna is a rock-cut sbpdna with three

steps. While the general rock-face is almost in a line with the moulding of the adhishthdna,

this projection of about 2\ ft. cut out of the same rock suggests that the original rock-face

at this end of the boulder should have been sloping as in the rest of the boulder to its south,

but was split down vertically"' in a line with the adhishthdna below and the kapdta above,

leaving a central block from which the sbpdna has been cut.

The sbpdna is flanked on either side by ww/j'a/i-parapets, each shaped like a curved

proboscis issuing from the mouth of a vydla and ending below in an introvert curl. The
adhishthdna itself consists of the updna, jagati, tripaita-kumuda and kantha, with the pattikd

on top. In the kantha-poriion, there are two kampas one above and the other below.

Corresponding to the pillars and pilasters above are blocks cut out at intervals as reliefs

in the kantha-recess indicating the foundation-supports or downward extensions of the pillars

as in built-up structures. The two pillars (pi. XXXVIII B) and two pilasters in units

are placed a little behind the edge of the pattikd and have well-defined lotus-pedestals or

padma-plthas each, 2 ft. square. The lower portions of the pillars and pilasters are shaped

in the form of sejant vydlas squatting on their haunches with their front legs planted straight;

those of the two pillars face front and those of the pilasters face each other inwards. The

“ Isana, Tatpurusha, Aghora, Vamadeva and Sadyojata. The second shrine from the north

as well as the central one were definitely dedicated to forms of Siva as indicated by the presence of

a horned dvara-pala in the pair. If this was really so, the cenpal shrine would have been appropriate

to Sadyojata and the northern and southern end shrines to Isana and Tatpurusha respectively and
the northern and southern recessed shrines to Vamadeva and Aghora.

“ This again is another example at Mahabalipuram where the sloping rock was deliberately split

down vertically and prepared for the excavation of a cave-temple. The fine-grained and compact

rock at this end of the lull has, as could be seen in the adjoining blasted quarries, a tendency for a

perfectly vertical cleavage.
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height of these vyalas is about half the height of the column. From their heads spring the
shafts or kdl of the pillars and pilasters. In the pillars the shaft is octagonal in section and
is decorated immediately over the head of the vydla by a broad mdldsthdna and padma-bandha.
Beyond this come the usual capital-members, viz. kalasa, tddi, kantha, kumbha and pdli, all

of octagonal section, as the short shaft below, while the large phalaka on top is square.

Beyond the phalaka, the pillar projects as a square vira-kantha, carrying corbels with curved
profile and toraw^a-mouldings and without a median patta. In the case of the pilaster at

either extreme the shafts rising above the vydla-heads are tetragonal in section as also the

rest of the capital-members including the phalaka and vlra-kantha. The corbel too is of the

same type as the corbels over the pillars, almost equal in width to the vira-kantha. The
uttira is of the same width as the corbel and over the uttira is cut out a slightly wider plank
iydjana) carrying the eaves-board [valabht) which has got ogee-sides both inside and
outside and is decorated by a very closely-arranged frieze of what appears to be a row of

haihsas alternating with foliage. Judging from the workmanship and compared with the

harhsas below the shrine inside kapota, and in other places at Mahabalipuram, and, particu-

larly in view of their crudity and shallow relief, one is led to think that these decorations were
perhaps put in at a much later date, when the lotus- and raw^oZi-designs were also incised

on the ceiling of the mandapa and covered with paint. Originally, it was perhaps a plain ogee.

Overhanging this and projecting well forward and coming a little in front of the verti-

cal line projected from the adhishihdna is the curved kapota, its outer curved face decorated

by three pairs of kudu-archts, each pair coming over the ahkana or bay formed between
pillars and pilasters. The kudu-axch.c% do not contain the usual figures or heads, but very

faint carvings of lotus-designs. The lower edge of the kapota is marked off by a line and
decorated by a series of small circular medallions.

Over the kapota runs a vydlavari; but the vydlas are clearly cut out. Mounted over

this vydlavari is a row or hdra of three sdlds, each coming directly over the ankana between

the columns below and corresponding to each pair of Mdw-arches of the kapota. Connec-
ting these three projecting sdlds and running between them is what appears to be a

covered passage \vith a similar wagon-topped coping or roof and two lateral openings in

the form of alpa-ndsikds—narrow vertical openings, surmounted by the typical A:M</M-shaped

arches. These intervening hdrdntara portions, which are recessed between the three

projecting sdlds and extend beyond on either side to the end of the excavation, come directly

over the corbels and are all of exactly the same length as the corbels below, the two extreme

recesses having only one alpa-ndsikd. The sdlds each have an alpa-ndsikd in front of them
while over the ridge of their sikharas are two stupis, placed between the two shovel-

headed finials of their end toranas or mukhapattis. The two intervening cloister [hdrdntara)

portions have each a single kalasa placed between the finials of the two alpa-ndsikds. The
two extreme extensions are devoid of any stupi. That each hdrdntara portion connecting

the sdlds is meant to be a sort of connecting passage from one sdld to anothei in an dvarana

or hdra of shrines forming a sort of a covered cloister is evident from the ends of the cross-

beams (supporting the curved roof in the original constructions) visible below the coping-

like top of these connecting portions. The coping-like top is really, therefore, a curved roof

further emphasized by the finial on top. This arrangement, as in the Koneri-mandapam
Ramanuja-mandapa, etc., is the extension of the Aara-members usually from over the

prastara of the main vimdna also along the edges of the roofs of the mandapa in front as in the

structural Vijayalaya-Chblisvaram at Narttamalai, some of the Chalukyan temples, the

Airavatesvara temple at Darasuram and, in a modified form, in the Vijayanagara temples.

The entire hdra reaching almost the crest-line of the rock is cut back a little over the

kapota in consonance with the top curvature of the crest of the rock.
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Longhurst' speaks of a rectangular tank in front of the Vaiaha-mandapam as part

of the original excavation and coeval with it. It is clear that it is a later structural

addition of identically-moulded stones placed opposite the rock-cut adhishthana. The top
stone on the northern side has a pit and an incomplete circle, as if it were a socket for a
linga or a post. The stone on the southern side, however, does not bear the socket and
circle round it. The moulded stones show the jagati, octagonal kumuda, kantha, etc., of
almost identical measurements as in the rock-cut adhishthana of the cave-temple. The
moulded stones on the top tier in front of this pit do not also form a continuous line, since

there is a break in front of the rock-cut sopdna where two plain stones placed well-behind,

over the kumudavari, form a sort of a stepping-stone. Evidently, there was a structural

mandapa added to the cave-temple. Thus, the rectangular ‘ tank ’ and its three structural

sides were not in the original plan of the excavator. The tank or pit thus enclosed

between the rock-cut mouldings of the cave-temple plinth and structural mouldings of the

later mandapa plinth is provided with an outlet near its north-west comer for draining
away rain-water. It clearly shows that the intention of the people who put up the structural

mandapa was to avoid burying the rock-cut sopdna- and adhishthdua-monlding^ on either side

in front of the original rock-cut mandapa and to keep the roof of the added mandapa clear

of the moulded kapdta of the cave-temple.

The rock-cut mandapa has on its rear wall a square shrine (pi. XXXIX B) cut out very
prominently and projecting out to a distance of 4 ft. in front of the general wall-surface.

Starting from the pilaster at one end of the mandapa-{a.^2idt and extending right round
along the lateral walls and the rear wall of the mandapa and continued over the base of the

projecting shrine is a moulded adhishthdna complete in all its parts, updna, jagati, tripatta-

kumuda, kantha with two kampas and pattikd or prati. Leading down from the centre of the
projecting shrine and equal to the width of the shrine opening is a flight of two steps

guarded by hrulydlis on either side, the upper step oblong and the lower step more of the
shape of a padma-pitha than that of a chandra-sild. The whole sopdna has been cut out of
an oblong block of the rock in front of the projecting shrine and a portion of it is retained
at the base of the steps as a dressed platform, in a level with the updna-movddmg of the
adhishthdna.

The projecting shrine is a model of an 8-ft.-side vimdna as measured between the
bases of the two extreme cantoning pilasters and is thrust out to about half its width, i.e.

4 ft., from the general wall-surface of the mandapa on either side. The front-wall of the
shrine has four pilasters, the inner two flanking the oblong shrine-entrance in the centre
above the steps, while the other two have almost the form of full pillars cantoning the two
front corners. In between the pillar and pilaster on each side is sunk a rather deep niche
with a dvdra-pala sculpture in semi-profile. Similarly, the two side walls of the shrine visible

as projecting from the back wall of the mandapa have a pilaster each at the inner corner
and the space between it and the cantoning pilaster of that side forms a niche to
accommodate a dvdra-pala sculpture. This would indicate that this is a rock-cut model
fmonolithic in effect) of a shrine with two pairs of pilasters on each of its side walls and
three intervening niches on each side, except the front side where in the place of a central
niche, there is a shrine-entrance. Alternatively, the central parts of the other three sides
might have been open as in chaturmukha temples or might have been false doors or ghana-
dvdras. All the six pilasters thus visible on the front and sides of the shrine are of uniform
tetragonal type. One feature which is not quite common elsewhere is that these pilasters
like the ^a/a-pillars in front have been provided with oma plinths or pithas. They are of the

' Longhurst, Pallava Architecture, pt. II, p. 30.
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type ofpadma-pUhas as in the case of pillars in the facade and slightly wider all round. The
shaft or kdl of the pilasters are adorned at the middle of their height by a madhya-bandha
band, while again at the top is a second band, the padma-bandha demarcating the shaft

from the capital-members above, viz., kalasa, tddi, kantha, kumbha,padma and phalaka. Above
the phalaka the pilaster extends in the form of a short vlrakantha carrying the taranga-corhth
which have curved profiles. The beam of each side is of equal width as the corbels, crossed
over each other as if on scarf-joints and projecting beyond their point of intersection over
the projecting arms of the cross-corbels placed on top of the corner pilasters. Over each
beam run the upper planks [ydjana with valabhi) adorned by a frieze of bhuta-ganas, ten
in number on the front side of the shrine, and by a row of harhsas, three in number on each
of the two sides, all representing the decorated front ends of joists. Above these bhuta- and
harhsa-fx\t7.e.?,, projects the curved comice or kapdta decorated in front by two kudu-sxch.cs

coming almost above the dvdra-pdla niches below. The two corners of the kapota are
adorned by boldly embossed scroll-work representing the konapalta, and the kiidus have
shovel finials above and human heads inside. The kapdta corners are further supported by
two rampant vydlas springing from the tops of the phalaka of the cantoning pillars and
butting their heads against the kapdta. The edge of the overhanging kapdta, which is well-
scooped under, is marked off into a brim by a chisel line, thereby suggesting that in con-
temporary original structures, the kapdta was ofcurved metal sheeting with embossed designs
and bracings fixed over a bent wooden framework. Over the kapdta runs a vydlavari with
projecting makara head at either end.

The back wall of the mandapa on either side of the projecting central shrine as also

the side walls, are cut into deep niches flanked at their extremities by pilasters identical with
those of the projecting central shrine and rising from the top of the moulded adhishthdna.

Over the corbels of the pilasters, which are also of the tarahga type with curved profile, runs
the beam or uttira continuous with the same members of the projecting central shrine.

This tarahga- moulding is found in all the corbels except in the case of the one at the south-
east corner of the mandapa over the pilaster to the south of Durga. Thus, these pilasters

on the back and end walls of the mandapa enclose large rectangular niches, which are
filled with fine group sculptures. Over the beam on top of these niches runs a haihsavari

{hamsa-mdld) with an overhanging kapdta on top adorned by kudu-svchcs similar to and
in a line with the kapdta of the central shrine. Above this and running between the kapdta
and the flat ceiling of the mandapa is a vydlavari with the vydlas rather distantly and irregu-
larly spaced. These represent the carved projected ends of the joists of the terrace-floor,

held in position behind their ends by scarfed transverse beams on the four sides, their
projections beyond the corners carved as makara-hcsAs. The beam [dlihga-paHi)connec-
ting up the vydlavari, is rendered visible as a continuous course behind the shovel-head
finials of the kudus which reach up to the ceiling.

The shrine-entrance is not framed by jambs sill and lintel but is cut straight between
the two pilasters up to the level of the beam. The cell inside is oblong with a rock-cut
oblong platform at the hind wall, which probably formed the pedestal of the main deity
or deities which were loose wooden carvings installed there, or perhaps were of stucco,
now absent. The dvdra-pdlas flanking the entrance on either side are almost identical,
stately in bearing and y^csring yajhdpavitas in the normal fashion. The northern dvdra-
pdla points to the shrine by the suchi pose of his inner hand, with his outer or right hand in
katyavalambita. The southern dvdra-pdla has his right hand in vismaya or adoration almost
pointing to the shrine, while the left is in similar kati pose. The two figures looking like

dvdra-pdlas on the two lateral walls of the shrine are, however, not quite similar. The
southern one stands in tribhahga with both his hands in kati. He wears ayajhdpavita in the
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normal fashion and a jatd-makuta. The figure on the north stands almost in trihhanga

with his legs apart, his right hand in abhaya while his left is in kati. He wears an ordinary

makuta.

Carved in the northern end panel of the mandapa is the group of Varaha uphfdng

Prithvi from pdtdla, while on the southern end wall opposite to it is the figure of

Trivikrama with raised left foot depicting the scene ofthe discomfiture of Bali. In the niche

on the back wall of the mandapa to the north of the central shrine is a fine Gaja-Lakshmi

group, while in the southern niche is the figure of Durga.

In the Varaha panel (pi. XLI), the grouping and the depiction of individual fprms

appears to follow the iconography more of the Vaikhdnasdgama than other texts like Silpa-

ratna, Agni-purdna or Vishm-dharmottaraA The main figure of Vishnu as Varaha is Bhu-
Varaha or Adi-Varaha, also called Nri-Varaha or the man-boar incarnation of Vishnu.

The most remarkable featme of this zoo-anthropomorphic form is the perfection and tilt

of the snout of the boar and its imperceptible and natural merging with the human neck
below, which is achieved only in the similar zoo-anthropomorphic form of Mahishasura
in the Mahishamardini cave, a feature not found elsewhere. Vishnu has four arms, two
of which hold chakra (right) and sankha (left), and of the two other arms, the right is thrown
round the nitamba below the hip of Bhu-devi, seated on the god’s uplifted and bent right knee
{urdhva-jdnu), while by the left he holds her right leg. His own right leg is placed on the

serpent hood of the crouching Sesha-naga below, while his left leg is straight and firmly

planted on the ground below, the stance suggesting that he is about to jump up from the

nether regions, in which act he is to hold up Bhu-devi in position. That the crouching

figure below is l§esha-naga is not only suggested by the five-headed serpent hood over his

human head, but also from the fact that he is emerging from water indicated by the lotus-

leaves, flowers and ripples hiding the lower portions of his body. The snout of the boar
is, in accordance with the text, slightly tilted ups niffing the bosom of Bhu-devi and almost

touching her breasts, the loosened kucha-bandha round which having been shown fallen

down over her right thigh and behind her hip. As stated in the Vaikhdnasa text, her face

is expressive of both shyness and joy. Her two hands are closed up in shyness below the

snout of Varaha. The Varaha form is shown in semi-profile facing proper right. Behind
him to his left is Brahma with three heads (three of four visible in front, the fourth behind
not shown in a bas-relief) standing in tribhanga, his height reaching the height of the

shoulders of the main figure. Of his three faces, that on the right side has been badly
broken while the front and left faces are still intact. He wears a jatd-makuta. His
uttarlya or djina is in yajn^pavita-^^.sh.ion. The two right hands are in kataka and katyava-

lambita respectively, while the two left are hanging down, one in vismaya and the other

carrying what is described as a kamandalu by Gopinatha Rao, more probably the djya-pdtra

and in the other what appears to be a sruk (ladle) judging from its size and long handle.

Behind him comes a sage-like figure carrying a vind, perhaps Narada, as identified by
Gopinatha Rao. Over Brahma and Narada and at the top comer is a flying form of
Chandra shown as if emerging from the clouds with his hands in afijali. In front of
Varaha and the crouching §esha-naga, below his right leg, stands another lady bowing
and with hands in afijali. Her ornament and dress are not identical with those of Bhu-
devi, who is sitting on the right knee of Varaha, but like Sesha-naga she is also shown as

emerging from amidst lotus-leaves, flowers and ripples. In fact, the parts below her left

knee and her right foot are not visible. It would not, therefore, be quite correct to identify

' Gopinatha Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography, vol. 1, pt. i; pp. 132-34 and 137-40; also
Vaikhanasagama, Patala 56.
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her with Bhu-devi suppUcating before Varaha as a prelude to his lifting her up, but it

will be more appropriate to call her the consort of Sesha-naga, as according to the
Vaikhdnasdgama Sesha-naga in such a composition should always be shown in company
with his spouse. While Gopinatha Rao makes this statement earlier, he fails to identify

her so, but surmises that she may be Bhu-devi. The figure standing behind the ndga would
appear to be rnore a rishi than Siva. Gopinatha Rao himself is doubtful whether to call

him a rishi or Siva because, as Siva he cannot be shown as bowing down and in anjali.

Further, corresponding to Brahma on the other side he is not four-armed. Over the

two figures at the top corner again, and corresponding to Chandra, is Surya, also

emerging from the clouds with his hands in anjali and with a circular prabhd-mandala
behind his head. The vertical object which Longhurst calls a cornucopia' and
Gopinatha Rao a vind as placed in front of this mAi-like figure and below Surya is perhaps
the uplifted tail of Sesha-naga quite similar to the depiction of Kaliya in the Kaliya-
mardana panel in the Dharmaraja-ratha.

In the Gaja-Lakshmi panel (pi. XLII), Lakshmi as Sri-devi is seated {pralamba)on a full-

blown lotus, her two legs resting on a spread-out lotus-leaf below. The other lotus-leaves shown
vertically with their stalks behind suggest the lotus tank. Lakshmi is two-armed, her two
hands held up symmetrically in kataka as if to hold lotuses. A svarna-vaikdksha crosses her
bosom in front and she wears enormous patra-kundalas. Her head-dress is the one peculiar

to Pallava and contemporary sculptures of the South, looking like 2i ja d-bandha with a
conical peak. On either side of her stand four celestial nymphs diaphanously clothed,

the two nearest to her leading and carrying water pitchers in the palm of one of their hands,
while the other is placed in kati. The two other nymphs follow holding on to the leading

water carrier by the girdle or plaited tresses. The other hand in each case is held in

kataka. Over them are shown the heads of two elephants; that on the proper right shows
its broad side while the one on the proper left is in profile. The elephant on the right

of Lakshmi is holding up by its trunk and inverting a water-pitcher over the head of

Lakshmi. The elephant on the left is coiling its trunk round the water-pitcher held by the

nymph below as if in the act of lifting it up.

In the Trivikrama panel (pi. XLIV), the composition as also the iconography of
Trivikrama appears to follow more closely the Vaikhdnasdgama than the Silpa-ratna and
Vishnu-dharmdttara texts. “ This will be clear from the fact that Trivikrama is shown as

standing with his right leg firmly planted on the ground and left raised above the level

of his forehead. This shows that Trivikrama has already paced twice transcending in his

measures the bounds of the earth and beyond, including svarga-ldka. (It is said that up to

the knee of Trivikrama is bhu-ldka, above it up to the navel is antariksha and above it up to

the forehead is svarga.) He is eight-armed and in accordance with the text, three of his

right hands carry the chakra, gadd and khadga, while the fourth is held up with the palm turned
up as required in the Vaikhdnasdgama. Three of his left hands carry safikha, ketaka and
sdrhga (or dhanus) and the fourth left hand is stretched straight towards his uplifted leg,

the fore-finger pointing beyond the foot, again in conformity with the same text. Near
his uplifted foot is shown Brahma, four-armed, seated on a padmdsana offering pujd by
washing the raised foot of Vishnu. He wears a jatd-makuta and karna-kundalas. In the

corresponding position at the other end of the panel, to the right of Trivikrama, is four-

armed Siva, also seated on a padmdsana, one of the arms being held in the attitude of praise.

He also wears a jatd-makuta and kundalas. Both Siva and Brahma are shown at the level

' Longhurst, Pallava Architecture, pt. II, p. 31,
“ Gopinatha Rao, op. cit., p. 161 ff., also Vaikhdnasdgama, Patala 58.
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of the forehead of Trivikrama indicating their position in svarga. Between Trivikrama’s

head and Brahma on the left, shown in the attitude of flying in the sky is Jambavan with

a bear’s face beating on the bheri (drum) with his right hand, and the left held out in

adoration. On either side of Trivikrama at the level of his navel (indicating the sky

region) are shown Surya and Chandra in the posture of flight, two-armed, one of them
stretched in adoration, and with circular prabhd-mandalas round their heads. Surya comes
below Siva and Chandra below Brahma. The sky-region is also indicated by a flgure

shown as falling down in mid-air, perhaps Trisahku, who belonged neither to

earth nor to heaven. Taking the whole context in question, it is more appropriate to

identify the falling figure as Trisahku, as his position is indicated in a level with Surya,,

Chandra and the navel of Trivikrama. Gopinatha Rao doubts whether it could be one
of the ddnavas, who were hurled up into the air as if by a hurricane when Vishnu assumed
his visva-rupa in accordance with the tradition of Brahmdnda-purdna.

The depiction of Bhu-Varaha and Trivikrama by great kings of earlier dynasties (the

Gupta, Chalukya etc.) has been a favourite theme representing their prowess, as conquerors
(euphemistically of the three worlds) symbolized by Trivikrama’s strides and discomfiture
of Bali, who was a chakravartin, and as restorers of the kingdoms {dharma and prithvi)

symbolized by Bhu-Varaha. Mamalla too actuated by the same chakravartin concept
adopted the same tradition in his choice of the sculptures here and perhaps excelled his

predecessors in the depiction. Characteristically enough by the side of the Varaha panel is

Sridevi symbolic of Rdjya-sri and prosperity while by the side of the Trivikrama panel is

shown Durga the goddess of victory or Vijaya-sri. Probably all these were after

Mamalla’s conquest of Badami and therefore late in his reign.

The Durga in the adjoining panel (pi. XLIII), though of fine form and graceful lines,

falls a bit below the mark because of the stiffness suggested by her erect or sama-bhanga
postm-e. She stands four-armed on a padma-pitha, (unlike theDurga ofthe Trimurti Gave,who
stands on a buffaloe-head) the lower right hand is in abhaya and left in kati, while the upper
arms hold the chakra and sankha. She wears a girdle-cloth as a kati-vastra over her thin nether
garment, a kucha-bandha round her breasts, a kiriia-makuta on the head and patra-kundalas
in the ears. Emerging from behind her head, and coming above it is a parasol. Kneeling
on her right is a devotee offering his own head, held up by the tuft with his left hand, while
with the right hand he is hacking it off with a long sword placed at the neck. On the left
is another devotee seated on his knees in adoration. On either side of Durga are four
dwarf garias with pot-bellies shown in the attitude of flight. On top to the proper right of
the parasol is the head of a rearing lion emerging from the background while on the left
emerge the head and neck of an antelope. Such an association of lion and antelope with
Durga, typical of the south, is also found in the almost identical panel in the Adi-Varaha
cave-temple and near the Shore temple, where the little form of Durga is enshrined in a
niche cut into the chest of a squatting lion, while below, cut on the rock lies her antelope in
the characteristic sleeping attitude of bovines and caprids, the neck worn out and which has
led some to think that it had been killed and others to suggest its identification as Mahisha.

Since none of the dvdra-pdlas has the characteristic horn or club as is invariably found
in the case of the dvdra-pdlas of Siva shrines and from the presence of the other sculptures
such as Bhii-Varaha, Trivikrama, Sri Devi and Durga in the mandapa of this Mamalla
cave-temple, it may be inferred that the shrine was consecrated to Vishnu perhaps as
Narasimha. ’ f f

Mahdbalipuram : Mahishamardini-mandapam cave-temple (fig. 30; pis. XLV-XLVIII)

This cave, an excavation on the eastern scarp of a boulder on the top of the hill at
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Mahabalipuram, practically at its southern end and very near the light house, is locally

called Yamapuri. On top of the same boulder is the ruined Pallava structural temple
Olakkannesvara, the top of which formed the light house before the present one was
built.

Since the scarp of the rock was almost vertical, no deep cutting of the surface was
made as preliminary preparation for the excavation. The excavation was started straight

into the rock at a height of about 5 ft. from ground-level, which has been cut off and
quarried at a later stage as the blast-holes in front indicate. Further, the quarry at the

base below the fa9ade-line is of shorter length than the facade, leaving a cubical mass of

rock at the southern end and showing that it was not contemporary with the original

cutting. However, while so removing the projected rock-platform, a small chunk in front

has been left at the middle as a remnant of the sdpdna, which in its complete form would
have consisted oftwo flights ofsmall steps ascending laterally to a small platform or landing in

front of the cave temple and protected by a frontal parapet. As such, the basement mouldings,
if there were any, are now absent. The fa9ade (pi. XLV) is recessed to a depth of about

1 1 ft. from the general surface of the rock leaving a ledge of about 1 ft. on top to form the

cornice. Above this cornice Une are roughly-shaped kudus and above them are a series of
oblong blocks cut out in order to be finished into a hdra of five sdlds, with the intervening
short recesses {hdrdntara) to form the connecting cloister. Along with the roughly shaped
kudus, the general curvature of the kapota has also been roughly worked out. On the

fa9ade, between the basement and the comice and recessed a little inside, is cut a row of
four pillars and two pilasters forming the front of an oblong mandapa. Of the four pillars,

one has been totally removed leaving only the bracket hanging down from the beam.
The lost pillar is now replaced by a plain cut-stone column. This is the second pillar from
the south. Similarly, its counterpart, the second from the north, is also damaged at the

top where its entire phalaka (abacus) has been removed. This is perhaps an indication

of an attempt by the later Vaishnava occupants to cut away this pillar also, so as to form
a wide central gap as wide as the shrine behind. The pillar that has been removed from
this cave-temple is now found in the modern mandapa of the Adi-Varaha temple further

down and behind this cave-temple. The fa9ade is thus divided into five bays and on the

cornice-line there are designs for a pair of kudu-2iTc\vts over each bay and above this rough
prastara are blocked out the forms of a hdra of five sdlds. Thus, the total number of kudus
according to the original plan was ten, while that of the sdlds was five. This is the only
instance of a cave-temple where, contrary to the general practice, the excavation and
completion of the interior was taken up for finish before the completion of the fa9ade
details.

Among the pillars and pilasters, the southernmost pilaster and pillar are practically

finished from base to top. The pilasters, one at either extreme, are tetragonal throughout
having a broad floral band about the middle of the height of their shafts {madhya-bandhd),

the top of the shaft again marked off by a more elaborate padma-bandha, which consists of

a row of lotus-petals on the top line, a broad belt of foliage between two rows of beads,

forming a central band and garlands and tassels hanging down in loops below (the

mdld-sthdna)

.

The capital is complete in all respects in having the kalasa, tddi, kantha, kurribha,

padma, phalaka and vira-kantha. The width of the pilaster is 13J in. Unlike the pilasters,

the pillars are of the circular type, fluted into sixteen facets, each like a split bamboo
(sundobheda)

.

While the pilasters are mounted on short square plinths {dma) of greater sides,

the pillars are mounted on circular plinths of a greater diameter, the general diameter of
the pillar being equal to the side of the pilaster, viz., 13J in. The dma of the pillar at

its bottom, as seen in the southernmost complete pillar, is a kind of bhadra-pitha with three
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mouldings, the lower broader and the upper two of the same diameter forming bead-like

mouldings {kampa). As in the pilasters, each pillar has a decorative madhya-bandha band
at about the middle height of the shaft which is visible in the northernmost pillar. Inciden-

tally the northernmost and the southernmost pillars supply between them all the details of

the original design. It consists of two rows of petals one above, and another below, with a

central band of oblong and circular medallions, a phalaka garland bordered by two rows
of beads as described in the pilasters. On top of the shaft is the padma-bandha and
mdld-sthdna identical with that of the pilaster. The kalasa, tddi, kantha, kumbha and padma
of the capital above the kdl have the same section (sixteen-sided polygon) while the abacus
or phalaka is square as it should be. The plinth at the base, as seen in the southernmost
pillar, is, however, circular and not sixteen -sided. On top of each pillar, the vira-kantha,

in accordance with the norm prescribed by Silpa-works, has a square section, carrying above
it the corbel with a definite curved profile and without the teraK^a-ornamentation, which
perhaps was never intended to be done. Over the corbels runs the uttira of the same height

as the corbel. The length of the corbel is double the width of the phalaka, whereas its width
is the same as the width of the uttira above and the width of the pilaster or the diameter of

the pillar. The mouldings above the uttira have been left incomplete.

The floor and the ceiling of the mandapa behind this fagade are likewise unfinished.

At a height of 3^ ft. above the floor-level of this mandapa, cut into the back wall, are three

shrine-cells, the central larger with a projecting platform in front carrying a monolithic

pillared porch, as in the Mahendra-type cave-temple at Dalavanur, its platform being ft.

high from the ground-level of the outer mandapa and 1 ft. lower than the floor of the central

shrine behind. It is an adhishthdna complete with mouldings. The same adhishthdna

with similar mouldings extends in front of the lateral shrines as a projection (about \\ ft.)

from the shrine-fronts further extending along the side walls of the large mandapa also.

The adhishthdna is more complete below the southeni end wall of the mandapa, the southern

shrine and in the porch portion extending up to the steps of the northern shrine, though
damaged here and there. It consists of thtjagati, a tripaUa-kumuda, kantha and a projecting

pattikd. In front of the adhishthdna, below the two lateral shrines, are incomplete sbpdnas,

the southern one comparatively more complete than the northern one in having three

oblong steps, flanked by two surulydli parapets. The parapets of the incomplete northern
sopdna have also subsequently been damaged. The floor-levels of the two lateral shrines

are about a foot higher than that of the central shrine.

The projecting adhishthdna of the monolithic pillared porch in front of the central

shrine measures 9| ft. at the sides (as measured from the back wall of the mandapa) and
10| ft. in front north-south. On top of this adhishthdna are two lion-based pillars with
circular shafts, in the front line and two jfl/z-based tetragonal pilasters in the rear line

addorsed to the projecting front wall of the central shrine. The platform or floor of this

antardla has been cut into a deep oblong pit at a later stage, with a square socket behind.

The idea of the later Vaishnavites, who occupied this cave-temple, was to use the porch as

a main shrine for a Vishnu idol after blocking oflF the doorway of the shrine-cell behind,
because it contains a bas-relief of l§iva which was not wanted. In evidence of such
occupation and use they have left their marks of hnkha and chakra inscribed on the two
side pilasters of the mandapa- 2̂L(^a.dc. The two pillars in the front row of the porch have sejant

lions sitting on their haunches with forelegs erect on circular plinths of greater diameter than
the pillar shaft. From the heads of these lions spring the apices of the shafts, circular in

section and decorated by the mdld-sthdna 2cr\d. padma-bandha. As such, while the height of the
lion would correspond to the major height of the shaft, the padma-bandha marks its apex.
The padma-bandha is marked off by a series of lotus petals on top, and below it, between two
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narrow bands of bead work, a broad band of foliage {kodikkarukku) in scrolls. From the lower
bead line hangs a number of loops and tassels alternating. It is to be noted here that the
animals supporting the pillars are representations of lions and not vydlas as in the other cave-
temples, for they do not have the comuate projections from their foreheads. This cave-temple,
furthermore, differs from others in that the pillars and pilasters of the facade as well as those
of the porch in front of the central shrine are complete in having an abacus or phalaka
on top of their capitals. These fagade-pillars, without the lion or vydla bases, are in
contrast with those in the earlier Koneri-mandapam, where such pillars are found in the
second row (the fa§ade itself having Mahendra pillars) and where the phalaka is absent.’

There are both lion - and t^fl/a-based pillars, in addition, in this cave-temple. Above the
padma-bandha of the lion pillars and vydla pillars and pilasters the kalasa, tddi, kumbha and
padma are not quite circular in section, but are sixteen-sided in conformity with the similar

members of pillars of the fa§ade, their dimensions being slightly lesser. Of the two lions

in the front row, the one on the north is more complete with the curls on its mane well-

depicted, while that on the south is incomplete in that respect. The corbels on top placed
on the vira-kantha of the tw o pillars are similar to those of the fagade, curved in profile and
without the ^araK^a-mouldings. These are cross- or compound-corbels carrying the cross-

beams or uttiras which are scarfed over them, their ends projecting beyond and over the
outer corbel-arms. These beams are of the same width as the corbels but are of a slightly

lesser height. In the pilasters, however, the animals at their bases, sejant on squared
plinths, are more vydlas than lions. They have three hom-like projections from their

foreheads, the two diverging lateral horns holding the bulging eye-sockets at their bases,
while the central one is an upward extension of the ridge of the nose. The mane is better
finished in the northern vydla than in the southern one. Rising immediately over the head
of these vydlas are the rndlds and padma-bandhas resembling those of the two front lion-pillars.

Over the padma-bandhas come the usual capital-members

—

kalasa, tddi, kantha, kumbha,
padma, phalaka and vira-kantha wfth the potikd-dtxm projecting in front to support the inner
end of the beam of that side.

Over the beams is placed the thin vdjana of a slightly greater width supporting the
ceiling and the kapota all round. The kapdta is as usual flexed with tw'o kudu-dirch.^?, for each
of the three sides, all the six incomplete. Springing from the tops of the two front
phalakas at their outer comers were intended to be cut rampant lions rearing up and
butting against the base of the kapdta as if supporting it: this is evident from the rough bits

of original rock still left between the outer arms of the cross-corbels. Over the kapota
there is an indistinctly-carv'ed vydlavari. Like the adhishthdna, this kapota is extended on
either side over the tw'o lateral shrine fronts and, beyond, over the two end walls of the main
mandapa. As in the adhishthdna below', the kapdta on top is more complete over the southern
end wall, w'here the tw'O kudus are completed including two r^a/a-faces in the vydlavari

above. Over the southern shrine the harhsavari below the kapdta, with twelve harhsas in a
row, is more or less completed, as also the kudus of the kapdta and the vaydlavari above.
The kapdta over the northern shrine and the members below and above are incomplete,
while over the northern end wall of the mandapa, the kapdta shows two almost-finished
kudus and tw^o vydlas in the vydlavari above. All the kudus thus finished are of the usual
Pallava type with shovel-finials and central human heads. All this would show that the
work of giving the final touches proceeded from south.

‘ The Mahishamardini-mandapam marks the next step in the evolution from the Koneri-
mandapam, which has Mahendra pillars on the facade and pillars with capitals and without lion
bases inside. The latter became the fa9ade of the Mahishamardini cave, wdth the inner pillars,

lion- or vyala-hased, forming the next step in the transformation.
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Placed inside the two pilasters of the portico and on either side of the central shrine-

entrances are double-ai'med dvara-palas in shallow niches in semi-profile. The one on the

south rests his left elbow on the top of his upright gadd or club planted in front of him, while

out-stretched fore and little fingers of the same hand point towards the shrine. His right

hand is in kati and th.t yajfidpavita is in the Hi’^/di-fashion. He has two horns on either side

of his head behind. His counterpart on the north shows the same mudrd by his right hand,
while his left hand rests on the top of the club placed beside him. His yajfidpavita is also

in the refi'f^a-fashion. There are three serpents rising from his left shoulder over his left

ear, but no horns as in the other. This set of dvdra-pdlas with clubs resembles in general

the pair guarding the recessed shrine to the south of the central shrine in Koneri-
mandapam. The shrine-entrance is devoid of jamb, sill, lintel and even the flanking

pilasters found elsewhere in place of the jambs.

The shrine-chamber is oblong and on its back wall, filling it totally, is a large bas-

relief of a unique form of the Somaskanda group seated on a sirhhdsana (pi. XLVT). Siva

is four-armed, the upper right holding what appears to be a roll of cloth {parivattam)

,

the

upper left a rosary, the lower right in kataka and the lower left placed on his lap, palm
upwards. Siva is in the sukhdsana pose. Parvati is two-armed with the tiny Skanda
sitting on her right lap. While her left hand is resting on the top of the seat, her right hand
is gently holding Skanda from behind. The pendent legs of Siva and Parvati are placed

on the back of the recumbent vrishabha below. Behind the vrishabha and seated below
the sirhhdsana is a devotee with his hands in adoration. If what Siva holds in his upper
right hand is a parivattam or garland, this devotee may perhaps be identified with Chandi-
kesvara. It is to be noted here that this is the only Somaskanda group which shows a Nandi
and in addition a devotee below. In the light of this identification, this relief, like the

one on the Dharmaraja-ratha, would form the earliest representation of Siva as Chan-
de^nugraha-murti. Standing behind Siva is Brahma on the south, four-armed and
four-headed. He is holding a kalasa in the upper right hand and aksha-mdld in the upper
left. The lower right is in adoration and the lower left perhaps in kataka as if holding a
flower towards Siva. Vishnu on the north is also four-armed, holding praydga-chakra in

the upper right hand, sahkha in the upper left, the lower right is in kataka and the lower
left in adoration. On the top between the heads of Brahma and Siva is shown Surya
(not found in other Somaskanda panels), while a little to his side is seen the stem and parts

of the usual parasol.

On the floor, in front of the Chandesa-nugraha-murti is cut a circular socket with
surrounding circular grooves as if to accommodate a detached linga and its avudaiydr,

which appear to have been later installations. At the time when the shrine-cell was cut,

Siva appears to have been worshipped in his sakala form, e.g., Somaskanda, even as

Vishnu, Brahma, Durga, etc., were installed in central shrines in the form of paintings or
stucco or wooden reliefs, which were prevalent till the times of Paramesvara, when relief

images (or sakala lifigas) in stone came into vogue.

The entrance of the southern shrine is also devoid of jambs and lintels or even
flanking pilasters. On either side of the rough-cut entrance are two two-armed dvdra-

pdlas in semi-profile, the one on the south of the usual type, his legs crossed, left hand resting

on a massive club and right placed in kati. Peculiarly, this dvdra-pdla alone has the curved
bull’s horns on either side of his crown, as one of the two dvdra-pdlas guarding the recessed
shrine to the north of the central shrine in the Koneri-mandapam. Hh yajfidpavita is worn
in the wfyz'te-fashion. The dvdra-pdla on the north has no club but stands facing the shrine
with his right hand in kataka and left in kati', over his right shoulder is the hood of a little
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serpent. The shrine-cell is empty except for a very shallow circular socket, which is a
later addition.

The entrance to northern shrine resembles that to the southern shrine in having no
jambs, lintel or flanking pilasters. The two dvdra-palas on either side of this shrine in front

are identical in all respects with each other but differ from the two other pairs of the

other two shrines. They wear their vastras with a central fold down to the ankles (not

down to the thighs as the other ones). The southern dvdra-pala holds a flower in his left

hand pointing towards the shrine, while his right hand is in kati. The order is reversed

in the case of his northern counterpart. Both of them are in semi-profile with their left and
right feet turned towards the shrine, as if walking into it and in general resemble the

dvdra-palas guarding the central shrine in the Koneri-mandapam. '^o yajfidpavita is evident

in either case. The shrine is empty and there is not even a faint trace of any socket on
the floor, but at the base of the back wall are three rough cubical projecting blocks not
cut out. Evidently, they were to form the pedestals of three deities placed in a line.'

Sculpture seems to have had precedence over architecture in this cave-temple.
Occupying the whole of the northern end wall of the mandapa and filling the space between
the adhishthdna below and uttira above and the two rough-cut pilasters with curved
corbels on either side is a large and finished panel showing the excellent grouping of
Durga as Mahishamardini fighting Mahishasura—a sculpture remarkable for its beauty,
grace and virility (pi. XLVII). Durga is eight-armed riding astride a lion, holding the
bow with her out-stretched lower left hand, while her lower right is bent behind her ears

as if drawing the taut bow-string to the full
;
the bow-string and arrow, however, not being

depicted. The three other right hands hold a khadga, ghantd and chakra and the three other
left hands hold a dagger, pdsa and sankha. While the front pair of hands are shown as

engaged in shooting with the bow, the pair of hands just behind are shown as if thrusting
and stabbing simultaneously with sword and dagger. Below Durga, kneeling down, is

one oi yoginis (Jaya) also striWng with a sword, as graceful and as powerful as Durga
herself. Below the darting lion is another gam holding shield and sword. Three other
gams likewise, behind and above Durga, hold or fight with shield and sword, while two
more hold a parasol and chdmara respectively for Durga. The eighth gam is flying, carrying
offerings in a plate. Mahishasura is depicted in an equally powerful pose wielding defiantly
a club in his two hands. The merging of the buffalo-head with the human trunk is marvel-
lous as also the depiction of his body-line from the tip of the crown between the horns
through the snout down to the straight right leg suggesting firmness and defiance. Such
a delineation of Mahishasura is remarkable. While wielding the club, he has a long sword
struck to his belt behind. One of his retinue holds a parasol over him suggesting him to
be a chakravartin, another is fighting with one of the gams of Durga. A third is falling
down headlong over the upraised sword of the yogini. A fourth is lying dead before
Mahishasura, and the fifth is collapsing. The sixth is retreating with head turned back
carrying sword and shield and a seventh has sat down kneeling as if in suppliance. The

'One may be tempted to surmise that this shrine was dedicated to \ishnu with his two consorts
(as Siva himself in the central shrine is shown with Uma and Skanda), in which case the southern
shrine would be appropriate to Brahma and, that this cave-temple might also have been one dedi-
cated to the trimurtis. Such a surmise would apparently derive strength from the position of Vishnu
to the north and Brahma to the south of the background behind Siva in the Chandemnugraha group
in the central shrine. But the presence of the horned dvdra-pala at the southern shrine entrance and
his counterpart with serpent would preclude such an identification as it would indicate that this
shrine also was dedicated to Siva. Perhaps, three forms of Siva were to be installed in the three
shrines.
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entire grouping of the figures and depiction of the incident is forceful and graphic.'

Likewise, in a panel of similar size in the southern end wall, bounded by the adhish-

thdna below and the rough-cut uttira and pilasters above and on either side, is a finished and
deep relief of Vishnu as Anuntasayi (pi. XLVIII). He is really Y5gasayana-murti reclining

on the couch formed by Adisesha with his five hoods shading ov^er the recumbent god’s

head. Vishnu is two-armed and at his foot are the two asuras, Madhu and Kaitabha,

conspiring with each other, their attitudes bringing out their common intention to strike

at Vishnu. Below the feet of Vishnu is Bhu-devi kneeling down in prayer with her hands

in anjali, while in front of her are what are believed by some to be two of the four dyudha-

purushas, Sudarsana [chakra] and Mandaka (sword) depicted as two handsome youths, while the

other two being those depicted as flying above Vishnu as the dwarfish Pdfichajanya [safikha]

and the charming amazon Kaumodaki representing gadd, all shown as if seeking the lord’s

permission for dealing with the asuras themselves.- In this depiction of Anantasayi with

Madhu and Kaitabha, Sesha is docile, while in other cases as in Tirumayam, he is shown
as defying the asuras by his enraged attitude and flames ofpoison issuing out of his protruded

tongues. The reclining figure of Vishnu is a picture of peace and calm in contrast to

the virility and movement of Durga in the opposite panel. He has his head and chest

slightly raised, while the other parts of his body are stretched flat on the bed as if rising up
from it. The out-stretched right arm is taken behind, by the side of his head and the left

arm is bent at the elbow with the hand held up in the kataka pose. The right leg is fully

stretched out, while the left is a little bent at the knee and slightly drawm up as if in the

act of rising. Vishnu is adorned with a kirita-makuta, hdras, kundalas and a yajnopavita.

The choice of this particular form of Vishnu in preference to others, to be sculptured

in association with Mahishasuramardini in this cave-temple, would appear to be deliberate

and significant. Both of them are certainly after the Devi-mahdtmya tradition, which
narrates in the first and second chapters theydga-nidrd of Vishnu and the story of the slaying

ofMahisha by Devi. The feminine form on top shown as if flying away would, therefore,

be the personification of contemplative sleep [yoganidrd], which form Sakti had assumed

and by entering into Vishnu made him lapse into half-slumber and half-contemplation, at

the end of the yuga. ^Vhen threatened by Madhu and Kaitabha and on the prayer of

Brahma, Sakti withdraws herself so that Vishnu be roused to kill the asuras. She is said to

have issued forth in her full form from Vishnu’s eyes, mouth, nose, arms, heart and chest

enabling him to wake up and perceive Madhu and Kaitabha as depicted in the sculpture.

^

' The depiction follows the Devl-mahdtmya, forming cantos 81 and 82 of the Mdrkandeya-Purana,

ed. Pargiter, Bibliotheca Indica—Translation of the M^rkandeya-Purdna (Calcutta, 1904).

Gopinatha Rao [Elements of Hindu Iconography I, pt. i, pp. 109-10) identifies the two flying

figures on top as chakra and gadd represented by the dwarf and the beautiful devi and the two kneeling

figures below in front of Bhu-devi as Markandeya and Bhrigu, though one of them wears z^jata-makuta

and the other wears a karanda-makuta with a circular ornament on top. Both of them wear the

yajnopavita in the wMte-fashion. Sivaramamurti [Mahdbalipuram, p. 22) therefore identifies them
with Sudarsana (discus) and Nandaka (sword), the gadd (club) being depicted clearly as a woman
and Pdfichajanya (conch) as a dwarf.

3 Vogel has almost meant this in his casual and hesitant remarks regarding the identification

of the goddess as ydga-nidra and the relation of the Anantasayi sculpture with that of Durga [Annual

Report of the Archaeological Survey of India, 1910-11 quoted by Longhurst, in Memoirs of the Archaeological

Survey ofIndia, No. 33, pp. 35-36). Incidentally such an identification would prove the existence in the

seventh century of the tradition contained in cantos 81 and 82, Mdrkandeya-Purdna [Devimdhdtmya]

,

which is believed to be a much later interpolation in the main purdna, which is attributed to the fourth

century A.D. If an interpolation it was, it must have been made before the seventh century. See
P. Trivikrama Narayanan, A Guide to Mahdbalipuram, (Bharati Vijayam Press, Madras), p. 30.
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The three cells in this cave-temple were perhaps intended to enshrine three out of

the five forms of Siva that were to occupy the five shrines of the Koneri-mandapam as could

be judged from the similarity of the dvdra-pdlas. Of the three, the central one in the form
of a bas-relief could have been completed only in Paramesvara’s time, judging from

the fact that the two other shrines have blank walls, and it is usual for the sculptures

of the subsidiary deities and those in the mandapa to be carved in stone, while the

shrine did not have one till Paramesvara’s time, as for example in the Varaha-mandapa.
Though the final stages of completion of this still-incomplete cave-temple are to be attri-

buted to the early years of Paramesvara, architecturally, the nature of its pillars would
place it between the Koneri- and Varaha-mandapams. For while the Koneri-mandapa
has the Mahendra-type pillars for its fagade and the Mamalla-type pillars with capitals

of the order and without lion- or ^fl/a-bases for its inner row, it is the latter type that

forms the fagade of the Mahishamardini-mandapa with the inclusion of the padma and
phalaka among the capital-components. This cave-temple also heralds the appearance
of the lion- or vydla-hastd. pillars with capitals as found in its inner mandapa which in

turn go to form the fagade of the Varaha-mandapam and become the characteristic feature

of the Mamalla style cave-temples and rathas.

Mahdbalipuram : Trimurti cave-temple (fig. 31; pis. XLIX and L)

This cave-temple is excavated on the almost vertical western face gf the rock on the

main hill at Mahabalipuram, at its northern end and as such has required very little

cutting in to form a vertical scarp. The excavation occupies the entire height of the
rock at this point. This temple is really a contiguity of three essentially similar shrine-

fronts but dispenses with the usual front mandapa or mandapas and as a result shows over the
prastara the hdra members that would surround next tala. As such it is a rock-cut reproduc-
tion of the fagades of three shrines.' In fact the idea was to present the frontal aspects

(or elevation) of the three vimdnas from adhiskthdna to the top level of the first storey,

all placed contiguously, the central one standing a little forward, for the sake of greater
prominence than the two lateral ones.

This idea of a trikuta {trikutdchala) or vimdnatraya is found in the case of the
Muvarkoil, Kodumbalur, where the three identical shrines stand in a row though
separated from each other. The central vimdna of the Trimurti cave-temple in addition
to being a little more projected than the two lateral ones has a slightly greater length
and breadth, the proportion as in the case of the shrines in the five-celled {pafichakuta)

cave-temple or Koneri mandapam being 11:9. All the three shrines have the same type
of adhishthdna which is contiguous and complete in all its parts, viz., updna, jagati,

' The Koneri-mandapam has five contiguous shrines shown at the rear end of the excavation.
The shrines are preceded by two mandapas and as such the shrine superstructure above their prastaras

or cornice-level could not be shown while the parts that will be visible below the ceihng of the
ardha-mandapa alone could be shown. But over the prastara above the fagade of the mukha-mandapa,
a row of sdlas with interconnecting cloisters are shown correspondingly projected and recessed as the
shrines inside. The idea was perhaps to present the front view of that section of the mukha-mandapa for
each shrine as in cases where on top the lowermost series of the kuta-kdshta-panjaras of the hdra of the
main vimdna are extended over the mandapas in front e.g., in some of the extant early temples of the
Pallava Chola transition period, viz., the Vijayalaya-olisvaram and the early Chalukyan temples and
even in the case of some later temples, e.g., AiravatesVara at Darasuram, of the late Chola period
and the Vijayanagara temples at Hampi and in the Chaluyan area. The presence of the hdrdover the
fagade becomes a special feature of the mandapa type Mamalla style cave temples, that followed the
Koneri mandapam.
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tripatta-kumuda, kampa, kantha and pattika. Springing from the lower level of the pattikd

in each shrine are three pairs of surulydli parapets enclosing three steps between them
forming three sopdnas mounted on low platforms which are extensions of the main updna.

The proboscis of the hrulydli parapet issuing from the well-defined vydla-mouth is

octagonally moulded with the free end below curled up. All the three steps of the

central shrine are semi-circular, the upper two resemble padma-pithas, in that they have
a marked constriction in their middle plane, the lowermost forming the chandra-sild

proper. The steps of the sopdnas of the lateral shrines are slightly different, in that the

two upper steps are oblong, while the lowermost is a chandra-sild.

The wall of the central shrine rising in front shows four kudya-stambhas (pilasters)

the inner two flanking the tall oblong shrine-entrance, the outer two cantoning the

intuming comers, and visible both frontally and laterally on account of the projection

of the central vimdna, thus having more or less the aspect of full pillars. The three shrine-

entrances of the Trimurti cave, like those in the Koneri-mandapam, are devoid ofjambs,
lintels and sills, the pilasters directly flanking them, and the regular beam forming the top

piece.

The pilasters are uniformly tetragonal from base to vira-kanfha, the top of the shaft

having the components, mdldsthdna, padma-bandha, kalasa, tadi, kumbha, padma, phalaka and
virakantha at the apex supporting pdtikds with teraji^a-mouldings, but without the median
patta. Over the corbels runs the beam crossed over at the corners, as if by scarf-joints.

Some of the corbel-blocks are unfinished, in that the taranga-rolh have not been cut. Over
the beam runs the eaves-board (valabhi) carried over a vdjana with a frieze of harhsasy

twelve in number. The two ends of the frieze are, however, marked by smaller lions in

a line with the hamsas. Over this frieze projects the kapota with four kudus placed in front,

the two central ones coming above the shrine entrance and the two extreme ones over the

two comer pilasters. The corners of the kapota are embellished by embossed scroll-work

of the kona-patta. On the inturning sides of the kapota, corresponding to the lateral walls

of the fjrojected shrine are shown faintly two more kudu-divc\it?> each coming over the

corbel of the corner pillar visible from that side. Over the kapota runs a vydlavari with
projecting wza^ara-heads at the corners carrying on top a hdra of two karna-kutas, one at

either extremity, corresponding to the corners of the vimdna, and a said in the centre,

coming right over the shrine-entrance, the whole series connected by a parapet-
like hdrdntara. However, the end views of the transverse beams are not shown here
below the curved coping of the parapet-like hdrdntara as in the other cases, e.g., the
Ramanuja-mandapam, as also the alpa-ndsikds. The place of these usual alpa-ndsikd openings
with kudu arches is taken by the representation of a larger opening between two pillars with
corbels on top as would be the case if the interconnecting portions or hdrdntara were
pillared mandapas open on either side. While the karna-kutas have single stupis, the sdld

has two, in addition to the shovel-head finials of the two arched openings, toranas with
mukha-pattis, one at either end. In front, the karna-kutas and the said have alpa-ndsikds,

their top formed by the kudu-dirch with a shovel-finial. The curved roof {sdldkdra) of the
hdrdntara, one on either side of the central kdshtha, also carries a single stupi on top.

The two lateral shrines resemble in all respects the central shrine described, except
in the case of the hdra structures over their prastaras. The hdra of the southern shrine
resembles that of the central shrine, in that it has a karna-kuta at its southern end, a
central sdld, but in place of the inner karm-kuta a karria-sdld not completely finished, and
shown as merging into the hdra of the adjoining shrine. The hdra of the northern shrine,

however, differs from the other two, in that all the three are sdlds, the central bhadra-sdld
and the lateral karna-sdlds. The extreme sdlds are shown only partially, the rest as if
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merging into the rock-flank on one side and the adjoining shrine on the other, with one
stiipi, also shown in each case lateral to the line of the kudu-^n\2i\ in front and not opposite

to it as in the karna-kutas. The intervening cloisters or hdrdntara connecting the karna-kuta

and sdlds in the southern shrine and the three sdlds in the northern shrine do
not show the side openings between pilasters as seen in the corresponding parts of the

central shrine; nor do they have stupi. The further elaboration of the talas in the three

shrines was, however, not attempted, because the top of the rock had already been reached.

The three shrines, respectively, are believed to be dedicated to Brahma in the north,

Siva in the centre and Vishnu in the south. Flanking the entrance of the Brahma shrine

on either side and each accommodated into a very narrow niche are two dvdra-pdlas of un-
usual form. Because of the narrow space they are in three-quarters profile. Both are bear-

ded, With,jatd-makutas, vftaxing yajfidpavitas of three strands, flat like a band, in the normal
fashion. Their vastras extend up to their ankles. Both of them are facing the shrine with
their inner hands (left in the case of the northern and right in the case of the southern)

holding a flower. The other hands (left in the case of the southern dvdra-pdla and
right in the case of the northern) are placed on the hips in kati. The northern dvdra-pdla

carries in addition what is taken to be a ladle or sruk in his right hand placed on the hip.

Otherwise, both are similar in apparel and head-dress. The main deity inside has a single

face and is standing in sama-bhanga with two rudrdksha garlands crossing the chest in

chhannavira fashion and going round both his elbows in the manner of nivlta-yajfidpavlta.

The upper arms hold lotus and aksha-mdld, while the lower arms are in abhaya and
katyavalambita. On top at either side are two flying gams, their inner hands raised in

adoration. The gam on the north holds in his right hand a stylus{?) and in his arm-pit

what appears to be a cadjan leaf-book {pustaka). He wears a rudrdksha-yajnopavita. The
gana on the south carries in his left hand what appears to be a bowl of offerings. Sitting

on either side at the bottom are two devotees, kneeling, with jatd-makutas and with

vastra-yajndpavitas. Their inner hands (left in the case of the northern and right in the case

of the southern figures) are held up in adoration, while the other hand in each case is

placed on the chest. On the top of the prati (the top surface of the adhishthdna in front

of the Brahma shrine) are inscribed three Pallava-Grantha letters in simple script read-

ing Malla which is a general tribal name and often a suffix of the Pallavas. The central

figure is to be identified as Subrahmanya in the form of Brahmasasta.'

’ Dubreuil, Archeologie du Sud DeV Inde,W, p. 49, states that the God in the left (northern) cell

which has only one head could not be identified with Brahma, but could be only Subrahmanya,
who is also represented in the ground floor of the Dharmaraja-ratha. Gopinatha Rao, while editing

the Mandagappattu cave-inscription of Mahendra (Epigraphia Indica, XVII, p. 16) which states that

the cave-temple was dedicated to the Trimurtis—Brahma, Siva and Vishnu (Hari-Hara-Pitamaha

of iconography—see Hindu Iconography, I, part I, pp. 251-56, pl.LXXII)_ also states that Brahma
cannot be represented with one head but is to be shown, according to the Agamas, with four, three at

least being made visible in relief sculptures. He does not agree with Vogel who in his Iconographic

notes on the Seven Pagodas {Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey of India, 1910-11, p. 58) identifies

it as Brahma. Rao therefore (in accordance with his Hindu Iconography, II, pt. ii, p. 439), identifies

him as Brahmasasia vv^hich is an aspect of Subrahmanya in which he put down the pride of Brahma
by exposing his ignorance of the Vedas, and where he should be represented with a single face and
four arms and with only two eyes, and in his back hands there should be akshamdld and kamandalu

(as is the case in the sculpture) and the two front hands should be in abhaya and varada. The two

bearded sage-like dvdrapdlas and the rudrdksha chaplet of the God inside would according to him
confirm this identification. There is a similar figure in the lower rock-cut cave at Tiruchirappalli,

where in the same row are represented Brahma, Ganesa, Durga, Surya in addition, which would
confirm the above identification.
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The dvara-pdlas of the Siva shrine are different from those of the Subrahmanya
shrine and also from each other. Both of them are in three-quarters profile, owing to the
narrowness of the niche, the heads alone turned a little front. Both are two-armed
wearing yajndpavitas with tassels in the normal fashion. Both wear karanda-makutas and
patra-kundalas in the ears. The southern dvara-pdla stands with the palm of his right

hand placed on top of a massive club while the left is in kati. The northern dvdra-pdla

holds in his left hand a lance as tall as himself along with a small shield
;
his right is placed

in kati. On the back wall of the shrine is cut in bas-relief the form of iSiva standing in

sama-bhanga four-armed, the upper two arms holding the param and aksha-mdld and the
lower two in abhaya and katyavalambita. On top, on either side, are two flying ganas (both
wearing yajnopavitas in the ordinary fashion), their inner arms in adoration, the outer
arms resting on their bent knees. Lower down are two figures kneeling in slightly different

poses with the knees spread out as if squatting on one of their thighs. The northern one
holds a flower in his right hand, while his left is placed on the left thigh as in kati. The
southern one has both his hands together holding a bunch of flowers and making a pushp-
dnjali. In front on the floor of the shrine, inserted into a socket is a polished black stone
linga without the dmdaiydr. It is complete in all its three parts—square (inserted into the
socket), octagonal and circular, representing the Brahma, Vishnu, and Rudra-bhagas.
This is obviously a subsequent insertion.

On either side of the southernmost shrine are two other dvara-pdlas in three-quarters

profile, their inner hands in siichi and outer in vismaya. They wear kirita-makutas. While
the northern one wears the yajnbpavita in the normal fashion, the southern one wears it in

the nzrfto-fashion. Inside the cell on the back wall is carved Vishnu, standing, four-armed
in sama-bhanga, the upper two arms holding chakra and sankha {chakra in the praydga posture),

the lower in abhaya and katyavalambita. Unlike the Kilmavilahgai Vishnu, who also has
the same pose and ornaments, the vastra or garment reaches both the ankles, and is tucked
in between the legs with a central pleated fold or kachcha. The yajnbpavita is in the nivita-

fashion as in the case of Siva. There are again two flying ganas on top on either side,

identical except for the fact that the southern one wears 2i yajnbpavita in the nwfto-fashion

while the northern one has no yajnbpavita, with their inner hands stretched in adoration.
Lower down are two devotees kneeling and in identical posture, their inner hands in
adoration, and the outer placed on their thighs.

Standing a little recessed in the same line and over an adhishthdna moulding which
is a continuation of that of the three shrine fronts is a niche flanked by pilasters and
surmounted by a makara-tbrana. In front of the adhishthdna is a sopdna of two steps, the upper
one rectangular and the lower one a chandra-sild, both flanked by two surulydli parapets.

Placed in the niche is an eight-armed Durga (pi. L) standing on the head of a buffalo
(representing Mahishasura) in sama-bhanga as in the four-armed Varaha-mandapam sculpture
and without the padma-pitha or the other attendant figures. She holds alternately in her
right and left hands chakra and sankha, khadga and dhanus, gharitd and khetaka, while the
remaining right and left hands are in abhaya and kati respectively. She wears a kiritd-

makuta, large patra-kundalas, a narrow kuchabandha and chhanna-vira in the ?n"»fte-fashion.

Her garment secured at the waist by a kati-bandha reaches down to her anklets in the form
of a kachcha. There is a folded uttariya round the hips knotted on the sides with tassels

and pleats. The pilasters are identical in all respects with those of the three adjoining
shrines. Over the phalakas of the two pilasters are two makaras, with floriated tails, curling
out and hanging down on two sides, each with a rider on top. Issuing from the mouths
of the makaras is a floral tbrana thrown up into two loops which descend to meet each other
forming a trough. In the arches of the crested loops are carved figures which have become
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indistinct now. The trough of the loop is supported by a lotus bracket and over the loop

is a simha-laldta. Thus this would combine the forms of a stavnbha-tdrana and a bhitti-idrana

inasmuch as it is on a wall and over the kudya-stambhas or a dvdra-sobhd adorning a shrine-

entrance. At the southern extreme corner is shown a cantoning pilaster with a tarahga-corhtl

on top thus suggesting a fourth shrine for Durga with the superstructure not completed,

with its sop ana in front and the pilasters at either extreme. This simulates the front

elevation of the Draupadi-ratha, minus its prastara and sikhara.

This shrine-contiguity assigTiable to the early period of Parmesvara deserves compari-

son with the monolithic rathas, in that like the rathas it attempts to show the external archi-

tectural features, particularly, the front elevation of contemporary structural vimdnas.

Mahdbalipurara : unfinished cave-temples

Three large unfinished excavations executed in the Mamalla style and belonging to

this period are important from the point of view of certain features that they still present

in their unfinished condition.

1. Pulipudar-mandapam (fig. 32; pi. LI A).
—

^This excavation of a five-celled cave

temple with an oblong mandapa in front is located at the highest point on the western side

of the hill overlooking the Konerippallam tank at Mahabalipuram. The vertical natural

scarp near the crest of the hill at this point has been chosen for excavation and the initial

cutting is of a comparatively small depth and uniform all round, the facade line consisting

of four pillars and two pilasters in antis coming behind the cutting. The pillars and
pilasters have their bases carved out into squatting vydlas showing different degrees of

finish. The shafts above the vydlas as well as capital-components have not been finished

in their details though the initial shaping has been completed. Likewise, the corbels with

curved profile and also the beam above have not received final shaping. Cut into the

back wall of the mandapa behind the fa9ade are five oblong shrine-entrances. While the

excavation offour ofthem had progressed to a certain extent, the excavation of the fifth had
just started when it was abandoned. Over the facade, the hdra, common to the Mamalla
cave- temples was not cut, and it is also clear that it was not designed to be cut, as is the

case also in a similar unfinished cave-temple called by some Koneri-mandapam adjoining the

finished Koneri-mandapam proper to its north. This cave-temple would perhaps mark the

decadent stage in the Mamalla style in that it has j^flffl-pillars but no hdra over the

prastara and in that the shrine-fronts inside have no adhishthana or pilasters.

2. Unfinished cave-temple near Koneri-mandapam (fig. 33; pi. LI B).—The
unfinished cave-temple north of the Koneri-mandapam (or the finished five-celled cave-

temple) cut on the western slope of the low rock on top of the hill is also interesting. On
its fa9ade of four pillars and two pilasters it reproduces the same plan as that of the

Pulipudar-mandapam, the r^a/a-pillars showing different stages of finish of the vydlas. W'hile

the three northern pillars have the gra/fl-figures carved in the rock, the southern pillar and

both the pilasters still remain square without the vydlas being cut. Likewise the shafts

on top show different stages of cutting—rough blocking in the case of the pilasters, square

shaping in the case of the southern pillar and reduction of the square into an octagon in

the case of the three other pillars. The capital-components as well as the abacus or

phalaka have been cut out in rough, their details not being attempted. There is also no

differentiation between the bevelled corbels and the beam though both of them have been

carved out en masse. The top line of the cutting acts as a rough kapota without any

hdra on top, while the deeper cutting at the base in front acts as a platform^ in front of the

mandapa. At the centre of the back wall is cut a projecting shrine-front with an opening
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Fig. 33
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in the centre with an unfinished adhishthdna below and sopdna in front. The excavation
of the shrine-cell has gone half-way through. From the deep cutting on either side of
this shrine projection, one has to infer that the idea w^as to cut into the rock deeper on either
side and connect the two lateral passages behind by a transverse tunnelling so as to form a
circumambulatory round the central shrine, thus to isolate it as a monolithic vimdna. This,
as well as the absence of any indication to cut the hdra over the fagade, would show that
this excavation was attempted late in the period of Mamalla as in the similar instance ofthe
large unfinished cave-temple at Mamandur of the Mahendra-type, where a simalar attempt
to cut a circumambulatory round the central row of five shrines was abandoned owing
to faults in the rock. This also marks the decadent stage of the Mamalla style.

3. Panchapandava-Mandapam cave-temple (fig. 34; pi. LII).—^This unfinished
cave-temple excavated into the rock immediately to the south of the Arjuna’s Penance
bas-relief is perhaps the largest excavation attempted at Mahabahpuram. This shows
greater advances over the two other unfinished cave-temples and is an example nearer
the perfect Mamalla-type than the other two, in that it has not only the ^fl/fl-based
pillars but also the row of kutas and sdlds on top of the fagade.

The design, if completed, would have consisted of a central rock-cut shrine, surround-
ed by a pillared mandapa all round permitting perambulation. The original rock-face
has been cut to a depth of about 1 ft. on the northern side and about 5 ft. at the base and
1 ft. at the top and on the southern side for a vertical scarp. The base of the scarp to a
height of about 3 ft. is left as an unmoulded adhishthdna. Over this platform and set back
about half a foot from its edge is a fagade of six pillars and two pilasters, the pillars and
pilasters with sejant vydla-hzsts mounted on square pithas. The shaft issuing from the top
of the vydlas in the case of each of the pillars is octagonal with a broad padma-handha, and
similarly-shaped components of the capitals viz. kalasa, tddi, kumbha and padma, while the
phalaka alone remains large and square. While the vydlas face front in the case of the
pillars, those in the case of the two pilasters face each other. The shafts of the pilasters

are four-sided as also the capital-members.' The vira-kantha over the phalaka is promi-
nent and square carrying the long corbels with the teraw_§fl-mouldings without the median
patta as could be seen in the finished examples. The beam is of the same thickness as of
the corbels and projected in front of the beam is a flexed kapdta. The undersurface of the
kapdta has not been scooped into a concavity, while externally its flexture has been
shown, and well behind the kapdta is a hdra of kutas and sdlds. The central portion of
this hdra is projected forward, the projected length being equal to the length of the
ahkanas between the four central pillars of the front line, while the lengths of the
hdra on either side are set back. The projected part of the hdra consists of two
karna-kutas with three sdlds in between. The kutas and sdlds have projected alpa-ndsikds,
the pilaster portion of the ndsikds showing enclosed trellis or jdlaka form.s. The sdlds have
two stupis each. The two recessed lengths of the hdra consist of two sdlds each. The
kutas and sdlds which are completely finished in all details resemble those in the other
finished caves. The northern karm-kuta and the two sdlds adjoining are, how^ever, broken
by a rock-fall. Abutting the kapdta and springing from the top of the phalaka are three
rearing vydlas, one facmg front and the other two facing out on either side, the lateral
vydlas with riders on their backs. While these vydla caryatids are found over the pillars,

they are absent on the pilasters. This is the most peculiar feature which is not found in
any other cave-temple either of Mahendra or of the Mamalla type, though they are often
found singly over the comer pilasters of shrine-fronts in some of the other Pallava cave-
temples, in the porch of the shrine in the Mahishamardini cave and in the structural
vimdnas of the Pallavas and early Chdlas. They are also found in the Badami caves.
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In front of the two central pillars, a mass of the original rock has been left for the

cutting of a sopdna, which, if completed, would have consisted of two lateral flights of steps

with a central landing and a parapet in front.

Behind the facade row is a second row of four pillars and two pilasters, which are

not, however, vydla-hzscd. Behind these, occupying the central part and corresponding

in length to the projected length of the hdra on top (that is occupying the length of the

three ankanas in the middle) is a shrine, oblong in so far as it is cut, with an entrance in

the middle and two niches, one on either side. The pilasters and other details have not

been cut as also the sdpdna in front for which sufficient rock has been left in situ. On either

side in a line with the fa9ade of the shrine is a pillar each, also in ali^ment with the

corresponding pillar of the front row. Behind this pillar are two more pillars, one behind

the other. Thus, the two lateral sides of the shrine have been cut into till the back wall

of the mandapa is reached. The cutting of the rock behind the shrine intended to take the

pillared circumambulatory round the central shrine has not been commenced. Except

the fagade row of pillars and pilasters which show different stages of completion, mostly

lacking only the final touches by way of details, the others inside, which were also designed

with ^fl/a-bases, show different stages of completion from rough blocks to octagonal shafts.

This would have been a unique example of a Mamalla cave-temple if it had been com-

pleted and would form the third in the whole series of the Pallava cave-temples where a

central shrine with an ambulatory (double) pillared mandapa was designed, and that too

with the pillared mandapa indicating by its hdra four cardinal projections simulating the

chaturmukha type.

This cave-temple resembles the Trimurti cave-temple in that the kuta is introduced

for the first time in the hdra. Its unique feature is the vydla caryatids with riders on

top of the pillar-capitals as in rhe Chalukyan examples. The plan of the excavation \vith

a central monolithic shrine surrounded by a double-pillared cloister is an advanced fea-

ture. This has, therefore, to be placed later among the Mamalla style cave-temples in

the period of Paramesvara, if not of his successor Rajasirhha.

Mahdbalifiuram : Paramewara-Mahd-Vardha-Vishnu-griha {Adi-Vardha) cave-temple (fig. 35;
pis. LIII-LVI)

This cave-temple, in worship, on the western side of the northern end of the main hill

in Mahabalipuram, Chingleput District is so called in order to distinguish it from a similar

rock-cut temple near the northern end of the same hill, which is commonly called the

‘Varaha-mandapam’ (p. 141). Bothofthem are ofthe same (Mamalla) style and are rock-cut

mandapas with a fane of miniature shrines over the fa§ade of Xht mandapa and a shrine behind.

The early Chola inscriptions of Rajendra T relating to this temple call it Paramesvara-Mahd-

Vardha-Vishnu-griham, indicating clearly that it was consecrated in the time ofParamesvara-

varman and named after him, though generally this cave-temple is often grouped along

with those excavated by Mamalla. This shows some advanced features and greater elabora-

tion than in the Varaha-mandapam, though it contains replicas of some of the bas-relief

panels of the Varaha-mandapam, which are almost identical if not of better workmanship.

The two panels that are reproduced here are those of Gaja-Lakshmi and Mahisha-mardini.

The Trivikrama and VarSha panels are not reproduced, but the main shrine contains a

painted stucco bas-relief ofVaraha more or less of the same iconographic type as that in the

Varaha-mandapa. It is to be noted here that the principal deity installed in the shrine

‘ South Indian Inscriptions, IV, nos. 377-8; pp. 113-14.
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is Adi-Varaha or Bhu-Varaha, whereas in the Varaha-mandapam, there is no extant clue

as to the nature of the principal deity installed. The Varaha bas-relief in the latter is

only one of the subsidiary panels carved in the mandapa and does not occupy the principal

position inside the shrine.

This excavation consists of a large oblong pillared mandapa facing west with an
oblong rock-cut shrine behind also facing west, the shrine-front projecting into the
mandapa to a length of about 2 ft.

The pillars of the mandapa are in two rows, thus dividing it into two parts, the front

maha-mandapa and the rear ardha-mandapa. The pillars in the facade of the maha-mandapa

are ^fl/a-pillars with vyalas taking the place of their shafts squatting on their haunches
over oblong omas which are padma-pithas. There are four such pillars with two more
pilasters, one at either extreme. The vyalas of the pillars face front, while those of the

pilasters face each other north-south. On top of the ^fl/a-pillars, the emerging apex of the

shaft is decorated by a very broad padma-bandha with a row of lotus-petals on top and
mdldsthdna oflooped strings of pearl and beads at the bottom, and broad floral rosettes in

between, bounded above and below by a string of larger beads. The kalasa over the padma-
bandha is octagonal as also the tddi, kantha and bulbous kumbha above. The vlra-kantha too

is octagonal (while it ought to be usually square according to the Silpa canons) and carries

large corbels with gently-curved profiles and large rolls of taranga. The long erected tails

of the vydlas behind are looped forward to reach over the manes, again looping down so

as to form double curves, the bunch of hair at the tip brushing the flank of the animal.

The shafts rising on top of the ^a/fl-pilasters are quadrangular. While the padma-bandha
dLndmdldsthdnaMth.cnon\itvn end pilaster are complete in all details, those on the southern

end pilaster have just been indicated and show less of detail. The kalasa, tddi, kantha,

and kumbha are likewise four-sided as also the vira-kantha on top. The corbels are of the

same type as the other corbels over the pillars. Over the corbels runs the beam {uttira),

equal in width to the corbels below and of the same height, and above it is the doucene-
like valabhi placed between two vdjanas of a width greater than that of the beams, the

upper vdjana supporting the ceiling. Internally, this valabhi is decorated by a series of
scrolls and foliage similar to that in the Varaha-mandapam. The design of this scroll-work

is peculiar to these two cave-temples suggesting later work. Externally, the valabhi-couTs&

is obscured by the structural mandapa added to the front in late Vijayanagara times. Pro-
jecting above the terrace of this mandapa are seen the hdra portions above the prastara.

In front of the kapota are ten large kudu-axcht^ with shovel finials {mkti-dhvaja) stick-

ing out over the terrace of the structural Vijayanagara mandapa. Behind, on top of the

comice, is a string of four sdlds or koshthas interconnected by a parapet-like hdrdntara which
does not show the ends of transverse joists below the coping-like top. The sdlds are

typical wdth alpa-ndsikds in front and toranas at either end of their wagon-top £kharas,

the A:aVM-like arches in all the cases carrying shovel-finials. The front alpa-ndsikds of the
sdlas show that they arejdlakas as in the oblong portions below their arches, coming between
the two pilasters, are shown trellis-work of different patterns. On top of this jdlaka and
projecting from the centre of the kudu-arch, is the doucene-like projecting end of the cross

rafter with two side brackets supporting the ribbing inside, with a hole on top serving as

the light opening or dovecot. A similar motif but larger, representing the central longi-

tudinal beam of the sdld is found at the end faces of the sdld-Hkhara, inside the large end
toranas. Each sdld is provided with two stupis, while the intervening Aara-lengths have
three, alternating with the front shovel-finials of their kshudra-ndsikas. Here too, some of
these ndsikds show the jdlaka-worh suggesting windows at their lower portions while others

do not thus indicate the hdrdntara as cloister lengths connecting the sdlds. All their kudu-avchcs,
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show only floral representations inside and not the cut-beam-and-reaper ends as in the

front ndsikas of the koshthas. At either extreme of the string of five Mlds, the hdra is conti-

nued as hdrdntaras, each with a single kshudra-ndsikd. Below the sdlds as well as the hdrdn-

tara, the simulated basal timber frame-work is decorated with a vydlavari, the vydlas repre-

senting the front ends of cross-joists while the longitudinal beams interconnecting these

joists near their terminals, are projected at the corners in the form of wzfl^ara-heads.

The inner row of pillars separating the mahd-mandapa and the ardha-mandapa consists

of two pillars only, set with a wide gap in between equal to the width of the three ankanas of
the front row, and two pilasters. These correspond in position to the extreme pillars and
pilasters of the front row respectively. The position of these two pillars also corresponds to

the two front corners of the projecting inner shrine. Thus, the elimination of the central

pair of pillars and the resulting wider intercolumniation was to afford a full view of the

facade of the inner shrine-front. The two pillars are not ^fl/a-based but are of octagonal
section throughout, standing on circular padma-ptthas. The octagonal shaft of each has
at its middle height a madhya-patta or-bandha which is a band of two rows of lotus-petals,

the upper ones erect and the lower ones inverted, with an intervening string of large beads.

The two rows of petals are each multi-seriate. The top of the shaft is marked by the

padma-bandha and mdldsthdna as on the pillars in front, but shghtly smaller in height.

The kalasa, tddi, kantha, and kumbha as also the vira-kantha are octagonal. The extreme
pilasters are tetragonal in section with square padma-pithas at the bottom, a madhya-bandha
at the centre of their shafts of the same type as on the pillars, the details completely worked
in the northern pilaster, while they are lacking on the southern. The top of the shaft in each
case has the same type oi padma-bandha as in the pillars of the row. The kalasa, tddi, kantha

and kumbha are four-sided as also the vira-kantha on top. The corbels are similar to those

in the front row and carry a beam of the same dimensions as on the fa9ade. The doucene
valabhi coming between two thinner vdjanas is decorated into a harhsavari with bold harhsas

on the front side, while on the inner side the decoration resembles that on the inner side

over the front beam, with the difference that it is incomplete for a considerable length in

the middle. This perhaps would confirm the suggestion that this peculiarly-designed

frieze is a later innovation both here as well as in the Varaha-mandapam. The front

side of the valabhi over the fa§ade of the mahd-mandapa should have also been decorated with
a harhsa-ixieze now hidden by the ceiling slabs of the structural Vijayanagara mandapa.

The projected shrine is a model of the garbha-griha of an dyatdsra or oblong vimdna.
It has a moulded adhishthdna consisting of a jagati, tripatta-kumuda, a kantha with two kampa-
mouldings, one above and one below the kantha, and a pattikd with a prati on top. The
height of the whole adhishthdna is 2 ft. These adhishthdna-movi\6.ing'& are turned in at the
front corners and continued on the projected sides of the shrine and again deflected to run
along the base of the exposed sections of the back wall of the ardha-mandapa on the north
and south turning forward to run along the side walls of the ardha- and mahd-mandapas.
On this shrine-front over the adhishthdna rise eight pilasters {kudya-stambhas), representing
functional pillars, four on either side of the shrine-entrance. The pilasters are undifferen-
tiated into base, shaft, capital or corbel, but are uniformly tetragonal from base to top
carrying a plain beam directly over their tops. Over the beam, and running between the
two vdjanas, h again the doucene moulding of the valabhi decorated with the harhsa-Meze,
the birds with their necks craned inwards towards the central shrine. Where the pro-
jection of the shrine-front emerges from the back wall of the ardha-mandapa, at the comers
are again pilasters of the same type. The harhsavari also turns in to extend like the adhish-

Mana-mouldings over the two sections of the back wall of the ardha-mandapa. It,

however, does not extend over the side walls of the ardha- and mahd-mandapas. At the
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comers, the harhsas are shown in their frontal aspects against a background of their spread-
out plumage simulating peacocks. Over the valabhi runs a flexed kapota, its lower surface

well scooped-in to present a curved comice. Externally, its brim is well-marked by a
chisel-line and its outer curvature well-finished. Bold kudu-axche^ stand out at intervals;

the total number in front is perhaps six, the central portion is obscured by the brick-work
front enclosing the wooden door-frame of the shrine in worship. The same kapota extends
over the sections of the back wall of the ardha-mandapa and along the north and south side

walls of the ardha- and mahd-mandapas decorated by paired kudus. While the kudus of the
kapota over the shrine-front and the back walls of the mandapa have human faces within,

the kudus of the kapota on the side walls of the mandapas have either floral motifs (a circular

lotus medallion) or are left blank. The kapota too is not scooped under and the valabhi

below is narrower than the hamsa-^r:^czc along the back wall. This shows that these have
been later finishes, perhaps in the time of Paramesvaravarman, who appears to have
inaugurated worship here and also completed the sculptures, particvdarly those on the
north and south walls of the two mandapas, viz. the two royal portrait groups, Brahma and
Gangadhara. Judging from the fact that the kudu-dxcYvts, are not finished on the southern
end of the mandapa, particularly the mahd-mandapa, and do not correspond with the original

kudu-dxch of the back wall at the corner and taking the difference in size and ornamentation
into consideration, there will be no doubt in calling them later work. The corners of the
kapota over the shrine-projection are decorated by scroll-work in imitation of the metal
embossed konapattas. Over the comice runs a vydlavari with boldly carved vydlas, few in

number and well spaced out. In contrast to this the vydlas over the kapota of the two side

walls of the mandapa are also of slightly different worWanship, though not in size.

On either side of the shrine-entrance, which is about 6 ft. wide, and cut inside

narrow niches between the adjoining pairs of pilasters are dvdra-pdlas, both of them
identical. The pilasters, four on each side of the shrine-front, enclose three niches between
them totalling six in all. Of these three sets of niches on each side, the central one is wider
than the flanlang niches. In the two narrower niches of either set that flank the entrance
are sculptured the dvdra-pdlas mentioned above. They are almost facing front, their hands
towards the shrine-entrance lifted up in adoration, while the other hand in each case is

placed in kati.

In the central panel on the northern side is a sculpture of Vishnu standing over a
padmdsana in sama-bhahga (pi. LIII A). Vishnu is four-armed, the upper two holding the
praydga-chakra and hhkha, the lower right in suchi, almost like abhaya, and the lower left

in kati. Below him on either side are two kneeling devotees in adoration.

The corresponding central panel on the southern side contains a sculpture of Hari-
Hara, standing below a parasol also in sama-bhanga over a padmdsana (pi. LIII B). He is

four-armed holding in the upper right a parasu, in the upper left a praydga-chakra, while
the lower right is in abhaya and the lower left is in kati, with two devotees below kneeling in

adoration as in the Vishnu panel and in the Trimuiti cave-temple.

The extreme northern panel of the shrine-front shows a figure in graceful tri-bhahga,

two-armed, the arm towards the shrine holding a flower while the other arm is in kati. The
head is shaded by a serpent hood with five heads. Perhaps it is a sculpture of Adi-sesha.

The corresponding extreme panel on the south is a similar figure in tri-bhahga, but
without the serpent hood.

The two sections of the back wall on either side of the projecting shrine-front contain

larger square panels, the panel on the north bearing Sri-devi (pi. LIV A), very similar to that

in the Varaha-mandapam (p. 147). Seated {pralamba-pdda) on a full-blown lotus, her feet
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are resting on the shelf ofthe lower outer petals of the same. Below it are shown large lotus-

leaves and buds. She is two-armed, holding lotus-buds in both the hands. She wears a

karanda-makuta, OYev a thick jatabandha, patra-kundalas, kantha-hdra, svarna-vaikdkshas, kankanas

and manjiras. On either side are two pairs of attendants who are celestial maidens, the

two inner carrying pitchers of water. The two outer attendants are not touching the

W'aist of the ladies in front as in the Varaha-mandapam panel but stand a little a\^ay and
hold something. The northern one holds a basket of flowers in her left hand and with the

right hand is picking them out for archana. The southern one holds a lotus-bud by the

stalk in her left hand and her right hand is in kataka. Over them are two elephants, the

lateral view of their front portions alone being shown. The northern one is shown lifting

up a pot of water and inverting it over the head of Lakshmi, while the southern one grasps

the pot of w^ater held by the arms of the attendant below, preliminary to pouring it over

the head of Lakshmi. On the whole, the sculpture here is of much flner workmanship.
On the southern side is Durga (pi. LIV B), corresponding to the Durga in the Varaha-

mandapam (p. 148) but differing from it in many respects. She is eight-armed standing in

graceful iri-bhanga, quite unlike the Durgas in the stiffer attitude ofsama-bhanga in the Varaha-
mandapam and Trimurti cave-temple (p. 160), with her right leg bent at the knee and
crossed behind the left, the straight left trampling over the head of Mahishasura. She holds

in three of her upper right har\d?, praydga-chakra, khadga and ghantd and in the corresponding

left hands sankha, ketaka and dharius. The right front hand holds a cup, while her lower left

hand is in kali with a parrot {lild- hka) perching on her wrist and looking towards the cup.

In this as well as in its tri-bhanga pose and the presence of eight arms and the buffalo

head below' this sculpture differs from that in the Varaha-mandapam which is only four-

armed and stands on a padmasana.' Durga wears a ribbon-like kucha-bandha, svarna-vaikdkshas

kantha-hdras, patra-kundalas in both ears and jatd-makuia on the head. On her wrists and
ankles are valayas and manjiras. Behind and to her right stands up the top portion or

capital of a pillar or stambha and over its phalaka is a trident or trisula, the whole representing
a saktidhvaja or suladhvaja, as in the Vrishabhantika group at Siyamahgalam. On either

side of her head are two flying ganas, the one on the left holding a chdmara and the other
on the right carrying a casket. At the extreme corners behind the flying ganas are the
face of a lion on the north and the head of an antelope on the south as in the Varaha
mandapam. Below the flying ganas are standing two attendant maidens, the one to the
right of Durga holding a vakra-khadga (scimitar) and the one on the left holding a bow or
dhanus. The weapons they hold recall the dvra-pdlikds of the Kotikal-mandapam shrine.

Both of them are adorned like Durga herself. Kneeling on either side at the bottom in

front of these attendant maidens are two devotees; the one on the north wears ajatd-bhdra,
the entire mass of hair tied up into a knot on top of the head. He wears patra-kundalas

and holds in his left arm-pit a sheathed sword. His right hand is holding a small dagger
and piercing his left palm resting on the bent up knee, a symbohc sacrifice similar to that
found in the Durga panel at Sirigavaram (p. 115). The devotee on the southern side also

kneeling, wears the usual type ofjatd-bhdra, with a top-knot, as seen in Pallava sculptures, his

right hand in adoration and the left holding a lotus. The pose of Durga, and the action of
the devotee symbolically injuring himself by blood-letting (and not total beheading as in

the Varaha-mandapam and Draupadi-ratha) and other details as also the flner workmanship

‘ The Durga in the Trimurti cave-temple, though eight-armed and standing on a buffalo-head,
is in sama-bhanga and without the attendants. The Durga panel inside the Draupadi-ratha with
attendants and the three others without attendants on its outer walls are also in sama-bhanga and
four-armed. While Durga inside the Draupadi-ratha shrine stands on padmasana, the completed ones
outside stand on buffalo-heads instead.
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recalls the similar Durga group adjoining the fa9ade of the Sihgavaram cave-temple of the
Mahendra-type attributed on stylistic grounds to the close of the reign of Mamalla or to
the reign of Paramesvara.' Thus, this and the Gaja-Lakshmi sculpture would also approxi-
mate to the same period.

The end walls of the ardha-mandapa and mahd-mandapa are also panelled with
sculptures. On the northern end wall of the ardha-mandapa is the bas-relief figure of a king
sitting in the sukhdsana pose on a simple mahcha with four legs shaped like those of a lion,

suggesting a sirhhdsana (pi. LV A). His right hand is in chin-mudrd or vydkhyd and the left

is clenched and placed on his left bent thigh. He wears a kirita-makuta, a hdra round his

neck and his ear-lobes are pendant on either side, borne down by the weight of the
kundalas. On either side of him stand his two queens, both in diaphanous clothing. One
wears it like a veshti without a kachcha reaching the ankles [aprapada) and the other wears
it down to the knee (jdnudaghna) tucked up between the legs. Both wear enormous patra-

kuTidalas, karanda-makutas, valayas and manjiras. The one to the king’s right wears a hdra
round her neck, while the other does not have it. There is an inscription in Pallava-Grantha
on the lintel reading Sri-Simhavinna-pottr-dthirdjan.

The corresponding niche on the southern end wall is another royal group (pi. LV B)

.

Here the king stands and points with his right hand towards the central shrine or more
probably the Durga panel in suchi, leading by his left hand his principal queen who follows

behind. Behind her is another lady. While the principal queen is dressed in a veshty--

like garment going round both the legs up to the ankles {dprapdda), the second queen who
follows wears diaphanous clothing tucked up in kachcha between the legs, looking almost
nude. They both wear kati-bandhas, haras and enormous patra-kundalas in one of their lobed
ears and makara-valayas or makara-kundalas at the tips of the pendant lobes of the other ear
dangling below on the shoulders. The ear-ornaments are inter-changed in the case
of the queens. Over this panel is inscribed a label Sri-Mahendra-pottr-dthirdjan.

The panel at the extreme north end of the mahd-maridapa contains a beautiful sculp-

ture of §iva as Gangadhara (pi. LVI A) with four arms, standing gracefully in tri-bhahga,

his upper right holding out one of his tresses to receive Gahga, who is shown as a woman
coming down from the skies at the top west corner with her hands in ahjali. His lower
right is in kataka, the upper left holds an aksha-mdld, while the lower left is in kati. Over
the urudaghna garment round his waist is wound alive serpent with its hood rearing up
to his right. He wears a vastra-yajnbpavita, a small hdra of beads [rudrdksha] round his neck,
patra-kuridala in his right ear and makara-kmdala in his left and jatd-mcikuta on the head.

In the corresponding panel on the south end of the mahd-maridapa is shown Brahma
(pi. LVI B) standing in sama-bhahga over a padmdsana which is a semi-circular pedestal.

Of his four faces, the front and two lateral faces only are shown in the bas-relief Of
the four arms, the upper right holds aksha-mdld, the lower right is in kati in symmetry with
the similar pose of Siva opposite, the upper left holds a padma and the lower left is in
abhaya which is rather unusual and obviously adopted here for symmetry. He wears a
broad vastra-yajndpavita and his vastra reaches down to his ankles {dprapdda) with a central

fold. Round his neck, he wears a thin hdra with three large beads in the centre. Both
the ears of the front face are lobed, but do not contain any ear ornaments. Adorning his

head is a jatd-makuta.

‘ Perhaps this manual offering is the first step of the sacrificial ceremony of offering flesh from
nine-parts of the body {navakhanda) before the final head-offering as narrated in the Mallam hero-stone
inscription of Kampavarman Pallava. I'he rituals are detailed in the Kalika-Purdna ch. 79. See
South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 106.
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Besides the two inscriptions over the two panels, there is a longer inscription in three lines
starting from almost the middle ofthe ardha-mandapa and running along the floor towards the
Mahendra panel in very large florid Pallava-Grantha script. Again in front of the shrine on
the floor are two lines of a Telugu inscription and further down a single line in Tamil.

The Pallava-Grantha inscription on the floor of the mandapa in Sanskrit is the impre-
catory verse identical with those found as the concluding verses of Paramesvaravarman’s
inscriptions in the Ganesa-ratha and Dharmaraja-mandapam, both dedicated to Siva.
It is also the same as that found in the Saivaite cave-temple called the Ramanuja-mandapam
and is in the same large florid script. The reference to Rudra here is not appropriate
enough, since the cave-temple was consecrated to Vishnu. The verse curses six times
those ‘ in whose hearts does not dwell Rudra, the deliverer from the walking on the evil
path’. The inscription reads:

—

1 Dhik=teshdrh dhik=teshdrh punar=api dhig= dhig=dhig=astu dhik=teshdm [i*]

yeshan=na vasati hridaye

2 Ku-patha-gati-vimokshako Rudrah n

The second long inscription over the niche to the south of the shrine-entrance is

the oft-quoted verse enumerating the ten incarnations of Vishnu.'' This is the earliest
epigraphical enumeration, which is interesting in that it excludes Krishna but includes
Buddha in the ten avatdras:

Matsyah Kurmd Vardhas-cha Ndrasirhhas-cha Vdmana [A] [i*]

Rdmo Rdmas-cha Rdmas-cha Buddha[h'] Kalki-cha te dasa (ii*]

The two labels over the portrait sculptures read Sri Sirhhavinna-pdttr-dthirdjan and
Sri Mahendra-pdttrd-thirdjan^ in Pallava-Grantha script. The former is engraved above
the group of sculptures representing a king seated on a sirhhdsana-like stool and flanked by
his two queens standing. On a consideration of the palaeography of this label, Krishna
Sastri concluded that the king represented here was Narasiihhavishnu, the conqueror of
Vatapi.4 Subsequent writers have, however, tried to identify him with Sirhhavishnu,
the father of Mahendravarman I. But the name Paramesvara-maha-Varaha-Vishnu-
griham of the cave-temple would prove that it is connected with Paramesvaravarman I.

Since a portrait of Mahendravarman in a standing posture is also found here pointing
to his two queens the deity inside the cave, as if it has been his own work, it would indicate

only that he too was connected with its excavation and the portrait would, therefore,

represent Mahendravarman II. If so, Paramesvaravarman I, after whom the cave came
to be called, must have completed the work after his predecessors, as is amply borne out
by the stylistic and other details discussed above.^ Thus, the perpetuation of the associa-

tion of two of his immediate predecessors with the cave-temple seems to have been the

intention of Paramesvara in putting up their portraits on the side walls of the ardha-mandapa,

* H. Krishna Sastri, Two Statues of Pallava Kings and Five Pallava Inscriptions in a Rock Temple
at Mahdbalipuram, Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India no. 26, pp. 7 ff.

;
Annual Report on

South Indian Epigraphy, 1922, no. 665; South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 117. The substitute Vishnu

for Rudra is not found here or in any of the other identical inscriptions or concluding verses

as suggested in the last mentioned reference.

Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1922, no. 663; South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 116;
text in Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1923, p. 94, and Krishna Sastri, op. cit., p. 5.

3

Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1922, nos. 661 and 662; South Indian Inscriptions, XII,
nos. 17 and 18; text in Krishna Sastri, op. cit., p. 3.

* Krishna Sastri, op. cit., p. 4.

5 See also South Indian Inscriptions, XII, no. 17.
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while he himself lent his own name to the cave-temple. The work apparently started
late in the reign of Mamalla, as is indicated by the stylistic and other architectural
features, was in progress during the short reign of Mahendra II, and was completed early
in the reign of Paramesvara, who consecrated it. The architectural evidence amply
confirms the epigraphical evidence and in the series this cave-temple will follow those of
Mamalla and precede the Ramanuja-mandapam excavated by Paramesvara I.

Paramesvara’s strong prediliction to Saivism is indicated by his dedication of the
X)harmaraja-mandapam, Ramanuja-mandapam and Ganesa-ratha to Siva as confirmed
by the identical imprecatory verses on them and also by his consecration of the Dharma-
raja-ratha to Siva. The structural temple at Kuram was also dedicated to Siva. The
repetition of the Saivite imprecation in a Vishnu cave-temple, though inappropriate,
would lead to the same conclusion and also imply that he was only instrumental in com-
pleting this Vaishnavite cave-temple, commenced by his predecessors. That the intended
dedication of this cave-temple was throughout to Vishnu would be clear from the presence
of the rare inscription enumerating the ten avataras of Vishnu and also from the name
Paramesvara-maha-Varaha-Vishnu-griham, mentioned by a subsequent Chola inscription.'
In the other instance of his completion of a work of his predecessors, viz., the Dharma-
raja-ratha, Paramesvara named it after himself by his own inscription as Atyantakama-
Pallavesvara griham, a namejdentical with those of his two other creations viz., theDharma-
rajamandapam and the Ganesa-ratha. This was obviously because it was all the time in-

tended to be a Siva temple. As if to indicate his role as one who completed the Adi-Varaha
cave-temple and the Dharmaraja-ratha, he has carved the portrait sculptures of his predece-
ssors with their names in the former case and the birudas of Mamalla and perhaps also a few
of Mehendra II in the first and second storeys {mula- and madhya-talas) ofthe latter, reserving
the completed top storey, where he consecrated Siva as Somaskanda, for inscriptions referr-
ing to himself. The number and variety of monuments concerned, the hardness of the
material and the time-factor involved, considered along with the shortness of the reigns
would all warrant the conclusion that such works were spread over more than one reign.

Mahdbalipuram : Ramanuja-mandapam cave-temple (fig. 36; pi. LVII)

In its original condition, it was the most-finished cave-temple in the whole series at
Mahabalipuram. It is carved on the eastern scarp of a long whale-back boulder on top
of the main hill almost at its centre. The boulder itself is superposed by another of about
the same height and length, which incidentally limited the height of the excavation,
particularly the elaboration over the prastara part of the fajade. This is also a case where
the bulging rock-face has been cut into from either side to give a uniform vertical scarp
as a preparation for the excavation, as in the Varaha-mandapam. The cutting is, therefore,
more than 12 ft. at the base on the southern side, about 8 ft. on the north and about 2 ft.

at the top, so that the nearest vertical face of maximum possible height could be utilized.
The temple essentially consisted of a large rectangular ardha-mandapa with one row of pillars
on its fa§ade and with three shrines behind.

On either side of the fa9ade, on the side walls of the prepared rock-face are two
model vimdnas, complete from updna to stupi, with a square rock-platform in front of
both projecting beyond the base-line of the mandapa in between. These two platforms
form the upapitkas Wiih all the mouldings, viz., jagati, kumuda, kantha, and prati, all conti-
nuous with the adhishthdna-movldangi at the base of the fa9ade of the main maridapa. Thus,

’ H. Krishna Sastri {op. cit., pp. 7-8) suggests the probability of the original dedication to
Siva as well on the strength of the imprecatory verse but leaves the question open.
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while the main excavation has only an adhishthdna, the vimana-modeh on either side have
an upapitha and adhishthdna, the adhishthdna of the main excavation forming the upapitha

of the vimdnas in bas-relief.

From the top of the main adhishthdna and recessed to a distance equal to the width
of the kapota above is carved a row of two pillars and two pilasters, with three ahkanas

in between, forming the fa§ade of the main excavation. At either extreme, beyond the

pilaster, the vertical face of the rock affords space for two large dvdra-pdla bas-reliefs,

which were totally chiselled off by later occupants when the Vaishnavites converted the

cave into a hall or Ramanujakudam, obliterating totally the original sculptures as well as the

three inner shrines. The two pillars and the two pilasters are ^a/a-based. While the vydlas

of the pillars face front, those of the pilasters in antis each other (north-south). Below
the vjdla-hdiSts of the pillars and pilasters are square plinths, which are padma-pithas, 22 in.

square. In the case of the pilasters, the shaft and the capital-members above are tetragonal

in section, whereas in the two pillars they are octagonal. Right on top of these vydlas only

the mdldsthdna and padma-bandha portions ofthe shafts are seen. The padma-bandhas are broad
bands composed of a series of lotus-petals in the top row, a median broad band ofscroll-work
and lotus-medallions bound between two fillets of beads, while from the lower fillets hang
down loops and tassels of the mdldsthdna merging with the manes of the vydlas. The
vydlas are typical with three divaricating hom-like projections over the heads, sejant on
their haunches. Over the padma-bandha are the usual capital-components, viz., kalasa,

tddi, kantha, kumbha, and vira-kantha, the padma and phalaka being absent as in the Koneri-
mandapam and unlike the Varaha-mandapam and Mahishamardini cave-temple. The
width of the pilasters and the diameter of the pillars are 15 in. The pdtikds have a curved
profile with clearly-cut tarahga-orm.mcnta.iioa and median patta decorated with kodikkarukku

[patra-lata), the width of the corbel being equal to the diameter of the pillar or the width
of the pilaster.

Over the corbel runs the uttira of the same width as the corbel but of lesser height.
Over the uttira comes a wider beam stepped up into two offsets, valabhi and vdjana on the

inside and with an ogee-face {valabhi) outside, on which is carved a bhutavari. Such a com-
plete bhutavari is seen here for the first time in Pallava cave-temples, in W'hich the harhsa-mdld

is more common. The bhutas are twentyseven in number from end to end, two symmetrical
rows of twelve each, leaving out the two cnd-bhiitas, which are reclining and supporting
the kapota, and the central large one with a pot-belly {kumbhddara)

,

The twelve bhutas

of each row on either side carry over their shoulders two enormous rope-like garlands
falling in loops between them. The seventh grrm from the south end has an elephant-head,
suggesting Ganapati as the leader of the gams. This would perhaps be the earliest repre-
sentation of Ganapati in Pallava times, and that too only as a gam and not as one of the
gods' to be given a place inside the mandapa or shrine. The tenth gam of the northern
end has a bull face suggesting Nandi. The rest of the gams have human faces. Over this

bhuta-mdld decorating the valabhi project a number of curved brackets (koduhgai) in imita-
tion of wooden ribbing supporting the flexed kapota above. This is again a feature seen
in the Pallava cave-temples for the first time but is more common in the Chalukyan
cave-temples. The projection of the kapota is almost equal to that of the adhishthdna
below and on its outer curved surface, this flexed cornice is ornamented with eight kudus
arranged in pairs, each pair corresponding to the corbel-arms over the pillars and pilasters

‘In Rajasirhha’s Shore temple Ganapati is shown inside the kudus and in the cloister of the Kaila-
sanatha. It is only in later Pallava temples and their contemporaiy Pandya and Mutturaiyar cave-
temples that Ganesa comes to occupy shrines and mandapas taking an equal place with other deities.
In view of this, the Ganek adjoining the Vallam cave of Mahendra is a later addition (p. 64).
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below. The edge of the kapota is marked off by a line into a brim. These kudu-2Lrch.es

do not contain inside them the usual human faces but have in their place lotus-medallions
filling the en&e space. The arches themselves are adorned by similar lotuses. The
shovel-like finial has not been cut out on their crest as in other instances, but were perhaps
inserted, judging from the socket-holes for such insertion on their tops; the finials them-
selves are missing.

Over the kapota runs a vydlavari, the vydlas not clearly cut; over it occurs a row of
five sdlds interconnected by four cloister-lengths or hdrdntara of lesser width and height,
also with wagon-top roofs. The hdrdntara at the extreme ends have one kshudra-ndsikd each
with prominent kudu-\\ke arch, while the two middle lengths of the hdrdntara which are of
greater length have two kshudra-ndsikds each. It is interesting to note that the oblong
space of these projecting ndsikds below their kudu-dixchcs are filled hy jdlakas or other types
of trellis-work to suggest that they are reproductions of vdtdyanas or windows. While the

jdlakas [palakani] fill up the kshudra-ndsikds of the connecting cloisters or hdrdntara, a svastika-

shaped trellis fills the central alpa-ndsikds of the sdlds themselves. Each sdld coming right

over the bay between the columns below has an oblong bhitti or gala showing on its top the

ends of cross-joists supporting the wagon-top roof. The ends of similar cross-joists are

found also below the coping-like curved roof of the hdrdntara (which are thus really connec-
ting cloisters), to which height the openings of the ndsikds rise. The arches of the ndsikds in

front of the sdlds are higher and contain the projecting ends of the internal timber-work,

while the other intervening gable arches of the hdrdntara contain circular lotus-designs. Like
the kudus below, these ndsikds do not carry integral shovel-finials but have sockets for inser-

tion of separate pieces. The ridges of the sdlds as well as the hdrdntara cloisters have socket-

holes for stupis. Each sdld appears to have had two stiipis on top over the ridge on either

side of the frontal alpa-ndsikd finial and between the two shovel-finials on the crests of either

end torana-2Lrch, In the case of two extreme hdrdntara-XtngXhs containing only a single

kshudra-ndsikd, there is provision only for two stupis over the ridge in addition to the finial

over the kshudra-ndsikd', while in the two cloisters adjoining the central sdld, having two
kshudra-ndsikds, the number of stupi-sochets are three over the ridge in addition to the two
sockets for the shovel-finials of the kshudra-nasikds themselves. In this hdra-\me the outer

ends of the two extreme sdlds have not been completed. The height of the fa(;ade has

been limited by the surmounting boulder above with a cleft in between which obviously

prevented the cutting of integral stupis. But the fact that the stupis of the hdrdntara-leugths

and the shovel-finials of the ndsikds and kudus of the kapota much below the level of the

natural cleft are not integral but insertions recalls the practice of providing finials or

stupis at the end of the work followed even in the case of the monolithic rathas, which were

brought to their present stages of completion in Paramesvara’s time.

In the same manner in which the adhishthdna of the mandapa extends on either side

below the dvdra-pdla niches at either end of the fa§ade, the kapota, prastara and hdra also

extend to the same limits thereby giving rise to a row of five sdlds in all, of which the inner

three come over the three bays between the pillars and pilasters and the outer two come

over the dvdra-pdla niches. This dvarana with sdlds is only an extension of the hdra of the

first tah of the main vimdna in structural examples over the roof of the mandapa in front, as

in Vijayalayacholisvaram, Darasuram, etc., (p. 156 and note).

Behind the fagade of the pillars and pilasters is cut a large oblong mandapa and on

its hind wall again were originally cut three shrines, garbha-grihas of vimdnas almost square

in shape, the central one projecting about 2 ft. more into the front mandapa than the two

lateral shrines. The three had, however, a continuous adhishthdna, as could be judged by

the remnants at either end. The adhishthdna consisted of the updna, jagati, tripatta-kumuda.
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kantha and prati. The shrines themselves were separated from each other by massive

cross walls about 2 ft. 3 in. in thickness. The height of the adhishthdna from the ground-level

was about 2 ft. All evidences of the sopdnas in front of the three shrines have been
obliterated since the entire floor after the reduction of the adhishthdna of the three shrines

has been made even with the general floor-level of the mandapa. From the extant vestiges

at either end over the remnants of the adhishthdna, one can easily infer that each shrine-

front had four pilasters, two flanking the shrine-entrance and two cantoning the comers.

The pilasters, as can be judged from the two extant examples at either end, had padma-pltha

plinths, the shafts tetragonal in section throughout up to the phalaka; also the shafts were
rather tall and slender, 3 in. wide. On top of each of the shafts is a short padma-bandha
moulding followed by the kalasa, tddi, kumbha, padma, phalaka, and vlra-kantha. The corbels

on top were taranga-zor\i€i% with curved profile. The beam of the same width as the

corbels was cut over them supporting a valabhl with hamsavari which carried the flexed

kapota decorated by two A:S(/«-arches for each shrine-front. The A:w(/M-arches were cut com-
plete with shovel-finials and human heads within, the tips of the finials touching the ceiling

of the mandapa in front, and their rear cut out to show the receding terrace-mouldings
behind. Over the kapota-\ine still extant under the ceiling of the mandapa is cut the vydlavari,

the vydlas shown almost in full aspect, particularly at the corners standing on their four
legs and presenting their entire length, heads also turned front. Some of them, however,
are shown in their frontal poses. There are thus two vydlas between the kudus of each
lateral shrine, while in the case of the central shrine they are four, suggesting the corres-

ponding number of terrace-joists. As in the comers at either end, there are two more
vydlas at the places where the projecting beams cross on top of the central shrine.

On either side of the entrance to the shrine and cut into the niches formed between
the flanking and cantoning pilaster of that side were dvdra-pdlas, of which the faint outline

of the one at the southernmost end are visible. Whether they were identical or different

cannot be said. The shrine-entrances do not appear to have had jambs and lintels, but
were framed only by the two flanking pilasters and the beam running over the corbels on
top, as can be judged from the extant remains. Cut into the bactwall of the central
shrine, at a height of about 2 ft. from its floor-level and occupying almost the entire space,

is a shallow square niche of 5 ft. side. This contained originally a bas-reliefofSomaskanda,
as can be detected by the faint outlines that remain after the relief was chipped off by
vandals and showing off, in contrast with the rest of the wall, as a mere darkened area. The
parasol over Siva and Uma and the faint outlines of two attendant deities on top are also

visible. The Somaskanda group, unlike the bas-relief in the Mahishamardini-mandapam
cave-temple, appears to have been seated directly on a low sirhhdsana without the bull below.
There are remnants of old plaster (which was perhaps painted) on the ceiling of the
central shrine as also on the ceilings of the two lateral shrines and their extant inner walls.

The two lateral shrines, however, do not show the niches on the back wall. This
cave-temple was perhaps dedicated to Trimurtis, the central shrine being that of ^iva
or the three shrines contained three forms of Siva.

The panels at either end wall of the mandapa are bounded below by the adhishthdna-
moulding and above by the kapota, both mouldings continuous with similar ones of the three
main shrines. The panels are also flanked by pilasters with all the capital-components
and corbel on either side. The sculptures in both the panels have been chiselled off.'

' Judging from faint indications one can suppose that the southern panel contained a standing
Durga with attendants. Nothing can be said of the sculpture in the northern panel, where only
remnants of a cloud are seen on the top left corner and a lion’s leg at the bottom, perhaps the leg of
a sirhhasana, which probably had a figure seated on it.
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Externally, on either side of the fagade are the two fine models of alpa-vimdnas with all

the six angas showing their frontal views with the cell measuring about 3 ft. square cut deep
inside. Both the vimdnas are identical except for one or two minor details of mouldings
or ornamentation. The southern vimdna is more complete, in that it has its adhishthdna

well-cut, whereas in the northern one the carved adhishthdna below the shrine has been
totally chiselled off and the surface rendered uneven. The adhishthdna represents a model

5^ ft. square with a shrine about 4| ft. square on top. The height of the garbha-griha from
prati to prastara, i.e., to the top of the kapota, is again 4^ ft. The width of the grind is 2 ft.

3 in. and that of the sikhara 3 ft., the total height of the superstructure

—

grind, sikhara and
stupi—also being equal to about 3 ft. The adhishthdna is complete with jagaii, tripatta-

kumuda, kantha and prati. Recessed 15 in. from the edge of the prati is the square front end
of the shrine which has two pilasters one at either extreme, tetragonal throughout and not

having any capital-components and without even the corbel. The beam on top carries

the kapota with two kudu-^xch.e?, in front, the arches having trifoliate finials in place of the

shovel-heads. The arches are almost semi-circular and contain inside lotus-medallions.

The comers of the kapota are decorated by embossed scroll-work {konapatta). Over the

kapota are seen the front ends of the two cross-beams and two joists between them which
support the superstructure. These are joined across by the transverse frontal beam placed

above them and its projecting ends terminate laterally in makara-hcz-ds. The fixture of the

cross-beams and joists with the main beam is by means of scarf-joints. Over this joinery

rises the grind on four short pilasters with a central ndsikd opening filled by floral work sug-

gesting a window. Over the grind comes the four-sided curvilinear sikhara, its lower edge
well-curved and splayed out and decorated at the comers by a long kodikkarukku or kona-

patta, extending from the top to the brim. On the front face of the sikhara is shown the

upper portion of the ndsikd, which is a kudu-2irch. having a shovel-finial characteristic of the

Pallavas, and inside the arch is shown the projecting timber-work of the interior of the

sikhara. On top, the kodikkarukku creepers merge with a spread-out foliage-ornamentation,

taking the place of the mahd-padma, at the centre of which is cut out the four-sided stupi.

In the case of the northern model nimdna, the ndsikd-Windo'w is closed by a complex

trellis-work of four snastikas meeting into a common larger snastika at the centre.

There are two inscriptions, one in three lines in florid Pallava-Grantha script on the

floor between the two pillars of the fa9ade, and another on the floor between the southern

pillar and pilaster appearing to consist of four letters in the ordinary script of rather archaic

variety. This appears to be a short label. The larger inscription' consists of the im-

precatory verse found in the longer inscriptions of Paramesvaravarman I in the Ganesa-

ratha and the Dharmaraja-mandapam at Mahabalipuram and the shorter one in

Adi-Varaha cave-temple. It reads:

1 [in] {h* \ \*)[phi\k=tesh\_dm'\ dhik-te\shdm'\ punar api dhig=dhig=dhig=astu dhik=te-

2 shdm \[*\yeshdn=na nasati hridaye. ku-patha-gati

3 nimokshako Rudrah l i

‘ Six times cursed be those in whose hearts does not dwell Rudra (Siva), the deliverer

from the walking on the evil path ’.

It is, therefore, clear that as in the Ganesa-ratha and Dharmaraja-mandapam, this

cave-temple w'as excavated by Paramesvaravarman and was dedicated to Siva. This is

also amply borne out by the advanced architectural features noticed above.

‘ South Indian Inscriptions, I, no. 20; XII, no. 22; Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy, 1907,

no. 533; Epigraphia Indica, X, p. 11.
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The Vaishnavas, who cut off the three central shrines to extend the mandapa and
also all the bas-reliefs appear to have added a front mandapa supported on six crudely-cut

pillars with the slabs of the side walls fitted into the footings cut on the sloping rock on
either side. An additional flight of steps on the southern side gave access to the top of this

mandapa. The terrace as well as the side walls of this mandapa are now gone. Only the

six pillars with their crude corbels and the massive beams stand obliterating the clear view
of the cave temple.

Sdluvankuppam: Tdli-mandapam [Tiger-cave) (fig. 37; pi. LVIII)

This excavation at Saluvankuppam near Mahabalipuram is more a rock-cut pavilion
or maridxipa of a peculiarly ornamental type than a shrine (pi. LVIII A). This is just an
oblong pavilion or mandapa closed on three sides, cut out of the front face of a convenient
boulder facing the sea. The floor-level of the mandapa is cut at a height of about 6 ft.

from ground-level in front, with a flight of four rock-cut steps, projecting in front with
parapets on either side, the lowermost step of which is a chandra-Hld, 2 ft. above ground-
level. On either side of the parapet are two rough-cut forms of rampant lions facing out.
Behind the sopdna, the plinth of the mandapa on either side is cut into a well-defined adhish-
thdna consisting of an updna, padma, tripatta-kumuda, kantha, pattikd and prati. Projecting in
front of the kantha and pattikd mouldings are the ends of four cross-beams, at the corners of
the adhishthdna on either side of the sopdna, the pattikd itself being really the front trans-
verse beam scarfed on joints with the lateral longitudinal beams, the whole suggesting
the timber-work of the base of a wooden structure or pavilion set on a masonry platform
formed by the updna, padma and kumuda.

At either corner are cut out two massive pillars also unfinished showing rampant lions
leaping forward with riders on looking as if they are fitted on top of the basal frame at its

corners. The apices of these pillars have been roughly shaped with a fairly distinct phalaka-
moulding on top, indicating that the capital-members, faintly indicated also by the outline
of the kalam, were intended to be cut out or have been worn out by the saline air. On top
over the vira-kantha are placed cross-corbels carrying roof-beams, likewise crossing each other
over scarf-joints and projecting beyond the corners. Above this beam or uttira is a vdjana-
moulding and above it the under surface of the projecting kapota is left even and not scooped
into, while externally its curvature is distinctly shown with two roughly-cut near either
end and inside the pillar-line. Over the kapota is shown the roughly-cut members the
dlinga and antari without any details, forming the terrace or roof The depth of the cell
or mandapa inside is about 4 ft. and its height about 6 ft. As such it is hardly more than
a deep niche or alcove. In order to throw out this pavilion into relief, the rock all round was
scooped out deeper, particularly on either side, where two oblong niches, also unfinished
with an indication of a kapota on top in line with that of the main cell, were cut. Around
these, taking advaiitage of the external sloping contours and semi-circular or bun shape
of the rock-face, a tdrana of boldly cut out ^^/fl-heads, eleven in number, were carved out
forming an incomplete elliptical arch all round the mandapa enclosing the two side niches
also in its sweep. The animals so carved out are vydlas and not lions or tigers as suggested
by some. While the top three show frontal aspects of the face, the lateral ones, four on
each side, show profiles of the heads.

There has been no attempt to carve a cell at the back wall of this small pavilion •

nor IS there any indication to show that it was intended. It has been surmised that this
cave was originally intended to be dedicated to Durga, judging from its association with the
vydla-torana or frieze and the lion-pillars. These are not themselves quite sufficient to
warrant such a surmise.
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Fig. 37
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In the small southern extension ofthe boulder are cut the frontals oftwo large elephants
with coiled trunks, bold tusks and fanning ears {pi. LVIII B). Even these details are not
cut to the finish, and they too have been much corroded by saline action. As if carried by
the elephants, like howdahs over their necks, are cut two horseshoe-shaped arches each with
a deep oblong cell inside. The back wall of these cells contain crudely-cut and much
worn-out figures of a four-armed god seated holding what appears to be mkti or vajra

in one of the hands. They may both be representations of Indra or one ofthem may be
Indra and the other Skanda, because both of them have elephant-»aAfl«(3.y and Skanda
was also a particular favourite of the Pallavas. In between the two elephants are cut the

rough outlines of a stambha or pillar with tetragonal shaft and circular capital with a
bulbous kumbha on top. Projecting beyond it is a square phalaka with padma below and
perhaps a pbtikd over a vira-kantha above, which is not quite clear in its present broken and
worn-out state. To the south of the two elephants carrying the howdahs and occupying the
rest of the space is an unfinished figure ofa pony, its outlines crudely cut. A similar associa-

tion of elephant with howdah with a deity inside and a horse beside is found carved on a
rock to the south of the Shore temple, which compares well with this representation.

Judging from the general style of the vydlas as also from the presence of the lion-

pillars with rampant or rearing lions, and the proximity of this to the Atiranachanda
cave-temple of Rajasirhha, this excavation is to be attributed to Rajasiihha. The fact that

there is a smaller representation of the Tdli-mandapa and an elephant with howdah with a
horse beside near the Shore temple, also built by Rajasirhha, would confirm this.

The local name Tdli-mandapa {Vydla-mandapa) is more appropriate than such fanciful

names as ‘ Tiger-headed cave ’, ‘ lion cave ’ etc.

On the northern face of the same boulder has been roughly cut out the head of a
large lion and below it, corresponding to its body, an oblong niche. The idea was
perhaps to carve out a lion with a niche in its chest. Similar sejant lions with niches in

their bosoms are found near the Shore temple of Rajasiihha and these niches contain
sculptures of Durga as Mahishasuramardini. Perhaps this was also one of the reasons why
the pavilion-like mandapa was supposed to have been intended for Durga. But all the

associations, particularly the elephants with Indra on one of them, the proximity of the

sea, which this excavation faces, and the kirti or dhvaja-stambha [Indra-dhvaja) between the

two elephants, are strongly reminiscent of the India festival, so common and popular in

the Tamil country, particularly in the port-towns as Kavirippumpatpnam. In the
Silappadikdram, the first canto in two of its gdihds' describe in detail the Indra festival and
the accompanying mass bathing in the sea. The details given there would strongly

support such an identification. This excavation, therefore, is nothing more than
an utsava-mandapa, where the processional deity, Indra or Indra-dhvaja, was brought
and placed during the festival on the sea-shore, or from where the king watched the

festival. Such festivals conducted by the king are also mentioned, in the Samardhgana-
sutradhdra^ of king Bhoja, though not so vividly as in the Silappadikdram. A later

Tamil inscription in the vicinity of this present fishing-hamlet, 2 miles north of
Mahabalipuram on the sea, refers to this place as Tiru-veluchchih, which means the place

’ Silappadikdram Canto I, Puhdr-kdndam, gdthds 5 and 6 Indra-vilavu-ur-edutta-kdthai, and kadal

ddu-kdthai.

“Edited by T. Ganpati Sastri, Gaekwad Oriental Series, XXV, Baroda (1924), chapter

XVII, pp. 70-86; see also Mahdbhdrata, Adiparva, chapter 64; Vishm-Purdna, pt. V chapter 10. Kdlakd-

chdryakathd, ed. by W. N. Brown (1933), p. 83; also Viramitrbdaya (Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series VI,

1916, Benaras) pp. 421, IF.

^ South Indian Inscriptions,!^ , no. 381; also ibid nos. 377, and 378, from the Adi-Varaha Cave-
temple at Mahabalipuram, which refer to this place.
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where divine or holy processions were conducted, or which the king graced by his royal
presence (camped). Such a place will be appropriately Tiruveluchchil or Tiruveluchchi-
lur or Tiruveluchchiyur, forming part of the port-city of Mahabalipuram.

Mahdbalipuram : the smaller Tdli-mandapam

The Yali-mandapam of Saluvankuppam is reproduced wholly on a smaller scale

or in parts on the rocks near the Shore temple at Mahabalipuram.

The smaller Yali-mandapam is carved on one of the surf-beaten group of rocks to

the south of the Shore temple. On the western face of this rock is a smaller replica of the

Yali-mandapam at Tiruvejuchchiyur or I§aluvankuppam, consisting of a small niche

surrounded by a vydla-torana. Another rock, called the Durga rock, which has been itself

shaped out in the form a recumbent lion, has on its east face an elephant-head with a

howdah over it, containing the figure of Indra, and at the opposite end is shown a trotting

pony, and also a few attendant figures.

Mahdbalipuram: Mahishdsura rock-cut cell

Situated on the surf-line, to the north of the Shore temple, is the largest of this group.

On its eastern face is cut a small cell, and carved on its hind wall is a bas-relief of eight-

armed Durga. Flanking the entrance to the cell are lion-based pilasters and panels of

decayed dvdra-pdlikds. Two socket-holes on the platform in front would indicate

structural additions. Its northern face has a crudely-carved lion in relief mauling
Mahishasura.

Perhaps the site near the Shore temple at Mahabalipuram was the place of earlier

festivals as the sea-shore of Kaverippattinam was, and it shifted to Saluvankuppam in the

time of Rajasirhha, when the place assumed the special name of Tiruveluchchiyur.
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GLOSSARY OF INDIAN ARCHITECTURAL TERMS

adhishthana: basement of a vimdna, mandapa or similar structure forming a distinct architectural
feature supporting walls and pilasters or pillars and consisting of distinct moulded tiers, e.g.

updna, jagati, kumuda, kantha and pattikd.

dlinga, dlingana, dlingana-pattikd

:

one of the two mouldings, dlinga and antarita over the kapota

similar to a ‘ blocking-course

alpa-ndsikd

:

projected front-end of an apsidal shrine resembling a kudu-SLrch over pilasters, originally
functioning as a small opening or fenestrated window, usually in kutas, koskthas and panjaras.

alpa-vimdna

:

small one-storeyed vimdna. The parts are: adhishtdna, bhitti or pdda, prastara, grivd,

sikhara and stupi.

ankana: bay or intercolumniation between pillars or space between pillars and pilasters.

antardla, antardla-mandapa: intermediate passage or room between outer mandapa and shrine.

antari: a recessed moulding acting as intermediary.

antarita: see dlinga.

ardha-mandapa

:

a pillared hall immediately in front of the principal shrine or distal half of a mandapa
with two seriate pillars, as in rock-cut cave-temples.

avalambana

:

eaves-projection.

dvudaiydr (Tamil) : base or pitha of the linga.

dyatana: shrine, vimdna.

dyatdsra-vimdna : vimdna oblong on plan and covered by a wagon-top roof.

bhadra-pitha

:

a kind of moulded pedestal usually of the mancha variety, circular or rectilinear on plan

and without the A:umM^/a-moulding.

bhadra-sdld: oblong wagon-topped miniature shrine of dyatdka type in the centre of each side of the

hdra over the storeys of the vimdna.

bhitti: wall.

bhitti-tbrana

:

ornamental festoon on the wall, usually a makara-tdrana, supported by two pilasters. See
torana, makara-torana.

bhuta: ‘goblin’.

bhuta-mdld, bhuta-vari: decorative frieze with bhutas, usually below the flexed cornice in the valabhi

or eaves-board, marking the decorated ends of the joists over the main beams.

chandra-sdld

:

open court, usually over terrace, surrounded by cloisters connecting kutas and sdlds.

Tamil nild-murram.

chandra-sild

:

lowest step in the sbpdna, shaped like half-moon.

chaturmukha: a type of shrine or vimdna with opening on all the four sides.

chitra-pbtikd: corbels with embossed carving or painting of creepers, flowers, etc.

deva-koshtha

:

niche of exterior shrine-wall enshrining the deity.

dhdma: shrine or vimdna.

gaja-makara

:

an ihd-mriga motif depicting the combination of a crocodile [makara) and elephant,

usually the upper snout of the makara extended into the coiled proboscis of the elephant.

gala, grivd: ‘ neck usually the clerestory raising up the roof {sikhara) with light- and air-openings
[ndsikds) on its sides.

garbha-griha

:

shrine-cell or sanctum sanctorum.

ghana-dvdra

:

false doorway usually depicted on the other walls of the vimdna, the functional door
being on the principal side.

gopura

:

main gateway ; the storeyed structure over entrance or entrances through the enclosing walls

to the premises of a temple, palace or city.
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harhsa-mdld, hamsa-vari

:

decorative frieze of haihsas (geese) above the principal beams of the shrine

and below the cornice of the main shrine-walls or talas (storeys) and on top of the grivd below

the avalamhana of the sikhara.

hdra: string of miniature shrines over each terrace {tala) of the storeyed vimdna consisting of kuias,

koshthas or Mas and panjaras interconnected by cloister-lengths or in its place balustrades

simulating cloisters {hdrdntara).

hdrdntara: see hdra.

Ihd-mnga: fanciful animal, sometimes composite.

jagati: vertical moulding of the adhishthdna immediately above the updna, oblong in shape and in a line

with the vertical norm or mdna-sutra (main plumb).

jdlaka: window with net- or trellis-work of different patterns.

kdl (Tamil) ; shaft of a column, the portion between the base or phnth {oma) and the capital.

kalasa: wide-mouthed vase; lowermost member of the pillar-capital, so called after its shape.

kampa: projected moulding of a minor order similar to ‘ fillet ’- or ‘ reglet ’-like moulding separating

a. fascia or two major mouldings.

kantha

:

‘ neck ’
;
the major recessed moulding of the basement, oblong in elevation, connecting or

separating other projected mouldings, viz. the pattikd above and the lower mouldings of the

adhishthdna like the kumuda and padma. It is invariably bounded by two kampa-raovldxn^s.

kapota: ‘ dove pigeon overhanging cornice, usually flexed, projecting beyond the principal beam
to throw off water from the terrace beyond the beam and joist-end; the recesses between

the joist-ends over the wall, harbouring birds protected by the projecting curved cornice.

Hence perhaps kapota-pdlikd is also equated with the small arched opening in the cornice-

lines. See kudu,

kapota-pdlikd

:

see kapota.

kari-makara: same as gaja-makara.

karna-kuta: miniature sama-chaturasra (square) shrine at the corner of each storey of the vimdna over

the prastara, with a single stupi. It is rarely mitta (circular) on plan.

karna-sdld: miniature dyatdsra (oblong) shrine with barrel-vault roof placed at the corner of each

tala of a structure, usual in gopuras.

kattu (Tamil) : intervening octagonal or polygonal portion between the bottom and top squares of a

pillar.

kodikkarukku (Tamil) : embossed lotus or meandering creeper design. Same as patra-latd or padma-
rekhd.

kodungai (Tamil): ‘ bent arm ’; curved bracket or eaves-bracket supporting cornice (as in original

metal sheet or wooden plank cornices) or the projected eaves of the sikhara or roof {avalamhana)

.

kona-patta: ridge-plate, joining the adjacent edges (ribs) particularly of metal sheet or wooden plank
sikharas or kapotas at the corner-junctions.

Eoshtha: same as a Md.

kshudra-ndsikd

:

short ndsikd; projected front-end of a miniature apsidal, (one- or t’wo-storeyed) shrine

with arch over pilasters functioning as a small opening, usually found in the hdrdntara.

kshudra-vimdna

:

miniature vimdna of small dimensions of two, three or four storeys or talas.

kudu (Tamil): ‘ nest ’; an arched or horseshoe-shaped opening projected out of the flexed cornice

{kapota), originally perhaps intended for entry of roosting birds {kapota) but in later examples
filled with human figures {mithuna, etc.) surmounted by a finial of diverse shape. The arch is

usually a makara-tdrana.

kudya-stambha

:

pilaster shown as relief on wall-surface.

kumbha: a member of the pillar-capital coming above the kalasa and tddi, flat and bulbous in form
originally a flattened carinated vase with a short, narrow mouth.
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kumuda: three-faceted {tri-paita) or circular {vritta) polygonal or fluted
[
sundobkeda

)
‘ torus ’-like

moulding of the adhishthdna coming over the vertical jagati and projected up to the vertical

norm {mana-sidm).

krda: shrine of square plan (sama-chaiurasra) with four-sided converging roof and single finial, or

circular with domical roof and single finial or stupi.

laldta-bimba :
‘

crest-figure ’
;
chief decorative motif or figure on the frontal of any entrance or the

door-lintel, sometimes extending to the overdoor.

mddakkovil (Tamil) ; a storeyed palace, mansion or shrine.

madhja-bandha, madhja-patta

:

raised floral or decorated band at the middle of the height of the

pillar-shaft.

mahd-mandapa

:

pillared hall immediately in front of the ardha-mandapa or anlardla or the proximal
half of a mandapa with t\vo seriate pillars, closed or open, in cave-temples.

mahd-nasikd

:

the projected (nose-like) part from the sides of the grivd and sikhara showing the frontal

aspects of apsidal vimdnas and having pillars with surmounting arched ioranas.

makara-fbrana

:

an entrance-decoration or decorated gate^vay with a festoon straight or arched spanning
the tops of two columns, the festoon or tbrana being a decorative garland or scroll issuing from
mouths of fnakaras (crocodiles)

,
placed over the capitals of the supporting stambhas. Such makara-

toranas are found over the deva-koshthas or shrine- or mandapa-tritrancQ^ or walls {bhitti-tdrana)

.

makara-potikd

:

corbel carved like a makara.

rndld-sthdna: apex of pillar or pilaster shaft below capital -with looped garland (mala) hanging from
the padma bandha.

mancha: a type of basement (adhishthdna) without the kumuda, having updna, kantha a.nd pattikd and
other mouldings.

mandapa, mandakam (Tamil) : open or closed pillared hall.

masuraka: basement. Same as adhishthdna.

mdtahga-nakra

:

a decorative motif, combination of elephant and makara, an Ihd-mriga.

mukha-mandapa

:

the first or frontal mandapa of a series of mandapas at the entrance of a temple, often
synonymous Avith mahd-mandapa in earlier temples.

mukta-sara: a pearl-garland or string of pearls used as a decorative motif.

ndla: chute or channel, Avater-spout; the projecting gargoyle-hke spout at the base of the Avail or

top of the adhishthdna of the shrine serving as an outlet for abhisheka--wa.ter. Same as prandla.

ndsikd: (nose) projected arched opening (windoAv). See alpa-ndsikd, kshudra-ndsikd, mahd-ndsikd.

nava-rahga: closed or open mahd-mandapa with four central and tAvelve peripheral pillars, of which
eight are disposed in line with the central ones and four in the diagonal lines at the corners
enclosing nine ahkanas, usual in temples of the Chalukyan varietAx

nida

:

miniature apsidal shrine. Same as panjara.

bma: basal pitha of pillar or pilaster.

pada: pillar [stambha).

padai (Tamil) .• tier or course of similar mouldings e.g. uttira-padai, kumuda-padai, jagati-padai, etc.

padma: lotus; capital-member (doucene) below the phalaka (abacus) shaped like a lotus with petals.

padma-bandha

:

broad fillet, ringing the top of the shaft ofa pillar, marked by decorath e bands betAveen
rows of lotus-petals, separating the shaft from the capital.

padma-pitha

:

lotus-shaped pedestal, consisting of a prominent />admfl-moulding over the jogati or updna,

the torus forming the vdjana on top.

pdli: Capital member, same as padma but Avithout scalloped petals.

panjara: miniature apsidal shrine. Same as nida.

patra-latd: meandering creeper-design or scroll. Same as kodikkarukku.
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patia: plain or decorated band occupying the median face of the corbel as if binding the rolls or

taran^fl-mouldings of the corbel.

pattika: projected top slab of the platform or adhishthma in a line with the vertical norm or mana-

sutra, a major moulding of considerable thickness.

phalaka

:

abacus
;
wide plank on top of the terminal saduram or capital of pillar supporting the corbel

or potikd.

pitha: pedestal, base.

potikd: corbel-bracket over pillar. See taranga-potikd, makara-potikd, chitra-potikd.

prandla: same as ndla.

prastara: entablature, consisting of the mouldings over the walls and pillars, viz. the uttira (beam),

vdjana, valabhi, kapota, dlinga and antari.

prati: platform; crowning moulding of the adhishlkdna, above the pattikd at the base of the wall

and indicating the level of the floor inside the structure.

ratha: ‘chariot’; monolithic vimdna.

saduram (Tamil) : square basal, intermediate or terminal section of a pillar separated by octagonal,

polygonal or circular intermediary parts.

sakti-dhvaja: flat shovel-shaped finial of the kudu or ndsikd with two small karnas (lugs) at its base.

said: shrine {vimdna) of dyatdsra type (oblong on plan) with barrel-vault roof with a series of stupis

on its ridge.

sdld-nkhara: sikhara peculiar to ja/a-shrines, barrel-vault, wagon-top or inverted keel-shaped.

iikhara

:

roof of the vimdna, domical or four-sided with single finial, vaulted with many finials on the

ridge or apsidal with many finials over the horizontal part of ridge.

simha-laldta

:

lion-faced decorative motif or crest.

stambha: pillar [pdda).

stambha-tbrana

:

an entrance decoration or a free-standing decorated entrance without doors and with a

festoon spanning the tops of two columns, the festoon primarily being a garland of leaves and
flowers, later on taking the form of one or more curved and decorated cross-bars, or a floral and
foliar festoon issuing out of OTa^ara-heads, placed on top of the supporting columns.

stupi, stupikd: finial, morphologically the ushnisha taking in later times the form of a purna-ghata or

purna-kumbha, forming the topmost or ultimate member of the vimdna, gbpura or any other

structure.

sundobheda: like split bamboo or reed, fluted.

surulydli (Tamil) : makara or vydla with long proboscis forming the coping of the parapet of the sbpdna

with a terminal curl of the trunk.

tddi (Tamil) : cushion-shaped capital-member above the kalasa and below the kumbha.

tala: storey of the vimdna or gbpura.

tali (Tamil) : excavated cave-tomb, subsequently used to denote a cave-temple or structural shrine.

taranga

:

‘ wave ’
;
wavy roll-ornament of the corbel resembling the ‘ reed ’-moulding or ‘ reeding

’

of European classical architecture.

taranga-potikd: corbel-bracket with roll- or taranga-movXding.

tbrana

:

free-standing ornamental foliar and floral festoon forming an entrance supported by two up-

right columns and often interlaced vertically {jdla-tbrana), copied in wood and stone with

greater elaboration and carving or taking the form of a makara-tbrana, mounted on two pillars.

It precedes the main gateways [gbpuras] of cities, palaces and temples. It is often erected

temporarily (as is common in south India) on festive occasions on roads leading to cities, palaces

and temples. When adorning the doorway as a dvdra-sbbhd, it is called a griha-dvdra-tbrana

or the face of a wall {bhitti-torana)

,

where it often frames a niche or deva-koshtha or suggests an
opening ghana-dvdra. When free-standing, it is designated stambha-tbrana.
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torana-stambha

:

pillar or pilaster supporting a torana.

trikuta, trikutdchala

:

three vimdnas connected by a common adhishthdna in a line or placed round a

common mandapa, as in the Chalukyan types.

tri-palta: three-faceted.^

updna: lowermost part or footing of the basement or adhishthdna, projecting beyond the vertical

norm and surmounted by the jagati. It forms the lowermost visible part of the vimdna, the

uppermost limit of the same being the stupi.

upapitha: an additional moulded platform or sub-base below the basement or adhishthdna, eth

mouldings repeating those of the adhishthdna or often reduced in number or simpler.

utsava-mandapa : mandapa or pillared hall where the processional deity is brought and placed during

festivals.

uttira: principal beam.

uttira-padai (Tamil) : beam {uttira) tier.

vdjana: a top course of the adhishthdna, often replacing the patiikd and a thinner or less projected

member than the pattikd. In the entablature (prastara) a projecting member over the principal

beam (and below the ceiling) with a similar member below the kapota bounding the valabhi

in between. It represents plank a thinner but wider than the uttira in timber structures.

valabhi: a convex sometims concave moulding below the cornice and above the beam bounded
above and below by vdjana-co\xxs,cs, filling the interspaces between the joists and often

decorated by bhutas or harhsas, which are the carved ends of the joists.

vdtdyand: window.

vedika: railing.

vimdna

:

the shrine from upana to stupi (base to finial)
;
a whole shrine from updna to stupi, consisting

of adhishthdna {hzsemcnt), pdda (pillars) or bhitti (walls), prastara (entablature), griva (neck

or clerestory), sikhara (head or roof), and stupi (finial) in the case of simple vimdnas (ekatala)

and with talas (storeys) intervening between the lowermost prastara below and the griva,

sikhara and stupi above in storeyed vimdnas.

vira-kantha: peg or rod projecting from the centre of the top of the pillar-shaft running through

the capital-components, viz., kalasa, tddi, kumbha, padma or pdli and phalaka and inserted

tenon-hke into the base of the potikd or corbel.

vitahka: same as kudu.

vydla: leonine ihd-mriga.

vydla-mdla, vydla-vari: decorative frieze with vydlas usually as a part of the adhishthdna and on top of

the entablature of each tala, marking the ends of the cross-joints in original timber-work.
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Arikulakesari, 19

Arinjaya, 12

Ariujigai-IsVaram, 12

Arishtanemi-pidarar, 98

Arittapatti, 30, 31

Arivarana, 7

Arjuna’s Penance, 36, 44, 45, 86, 120, 164

Arkonam Taluk, 64
Arungunram, 19

dryd metre^91
ashtamurti, 129

Asoka, 1, 26

Asokan column, 33

asura, 130, 155

asvamedha, 1

1

Atakur, 19

Atisaya, 7

Atiranachanda, 8, 125, 128, 129

Atiranachanda cave-temple, 125, 182

Atiranachanda-mandapam, 33, 36, 43

Atiranachanda Mandapam cave-temple, 126

Atiranachanda-Pallavesvara-griham,125
Atiranachandesvara-griham, 128

Atiranachandesvaram, 129

Atyantakama, 8, 124,^ 125, 128, 129

Atyantakama-Pallavesvara-griham, 124, 125, 175

Atyantakama’s cave-temple, 122, 123

Aurangabad, 25

ayalambana, 185, 186

Avani, 21

Avanibhajana, 54, 70, 79, 91

Avanibhajana’s cave-temple, 89

Avanibhajana-Pallavesvaram, 89, 91

Avaninarana, 18

Avanisimha, 4

Avanita, 4, 5

Avanti-sundari-kathd sdra, 35

dvarana, 143, 177

avatdras, 175

dvudaijdr, 35, 39, 58, 63, 94, 103, 116, 118, 125,

128, 132, 140, 141, 153, 160, 185

djatana, 47, 185

dyatdsra, 169, 185

dyatdsra-vimdna, 185

Aykkulam, 98
dyudha-purushas, 155

B

Badami, 4, 6, 25, 26, 83, 106, 148, 164

Bahur, 12, 14, 17

bdhuvalayas, 102

Bali, 146, 148

bali-pitha, 1

7

Balliya Chola, 12, 110

Bana, 10, 19-21

Banadhiraja, 20
bandhds, 29
Barabar, 1, 26
bas-relief, 2, 36, 44, 50, 78, 85, 86, 92, 97, 103,

106, 112, 116, 121, 130, 132, 141, 146, 151,

166, 172, 176, 178

Bellary District, 1

1

bhadra-piiha, 150, 185

bhadra-sdld, 44, 158, 185

Bhairavakonda, 1, 26, 36
Bhaja, 25
Bhaktavatsala, 107

Bhaktavatsalesvara, 104, 105

bhakti cult, 31

Bhasa, 8

Bhava, 129

bhavanam, 129
bhieri, 148
Bhima, 129
Bhimavarman, 22
bhitti, 102, 177, 185

birudas, 37, 47, 54, 56, 61, 76, 78, 79, 83, 125,

175

bhitti-chitra, 35
bhitii-tdram, 161, 185
Bhoja, 182

Bhrigu, 155

BhG-devi, 114, 146, 147, 155

bhujanga-trdsita, 92
bhu-lbka, 147

bhuta, 33, 44, 64, 145, 176, 185

bhuta-ganas, 145
bhuta-mdld, 29, 176, 185

bhutavari, 109, 176, 185

Bhuvanimanikka-Vishnu-griham, 17

Bhuvaraha, 115, 146, 148, 168
Bhuvikrama, 7

Bihar, 26
Brahma, 28, 35, 47, 50, 53, 61, 103, 105, 114,

128, 146-48, 153-55, 159, 160, 170, 172
Brahmadesam, 16

Brahmdnda-purdna, 148
Brahmasasta, 36, 159
Brahmi, 31, 79
Buddha, Buddhism, 4-6, 8, 25, 28, 29, 31, 33, 173
Buddhavarman, 22
Bujjanakanthu, 5

Butuga, 19

C

Ceylon, Ceylonese, 6, 13, 18
chaitya, 25
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chakra, 63. 103, 112, 125, 130, 134, 141, 146-48,

151, 154, 155, 160.

Chakravartin, 148, 154
Chalukvas, Chalukyan, 1. 2, 4-7, 9, 10, 25,

26, 28, 31-33, 36. 37, 44, 83, 94. 106, 110.

118, 143, 148, 156, 166, 176
chdmara, 154, 171

chamatkdra, 88
Chandcsa, 35
Chandesdnugraha, 1 54
Chandesanugraha-murii, 153

Chandi’riisvara, 105, 153

Chandra, 146-48

Chandradiiya, 116, 118

Chandragiri Taluk, 11

chandra-sdld, 43, 185

chandra-sild. 53, 57, 60, 63, 67, 70, 75, 84, 93,

102, 109, 120, 121. 139, 144. 158, 160,

130, 185

chanmvita, 91, 159, 160

ckaturmukha, 144, 166, 185

Chaturmukha~lihga, 35
chauri, 98
Chera-nadu, 18

Cheras, 2, 6, 17, 18

Chettakdri, 5, 54
Cheyyar Taluk, 54, 58, 118, 120

Chikurambavi, 1

1

Chinese, 6, 8

Chingleput Taluk, District, 10, 15, 16, 19-21. 30,

51, 61. 100, 107, no, 122, 132, 134.

166
chin-mudrd, 172
Chinna-Tiruppamalai, 96
Chird, 79
Chirapalli, 79

chitra, 34
chitrdbhdsd, 34
Chitrakarapuli, 5, 54, 79

Chitramaya, 9, 10, 124

Chitramegha-tatdka, 31, 54, 57

chitra-potikd, 74, 185

ckitrardha, 34
Chittoor Disti'ict, ii, 21, 98

Chola. Cholas. 1, 5-7. 9, 11-21, 30. 31, 33. 37,
'

40, 54, 57. 77. 81, 83, 87-89. 98, 104, 105,

107, 356, 164, 175

Chola Maharaja Kumarahkusa, 12, 110

Ghoia-mandalarn. 9, 31, 14, 17, 19, 21, 78

Chola-nadu, 18

Chola Parantaka. iParantaka I) 12, 17-22, 57,

98
Chola-Rajkesari (Rajakesari, Rajakesarivarman),

12, 1C4-06

Cuddapah District, 26
Chunar sandstone, 26

D

Ddnavas, 148

danda, 93
Dandin, 8

Dalvanur, 36-41, 43, 44, 49, 71, 72, 77. 78, 89,

91, 94, 103, 112, 151

Danti, 11, 13

Dantidurga, 10

Dantivarma-mahgalam, 1

1

Dantivarman, 11, 12, 22, 28, 40
Darasuram, 143, 156, 177

dargdh, 53, 96, 97
ddru, 34
Dasaratha, 1, 26
Deccan, 25, 27, 31

Desa-bhandari, 18

Desur, 89
Devasarman, 7

deva-koshtas, 49, 185

devakulam, 61

Devi, 85, 134
Devi-mahdtmya, 155
Devi shrine, 115

dhdma, 116, 185

Dhanahjaya, 129

Dhanus, 13

dkanus, 130, 147, 160, 171

dhdrd-lihga, 128, 129

dharma, 148
Dharma-mahadevi, 1

1

Dharma-mahadevigriham, 1

1

Dharmaraja-mandapam, 7, 30, 33, 42-44, 109,

122, 12.3, 125, 173, 175, 179
Dharmaraja-ratha, 36, 78, 147, 153, 159, 175
Dhruva, 1

1

dh'uva, 29
dhvaja-stambha, 1 82
dhvani, 87
dkydna, 114
Draupadi-ratha, 7, 36, 45, 109, 115, 161, 171
Durga, 21, 36, 45, 78, 109, 112, 115, 130, 134,

145, 146, 148, 153-55, 159-61, 171, 172,

178, 180, 182, 183

dvara-pdla, 2, 36, 39, 45, 49-51, 57, 58, 60, 63,

67, 69, 71, 73-76, 84, 85, 93, 94, 102, 109,

112, 115, 121, 124, 128, 132, 134, 139, 140,

141, 144, 145, 148, 153, 154, 156, 159, 160,

170, 176-78

dvdra-palikd, 2, 36, 109, 114, 171, 183
dvdra-sbbhd, 161
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E

Eastern Chalukyas, 2, 4
Eastern Ghats, 25
Edeyamma, 21

Ekadhira, 9

Ekaniresvara, 35
Elephanta, 25
Ellora, 25, 26

G

gads, 147, 153, 155
Gaddemane, 7

Gadval, 6, 7

Gaja-Lakshmi, 45, 146, 147, 166, 172

gaja-makara, 81, 185

gala, 177
gana, 44, 63, 64, 74, 85, 89, 91, 92, 109, 128-30,

148, 154, 159, 160, 171, 176

gandharva, 73, 74
Ganesa, Ganapati, 2, 30, 64, 79, 116, 134, 159,

176
Ganesa-gumpha, 32
Ganela-ratha, 7, 44, 125, 128, 173, 175, 179

Ganga (river and goddess), 85, 86, 88, 172

Gahgas, 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 13-15, 17, 19-21, 37, 92
Ganga Butuga, 19

Gahgadhara, 38, 79, 85, 86, 88, 94, 103, 170, 172
Gahgadiyaraiyar, 10

Gahgamadeviyar, 19

Ganga Prithvipati (Prithvipati), 14, 15, 20, 21

Ganga Prithvipati Hastimalla, (Prithvipati

Hastimalla), 20, 21

Ganga Prithvipati II (Prithvipati II), 15, 16, 20
Ganga Rajaditya Mahadeva, 19

Gangavadi, 10

garbha-griha, 67, 70, 93, 102, 109, 129, 132, 139,

169, 177, 179, 185

Garuda, 114

gdthds, 182
Gaya, 26, 29
Geiger, G., 6

ghana-dvdras, 144, 185

ghantd, 154, 160, 171

ghdts, 30
Gingee Taluk, 71, 112, 116

Girisa, 87
Giri-tanaya, 129

giti, 47
Gochre plates, 118

Gopinath Rao, T. A., 34, 35, 47, 129, 146-48,

155, 159

Gopi’s Churn, 107

gbpuram, 98, 185

Govardhana, 36, 45
Govinda III, 11

Govindavarman, 22
Grantha character, inscription, 70, 81

grivd, 137, 179, 185, 186

Gudiyatham, 10

Guha, 35, 129

guhdlayam, 35
Gmabhdjana, 124
Gunabhara, 5, 66, 87, 88
Gumbkara, 54, 70, 79

Gupta, 25, 148

Guntupalle, 25

Guntur, 1, 25

H

Hampi, 156

hamsa, 29, 44, 53, 74, 81, 83, 137, 139, 143, 145.
152, 158, 169, 170, 186

harhsa-mdld, 137, 139, 145, 176, 186
hamsavari, 139, 145, 152, 169, 178, 186
Hanuman, 30
hdra, 30, 31, 43, 44, 46, 50, 75, 84, 102, 109, 115,

138, 143, 150, 155, 156, 158, 161, 164, 166,
168, 169, 172, 177, 186

hdrdntara, 31, 43, 129, 137, 138, 143, 150, 158.
159, 168, 169, 177, 186

Harasya tanu, 87, 88
Hari-Hara, 170

Hari-Hara-Pitamaha, 159
Haritta, 21

harmya, 43
Hastimalla Kannardeva Prithvipati, 19
Hastivarman, 19

Hellegere plate, 9
Hemavati, 21

Himalaya, 88
Hindu, 51, 54, 71, 89
hiranyagarbha, 17

Hiranyavarman, 9, 22
Hiuen Tsang, 6

Honnur grant, 7

Hosakote, 4
howdah, 182, 183
Hoysala, 1, 25, 31, 33
Hulibidu, 1

1

Hultzsch, 76, 77, 87, 88, 124

I

Idaichi-mandapam, 30
idal, 34
ihd-mriga, 1 86
Iladamadeviyar, 98
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Iladarajar Pugalvipragandar, 98
Indra, 182, 183'

Indra-dhvaja, 182
iraiyili, 107
Iron Age, 28
Isana, 129, 141

Isvara, 47, 124

Isvara-griha, Isvara-griham, 124, 125

J

Jagati, 57, 60, 70, 73, 81, 84, 93, 102, 107, 121,

122, 127, 138, 141, 144, 151, 156, 169,

175, 177, 179, 185, 186

Jaggayyapeta, 25
Jaina, Jainism, 4-6, 31, 47, 71, 79, 89, 91, 96-98,

100
jdlakas, 168, 177, 186

Jambavan, 148
janudaghna, 172
jatd, 58, 63, 85, 86, 93
jatd-bandha, 103, 147, 171

jata-bhdra, 50, 58, 60, 64, 74, 75, 84, 93, 103,

115, 130, 132, 140, 171

jatd-makuta, 60, 63, 75, 84-86, 92, 102, 109, 114,

115, 140, 146, 147, 155, 159, 171, 172

Javanthinathapuram inscription, 15

Jaya, 154

Jaya Pallavadhiraja, 9

Jayasimha, 7

Jnanasagara, 8

Jouveau-Dubreuil, G., 47, 77, 96, 97, 110, 115,

116, 118, 125, 128, 132, 159

Jvalamalini, 98

Jylshthd, 2, 13, 64
Jyeshthddevi, 64
Jyoti, 88

K

kachcha, 58, 86, 93, 103, 160, 172

Kachchiyum Tanjaiyum-konda, 19

Kadamba, 1

1

kadisarkard, 34
Kadungon, 4
Kadupattigal, 17

Kdduveiti, 8
Kaduvetti Muttaraiyan, 11

Kailasa, 25, 129

Kailasanatha, 8, 10, 11, 83, 128, 176

Kaitabha, 114, 155

Kakatiyas, 1

kdl, 33, 138, 143, 145, 151, 186

Kalabhras, 5, 6

Xaiahasti, 21

Kdlakdchdrya kathd, 182
kalambakam, 18

Kalamukhas, 31

kalasa, 32, 33, 43, 84, 89, 103, 114, 124, 138,

139, 143, 145, 150-53, 158, 164, 168, 169,

176, 178, 180, 186
Kalattur-kottam, 104, 107
Kaiattur-kurram, 104
Kaii, 9

Kalika-Purana, 172

Kaliya, 147

Kaliya mardana, 147
Kaiakala, 128
Kallinangai, 19

kal-mandakam, 30
Kal-mandakam cave-temple, 42, 58, 59
Kalmandakattdlvdr

,

30, 58
kalydna-mandapa, 30
Kalyani, 4

Kamakkanar, 19

kamandalu, 146, 159

Kdmardja, 124, 129

kamba, 35
Kampa, 18, 19

kampa, 49, 57, 60, 70, 73, 84, 102, 107, 122,
138, 141, 144, 151, 158, 169, 186

Kampavarman, 18-22, 172
Kanchi, 4- 1

1 ,
1 8, 1 9, 34, 35, 3 7, 5 1 , 54, 6

1 , 70, 1 25,
128

Karichi-Pallavas, 22
Kanchipuram, 4, 5, 7, 8, 15, 58, 83, 129
Kandan Marambavai, 1

7

Kandiyur, 14

Kandukuru, 7

Kailjanur, 5

kankanas, 171

Kannada, 21

kannddu, 10
Kannara, 19

Kannardeva, 19, 58
Kannaradeva Prithviganga, 19

Kannara Prithvigangaraiyar, 19

kantha, 43, 57, 60, 67, 70, 73, 84, 89, 93, 107,
121, 122, 127, 138, 139, 141, 143-45, 150-52,
158, 168, 169, 175-77, 179, 180, 186

kantha-hdra, 171

Kanthan, 17

Kanyakumari inscription, l6, 17

Kapalikas, 6

kapota, 2, 30, 36, 38, 39, 43, 44, 49, 53, 57, 60,
61, 63, 64, 67, 69, 70, 73-75, 77, 81, 84, 92,
94, 96, 98, 102, 107, 109, 110, 114, 116,
118, 121, 122, 124, 127, 128, 134, 137,
139-41, 143-45, 150, 152, 158, 161, 164.
168, 170, 176-80, 185, 186
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karanda. 91

karavda-makuta, 60, 67, 155, 160, 171, 172

Karandai plates, 18. 20
kari-hasta, 92
Karikala, 12, 110

Karkattur, 10

Karle, 25 ,

kama-kundala^ 147

karna-kutas, 44, 158, 159, 164, 186

kmna-sdld, 158, 186

Kasakkudi plates, 5. 6, 9

kcdaka, 58, 60, 93, 114, 115, 146, 147, 153, 155.

171, 172

kaii, 50, 58, 60, 63, 67, 75, 85, 86, 92, 93. 100.

102, J03, 109, 112, 114, 115, 124, 130,

132, 134. 139, 140, 145-48, 153. 154, 159,

160, 170-72

kati-ha7idha, 50, 75, 86, 109, 160, 172

kati-vasira, 148
katti, 63
Kattivadi, 96
katiu, 32, 33, 49-51, 53. 56, 57. 60, 66. 69. 73,

81, 82, 91, 92. 94. 96, 100, 102, 107. 110.

112, 114, 116, 120-22, 127. 137. 186

katyavalambita, 145. 146. 159. 160

Kaumodaki, 155

Kavannur, 21

Kavantandalam, 21

Kaveri, 5, 7, 14, 31. 47, 87, 88

Kaveripakkam, 15

Kaveripattinam 183

Kavidi, 21

Kavirippumpatrinani. 182

Kerala, 18, 28, 30
keyura,Qb, 115, 132

khadga, 109. 130, 147, 154, 160, 171

Khandagiri, 25, 32

khetaka, 147, 160. 171

khiira. 85
Kiliyanur, 12

Kilmavilangai. 30, 40, 43, 130, 131

Kilmavilaiigai \’i3hnu, 160

Kilmavilangai \’ishnu rock-cut cell, 130, 131

Kilputtur, 14

King of Mollntain^, 87

kinkinis, 92, 115

kinnari, 82, 83

kirita-makuta. 50, 63. 103. 112. 114. 130, 140.

148, 155, 160, 172

kirti-stamhha, 1 82

Kirttivarman, 10

kodis, 91

kodikkarukku, 32, 44, 82, 152, 176, 179, 186

Kodumbalur, 10, 156

kodungai, 139, 176, 186
IpfiJcT}ftC/l OO

kona-patta, 29. 44, 84, 94. 102, 139, 145, 158,

170, 179, 186

Koneri-mandapam, 42, 45, 134, 136. 143,

152-54; 156, 158, 161, 163, 176

KOneripallam. 134, 161

Kongu, 18

Kongu-nadu, 18

Ko-Peruiijingadeva, 63, 105

koshthay 31, 137. 156, 158, 168, 169, 186

Kotikai, 41, 109

Kotikal-mandapam cave-temple, 30, 33. 42, 107,

108

Krishna Distiict, 1

Krishna \alley, 25
Krishna III, 20
Kshatriyanialla, 9

kshehas, 31

kshudra-ndsikd, 168, 169, 177, 186

kshudra-virnana. 102, 186

kucha-bandha, 109, 115, 146,-148. 160, 171

Kudakku i,Western region), 18

kudalai, 92
kudu. 36, 38, 44, 53, 73, 74, 84, 91, 102, 110,

137. 143, 145, 150. 152, 158, 159, 170,

176-78, 180, 186

kudu-arch, 2, 30, 36, 38, 49, 67, 73-75, 77, 81, 84,

94, 109, 124, 137, 139, 143, 145, 150, 152,

158, 168, 170, 177-79

Kudumivamalai, 31, 40
kudya-stsmbha, 43, 102, 122, 127, 139, 158, 161,

169, 186

Kuldikki. 10

KumarahkuLa, 12, HO
Kumbakonam, 5, 10, 13, 15

kumbha, 32-34, 43, 84, 89, 124, 138, 139, 143,

145, 150-52, 158, 164, 168, 169, 176,

178, 182, 186

Kmibhbdhara, 85, 176

kumudn. 57, 67, 107, 121, 122, 127, 138, 144,

175, 179, 180, 186, 187
kumudavari, 144

kundaia, 86. 109, 132, 134. 147, 155, 172

Kunnakkudi, 31

Kurakklni, 61

Kurakkeniinuttam 6

1

Kuram plates, 6, 7, 125, 175

Kurahganilmuttam, 30, 37, 40, 41, 58, 59, 61

Kurnool, 26
Kurrambu, 5

Kurru, 107

Kurugodu, 18

Kurumadai, 10

kiila, 30, ’31, 43, 44, 46, 156, 164, 166, 187
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Kuvalaya-Marttandan, 1

8

Kuvavan-Sattan, 11

L

Lakshita, 47, 48, 54, 79
Lakshitayatana, 47
Lakshmi, 147, 171

lakuta, 93
lalata-bimba, 74, 187

Lalgudi inscription 14, 15

Lalitahkura, 5, 54, 79, 91

Lalitdnkuran, 61

Lalitahkura Paliavesvaragriham, 78, 79
Lalitankura’s cave-temple, 42, 79, 80
lata, 91

Latarajar Vira Cholar, 98
lila-kamala, 92
lild-suka, 171

linga, 2, 34, 35, 39, 53, 58, 63, 71, 76, 87, 88,

94, 103, 116, 118, 125, 128-30, 132, 140,

141, 144, 153, 160, 185

Lokaditya, 8

Idla-hasta, 92
Longhurst, A. H., 11, 51, 82, 86, 124, 130, 132,

144, 147, 155

M
madakkovil, 61, 187

Madavalam inscription, 13, 15, 17

maddala, 92
Madhu, 114, 155

madhya-bandha, 44, 84, 138, 145, 150, 151, 169,

187

madhya-tala, 175

Madras, 51, 61, 110

Madras Museum plates, 18, 19

Madurai, 4, 30, 64

Mahabalipuram, 2, 3, 6-8, 18, 30, 33, 34, 36, 37,

39, 41, 43-45, 58, 64, 77, 78, 84, 91, 94,

100, 103, 107, 108, 110, 115, 120, 122-25,

128, 132, 134, 148, 150, 155, 156, 161-66,

173-75, 179, 180, 182, 183

Mahabalipuram Koneri-mandapam cave-temple,

134, 136

Mahabalipuram Paramesvara-maha-varaha-
Vishnu-griha (Adi-Varaha) cave-temple,

166, l67’
Mahabalipuram Trimurti cave-temple, 156, 157

Mahabalipuram Varaha-mandapam cave-temple,

141, 142

Mahdbhdrata, 129, 182

Mahadeva, 17

Mahddeva, 129

mahd-mandapa, 33, 168-70, 172, 187

mahd-ndsikd, 187
mahd-padma, 179

Mahatdrdeva, 129
Mahavali Vanaraya, 10

Mahdvamsa, 6
Mahendrapotaraja, 61, 172, 173

Mahendrapura, 31, 66
Mahendra’s Vishnu cave-temple, 64, 65
Mahendra-/fl/a^fl, 31, 66
Mahendravadi, 37, 38, 40, 41, 49, 64, 65, 69,

71, 78,‘89

Mahendravadi cave-temple 42, 45
Mahendravarman I (Mahendra, Mahendra-

varman), 2, 5, 6, 22, 26, 28, 30-34, 36-40,

43-45, 47, 54, 56, 58, 61, 64, 66, 67, 70,

71, 76-79, 81, 82, 85, 87-89, 91, 97, 100,

103, 106, 109, no, 112, 115, 116, 118,

124, 125, 128, 129, 132, 134, 137, 138,

141, 151, 152, 156, 159, 164, 172, 173,

176

Mahendravarman II, 6, 7, 22, 43, 173, 175

Mahendravarman III, 8, 9, 22
Mahendravarmesvaragriham, 8

Mahendravikrama, 79
Mahendra-Vishnu-griha, 31, 64, 66

Mahicheththakdri, 79
Makisha, 112, 148, 155
Mahishamardini (Mahishasuramardini), 36, 39,

41, 44, 45, 77, 115, 122, 130, 146, 152,

154, 155, 164, 166, 176, 182

Mahishamardini-mandapam, 42, 148, 152, 156,

178

Mahishasura, 130, 146, 154, 160, 171, 183

makara, 29, 73, 74, 81, 83, 84, 89, 102, 122, 137,

145, 158, 160, 169, 179, 187

makara-kundala, 85, 86, 93, 100, 103, 130, 172
makara-potikd, 74, 187

makara-torana, 36, 38, 39, 74, 77, 89, 91, 160, 187
makara-valayas, 172
makara-ydli, 81
makuta, 63, 64, 75, 92, 134, 140, 146

Malaikkolundisvaram, 132

mdldsthdna, 138, 143, 150, 151, 158, 168, 169,

176, 187
Malavas, 5

Maiayadippatti, 11, 28, 34, 40, 132
Malayalam, 30
Malla, i59
Mallai, 18, 37
Mallam, 21, 172
Mallikarjuna temple, Badami, 6

Malliyurgrama, 7

Maludaiyan, 18

mdmadi, 1

0
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Mamalla, 2, 3, 6, 7, 31-33, 36, 37, 39, 40, 43-46,

56, 64, 78, 94, 103, 106, 109, 110, 112, 116,

118, 120, 122, 124, 125, 129, 132, 134, 138,

141, 148, 156, 161, 164, 166, 172, 175
Mamallapuram, 86
Mamalla su le, 134
Mamandiir (Mavandur), 26, 31, 37-39, 43, 54,

58; 67, 118, 120, 126, 164

Mamandur I (Vishnu cave-temple), 39-41, 67, 68
Mamandur II (Rudra \^alisvaram cave-temple),

40; 41, 54, 55, 61

Mamandur III, larger unfinished cave-temple,

118, 119
Mamandur I\', smaller unfinished cave-temple,

118

Mamandur \’ishnu cave-temple, 42
Manimahgala, 6
Manabharan, 18

Manavamma, 6

mancha, 89, 172, 187

mandagappadi-mandapa, 30
Mandagappattu, 5, 28, 32, 37, 39, 40, 41, 47-49,

51, 56, 58, 61, 78, 89, 92, 103, 112, 115,

159

mandakam, 30, 33, 187

mandapa, 1, 2, 29, 30, 32-35, 38, 39, 43-46, 49,

50, 56-58, 60, 64, 70, 75, 77-79, 82-85, 89,

92-94, 97, 98, 100, 102, 103, 110, 112, 114,

116, 118, 120, 121, 125, 127, 128, 130,

132, 134, 137-39, 141, 143-46, 148, 150-52,

154, 156, 158, 161, 164, 166, 168-70, 173,

175-78, 180, 182; 187

Mandara, 129
mandira-griha, 124
Mandukanatha, 54
Mandya, 19

ynangala-Moka, 70
Manikkavachakar, 129
manjiras, 171, 172

Mannikkurichchi, 10

Manodaiyan, 18

Manyakheta, 4
Alarambavai, 12, 17

Maran Sadaiyan, 81

Marasirhha, 15

Maravarman Rajasirirha I, 9

Alarkandeya, 105, 155

Aldrkandeja-Piirma, 1 55
Alaruttuvar, 98
masuraka, 137, 187
mdtanga-nakra, 81, 187

mdtras, 9
A'latribhutesvarasvami, 79
Mattavildsa, 5, 54, 70, 79
A'lattavildsa-prahasana, 5, 70

Alaula-ka-pahad, 51

Alaurya, Alauryan, 25, 26
Alavali, 20
A'lavandurnadu, 120
Alayilai, 18, 37

megha-sydma, 71

triekhald, 115
Alelacheri, 43, 49, 112, 116-18

Alclpatti inscription, 21

Mendis, G. C., 13

Aleru, 129
Minakshi, C., 8, 9

nitiga, 92
mrigi, 58
Aluddanur, 94
mudrd, 86, 153

miikha-mandapa, 12, 17, 31, 38, 44, 49, 51, 53,

54, 56-58, 60, 61, 66, 67, 75, 92, 96, 100,

102, 103, 107, 114, 121, 122, 137, 138,

156, 187

mukhdpattis

,

143, 158
muktasaras, 84, 138, 187,

Aluktes'vara temple, Kanchi, 1

1

midabera, 29, 34
mula-purushas, 9
Mfilasthc5na, 104-06

mida-tala, 175
Alulattanam, 107

Alulattanattu Perumanadigal, 105-07
Alunda-rash^a, 30, 1 10

Alurari, 66
Aluttaraivar, 1, 2, 4, 11, 17, 30, 32-36, 40, 64,

78, 81, 83, 94, 97, 110, 114, 132, 134,
176

Aluvarkoil, 156
Alylapore, 18, 37
Alysore, 4

N

.Vadi-prija, 85, 88
nadukal, 34
-Vadu-nadu, 19, 21

ndga, 33, 147
A’aganandi, 97, 98
Nagapattinam, 8
Nagar, 8
Nagari, 127, 128
Nagarjunakonda, 25
Nagarjuni hills, 1, 26
noda, 187
Vallaru, 18

Xambi Appi, 1

7

A'andaka ‘Sword’, 155
Xandi, 13, 18, 20, 21, 78, 96, 139
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Nandi (bull), 34, 36, 63, 93, 153, 176
Nandi-ch-chiraman, 18

Nandigrama, 10

Nandi-Kampa-chaturvedi-maugalam, 1

8

Nandikampesvara, 18, 19

Nandikesvara, 105

Xandikkalambakam, 1

8

nandi-mandapa, 17

Nandippottarasar, 97
Nandipuram, 10

Nandivaram, 10

Nandivarman II Pallavamalla 'Naudi\arinan,
Nandivarman Pallava), 5, 9-12, 22, 33, 40,

76, 77, 97, 110, 132, 134
Nandivarman III, 11-13, 17, 18, 22, 40
Nandivarman IV, 18, 20, 21, 22
Nandivarmaraja, 12

Narada, 115, 146

Narasapalaiyam, 54, 67, 118, 120

Narasimha (god), 71, 112, 148

Narasimha cave-temple, 110, Hi
Narasimhavarman I Mamalla (Narasiriihavar-

man, Narasirnha), 6, 7, 10, 22, 39, 43, 56,

94, 100, 103-07, 115, 118

Narasiinhavarman II Rajasimha, 8, 22, 78

Narasiriihavishnu, 173

Narasingamangalam, 54, 56, 57

Narasiiigappottaraiyar, 104

Narasiriga-'\4nnagara-dtnar, 1 U)

Narasinga-Mnnagaram, 110

Xarendra, 76-78

Narendrapottarai) an, 77

Narendrasiiiiha, 77

Narwan plates, 10

Narttamalai, 14, 17, 132, 143

Nasik, 25
ndsika, 73, 177, 179, 185, 187

Nataraja, 92, 93

nail, 70
navaranga. 33, 187

Nayadhira, 9

Nayakas (dynasty i. 1, 31, 33

Nayanmars, 31

Neduvayal, 10

Nellore District, 1, 21, 26

Nerkunram, 16

mda, 31, 187

jiidhis, 91

nildtpala, 92, 114

Nilvuleneyambu, 5

Niruttara, 124
nitamba. 146

Nityavinita, 70, 71

nivlta. 51, 58, 60, 63, 64, 92, lOO, 102. 103. 124,

'132. 134, 139, 140, 153, 155, 160

nltUa-jajndpavUa, 58, 60, 67, 86, 159

Niyamam inscriptions, 12

North ,\rcot, 10, 12, 14-16, 18, 20, 21, 54, 58,

64, 89, 94, 98, 118, 120

Nripatuhgavarman iNripatuhga), 12-17, 22, 40
Nrisifnha, 67
nrjtta, 30
Nri-Varaha, 146

O

ogee, 176

Okka-pirandau-kulam, 8

Olakkannesvara, 150
Olakkur inscription, 2

1

omd, 33, 144, 150, 168, 187
Opporuvarumillada Nayanar, 98
Orissa, 25
Orukal-mandapam cave-temple, 30, 42, 43.

58, 100, 101. 103, 105, 106, 141

P

pdda, 66, 70, 187
padai, 187
pada-saras, 115
padma, 29, 32, 33. 43, 49, 73. 74, 84, 85, 89,

124, 138, 139, 145, 150-52, 156, 158, 164,

172, 176, 178, 180, 182. 187

padma-bandha, 33, 44, 84, 89, 124. 138, 139.

143. 145, 150-52, 158, 164, 168. 169, 176'

178, 187

padma-nidhi

.

91

padma-pitha. 115, 141. 144, 145, 148, 158, 160,

168, '169, 176, 178, 187
'

padmasana, 130, 147, 170-72

Paduvurkbttam, 98
Paintamilai-djkinra Xandi^ 18

Pakappiduku, 61
Pakshitirtham, lOh
palakani. 111

Palaivaru, 18

paii, 33','_43, 49, 74, 124, 143. 187

Paliyili, Isvaram, 17

Pajiyili Siriya Naiigai. 17

Pallavadiyaraiyar, 9

Pallava-Grantha, 54, 56. 66. 70. 76, 83, 110,

116, 124, 127, '128) 159. 172, 173, 179

Pallavamalla, 10, 11

Pallavapuram, 58
Pallavaraiyar, 10

Pallavaram. 31. 36-41. 43, 47. 51. 32, 56, 61. 79,

97, 103
'

Pallava-tilaka-kula Nandippottaraiyar, 17
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Pallava Vijaya-Dantivikramavarman, 92
Pallavehara, griha, 19, 124, 127

Pallichandam, 98
Paliikonda, 12, 18

Pallipadai, 19, 31

Panamalai, 8,^ 125

Pdnchajanya (Sankha), 155
Panchakuta, 1 56
Panchapandava, 41, 51, 71

Panchapandava cave temple, 51, 52, 94, 95, 120
Panchapandavamalai, 51, 96
Paficha-pandava-mandapam cave-temple, 44,

164, 165

Pandya, Pandyas, Pandyan, 1, 2, 4-6, 9, 10, 13,

15, 18' 20, 26, 27, 30-36, 40, 47, 64, 78,

81-83, 94, 97, 110, 114, 132, 134, 176

Pangala-nadu, 19

panjara, 31, 187

Parakesari, 14, 18, 20, 57
Parakesari Parantaka, 19

ParambantaU, 28
Paramesvara-maha-Varaha-Vishnu-griham, 1 66,

167, 173, 175

Pramesvaravarman I (Parmesvara I), 2, 6-8, 11,

35, 36, 39, 40, 43-46, 78, 86, 106, 112, 115,

124, 125, 128, 129, 153, 156, 161, 166,

170, 172, 173, 175, 177, 179

Paramesvaravarman II, 8, 9, 11, 22
Paramesvara-vinnagaram, 1

1

Parantaka I (Parantaka Chola, Parantaka), 12,

17-22, 57, 97, 98 (also see under Chola
Parantaka)

Parantakapuram, 12

Parasu, 92, 160, 170

Pargiter, 155

parivattam, 153
Pariyala, 6

Parvati, 85, 87, 88, 92, 116, 153

pdrvettai, 30
pdsa, 114, 154
Pasarambu, 5

Pasupatas, 31

Pasupati, 129
patala, 146
patra-kundala, 50, 58, 63, 67, 75, 84, 92, 93, 100,

109, 112, 115, 147, 148, 160, 171, 172

patm-lata, 32, 44, 82-85, 176, 188

patta, 32, 38, 44, 49, 74, 82, 83, 92-94, 112, 116,

137, 138, 143, 158, 164, 176, 187
Pattadakal, 10, 25
pattikd, 57, 67, 70, 73, 81, 84, 89, 93, 102, 107,

121, 122, 127, 128, 138, 141, 144, 151,

158, 169, 180, 188
Pattinikkurattiyar, 98
Pen'kulikkottai, 10

pen-palli, 98
Percy Brown, 29, 33
Periyalur, 10

Periyapuranam, 89
Periyatakkai, 96
Periya-Tiruppamalai, 96
Permanadi, 8
Perumamdigal, 10
Perunagar, 21

Peruhgahgar, 10

Peruntimirinadu, 98
Peruvalanallur, 7

Peruvayal, 19

phalaka, 32-34, 38, 43, 49, 50, 73, 74, 82, 84, 89,

112, 114, 124, 138, 139, 143, 145, 150-52,

156, 158, 160, 161, 164, 171, 176, 178,

180, 182, 188
Piranmalai, 34
Pisugu, 5

pitha, 71, 76, 107, 138, 144, 164, 187
Podili, 7

Ponneri, 15

Ponniyakki, Ponniyakkiyar, Poinnyakshi, 97, 98
Ponniyamman, 98
pdiih, 2, 32, 34, 44, 67, 69, 70, 74, 82, 100, 102,

114, 116, 122, 124, 137-39, 152, 158, 176,

182, 188

Potto-Pallava, 118
potti, 1 18,

Poygai Alvar, 34
prabhd-mandala, 147, 148
prdchindvita, 140
Prakrit, 94
prakriti, 129,

pralamba, 147
pralamba-pdda, 170
prandla, 2, 35, 188
prastara, 1, 2, 43, 44, 73, 100, 102, 137, 138,

143, 150, 156, 158, 161, 168, 175, 177,

179, 188

prati, 57, 60, 70, 85, 102, 107, 122, 127, 138, 144,

159, 169, 175, 177, 179, 180, 188
praybga, 103, 112, 130, 160
prayoga chakra, 115, 132, 170, 171
Prithvi, 146

prithvi, 129, 148

Prithvigahgaraiyar, 19

prithvi-linga, 35
Prithvimanikkam, 17

Prithvipati, Prithvipati Hastimalla, Prithvipati I,

(see under Ganga Prithvipati)

Prithvipati II, 15, 16, 20
Prithvi-vyaghra, 10
Pudukkottai, 28, 132
Pugalalaimahgalam, 98
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pujd, 147
Pulakesin II, 5, 6, 118
Pulipudar-mandapam, 161, 162
Pulialur, 5

Puliamangai inscription, 20
Puranic, 35
Puri, 34
Purridamkonddr, 35
Purushdttama, 79, 87
purvardjakkal, 106

pushpdnjali, 160
pushpa-puta, 92
pustaka, 159
Puttan, 104
Puvalur, 10

R

Rajaditya, 19-21

Rajadityamahadeva, 20
Rajagriha, 26
Rajahaihsa, 35

Rajakesari, Rajakesarivarman, 12, 104-06

Rajaraja Chdla I (Rajaraja Chola, Rajaraja,

Rajaraja'l), 22, 56, 79, 96-98, ‘l 10

Rajasimha, 2, 3, 8-10, 33, 34, 39, 40, 43, 44, 46,

64, 77, 106, 125, 128, 129, 132, 134, 166,

176, 182, 183

Rajendra Chola I (Rajendra I), 18, 22

Rajyasri, 148

Rama, 13

Ramanuja, 41

Ramanujakudam, 176

Ramanuja-mandapam cave-temple, 7, 30, 36,

42, 45, 64, 125, 143, 158, 173-75

RamHvara-tirtha, 11

Ranajaya, 124
Rahganatha, 34
Ranganatha cave-temple, 112, 113

Rahgapataka, 8, 128

rangoli, 143
Rashtrakutas, 1, 2, 4, 9-13, 17, 19-21, 28, 36, 44

Rashtrakuta Kaimara, 19

rathai 7, 25, 28, 29, 33, 35, 36, 39, 44, 94,

103, 125, 141, 156, 161, 188

Rattas, 11

Renadu, 110

Reva, 10, 11

Reyuru grant, 8

rishi, 58, 86, 105, 147

Rudra, 124, 173, 179

Rudra deva, 129

rudrdksha, 159, 172

rudrdksha-jajndpavifa. 159

Rudravalisvaram cave-temple, 42, 54, 55, 57

S

Sahara, 10

Sabhd, 30
Sadaiyan Maran, 64
saduram, 32, 33, 43, 49, 51, 53, 56, 57, 60, 63, 66,

69, 73-76, 78, 81-83, 91-94, 96, 100, 102,

107, 110, 112, 114, 116, 120-22, 127, 137,

188
Sddyojdta, 141

Sahadeva, 33
Saidapet Taluk, 15, 51

saili, 88
saili-tanu, 87, 88
Saiva, Saivism, Saivite, 2, 6, 7, 12, 17, 28, 34-40,

47, 50, 53, 56, 58, 60, 61, 71, 77, 79,

85-89, 92, 97, 106, 115, 116, 124, 125,

128, 129, 132, 134, 141, 147, 148, 151,

153, 155, 159, 160, 172, 173, 175, 178,

179
sakala, 153
sakala linga, 153
Sakti, 155

sakti, 182
sakti-dhvaja, 73, 168, 171, 188

Sdkuntala, 129
Sdkya-bhikshus, 6
sdldkdra, 158
said, 30, 31, 43, 44, 137, 138, 143, 150, 158, 159,

164, 168, 169, 177, 187, 188
sdld-sikhara, 137, 168, 188,

Salem, 2

Saluvankuppam 8, 30, 41, 43, 44, 125, 126,

180, 181, 183

Saluvankuppam, Yali-mandapam (Tiger-cave),

180, 181

sama-bhanga, 45, 115, 130, 148, 159, 160, 170-72
Samaradhananjaya, 8
Samardnganasutradhdra, 182
Sambandhar, 6, 61, 79, 106, 129

Sambhbr bhavanam, 129

Samgrdma-dhira, 129

sampraddya, 40
Sanchi 27
Sangam works, 34
Sankara, 88
Sankaram, 25
Sankha 12 13, 17

sankha, 103, 112, 115, 125, 130, 134, 141, 146-48,

151, 153, 154, 160, 170, 171

sankha-nidhi, 91

Sankirnajdti, 5, 54, 79

Sanskrit, 5, 19, 30, 34, 47, 54, 66, 76-79, 91,

94, 106, 124, 128, 173

Sapta-mdtrika, 2, 64, 130
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sarnga, 147
sarpa-jajndpavlta, 60, 63

Sarva deva, 129
Sarvanatha, 116
Sastri, Harihara, 35
Sastri, K. A. Nilakama, 4, 8
Sastri, Krishna H., 173, 175
Satrumalla, 5, 54, 70, 71, 76-79, 87
Satrumalla’s cave-temple, 42, 71, 72

Satnmallesvardlaya, 76, 77
Satyanathaier, R., 10

Satyasandha, 54, 70, 71, 79, 88
Sattan-Paliyili, 17

sejant, 152, 176, 182
Sellan Sivadasan. 76

Selliyamman, 7

sena, 106
Sena II, 13

Sehgunram, 110

Sehgunra-nadu, 110

Sennivaykkal inscription, 12, 18, 20, 21

Sesha, 114, 155

Sesha-naga, 146, 147

Senna, 20, 21

Seven Pagodas, 159

Sholihghur, 20, 64
Shore Temple, 8, 33, 148, 176, 182, 183
siddhdsana, 96
Siddhalihgamadam, 19

sikhara, 44, 143', 161, 168, 179, 185, 188
Sikhari,^ 116, 118

Sikhari-Pallavesvaram cavc-templc, 116, 117

Ma-bhavana, 87
Siladitva, 7

Silappadikaram, 182

Hldkharena, 88
Silpa, 3, 29, 33, 34, 36, 129, 151, 168

Silpa-ratna, 146, 147

Simhala, 5, 20
Simha-ialata, 161, 188

Siihhamahgalam 94
simhamttkha, 50
simhdsana, 64, 153, 172, 173, 178

Sirhhapura, 115, 116, 118
Sirhhapuranadu, 115

Sirhhavarman, 4, 22
Sirhhavishnu, 4, 5, 22, 47, 70, 94, 115, 118, 173
Sihgaperumal-koil, 41, 43, 110, 111

Sihgavaram. 32, 41. 43, 49, 112. 113, 115. 116,

118, 171, 172

sira, 88
Siramalai, 79, 87
Sirappalli. 79

siraschakra. 85, 132

Sirigoppa, 11

Sm'ambakkam, 7

Siruttonda, 6

sishja, 106
Sitamarhi Caves, 26
Sittannavasal, 26, 30, 47, 69
Siva,"i2, 17, 28, 31, 34-40, 47, 50, 53, 56, 60, 61.

71, 77, 79, 85-89, 92, 97, 115, 116, 124.

125, 128, 129, 132, 134, 141, 147, 148,

151, 153, 154, 159, 160, 172, 173, 175.

178, 179

Sivaramamurti, C., 110, 124, 128, 155
Sivamahgalam, 31, 32, 36-41, 49, 78, 79, 89.

90, 94, 103, 112, 114, 171

Skanda, 106, 128, 129, 153, 154, 182
Skandasena, 61, 63, 106

Skandasishya, 104-07

Uesha, 124
snapana-beras, 35
snapana mandapa, 30
Sola Kannaradeva, 1

7

Solapuram inscription, 18, 19, 21

Soiapperumanar Ilahgonpichchi, 17

Somasiyar, 7

Somaskanda, 2, 35. 36, 45. 105, 106, 128-30.

141, 153, 175, 178
sopdna, 39, 57, 60. 67, 73, 81, 84, 93, 97, 100.

102, 109, 118, 121, 122, 137, 139, 141,

144, 150, 151, 158, 160. 161, 164, 166.

178, 180, 185

South Arcot, 12, 13, 19, 47, 71. 98. 112, 116, 130
Srtbhara, 124, 129
Sri-devi, 147, 148, 170
Sridhara, 9

Srikattuppalli, 12

Srikantha, 17

Srikantha-chaturvedi-maiigalam, 1

7

.Sri-Mahendra\'arme"sVara-griham, 8
Sri-Mahendravikramah, 54
Sri Malaimel Mulattanattii-perumanadikal. 106.

107

Srihgi, 36, 60, 93
Srinidhi, 124, 129
Srinivasan, K. R., 35, 89
Sri-Perumanadikal, 107
Sripurambiyam, 15, 16

Sripurusha, 8
Srirahgam, 34
Sri-Ranganathasvami, 112

Sri-Sikhari-Pallavesvaram. 1 16

Sri- Vamdhkusa, 110
sruk, 146, 159

stambha, 171, 182, 188
stambha-tbrana, 39, 74, 94, 161, 188
Stambhesvara, 89, 94
sfhdnu, 35, 87
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sthapana, 70
stiiapatis, 26
sthavaram, 35
stupa, 25, 27
Siupis, 137, 143, 158, 159, 164, 168, 175, 177,

179, 188, 189
Subrahmanya, 159, 160
suchi, 114, 139, 140, 145, 160, 170, 172
Sudarsana chakra, 155
sukkasana, 153, 172

sula-dhvaja, 92, 171

Sundobheda, 150, 188

Sundaramurti, 35
Sundarar, 106, 129

Suramara, 6

surulydli, 93, 100, 122, 141, 144,151, 158, 160, 188
Siirya, 129, 147, 148, 153, 159

Sutra, 58
sTitra-yajhbpavita, 86
Svarga, 147, 148

Svarga-loka, 147

svarna-vaikdksha, 147, 171

Svastka, 124
Svati, 21

svastika, 177, 179

T

Iddi, 32, 43, 84, 89, 124, 138, 139, 143, 145,

150-52, 158, 164, 168, 169, 176, 178, 188
Takkolam inscription, 14-16

tala, 156, 159, 188

Talapuris'vara temple, 8

lalarpilambu, 35
tali, 28, 188

Talipparamba, 28
Tamil, 5, 18, 26, 30, 31, 34, 43, 54, 61, 63,

76-79, 81, 91, 92, 94, 103, 105, 106,

173, 182

Tamil Xandi, 18

Tandantottam, 10

Tafijavur,‘i4, 15, 19, 110

iam, 35, 88
taparam, 35
tarahga, 32, 37, 38, 44, 49-51, 56, 67, 69, 74,

82-84. 92-94, 112, 116, 121, 127, 137-39,

143, 145, 151, 152, 158, 161, 164, 168,

176, 178, 188

tarahga-pbtika, 138, 188

tarjam, 139

Tarkasdstra, 88
Tarundhkura, 124

Tatpurusha, 141

Tayumanasvami, 79

tejas, 129
Tellarrerinda, 20
Tejjarrcrinda Xandi, 12, 18

Teljaru, 12, 18, 20
Tcliarru Xandi, 18-20
Tciugu, 5, 47, 54, 173
Tclugu Chodas, Telugu-Chola, 1, 2, 4, 9-i, 110
Tevdram, 35, 61, 79, 98, 129
Tillaisthanam inscription, 16

Tindivanam Taluk, 130
tirtlia, 31

tirthahkara, 96-98

Tiruchchanur, 11

Tirucbchennampundi, 12-14

Tiruchirappalli, 2, 4. 5, 7, 13. 14, 26, 28, 31,
36-41, 47, 54, 77-80, 83, 89,' 92, 94, 97,

103, 132, 159

Tirujnana Sambandar, 35
Tirukkalukkuuram 16, 30, 41, 43, 100, 101,

103-07

Tirukkalukkunra-mudaiya-nayanar, 1 05
Tirukkajukkunrattu-perumanadikal, 1 06
Tirukkarrali, 79
Tirukkodikaval inscription. 14, 17

Tirukkovilur Taluk, 34, 98
Tirumalapuram, 26, 82, 83

Tirumalpuram, 16

Tirumanandis^^ara, 120
Tirumaiigai, 10

Tirumangai-alvar. 1

1

Tirumayam, 26 155
Tirumukkudal, 15

Tirumulasthana, 104
Tirunandikkara, 26
Tirunavukkarasar, 35, 106
Tirunelv'cli, 30
Tiruppanmalai, 96-98
Tirupparaiikunram, 31, 41, 64, 78, 116

tiru-p-patanam, 91

Tirupporur, 8

Tiruppurambiyam, 1

5

Tiruttani, 15, 17

Tiruvdchakam, 129
Tiruvadi, 9, 13, 14

Tiruvaigavur, 12

Tiruvalangadu plates, 16, 17

Tiruvellarai, 13, 14, 132
Tiruveiuclichil, Tiruvc]uchchilur 182, 183

Tiruverumbur, 17

Tiruvorriyur shrine, 2

1

Tondaiman Arrur, 21

Tondai-mandalam, 1, 2, 6. 13, 21, 30, 31, 37,
'40, 43,'47, 78, 79, 8i; 82, 97, 116, 132

Tondai-nadu, 18

Tondainadiipdiina, 104
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Tondai-nadu-pdviya, 1

6

tor'am, 2b, 27, 36, 43, 49, 73, 74, 89, 91, 143,

158, 160, 168, 180, 188

tdrana-zxch, 137, 177

tdrana-stambhas, 43, 89, 92, 189

tribhanga, 50, 58, 60, 75, 84, 92, 100, 102, 103,

109, 114, 115, 145, 146, 170-72

Tribhuvana-mahadevi, 12

Tribhuvana-mahadevi-chaturvedi mangalam, 12

trikuta {trikutdchala)

,

156, 189

Trimurti, 37, 44, 47, 61, 89, 107, 115, 125, 154,

156, 158, 159, 178

Trimurti cave-temple, 30, 36, 42, 45, 132, 148,

156, 166, 171

Trinity, 37, 47
tripatta, 138, 189

tripatla-kumuda, 60, 70, 73, 84, 102, 107, 122, 141,

144, 151, 158, 169, 177, 179, 180

Trisanku, 148

trisula, 171

Trivandrum, 34
Trivikrama, 34, 35, 45, 115, 146-48, 166

Tmdnddr, 89, 94
Tungabhadra river, 1

1

tulabhara, 17

U

Uchchi-p-pillaiyar-malai, 79

udara-bandha, 75, 85, 102

Udayachandra, 10

Udayagiri, 25, 26

Udayana, 10

Udayendiram plates, 5, 7, 11, 15, 20

Ugra deva, 129

Ugrodaya, 10

Ukkal, 16, 17

Ukkiramakopan, 18

Ulakalanda Perumal, 34
Ulchaia, 9
Uma, 128, 129, 154, 178

Undavalli, 1

upana, 60, 67, 70, 73, 84, 102, 107, 121, 122,

144, 156, 158, 175, 177, 180, 185, 186, 189

upapitha, 175, 176, 189

upavita, 50, 60, 63, 75, 139, 140

Uragapura, 7

Uraiyurkurram, 79

urdhva mukha, 84
urdhva-janu, 130, 146

urdhva-maddala, 92
umdaghna, 172

Uruttiravdlisvaram, 56
utsava-mandapa, 182, 189

Uttamaciiola, 19, 20, 57

Uttamacholisvarapuram, 57

uttardyana-sarhkrdnti, 1

uttariya, 86, 103, 146, 160

uttira, 32, 49, 51, 70, 74, 82, 92, 93, 98, 100, 102,

107, 110, 122, 127, 128, 137, 139, 140, 143,

145, 151, 152, 154, 155, 168, 176, 180, 188,

189

Uttiramerur, 16, 21

uttirapadai, 102, 189

V

vdhanas, 182

Vaikhdnasdgama, 146, 147

Vaikunthaperumal temple, 8, 9, 11

vainika, 45
Vaishnava, 11, 31, 34
Vaishnavism, 124, 125, 141, 150, 180

Vaishnavite, 34, 36, 64, 141, 151, 175, 176

vdjana, 50, 53, 57, 60, 61, 67, 69, 70, 74, 75,

82-85, 92, 93, 100, 102, 103, 107, 110, 116,

118, 121, 122, 127, 128, 137, 143, 145,

152, 158, 168, 169, 176, 180, 188, 189

vajra, 182

vakra-khadga, 171
• valabhl, 44, 56, 57, 70, 74, 84, 100, 103, 109,

124, 127, 128, 137, 139, 143, 145, 158,

168-70, 176, 178, 188, 189

valampuri, 64, 134

valayas, 75, 85, 102, 115, 132, 171, 172

valipdituppuram, 107

Valisvaram, 31, 56, 57

Vallabha, 7, 20
Vallam, 37, 40, 41, 43, 49, 61, 64, 77, 78, 106,

132, 134, 140, 176

Valam I Vasantesvaram cave-temple, 61, 62

Vallam II lower (Siva) cave-temple, 132, 133

Vallam III northern (Vishnu) cave-temple, 134,

135

Vallavaraiyan, 10

Valjimalai, 98
Vdmadeva, 141

vana-mdld, 140
Vanakkovaraiyar Orriyurudaiyan, 19 ^
Vanaraiyar, 10

Vaficha-valava, 5

varada, 159
Varaguna II, 13-17

Varaha,'41, 146-48, 166, 168

Varaha-mandapam, 42, 45, 115, 141, 156, 160,

166, 168-71, 175, 176

Varatuhgan, 18

Vasantapriyaraja, 61, 63

Vasantesvaram, 63, 64, 132

Vasantesvaram cave-temple, 61, 62
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vastra, 50, 58, 75, 93, 103, 109, 132, 154, 159,

160, 172

vastra-yajnopavita, 50, 51, 58, 63, 75, 85, 86, 93,

100, 139, 140, 159, 172
Vatapi, 6, 10, 104-06, 173
Vatapikonda, 104, 106
Vatapikonda Narasimhavarman I, 103-05
Vatapikonda Narasinga-p-potcaraiyar, 104, 107

vatdyana, 177, 189

Vatteluttu, 78

Vayaiur, 77

Wyandisuram, 63

\'ayiri .kdiyan, 19

Vayiri Akkan, 17

vdyii, 129
Vedas, 159

VedagirisVara, 100, 104-06

Vedantesvara, 63, 132

vedikd, 85, 189

Veligonda hills, 26

Vellan Kumaran, 19

Wiiafu, 18

Velurpalaiyam plates, 9, 12, 13, 110

Venbedu, 77

Vehgi, 4, 30

Venkayya,104
Venkulikkdttai, 10

\"entulavittu, 5

veshti, 172
r)p cmn 1 94-

Vichitra-chitia, 26, 28, 34, 47, 54

Videlvidugu, 18

Vidisa, 25, 27
vidyddhara, 86
Vidyavinita-Pallava-ParamesVara-griham, 7

vihdras, 6, 8, 25
Vijaya-Dantivikramavarman, 94

Vijayaditya, 9

Vijaya Kampa, 19

Vijayalaya Ch5la, 14

Vijayalaya-CholisVaram, 143, 156, 177

Vijayamahadevi, 118

Vijayanagara, rulers, dynasty, temple, 1, 31, 33,

89, 143, 156, 168, 169

Vijaya-Sri, 148

Vijayavada, 1, 25

Vikramaditya I, 6, 7, 9, 10

Vikramaditya II, 10, 21

Vikrama Chola, 14

V landai, 7

Viiappakkam, 40, 49, 94-98

Villupuram, 47

vim ana, 1, 17, 28, 35, 39, 44, 46, 125, 127, 129,

132, 138, 139, 143, 144, 156, 158, 161,

164, 169, 175-77, 179, 188, 189

vimdnatraya, 156
vind, 146, 147

vipaksha. 88
vipaksha-vritti, 88
vira-kantha, 33, 34, 84, 138, 139, 143, 145, 150-52,

158, 164, 168, 169, 176, 178, 180, 182, 189

Viramadeviyar, 17

Vdrarajendra, 16

Virasikhamani, 31

Virattancsvara, 9, 17

Viramitrodaya, 182

Vishnu, 5,' 11, 12, 17, 28, 30, 31, 34-37, 40, 47,

50, 53, 58. 67, 69, 71, 89, 103, 105. 114,

115, 128, 130, 132, 134, 146-48. 151,

153-55, 159, 160, 170, 173, 175

Vishnu-dharmottara, 146, 147

Vishnu-griha, 66
Vishnu-Furana, 182

visniaya, 100, 145, 146, 160

visva-rupa, 148,

vitanka, 189

Vogel, 155, 159

Vriddhi Pallavadhiraja, 9

vrishabha, 1 53

vrishabha-dhvaja, 86
Vrishabhantika, 92, 94, 171

vritta kumuda, 93
vydkhyd, 114, 172

vydla. 29, 33, 44-46, 53, 74, 84, 102, 122, 139-41,

143-45, 152, 156, 158, 161, 164, 166,

168-70, 176-78, 180, 182, 188, 189

vydla-hdLStd, 2

vydla-mdld, 140, 189

Vyala-mandapa, 182

vydla-tdrana, 180, 183

vydlavdri,' \d2, 137, 140, 143, 145, 152, 158, 169,

170, 177, 178, 189

W
Walajapct, 94
Wandiwash, 89
Western Chalukyas, 4, 25
Western Gahga, 19

Western Ghats, 25

Y

Tajamdna, 129

Yajhabhatta, 12

yajndpavita, 58, 60, 64, 75, 84, 92, 93, 102,

103, 112, 115, 124, 132, 134, 139, 140,

145, 153-55, 159, 160

yakshas, 91

yakshi, 96-98
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yali, 151

Yali-mandapam, 30, 44, 46,

Yamapuri, 44, 150

Yoga-Daksliinamurti, 105

Toga-nidra, 155

Yogasayana-murti, 155

180-83 yoginis, 130, 154

yuga, 155
Yuvamaharaja Vishnugopavarman, 94

Tuvaraja 8, 9
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CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PAT.LAVAS

PLATE I

A

Mahabalipuram : rock opposite Rdmdnuja-mandapam, show-

ing technique of excavation of a cave-temple. Note the cut-

back scarp with columns and beam marked and intervening

spaces grooved into square blocks to be chiselled off

B

Mahabalipuram : rock below lighthouse, showing advanced

stage of excavation of a cave-temple

See page 26







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE II

Mandagappattu : Lakshita’s cave-temple, the earliest excavated

by Mahendravarman I, bearing his inscription. External

view, showing pillars, pilasters and dvara-pdlas on facade

and the inner row of pillars and pilasters . Mahendra style.

Period I

See page 47



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLA VAS

PLATE III

MandagappaUu : Lakshita's cave-temple

A

Dvdra-pala at the eastern end offacade

B

Dvdra-pdla at the western end offacade

See page 50







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE IV

Palldvaram: Panchapdndava cave-temple, now a Muslim

dargdh called Maula-kd-pahdd. Excavated by Mahendra-

varman /, bearing his inscriptions. Mahendra style, Period I

A

Earlier external view, with brickwork partly closing the facade

B

Present external view, with alterations in the brickwork and

modern roof in front

See page 51



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE V

Mamandur : Rudravdltsvaram cave-temple [Mdmandur II).

External view of facade, with pillars and pilasters, those of

the inner row partly visible. Note absence of dvdra-pdlas

on faqade. Mahendra style. Period I

See page 56







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE VI

Aldmandur: Rudravdlisvaram cave-temple {Mdmandur 11),

with three shrine-cells

A & B

Dvdra-pdlas on the south and north of doorway of southern

shrine, both sage-like

C

Dvdra-pdla on south of doorway ofthe central shrine, with the

characteristic club and pose

See page 57
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Mdmandur

Dvdra-pdla

Dvdra-pdlas

shrine, both

PLATE VH

: Rudravdlisvarcun cave-temple {Mdmandur II),

with three shrine-cells

A

on north of doorway of central shrine, similar to

and counterpart of plate VI C

B & G

on south and north of doorway of northern

in similar pose, one hand in adoration and the

other in kati

See page 57







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE VIII

Kuranganilmuttam : Kal-mandakam cave-temple. External

view of far^ade, with two pillars and two pilasters, those of

the inner row partly visible. Mahendra style, Period I

See page 60



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PL\TE IX

Kuranganilmuttam : Kal-mandakam cave-temple, with three

shrine-cells

A & B

Almost idential dvara-pdlas on either side of doorway of

southern shrine

C

Dvdra-pdla on south of central shrine-doorway with charac-

teristic horns on head and club

See page 60







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAYAS

PLATE X

Kuranganilmuttam: Kal-mandakam cave-temple, with three

shrine-celli

A

Dvara-pdla on north of central shrine-doorway, counterpart of

plate IX C, with characteristic club and without horns

B & G

Dvara-pdlas on either side of northern shrine-doorway, with

slender build and beautiful poses, one hand in adoration and

the other in kati

See page 60



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XI

A

Vallam
:
general view of eastern side of the rock, with the three

cave-temples excavated into three boulders— VasantUvaram

cave-temple near the top, second immediately below it and third

near the right extreme

B

Vallam : Vasantesvaram cave-temple ( Vallam I) . Exterior view,

showing facade of mandapa walledup with brickwork and

modern doors, the outlines of original pillars faintly visible on

either side of central doonvay. Bears an inscription of

Mahendravarman's time relating to its excavation. Mahendra

style. Period I. The Ganesa and JyeshtJid sculptures in

niches on either end offacade are subsequent additions

See pages 61 and 63
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CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XII

A

Mahendravadi : Mahendrads Vishnu cave-temple. General

view, with pillars and pilasters having lotus-medallions,

those of the inner row and the single shrine-cell dedicated

to Vishnu partially visible. Mahendra style. Period I

B

Mdmandur : northern cave-temple {Mdmandur I). General

view, with pillars and pilasters having lotus-medallions,

the single shrine-cell behind probably dedicated to Vishnu.

Mahendra style. Period I

See pages 66 and 69
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PLATE XIII

A

Dalavanur: hill with Satruinalla’s cave-temple. Note the part

of the rock with the least top load chosen for the excavation.

Excavated by Mahendravarman I, bearing his inscriptions in

Sanskrit and Tamil. Mahendra style, Period I

B

Dalavanur : Satrumalla's cave-temple. General view of

facade, with ornate pillars, simple pilasters, well-formed cornice

with kudu-arches, dvdra-pdlas in extreme niches and broken

lateral flights of steps with central landing in front

See pages 71 and 73
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CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XIV

Dalavdnur: Satrumalla's cave-temple. Details of central

ornate pillars, with a makara-torana above, formed by the

corbels and beam-face over central bay, kudu-arches and the

simulated terrace over kapbta. The frontal cut-stone steps

are recent additions

See page 73



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XV

Dalavdnur: Satrumalla's cave-temple, dvdra-pdlas

A

At the western end offacade, without club

B

At the eastern end offacade, with club, similar to A in dress

and ornament

C & D

On south and north respectively of the shrine-doorway, both

without club and in almost similar pose

See pages 74 and 75







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XVI

Dalavdnur: Satrwnalla’s cave-temple. Shrine-cell^ with porch

in front with unusual type ofpillars {devoid ofthe top saduram),

well-formed kapdta above corbel and beam and chandra-

Hld in front onfloor. The Tamil inscription is seen at the basal

saduram of pillar on proper right. The dvdra-pdlas

{same as on plate XV C and D) and the shrine-doorway are

seen in the rear

See page 75



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XVII

Tiruchirdppalli : Lalitdnkura’s cave-temple. South-facing

facade of cave-temple near the top of the hill, with four pillars

and two pilasters with lotus-medallions and inscriptions of

Mahendravarman I. Mahendra style, Period I

See page 81







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XVIII

Tiruchirdppalli: Lalitdnkuras cave-temple, pillar-medallions

A

Lotus-medallion on bases of pillars, lotus with four seriate

petals, the two outer expanding and the two inner infolding over

a central torus, whole bounded by two circles and beads

B

Scroll-medallion on top of easternmost pillar, consisting of

radiating sprigs of scroll-foliage with circular centre, whole

bounded by two circles and beads

G

Hamsa-medallion on second pillar offacadefrom east, showing

motif of hathsa with its plumage and tail extended into an

expanding scroll, which, along with another flourish issuing

from its beak,fllls the entire circle

D

Mdtahganakra-niedalliori on third pillar from east, the

fore part of composite animal being an elephant and the hind

part a crocodile-like nakra, with its floriated tail expanding

in all directions and piling the circle

E

Patralata-rnedallion on westernmost pillar of facade', the

design is a group oj Jour convolute scrolls starting from a

helical centre

F

Kinnari-medallion on easternmost pillar of inner row, with a

kinnarl [half-human and half-bird) as a central motif, the

plumage expanding into a scroll all round

See pages 81 and 82
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PLATE XIX

Tiruchirappalli : Lalitankura's cave-temple. Shrine-front on

eastern wall of mandapa, showing the moulded basement,

steps, pilasters, cornice with kudu-arches and dvara-pdlas

of the usual type on either side of the doorway

See page 84







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XX

Tiruchirdppalli : Lalitankura's cave-temple. Panel on west

wall of mandapa facing shrine-entrance {cf plate XIX),
showing Siva as Gahgadhara receiving the descending

Gahga in his tresses and adored by devotees. The verse

inscription of Mahendravarman I is seen on the pilasters

flanking the panel

See page 85



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXI

Siyamangalam : Avanibkdjana’s cave-temple. Facade-pillars,

A and B, and pilasters, C and D, with lotus-medallions at base,

Jioral sprigs on lateral faces of the pillars, A and B, and

panel-sculptures of dancing Siva and Siva-and-Umd on lateral

faces ofpilasters, C and D. Excavated by Mahendravarman I,

bearing his inscription. Mahendra style. Period I

See pages 91 and 93







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXII

Siyamangalam : Avanibhdjana’s cave-temple. Front faces of

north and south pillars, A and B, showing lion with looped tail

on the top square and lotus-medallion on the bottom. The

inscription on A is that of Dantivarman and on B of

Mahendravarman I

See page 91



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXIII

Siyamahgalam : Avanibhajana’s cave-temple. Dancing Siva

on top of north pilaster, four-armed and in bhujahga-trdsa

(with cobra below), a gana playing on the drum on one side

and another on the opposite side singing

See page 92







CAVE-TEMPLES OE THE PALLAVAS

PLAl’E XXIV

Siyamangalam : Avanibhdjana’s cave-temple. Warriors in

niches at the north and south ends of mandapa-facade, A,

holding shield aside and brandishing his danda to strike, and

B, holding up his shield in defence

See page 92



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXV

Siyamangalam : Avanibhajana's cave-temple

A

Shrine-front, with moulded basement, plain pilasters, kapota

above and typical dvdra-pdlas guarding entrance; linga

inside is not rock-cut

B

.Northern dvdra-pdla, horned and facing front

C

Southern dvdra-pdla in semi-profile and without horns

See page 93







CAVE-^EMPXES OF THE PALL7LVAS

PLATE XXVI

A

Vilappakkam: Pafichapdndava cave-temple. Facade of un-

finished cave-temple showing pillars and pilasters. Mahendra
style

B

AragandanaUur : unfinished cave-temple, showing massive

facade-pillars. Mahendra style

See pages 96 and 98



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXVII

Tirukkalukkunram : Orukal-mandapam. View of cave-temple,

showing pillars and pilasters offacade and inner row and some

of the sculptures inside. Bears an inscription of Mdmalla.

Mahendra style. Period II

See page 100







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXVIII

Tirukkalukkunram : Orukal-mandapam. A & B, almost

identical sculptures of celestials on the southern and northern

end-walls of the mukha-mandapa, one hand in pose of

adoration and the other in kati, suitably reversed for symmetry

See page 100



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXIX

Tirukkalukkunram : Omkal-mandapam. Projected shrine-front,

showing moulded base with steps, plain pilasters, corbels, kapota

and dvdra-palas in niches on either side of doorway. The

lihga inside is not rock-cut

See page 102







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PAT.LAVAS

PLATE XXX

Tirukkalukkunram : Orukal-mandapam

A

Dvdra-pala on south of doorway of projecting shrine-front

and Brahma on adjoining back wall of the inner mandapa

B

Dvdra-pala on north of doorway ofprojecting shrine-front and

Vishnu on adjoining hind wall of inner mandapa

See pages 102 and 103



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXXI

Mahdbalipuram : Kdtikal-mandapam, dedicated to Durgd.

Mahendra style, Period II

A

Facade, showing pillars {one with Pallava-grantha inscription),

pilasters and corbels

B

Projected shrine-fro7it, with adhishthdna and steps and dvdra-

pdlikds guarding shrine-doorway

G

Details of northern dvdra-pdlikd and kapHa and kudu above

See page 107







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXXII

A
f

Singavaram : Rafiganatha cave-teriiple. Mahishamardini,

four-armed, in niche beyond the facade of the cave-temple, with

one of the devotees cutting his hand and the other in adoration.

Mahendra style. Period II

B
f

Alelacheri: Sikhari-Pallaiesvaram cave-temple. Excavated by

Chandrdditya, who is not a Pallava. An aberrant example in

the Pallava country. Rock-cut lii'iga inside shrine.

Circa a.d. 650-700

See pages 115 and 116



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXXIII

A

Mamandur (IV) : smaller unfinished cave-temple. Mahendra

style, Period II

B

Mamandur (III) : larger unfinished cave-temple, showing

attempt to carve a pillared verandah round a row of central

shrines. Mahendra style. Period II

See pages 118 and 120







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXXIV

A

Mahdbalipuram: Dharmaraja-mandapam or Atyantakama'

s

cave-temple. Bears an inscription ofParamekara I or Atyanta-

kdma. Has three empty shrine-cells, perhaps dedicated to the

Trimurtis. Mahendra style, Period II

B

Sdluvankuppam: Atiranachanda-mandapam. Excavated by

Rdjasirhha or Atiranachanda as stated in its inscriptions.

Contains sculptures of Sdmdskanda on back wall of shrine-cell

and back wall of mandapa on either side of shrine. The cell

has a loose prismatic lihga. Mahendra style. Period II

See pages 122 and 127



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXXV

Mahdbalipuram : Dharmardja-mandapafn or Atyantakamd

s

cave-temple. The three shrines are devoid of sculptures and

the outlines of the chiselled-off dvdra-pdlas are seen flanking

the doorway of the central shrine

See page 122







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXXVI

r

Sdluvankuppam: Mahisha-mardini panel on low rock in front

of Atiranachanda’s cave-temple, showing Durgd fighting and

the asura in flight. Rajasirhha's time

See page 130



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE xxxvn

A

hilmfivilanii^ai : Vishnu rock-cut cell, containing has-relief

Vishnu. Mahaulra style, Period III

B

Valldin II: loiccr ^irui cuic-tcnifile, xcith narrmc ardha-

mundapa devoid of fnllats and plain shrinc-ccll ivith dvdra-

pdla^ behind. .Mahendiil style, Period III

C

\ allatn III: northern J idinu) eave-teniple, with narrow

(udha-nunidapa, the ^lender pillars of which have been cut

ojf below the corbel s, a plain shrinc-ccll behind 'with dvdra-

pdlas on either side. I he loo^c \culplu)e iihide is a later

addition. .Mahcndta style, Poiod III

See pages 130. 132 and 134







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXXVIII

A

Mahdbalipuram: Koneri-mandapam, five-celled rock-cut Siva

temple, with slender Mahendra type pillars on the facade and

kapota above with kudu-arches and row of miniature shrines

on top. The inner row ofpillars are of the Mdmalla style with

capitals below the corbel. Mdmalla style {transition from

Mahendra to Mdmalla style)

B

Mahdbalipuram : Vardha-mandapam cave-temple, with vydla-

based pillars and pilasters offacade carrying capitals, kapota

with kudus, and row of miniature shrines on top. The shrine-

front projects from the hind wall of the mandapa. Perhaps

dedicated to Vishnu. Mdmalla style

See pages 134 and 141



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XXXIX

A

Mahdbalipuram: Kdneri-mandapam, five-celled rock-cut Siva

temple. Inner row of ornate pillars without lion-bases, but

with capitals and fluted corbels of Mdtnalla type in contrast to

the Mahendra type pillars offacade seen on plate XXXVIII

A

B

Mahdbalipuram : Vardha-mandapam cave-temple. Details of

vydla-basedfac,ade-pillar, elevation of shrine-front and dvdra-

pdla niches

See pages 138 and 144







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAYAS

PLA'l'E XL

Mahdbalipuram : K onm-mandapam, five-celled rock-cut Siva

temple. The central and extreme shrine-fronts are projected

and the two intermediate ones recessed, all with fully-developed

mouldingsfrom base to cornice. The five sets of dvdra-pdlas

are different from each other. The hind walls of the empty

shrines have shallow niches for fitting carved square plaques oj

the principal deity

See page 138



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XLI

Alahdbalipurain : Vardha-niandapam. Bhu-Vardha panel on

north wall of mandapa, showing Vishnu as Vardha-mfirti

retrieving the Goddess of Earth from the nether^ regions

See page 146







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE FALLA VAS

PLATE XLII

Mahdbalipuram : Vardha-mandapam. Gaja-Lakshmi panel on

hind wall of mandapa, north of shrine-entrance. Sri or

Lakshmi on lotus, bathed by elephants and with attendants

carrying water [compare similar sculpture on plate LIV A)

See page 147



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XLIII

Mahabalipuram : Varaha-mandapam. Durgd panel on hind

wall of mandapa, south of shrine-entrance. Four-armed

Durgd standing on lotus-pedestal with lion and deer at top

corners, two devotees below, one in the act of self-immolation

and the other in prayer

See page 148







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XLIV

Mahdbalipuram : Vardha-mandapam. Trivikrama panel on

south wall of mandapa. Eight-armed Vishnu as Trivikrama,

measuring the universe by his two strides to the discomfiture of

Bali, seated on his left below

See page 147



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XLV

Mahdbalipuram: Mahisha-mardini cave-temple. Facade,

showing unfinished base and top andfinished slender pillars and

pilasters of the Mdmalla type with capitals and without

vydla-bases. The second pillar from the left is a substitute

for the missing one. Mdmalla style

See page 150







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XLVI

Mahabalipuram: Mahisha-mardini cave-temple. Somdskanda

relief on hind wall of shrine-cell, showing $iva, Umd and

baby Skanda with Brahma and Vishnu in the background;

the recumbent nandi below is not found in other Somdskanda

sculptures

See page 153



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XLVII

Mahabalipuram : Mahisha-mardini cave-temple. Mahisha-

mardini panel, depicting the vigorous fight between eight-armed

Durgd on lion followed by gana and female attendants

and Mahishdsura with buffalo-head followed by his asura

attendants

See page 154







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XLVIII

Mahdbalipuram : Mahisha-mardini cave-temple. Toga-sayana

Vishnu, reclining on serpent couch in yoga-nidrd and the

aggres sive demons Madhu and Kaitabha standing beyond

his feet

See page 155



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE XLIX

Mahdbalipuram : Trimurti cave-temple. Excavation of three

contiguous vimdna-fronts, unlike the usual mandapa-fronts.

The central shrine is dedicated to Siva, the one to its right to

Brahmd-sdstd and the one to its left to Vishnu. At the

southern extreme is a separate niche with Durgd. Mdmalla

style

See page 156







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE L

Mahdbalipuram : Trimurti cave-temple. Eight-armed Durgd

standing on buffalo-head inside a stambha-tdrana over a

moulded adhishthdna

See page 160



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE LI

A

Mahdbalipurarn: Pulipudar-mandapam, unfinished cave-

temple, with vydla-based facade-pillars and five cell-openings

inside. Mdmalla style

B

Mahdbalipurarn: Korieri-mandapam, unfinished cave-temple,

north of the Kdneri-maridapam, with lion-based facade-pillars

and the interior in the process of excavation. Mdmalla style

See page 161







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE LI I

Mahdbalipuram : Panchapandava-mandapam cave-temple,

with unfinished adhishtbana, vyala-based facade-pillars

carrying full capitals and rampant lion-brackets in the corbel-

angles over the abacus, kapota without kudus and string of

miniature shrines on top. Mdmalla style

See page 164



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE LIII

Mahdbalipuram : Paramehara-Mahdvardka- Vishm-griha

(Adivardka) cave-iemple. Mdmalla style,

A

Vishnu niche in central panel on northern half of projecting

shrine-front, north of shrine-entrance. To the right of Vishnu

is Adisesha and to his left is partially seen the northern dvdra-

pdla guarding the shrine-entrance

B

Hari-Hara niche in central panel on southern half ofprojecting

shrine-front, south of shrine-entrance. To the left ofHari-Hara

is the sculpture of an attendant, while to his right is partially

visible the southern dvdra-pdla guarding the shrine-entrance

See page 1 70





B



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE LIV

Mahdbalipuram : Paramesvara-Mahdvardha-Vishnu-grika

[Adivardha) cave-temple

A

Sri or Gaja-Lakshml on lotus, bathed by elephants with female

attendants carrying water, on north extreme of hind wall of

ardha-mandapa [compare plate XLll)

B

Eight-armed Durgd, in tri-bhahga, on south extreme of hind

wall of ardha-mandapa, standing on buffalo-head with lion,

deer and ganas on top, twofemale attendants one on either side

[similar to dvdra-pdlikds of Kotffdl-mandapam, plate XXXI
B and C), two devotees, one cutting his hand and

the other in prayer

See pages 170 and 171



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE LV

Mahdbalipurarn : Paramesvara-Mahdvardha-Vishnu-griha

{Adivardha) cave-temple

A

Portrait sculpture on northern end-wall of ardha-mandapa,

labelled 'Simhavinna-p-poirddirdjan'’ {Narasirhhavarman

Mdmalla) seated on throne and his two queens standing on

either side

B

Portrait sculpture on southern end-wall of ardha-mandapa,

labelled ‘Mahendra-pdtrddi-rdjan {Mahendravarman II),

leading his two queens

See page 172





.w.



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE LVI

Mahdbalipuram : Paramesvara-Mahdvardha-Vishnu-griha

{Adivardha) cave-temple

A

Siva as Gangddhara on northern end-wall of mukha-mandapa

B

Brahma on southern end-wall of mukha-mandapa

See page 172



CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE LVII

Mahdbalipuram : Rdinmuja-mandapam cave-temple. Mamalla

style

A

General view, with crude pillars of a modern mandapa obstruct-

ing full view

B

Far,ade, with vyala-pillars and pilasters, chiselled-

off dvdra-pdlas, two miniature vimdnas in relief at

either extreme, ornate kapdta and row of miniature shrines

on top

See page 175







CAVE-TEMPLES OF THE PALLAVAS

PLATE LVIII

Saluvankuppam : TdU-mandapam or ‘’Tiger -cave. Mdmalla

style

A

Rock with Tdli-mandapam. Pavilion surrounded by a torana

of vydla-heads, with rearing lion-based pilasters in front of

pavilion and flanking the steps and the adjoining recumbent

elephants with niches on their backs

B

Details of two recumbent elephants, carrying niches which

contain sculptures, a stambha in between and a horse at the

southern extreme

See pages 180 and 182
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